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Introduction of Ayurveda 



Chapter- I 

Introduction of Ayurveda 

Ayurveda, the text and philosophy of Traditional Indian Medicine, remains the most ancient 

yet living tradition. The vedic word Ayurveda has been coined by the conjunction of two 

Sanskrit words, "iiyus" meaning life and "veda" meaning knowledge. Every root word in the 

vedic tradition has its own definition - thus, iiyus has its own definition and so does veda. 

Literally and concisely, iiyus means "life" and veda means "science." Veda means science-not 

a science that changes its theories and its findings every few years but ageless, eternal 

knowledge built on siddhiintas, fundamental unchanging principles. Veda refers to guided 

knowledge: it is not just theory, but also a roadmap for how to derive practical benefit from 

the knowledge. According to this translation, Ayurveda means "the science of life." But the 

vedic texts expand on these definitions to offer a more complete understanding. Caraka 

Samhitii describes it as:-

"Hitahitaril sukharil dul}khamayustasya hitahitam 1 

Manaril ca tacca yatroktamayurvedal} sa ucyatel" 1 

"Ayurveda is that which deals with good, bad, happy and unhappy life, its promoters and non 

promoters, measurements and nature." 

Thus in Ayurveda ayus (life) can be classified as: 

• Sukha iiyus 

The iiyus that leads a healthy life. Person has good health. 

• Du~zkha iiyus 

The iiyus that lives a diseased life. The person suffers with some disease all his life. 

• Hita iiyus 

The ayus that lives life by serving the society. 

I 
C.S.Su. - 1/41 
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• Ahita iiyu 

The iiyus that lives life in destructive activities. 

"It means that beneficial, non-beneficial, happy and unhappy are four life paradigms ~f 

living. Knowing whatever is pleasant or unpleasant; and beneficial or harmful for living 

being is Ayurveda 's approach to holistic medicine. How various materials, their qualities and 
. ' 

activities affect life favourably or unfavourably with quantitative or qualitative knowledge is 

also a part of Ayurveda." 

In C.S. iiyus is described as:-

"Sarirendriyasattvatmasarityogo dhari jivitam 1 

Nityagascanubandhasca paryayairayucyate 11"1 

' ' ' ·, 
' 

"Ayus means the conjunction of body, sense-organs, mind and self and is known by t~e 

synonyms dhtiri, jlvita, nityaga and anubandha." 

It means life is the dynamic combination of organs, sense and executing faculties, mind and 

conscious principle. 

Dhtiri 

As the physical properties of the body is sustained (dhtir~w) during life. 

Jivita 

As the lively activities are carried out. 

Nityaga 

It means one with dynamic equilibrium. Life and all metabolic processes are the example of 

dynamic activity. 

Anubandha 

As life is possible with the combination (bandhan) of the sulcyma and the sthula sarfra. 

1 C.S.Su. -1142 
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Besides this S.S says:-

"Ayurasmin vidyate, anena va ayurvindati ityayurvedal}"1 

"So Ayurveda is that which deals with iiyus (life) or promotes life-span. Ayurveda provides. 

knowledge of life or that by which life is discussed, or that by which one attains longevity." 

By etymological derivation of Ayurveda it is evident that Ayurveda is the means of both·. 

knowing and attaining life. 

Another longer definition of Ayurveda goes in B.P:-

"Ayurhitahitam vyadhernidanam samanam tathal 

Vidyate yatra vidvadbhil} sa ayurveda ucyate11"2 

"The science in which are described the life, its suitable and unsuitable (foods, activities etc.) 

and diseases-their causes and cures/treatments is called by scholars as Ayurveda." 

This verse takes us to a deeper level to understand what Ayurveda is. Ayurveda 

provides us with a complete understanding of what is life-sustaining and what is not, not just 

for the physical body, but also our mind, heart, senses and spirit. This includes descriptions of 

the kind of diet, lifestyle and behaviour that is optimal for well-being, the ideal environment, ' 

and the herbal rasiiyanas that are good or bad for each of these aspects of health. There is 

great detail on each of these modalities - what to eat, when to eat and how to eat are a part of 

dietary recommendations for example Ayurveda texts also include recommendations for 

nurturing relationships and living as part of the human community. 

Similarly, K.S. gives Ayurveda's meaning with its etymological derivation:-

"Ayurjlvitamucyate, vida jiiane dhatul}, vidlr Iabbe ca; 

Ayuranena jiianena vidyate jiiayate vindate labhate na r~yatityayurvedal}."3 

It means the word Ayurveda consists of 'iiyus' and root verb 'vidjiitine or vidlr ltibhe.' So 

Ayurveda gives the knowledge of life. Ayurveda deals elaborately with measures of healthful 

1 S.S:Su.- l/15 
2 B. P. -1/1/l/ 3 
3 Upoddhata, K.S. 
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living during the entire span of life and its various phases. Ayurveda is a set of practical, 

simple guidelines, for long life and good health. 

Ayurveda is described as having a divine origin or history in the different ancient 

medical texts. History allows of being evolved either on chronological or ideological or 

biographical lines. As for chronology, ancient Indian History of which Ayurveda is a part, 

does not afford much scope. But ideologically Ayurveda, following the lines of the general 

concepts of life, may be classified and described in its several stages of development in the 

light of metaphysical concepts of matter and life. Medicine is as old as the instinctive 

avoidance of pain and since the repugnance to pain is an innate characteristic of life, it may 

be said that medicine is coeval with life itself. .Aireya also says:-

"Na hi nabhiita kadacidayu~al} santano buddhisantano va .... "1 

"There was no time when either the stream of life or the stream of intelligence did not flow." 

He then goes on to argue that as life has thus existed throughout all time and has always been 

aware of itself, it follows that Ayurveda which is but the tradition embodying this knowledge, 

has enjoyed an antiquity as immense as life itself. 

So Ayurveda is eternal. Eternal means that one has existed from the beginning. It does 

not mean that AyunJeda books existed right from the beginning of creation. Eternal stands for 

the fact that Ayun'eda principles were operational right from the beginning of creation 

whether we have realized them or not. Like gravitational force is eternal. Gravity has existed 

right from the day when earth was originated. Ayurveda is the natural wisdom of nature that 

is already operating in life. Ayurveda mentors or sages just dealt with Ayurvedic principles 

like Newton did with gravitational force. Ayurveda is constantly evolving in historical and 

medical sense. One of the principal tenets of Ayurveda is that life is eternal, therefore, as life 

is eternal, so its science should also be eternal. 

History is the biography of outstanding individuals in each age and this is even truer 

with the history of medicine. In medicine the lives and activities of outstanding men like 

Bharadvaja, Atreya, Caraka, Susruta and Vagbha!fa and others in India constitute the history 

of ancient medicine in India. C.S. in common with the other ancient works recalls the 

1 
C.S.Su. - 30/27 
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tradition of the heavenly descent of medicine. Since it maintains that the science of life hL 
coexisted with life this can only mean that in his pursuit of healing; man has receiv~d 
heavenly guidance from time to time. 

. It is the oldest known form of health care or healing art on the planet. Ayurveda ha: 

been practiced in India for the past five thousand years. It is rooted in India's most cherishek 

. scriptures known as the vedas (about 6000 years ago) namely the IJ.gveda, YajurvedJ. 

Siimaveda and Atharvaveda. Ayurveda is regarded as the upaveda or sub-scripture of th~ 
Atharvaveda as said in S.S :-

"Iha khalvayurvedaril namopafigamatharvavedasya ..... " 1 

Ayurveda subjects are dealt not only in vedas, but also in iirar.zyakas, briihmar.zas, and 

upani~ads. But all these details are not presented in a structured manner, but are scattered all 

over the texts. A structured presentation or making a treatise on Ayurveda had taken place 

only between 2nd century B.C. and 1Oth century A.D. Though it had been practiced all along, 

it was around this time that Ayurveda in India was codified from the oral tradition to book 

form as an independent science. The sages of great intellect collected with great efforts, gems 

of efficacious medicinal formulas from the ocean of Ayurveda in their own texts and gave 

them to the world for warding off diseases of all the people. Thus most popular and authentic 

C.S, S.S and other texts which are still in use, came into existence. 

It is said that it has a divine origin and was initially possessed by Gods. It is believed 

that Ayurveda was created by Lord Brahmii. Lord Brahmii is considered as creator of this 

universe according to Indian mythology. Brahmii, the creator, created Ayurveda much before 

human came into existence. It was an unscripted knowledge, which was passed to Da~a 

Prajiipati. He obtained the knowledge of Ayurveda in the form of sloka hymned by Lord 

Brahma. This knowledge of Ayurveda was then passed on to two twin brothers popularly 

known as "Physician of Gods" and was famous with name Asvini Kumara. But during that 

era, diseases and immorality started dominating the planet and people were badly affected 

with the miseries and diseases. Seeing all these mishappennings and sorrows, few learned 

men approached Lord Indra to help this planet in getting diseased free. They went to lord 

Indra and dictated him about the grievances humankind was facing. After hearing, all these 

1 S.S.Su.- 1/6 
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grievances Lord Indra decided to shower them with the knowledge of Ayurveda, by which 

they could resolve the problems. As said in C.S:-

"BrahmaJ}a hi yathaproktamayurvedarit Prajapatil). I 

Jagraha nikhilenadavasvinau tu punastatal] 11" 1 

"ASvibhyarit bhagavafichakal). pratipedde ha kevalam 1 

~iprokto Bharadvajastasmacchakamupagamat11"2 

"Vighnabhfita yada rogal). pradurbhfital). saririJ}am I 

Tapopavasadhyayanabrahmacaryavratayu~am 11"3 

"Tada bhfite~vanukrosarit puraskrstya mahar~ayal).l 

Samatetiil). puJ}yakarmaJ}al] parsve himavatal] subhell"4 

Thus, a team of scholars were selected under IJ~i Bhardvaja and were blessed with the 

complete knowledge of Ayurveda. This is the first time Ayun1eda descended on earth and 

then it came in the hands of humans. Now this prestigious life science was taught to 

Punarvasu Atreya, a disciple of f!..~i Bhardvtija. Due to his capabilities and learning skills he 

learned knowledge of Ayurveda from f!..~i Bhardvaja. He had six disciples named Agnivesa, 

Bhela, Jatukar!Ja, Parasara, Harfta and K~arapiiFi. Atreya carefully narrated all the light of 

Ayurveda amongst his disciple. Out of all these all the text written by Agnivesa became very 

popular. It was known as Agnivesa Tantra. 

There is one another view famous about the ongm of Ayurveda. According to 

mythology, Brahma, the creator, is said to have imparted the knowledge of medicine to 

Prajapati Da~a. Da~a, in tum, taught the twins, Asvinikumaras. Asvinikumiiras took the 

knowledge to Lord Indra, the King of Heavens. Indra deputed Dhanvantri to take this 

science to the mortals. Therefore, when the gods and demons, in search of the elixir of life, 

1C.S.Su. -l/4 
2 ibid- 115 
3 ibid- 1/6 
4 

ibid- 1/7 
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churned the ocean, Dhanvantri came out of it holding the bowl of nectar and a science in his 

hands called Ayurveda for human beings. 1
. 

There is also one another view about the appearance of Dhanvantari. Once Lord 

Indra took a look at this world and saw the people suffering greatly from diseases, this sight 

made his mind filled with compassion and he ordered Dhanvantari to take birth on earth with 

Ayurveda's knowledge. Having learnt from Indra, Dhanvantari came to this world and took 

birth in the house of the king. He was named as Divodiisa. He composed a treatise ofhis own 

(name) for the benefit of the people and taught it to his disciples also. Susruta was one of his 

students who composed a separate text based on Dhanvantari's teachings.2 

In S.S., also we can find source of Dhanvantari's appearance:-

"Brahma provaca tatal} prajapatiradhijage, tasmat a8vinau, asvibhyam 

lndral}, indradaham, maya tviha pradeyamarthibhyal} prajahitahetol}ll"3 

Here Dhanvantari himself says that Brahma (the creator) spoke, there from Prajiipati 

received, thence Asvins, from Asvins Indra, from Indra myself and I should deliver it here to 

the desirous pupils for the welfare of the people. Then further says:-

"Aharii hi Dhanvantariradidevo jararujamrtyuharal} amara~am II 

Salyafigamafigairaparairupetam praptal} asmi gam bhiiya ihopade1j!timll"4 

"I am Dhanvantari, the first God, the destroyer of senility, diseases and death of Gods, 

having descended again to the earth (as Divodasa) to teach surgery along with other allied 

branches." 

Thus, there were two main schools of Ayurveda - Atreya (the school of physicians) 

and Dhanvantari (the school of surgeons). These two schools made Ayurveda a more 

scientifically certifiable and classifiable medical system. 

1 V.P.- 3/10/12 
2 B.P. - 1166/89 
3 S.S.Su. - 1/20 
4 ibid- 1/21 
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The oldest compilations of Atreya and Agnivesa are lost. There are three main re

organizers whose works still exist and in use. These works compiled in the texts of Caraka, 

Susruta and Viigbha.t.ta Sarhhitii. Caraka was the first person who based his sarhhitii on 

Agnivesa Sarhhitii and enlarged it with his interpretations and annotations. Susruta based his 

sarhhitii on the Dhanvantari School of Ayurveda. Viigbha.t.ta compiled the third treatise called 

A~!iifiga Hrdayam that is a concise version of both the works of Caraka and Susruta Sarhhitii. 

These works still contain the original and complete knowledge of the Ayurvedic world of 

medicine. Thus, three major Ayurvedic texts are which are known as brhad trayf:-

• Caraka Sarhhitii 

• Susruta Sarhhitii 

• A~!iifiga Hrdayam 

Additionally, there are three other minor works which are known as laghu trayf, works of 

later authors and are, more or les~, compilations without much originality:-

• Siirfigadhara Sarhhita 

• Bhiivaprakiisa 

• Miidhava Nidiinarh 

As its name, shows there are two main objectives of Ayurveda:-

"Prayojanam disya svasthasya svasthyara~al)amaturasya vikaraprasamanam ca 11"1 

The aims and objectives of A.yurveda have been beautifully coined in the above sloka. To 

lead a good life health is priority. Through Ayurvedic concepts it is necessary to maintain 

health and m case of a diseased state gammg back the nonnal health. 

The object of Ayurveda is to protect health of the healthy and to alleviate disorders in the 

diseased. Thus, aims and objectives of Ayurveda have been divided into two aspects namely: 

• Svasthasya svasthya ra~al)am (Preventive and Social medicine) 

• Aturasya vikara prasamanam (Therapeutics) 

1 
C.S.Su. - 30/26 
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Similarly, S.S says:-

"Iha khalvayurvedaprayojanam-vyadhyupasn;tanam 

vyadhiparimo~al], svasthasya ra~al}aril ca II" 1 

"Svasthasya ra/cyal)ath" which means "keeping the healthy person healthy." Prevention is 

the primary and most important goal of Ayurveda. 

"Vyiidhiparimolcyal)" which means "for the person who does not have this knowledge of 

how to stay optimally healthy or does not implement the knowledge, and thus gets out of 

balance, Ayurveda teaches that person how to get rid of the imbalance." 

Thus, Ayurveda serves two purposes - it maintains health in the healthy and alleviates 

disorders in the diseased. The ultimate aim in both, however, is equilibrium of essential 

factors. And both these are aimed towards the pro~otion of health on three levels: 

• Mentally 

• Physically 

• Spiritually 

Ayurveda is also known as A~!tiiiga Veda. The word literally means "Eight Branches of 

Knowledge" as it is divided into eight specialized branches, which are:-

"Tasyayurvedasyafiganya~tau; tad yatha-kayacikitsa, salakyarit, salyapahartrkarit, 

vi~agara- vairodhikaprasamanaril, bhiitavidya,kaumarabhrtyakam, rasayanarh, 

vajikaral}am iti 11"2 

"Tadyatha salyaril, salakyarit, kayacikitsa, bhiitavidya, 

Kaumarabhrtyam, agadatantraril, rasay~natantram, vajikaral}atantram iti 11"3 

1 S.S.Su.- 1114 
2 C.S.Su. - 30/28 
3 S.S.Su. - 117 
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Thus, Ayurveda mainly composed of these eight clinical specialties and they are as follows: 

• Salya (Surgery) : 

"Tatra salya nama vividha-tfi].a-ka~tha-pa~al).a-pansu-lohalo~ta-

-Asthi-bala-nakha-piiyastrava-du~tavral).antar-garbhasalyoddharal).artham, 

Yantra-sastra-~aragni-pral).idhanavral).aviniScayartham II" 1 

Salya is meant for extraction of various types of grass, wood, stone, dust, metal, clod, bone, 

hair, nail, pus discharge, matrix of dirty wounds and also of abnormal foetus; for application 

of blunt instruments, sharp instruments, caustic alkali and cauterization and also for 

diagnosing and deciding (about management) of wounds. 

So basically it deals with the means such as yantra (tools), §astra (instruments), /qiira 

(alkalises) and agni (fire) to remove the foreign bodies such as grasses, pus etc., matrix of 

dirty wound, etc. in the body by different methods. 

• Saliikya (Otorhinolaryngology (ENT) and Ophthalmology): 

"Salakyam namordhvajatrugatanam sraval).a-nayana-vadana-

-Ghral).adisamsritanarii vyadhlnam upa8amanarthamll"2 

Siiltikya is that which is meant for alleviation of the diseases of ear, eye, mouth, nose etc. 

situated in supraclavicular region. It is a division of Otorhinolaryngology (ENT) and 

Ophthalmology. It deals with the diseases related to nose, ear, throat and eyes. In other words 

it deals with .the disease of urdhva jatru region i.e. diseases in the organs above the clavicle 

or collarbone (jatru) and their treatment. 

·
1 S.S.Su.- 1/7 (i) 
2 ibid- 117 (ii) 
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• Kiiyacikitsii (Internal Medicine) : 

S.S says about kiiyacikitsa:-

"Kayacikitsa nama sarvangasansritanam vyadhinam jvara-raktapittaso~a-

-Un.mada-apasmara-ku~tha-meha-atisaradinam-upasamanartham 11"1 

Kaya means living human body (body and mind). Kayacikitsa is that which is meant for 

alleviation of generalised diseases such as fever, intrinsic haemorrhage, consumption, 

insanity, epilepsy, leprosy, diarrhoea etc. 

It is the branch of Ayurveda that deals with internal medicine. The treatment involved is 

called "kiiyacikitsa", where kiiya means 'agni' and cikitsa means "treatment". As it is known 

that energy, neither can be created nor can it be destroyed. In human body kiiya provides the 

necessary energy for all bodily activities. 

In simple words, the vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates, fats etc. eaten are bio transformed 

by this kliya to the bodily substances. As long as kii.ya is proper, all the activities in body are 

carried out smoothly. Any disturbance in kliya causes imbalance in the equilibrium and 

disturbs physiology, which is nothing but the disease. In Ayurveda therapeutics devotes to 

correction and maintenance of biological kliya through the means of au~adhi. 

• Bhiitavidyii (Psychiatry) : 

"Bhiitavidya nama deva-asura-gandharva-ya~a-ra~al].-pitr-pisaca-naga-

-Grahadyupasr~tacetasarii santikarmabaliharal)adigrahopasamanartham 11"2 

Bhiitavidya is that which is meant for pacification of grahas (seizures) such as deva, asura, 

gandharva, yalqa, ralqas, pitr. pisaca, ntiga etc. by pacifying rites, offerings etc. in case of 

persons with minds invaded by them. 

1 S.S.Su. - 117 (iii) 
2 ibid- 117 (iv) 
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So bhutavidyii deals with the management of mental disorders caused by bhiita (invisible 

agents or supernatural powers). Thus, it is complementary to psychiatry. Bhutas also denote 

micro-organisms which caused infections and suppuration in wounds. 

• Kaumiirabh[fya (Paediatrics) : 

Kaumiirabhrtya is described as:-

"Kaumarabhrtyarit nama kumarabharal}a-dhatr~irado~asam8odhanartharit 

Du~tastanyagrahasamutthanarit ca vyadhinamupa.Samanartham 11"1 

Kaumiirabhrtya is that which is meant for management of child, purification of the defects of 

breast milk in wet-nurse and alleviation of disorders caused by defective breast-milk and 

seizures. Kaumiirabhrtya deals with the following aspects:-

1. Management of child (including antenatal) 

2. Purification ofbreast-milk 

3. Treatment of diseases of children 

Caring of children follows two main methods- preventive and treating methods. Preventive 

methods start even before the birth of child. In fact, it begins even before the child is 

conceived within the womb of a woman. This branch of Ayurveda deals with health issues of 

children, from before conception to the age of sixteen. Thus, it deals with both preventive and 

curative aspects of paediatrics. 

• Agadatantra (Toxicology) : 

"Agadatantrarit nama sarpa-kita-liWi-mu~akadi-

-Da~tav~avyafijanartharit vividhavi~asarpyogopasamanartharit 11"2 

Agadatantra is that which is meant for diagnosis and treatment of various poisonings such as 
. 

with bites by snakes, insects, spiders, rats etc. and also with other poisonous substances. 

1 S.S.Su. - 117 (v) 
2 ibid- 117 (vi) 
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Thus, Agadatantra (Toxicology) deals with the description of various poisons and their 

treatment. 

• Rasiiyana (Geriatrics) : 

"Rasayanatantraril nama vayal} sthapanam-

-Ayurmedhabalakararil rogapaharal}asamartharil ca" 1 

Rasiiyanatantra is that which is meant for stabilising the youthful age, promoting life span, 

intellect and strength and eliminating diseases. 

Rasiiyana performs three types of action:-

1. Stabilises youthfulness and prevents senility 

2. Promotes life-span, intellect and strength 

3. Prevents and cures diseases 

Therefore, it includes longevity, improved memory, health, youthfulness, glow, complexion, 

generosity, and strength ofbody and senses. Rasiiyana improves the metabolic activities and 

results m best possible bio-transformation leading to health. 

• Viijikara{za (Eugenics and aphrodisiacs/sexology) : 

"Vajikaral}atantra nama alpadu~ta-~il}a-visu~ka-retasamapyayanaprasada-

-Upacayajanananimittaril prahar~ajananartharil ca"2 

VajfkaraiJa is that which is meant for providing affluence, purity, increase and secretion in 

case of little, defective, deficient and dried semen respectively and also for producing 

exhilaration. 

1 S.S.Su. -l/7(vii) 
2 ibid -l/7(viii) 
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Thus Viijfkara1Ja deals with promotion of sexual potency and semen. This branch of 

Ayurveda deals with the sexual aspects. It includes medications for diseases related with 

reproduction namely spermatogenesis, aphrodisiacs etc. 

In ·course of time Ayurveda, which started as a medico-religious practice, matured into a 

fully developed medical science with these eight branches, which have parallels in the 

modem western system. of medicine. The growth of these eight specialties gave Ayurveda 

another name of A~!iifiga Ayurveda. In the last 50 years of development in the teaching and 

training, it has developed into following sixteen specialties:-

Kayakumarv~ordhvagav~yarasapraptibhut:Salyaharail} I 

Ayurvedal} prokto dhatra amnatastu sal} a~tangal} 11
1 

Ayurvedal} a~fiiiigal} krmaso vijiianabpilhitavayaval} I 

Adhuna dvigul)itakayal} saiijatal} ~o~a8angal} asau 11
2 

Sid~hantal} sariraril dravyagul)aril kalpanau~adhanaiica I 

Rasasastraiica nidanaril kayacikitsavidhariaiica 11
3 

Sadvrttaril svasthanaril manasarogo rasayanaril vpjyam I 

Vi~avijiianaril salyaril salakyaril balbhrtyaiica 11
4 

Sastriprasiititantraril ~o~asa viditani vaidyakangani 1 

Jiiatavyani sus~yail} gurupade8at prayatamanail} 11
5 

Thus, initially Brahmii delivered eight parts of Ayurveda. But gradually developed with the 

advancement of knowledge now it has been doubled and thus has sixteen parts - the 

additional ones being as - Ayurveda Siddhiinta (Fundamental Principles), Sarfra (Anatomy 

and Physiology), Dravya Guna Vijfiiina (Materia Medica & Pharmacology), Bhai~ajya 

I E.O.A- 1114 
2 ibid-1/15 
3 ibid- 1116 
4 ibid- 1117 
5 ibid- 1/18 
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Kalpanii (Pharmaceuticals), Rasa-Siistra (Dealing with Mercurials), Roga Vijfliina 

(Pathology), Svastha-vrtta (Social & Preventive Medicine), Mano-roga (Psychiatry), Prasuti 

Tantra (Obstetrics & Gynaecology), Agadatantra (Toxicology), Kiiya cikitsii (Internal 

Medicine), Rasiiyana (Geriatrics), Salya Tantra (Surgery), Siiliikya Tantra (Eye & ENT), 

ViijlkaralJa (Sexology) and Kaumiira Bhrtya (Paediatrics). E.O.A. gives their description in 

the following manner:-

1. Ayurveda Siddhiinta (Fundamental Principles of Ayurveda) : 

It includes fundamental principles of.Ayurveda like:-

Paiicamahiibhiita: According to .Ayurveda whole world is made out offive elements: water, 

fire, air, earth and space. These five elements together with our own spirit make a unique 

individual. 1 

All three do~ai consist of these five elements: 

Vata -Air and Space· 

Pitta - Fire and Water 

Kapha - Water and Earth 

Therefore, .Ayurveda very clearly explains how our physical body forms a part of our 

environment and earth. 

Trido~a : Every living body possesses three vital energies known as vti.ta, pitta, kapha in 

unique individual proportions, known as 'prakrti.J (the proportion you are born with). 

I E.O.A. - 1125-26 
2 ibid- 1/29 
3 ibid- 1/33-35 
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Seven Body Tissues- 'Sapta Dhiitu': 

Ayurveda describes seven tissue types existing in our bodies.1 They are: 

Chyle =Rasa 

Blood =Rakta 

Muscles =Miirhsa 

Fatty Tissue =Medas 

Bones = Asthi 

Bone Marrow =Majjii 

Sperms or Ova =Sukra 

r,· 2 rtgUI}Q : 

Ayurveda explains the three main qualities possessed by every plant, medicine and in our 

body. They are known as: 

Sattva (vegetables)- calming and friendly 

Rajas (protein food) - energising 

Tamas (drugs, alcohol, chemicals)- harmful, mind distorting, stimulating. 

2. Sarfra (Anatomy and Physiology)3 
: 

The gross human body is composed of five mahiibhiitas being product of the combination of 

prakrti and puru~a. The word sarfra means, which decays. Sarfra includes racanii sarfra 

and kriyii sarfra. Racanii sarfra is synonym of Anatomy in modem science and it 

incorporates:-

• The bodily structure of a plant or an animal or of any of its parts. 

• The science of the shape and structure of organisms and their parts. 

• A treatise on anatomic science. 

I E.O.A.- 1/70-74 
2 ibid- 11120 
3 (a.) Pailgvandhavadubhayoryal) sarhyogastatkftarh prakftipurhsol) I 

Paiicamahabhutamayarh sthiilasarlrarh viduJ:! prajiiii.J:! II - ibid- 211 
(b.) srryata iti sanram dihyat iti deha upacayarthakaraJ:! 1. 

Kayal) api tatsamartho yo hi nikayal) asti jlvasya II ibid- 212 
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• Dissection of a plant or animal to study the structure, position, and interrelation of its 

various parts. 

• A skeleton. 

• The human body. 

• A detailed examination or analysis of body structure of a plant or an animal. 

Kriyti sarfra means scientific study of an organism's vital functions, including growth and 

development, the absorption and processing of nutrients, the synthesis and distribution of 

proteins and other organic molecules, and the functioning of different tissues, organs, and 

other anatomic structures. Physiology studies the normal mechanical, physical, and 

biochemical processes such as nerve system, respiratory system, digestion system etc. of 

animals and plants. It is nothing but Physiology in modem science. 

3. Dravya Gu{za Vijiiiina (Materia Medica & Pharmacology): 

Dravya, the important tool in the physician's performance and one of the four limbs of 

treatment, should be known by name, form, properties and actions. 1 The branch of science 

which deals dravya (food and drug) with names, forms, properties, actions, various 

combinations and uses is known as dravyagw;za. 2 Dravyas are basics for medicine, which can 

be divided in two types: - tihiira dravya and au~adha dravya. Ahara dravya includes wheat, 

rice, pulses, vegetables, fruits etc. and au~adha dravya can be obtained from nature, minerals 

and animals. Thus dravya gut;a vijiitina incorporates study of ahara dravya and au~adha 

dravya, their effects, especially in the treatment of disease. Dravya gw;a vijiitina and Materia 

Medica & Pharmacology of modem science are similar. 

4. Bhai~ajya Kalpanii (Pharmaceuticals)3
: 

Some methods have been mentioned in Ayurveda to give such a form to food and medicines 

so that they can be taken inside the body easily. These processes are known as kalpanti such 

as ciirt;a, parpaJf, ghrta, taila etc. It deals in detail with different methods of drug 

preparations, maintaining ideal conditions, collecting and processing drugs in a particular 

1 Bhi~ajarh vrattau kara~Jaril cara~Jal~ anyatamo matascikisaya~ 1 

Dravyamato vijfieyam namna rupe!)a gu!)adharmai~ II- E.O.A.-,- 3/1 
2 Sastre yasmin dravyam namalqtidharmakarmasamyogai~ 1 

Viviryate ca prayogai~ dravyagul).antad vinirdi~!am II- ibid- 3/2 
3 ibid- 4 
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season at a particular stage and site, and others. In modem science, it is the art of preparing 

and dispensing drugs i.e. Pharmaceuticals. 

5. Rasa-siistra (Dealing with Mercurials): 

Mercury is called 'rasa' as it is the physical essence of Lord Siva and also as it swallows 

other metals. 'Parada' and 'Rasendra' are its synonyms. 1 It is called piirada as it helps man 

to cross the ocean of worldly and physical miseries and thus provides him both liberation and 

enjoyment. 2 Rasa-siistra is the subject, which deals with the processing of mercury and allied 

substances including the details of appliances and laboratory.3 

6. Svastha-Vrtta (Social & Preventive Medicine): 

The routine in terms of diet, behaviour and movements followed by the healthy people for 

their well-being is known as 'svasthavrtta '.4 The medical science has two objects - one, 

prevention of diseases (including promotion of health) and other, cure of them if arisen and of 

which former is always better and preferable. 5 This branch mentions the daily routines, 

seasonal routines, social routines etc. to keep the body and mind healthy. It is same as Social 

& Preventive Medicine of modem science. 

7. Rasiiyana (Geriatrics): 

Rasiiyana is defined as the means for attainment of excellent dhatus (Rasa = rasa etc. dhtitu, 

ayana =means for attainment). It promotes strength and energy in the healthy.6 By providing 

excellent rasa etc. Rasayana maintains the youthful age of man, gives longevity and 

1 Deharaso hi sivasya prathito rasanacca sarvadhatiinaml 
Rasa iti siita!:t khyatal:t paradanama rasendrasca II - E.O.A. -5/1 

2 Saii1saran:_1avapararh nitva muktirh dadati dayitai) asau 1 

Bhuktiiicapi samastavyadhyudadhei) paradal:t sarthal:t II - ibid- 5/2 
3 Rasasarhskaran karmal).i sahacaritadravyakaral).asamavayan I Van:_layati pravibhagad rasasastraiil tad 
vidustajjiial:t II - ibid - 5/3 
4 Ya carya naravaryaii) sevya paril).amakalasukhadatri I 

Ce~!aharaciirail:t svasthanam vrattamuditai~a 11 - ibid- 611 
5 Roganutpattiridarh vaidyakavidyaprayojanarh prathamam I 

Utpanne sati samanante~ametadbhavedaparam II- ibid- 6/2 
6 Labhopayo niyata!:t sastanam sadrasadyadhatiinam 1 

Jiieyarh rasayanarh tat svasthasymjaskaraiicaiva II ibid- 7/l 
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promotes physical strength as well as mental ability. 1 Our body contains seven dhiitu or 

metals:-

Chyle =Rasa 

Blood =Rakta 

Muscles = Miirhsa 

Fatty Tissue =Medas 

Bones =Asthi 

Bone Marrow =Majjii 

Sperms or Ova = Sukra 

Rasiiyana stabilises these seven elements in our body so our body stays young, healthy and 

strong. Rasiiyana performs three types of action:-

1. Stabilises youthfulness and prevents senility 

2. Promotes life-span, intellect and strength 

3. Prevents and cures diseases related to old age 

Thus, this department of medicine treats health problems peculiar to advanced age and the 

aging, including the clinical problems of senescence and senility. Geriatrics of modem 

science and Rasiiyana are same. 

8. Viifikara!la (Sexology): 

Viijfkarm:za deals with promotion of sexual potency and semen. This branch of Ayurveda 

deals with the sexual aspects. It includes medications for diseases related with reproduction 

namely spermatogenesis, aphrodisiacs etc. Vajfkara~Ja and Sexology of modem science are 

identical.2 

1 Sastarasadividhanat vayasa taru1_1ari1 pumamsamasthapya 1 
Datte dirghancayui:l SIJlfatimedhadirilsca dehabalam 11- E.O.A. - 7/2 

2Vajlva bhaveddhfa~ta~ sthiravegaJ:l sukravraddhiyuk yena I 
S vasthasyorjaskara1_1am vajikara1_1m bhavettaddhill 
Ratisukhamasminnihitam nihitaril durlabhamathapyapatyasukham 1 

Tasmad vajikara1_1ari1 sevyaril pumbhiJ:l sukhavaptyai II- ibid- 811-2 
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9. Roga Vijiiiina (Pathology): 

The disequilibrium of dhatus which causes distress is called 'roga ', 'ruk' or 'vikiira '. Its 

thorough knowledge is essential for treatment of diseases. 1 It is a branch of Ayurveda that 

explores the nature and cause of disease. It also involves the study of bodily changes that 

occur as the result of disease. It includes study of the etiologies, mechanisms, and 

manifestations of disease. The information obtained from the study of roga vijfiiina is 

necessary prior to developing methods with which to control and prevent disease. It is similar 

to Pathology of modem science. The physician should first take up examination of the 

patient, then the diagnosis of disease, thereafter selection of drugs followed by proper 

treatment. 2 

10. Kiiya Cikitsii (Internal Medicine)3 
: 

Kiiya Cikitsii is the branch and specialty of medicine concerning the diagnosis and 

nonsurgical treatment of diseases especially of internal organs. Diseases like fever, intrinsic 

haemorrhage, consumption, insanity, epilepsy, leprosy, diarrhoea etc. can be cured by it. 

Kay a Cikitsa and Internal Medicine of modem science are same. 

11. Mano-Roga (Psychiatry): 

Afanas (mind) is the instrument of cognition as even on conjunction of self, sense organs and 

sense:- objects cognition is not affected if mind is not there.4 There are two qualities of mind 

- atomicity and oneness. It has also do~as - rajas and tamas, which are root of mental 

disorders. 5 Mental do~ as and physical ones are interdependent and interact with each other 

and as such mental disorders too are psychosomatic in nature. 6 Mano-roga, a branch of 

Ayurveda, is a discipline that takes the full range of human behaviours, from severe mental 

illness to everyday worries and concerns and deals with the diagnosis, treatment, and 

1 .-\rttikararh vai~amya~h dhatunarh rugvikaraparyaya~ 1 

Tatsamyagvijnanarh rogacikitsarthamanivaryam 11- E.O.A.- 9/1 
2 Adau rogipanK.~ha rogapan~a tatastu kartavya I 

T adanu dravyapanK.sa kannarambhasca tatpascat II - ibid- 9/3 
3 ibid- 10 . 
4 t-.-iatisadhanarh mana~ syat prapte hyiitmendriyarthasarhyoge I 

Na bhavejjnanarh satyapi yadi sattvarh nasti sannihitam II ibid- 11/1 
o !-.1anasa~ smratau gu~au dvavekatvamathapya~utvasamjnanca 1 

Dvapi do~au vilqati kurutastvete rajastamasi II- ibid- 1112 
6 Manasado~al) deharh daihikado~asca manasarh yanti 1 

.-\nyonyasrayabhiita~ rogaihste manasan kuryu~ II - ibid- 11/3 
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prevention of mental and emotional disorders. Psychiatry of modem science is equivalent to 

it. 

12. Prasiiti Tantra (Obstetrics & Gynaecology)1
: 

Prasuti Tantra deals with the female reproductive organs, the care of women during 

pregnancy, childbirth, and the recuperative period following delivery. Obstetrics and 

Gynaecology of modem science are similar to Prasuti Tantra. 

13. Kaumiira Bhrtya (Paediatrics)2 
: 

This branch of Ayurveda deals with health issues of children, from before conception to the 

age of sixteen. Thus, it deals with both preventive and curative aspects of Paediatrics of 

modem science. 

14. Agadatantra (Toxicology): 

Poisons are called 'gada' as they cause loss of function in organs, and 'vi~a' because they 

produce extreme depression. 'Agada'is their antidote.3 Agadatantra means study of the 

nature, effects, and detection of poisons and the treatment of poisoning. It is similar to 

Toxicology of modem science. 

15. Salya Tantra (Surgery): 

'Salya' is foreign body which causes distress in mind as well as body such as arrow, pus, 

foetus (abnormally placed) etc. 'Salyatantra' is one of the parts which has been delivered by 

Dhanavantari for the extraction of 'salya'. 4 For that, description of §astra (sharp 

instruments), yantras (blunt instruments), lqara (alkali), vahni (cautery), jalaukii (leeches) 

and sutra (stitches) is given along with the diagnosis and treatment of van:w (wounds), 

vidradhi (abscess) etc. 5 Surgery in modem science and Salya Tantra of Ayurveda are similar. 

I E.O.A.- 12 
2 ibid- 13 

Tl-i-172304 

3 Ga indriya~i sadyo dyantityete gada~ budhai~ prokta~ 1 
Vi~amiti vi~adajananadagadaste~am pratildira~ 11- ibid- 14/1 

4 Salyam mana~sarlrabadhakararil. lauhapiiyagarbhadi I 
Tasyaoddhara~animittaril. dhanvantariproktatantramidam II - ibid -15/1 

5Pra~idhanam yantra~aril. sastral).iiril ~aravahnijalajanam I ' 
Nirdisyate atra bahuso vral).avidradhyadivijfianam II- ibid -15/2 
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16. Siiliikya Tantra (Eye & ENT): 

It deals with the diseases related to eyes, ear, nose and throat situated in supraclavicular 

region. Saliikii (rode) means a rode or a probe, the excessive use of which had given this 

treatment system the name, Siiliikya Tantra1 and it is equivalent to Eye & ENT of modem 

sctence. 

Thus, Ayurveda emphasizes prevention of disease, rejuvenation of our body systems, 

and extension of life span. The profound premise and promise of Ayurveda is that through 

certain practices, not only we can prevent heart disease and make our headaches go away, but 

we can also better understand ourselves and the world around us, live a long healthy life in 

balance and harmony, achieve our fullest potential, and express our true inner nature on a 

daily basis. Ayurveda has not restricted itself as the path, which treats diseases but being the 

science of life has covered all the aspects necessary to maintain health and to restore it when 

inflicted with a disease. 

Today, it is a unique, indispensable branch of medicine - a complete naturalistic 

system that depends on the diagnosis of your body's humours - vata, pitta and kapha - to 

achieve the right balance. Ayurveda believes in the treatment of not just the affected part, but 

also the individual as a whole. 

Development and its Status in Present Era 

The WHO defines good health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being 

and not merely an absence of disease or infirmity which is in close approximate to the 

definition of good health mentioned in Ayurvedic classics. Considering the comprehensive 

manner in which all matters related to health are addressed in Ayurveda it has potential to 

become a global medical system. However, to achieve this status, some of the shortfalls that 

are perceived to hinder its progress must be rectified. 

The matters that requires consideration are national policy for the development of 

Ayurveda in India; role of Ayurveda in the country's health care delivery; regulatory 

mechanism to control and regulate manufacturing and utilization of the drugs manufactured 

1 Grlvamiiladurdhva jata rogastu yatra vall)yante I 
Salakyam tadihoktam prayo yogat satakayaJ:! II - E.O.A.- 16/1 
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in this sector; and facilities available for the generation of trained manpower, including 

clinical and paramedical personnel, research and development aspects and globalization of 

the system. 

Development and its Status in India: 

The Government of India has taken up the matter quite seriously and drafted a national policy 

on Traditional Systems practiced in India. The policy provides comprehensive coverage of 

different sectors. Feedback and suggestions have been collected from concerned 

organizations. This will form the basic material to frame the national policy after completing 

the process of consulting different state governments and different ministers of Government 

of India. Some special features of draft policies are:-

• It seeks to revamp the curriculum of the educational institutes to reorient the approach 

of practitioners of Indian Medical System (IMS) to increase their relevance, 

credibility and professionalism. 

• It strongly advocates enforcement of good manufacturing practices by placing 

acceptable levels of regulation and enforcement covering manufacture and 

certification of drugs. 

• Several measures have been mentioned for the scientific and sustainable utilization of 

the medicinal plant based resources of ~he country. Emphases have been placed on 

utilizing on the experience and scientific base available in the research councils of the 

country, for example The Central Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 

(CSIR), The Indian Council for Agriculture Research (ICAR), and institutes under the 

Department of Science and Technology. 

• To protect the intellectual property rights (IPR) of the resources of this sector or grant 

of patents based on Indian Traditional Knowledge, creation of an extensive database 

and a Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) has been advocated. This is a 

joint venture of the Council of Scientific Research and Central Council for Research 

in Ayurveda & Siddha. This project is intended to cover the formulations available in 

classical texts of Ayurveda to convert the information in to patent compatible format. 

The work has been initiated with a co-operative set up of 30 Ayurveda experts, 5 

information technology experts and 2 patent examiners. The digital library will 

include all details in digital format about international patent classification, traditional 
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research classification, Ayurveda terminology, concepts, definitions, classical 

formulations, doses, disease conditions and references to documents. 

• It has been strongly recommended that there should be an increase in the share of 

Ayurveda in the National Health Programmes. 

• It seeks to establish and build the credibility of Ayurveda sector by encouraging 

certification and establishment of quality marking of products to allay the concern -

expressed in some quarters about the quality, safety and efficacy of the products used. 

• It recommends effecting policy changes to cover nutraceuticals and food supplements. 

The Drugs and Cosmetic Act would be amended to cover intermediates and partially 

processed plant-based products. The enactment of the Ayurveda Product Information 

Promotion and Regulation Act is under consideration. 

• There will be policy support and taxation incentives to promote high standards of 

manufacture. 

• It seeks to support evidence-based research to determine the efficacy of Ayurveda 

drugs and therapies, generation of data on safety and efficacy; along with 

standardization. 

Education of Ayurveda in India: 

In ancient India Talcyasila, Nalandii, Vikramasila, Kafi etc. had been study hub of Ayurveda. 1 

In starting of nineteenth century, British Government started to give some attention to study 

and development of Ayurveda. Therefore, in 1827, classes in Ayurvedic medicine were 

opened in Government Sanskrit College, Calcutta but British discontinued classes in 1833. 

Thus during the British rule education in institutions suffered a rude shock when teaching of 

Ayurveda was stopped in favour of education of western medicine. 

Maharaja Ramsingh in Jaipur, Rajasthan set up a Sanskrit College on 26 August 1865 

where Ayurveda was taught as a subject. In 1907 an All Indian Ayurveda conference took 

place in Nasik in the leadership of Shri Shankardaji Shastri where a step was taken to 

establish an 'Ayun,eda Vidyiipf!ha' in 1908. 

In 1916, an Ayurveda College was established in Ahmadnagar. 'Yaminibhushan 

Ashtanga Ayurveda College' was set up in Kolkata in 1916. Puna's 'Tilak Ayurveda College' 

1 (a) Altekar:Priicina Bhiiratfya Sik$ai)a Paddhati 
(b) A. Ghosh: A Guide to Nalanda 
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was instituted in 1920. Mahatma Gandhi inaugurated 'Ayurvedic and Unani Tibbia College' 

in Delhi on 13 Feb. 1921. 'Gurulntl Kangari Ayurveda College' was established on 28 May 

1922. 

In 1926, a 'Govt. Ayurvedic School' was set up in Patna. In 1947, it was converted in 

College. Indian Medical Council was established in Lucknow in 1926 and 'Govt. Ayurveda 

College' was instituted there in 1954. Madan Mohan Malviya established 'Ayurveda College' 

in B.H.U, Varanasi in 1927. In 1931 'Visvanath Ayurveda College' was instituted in Bengal. 

An independent 'Govt. Ayurveda College' was set up in Jaipur, Rajasthan in 1946 that got 

affiliation from Rajasthan University later on in 1947. Ayurveda colleges of Jamnagar and 

Surat, Gujarat were set up in 1946. In 1960, the 'A.yurvedic College of Kashi Hindu 

University'', which was the best Ayurveda college at university level, was closed up and in 

place of it 'College of Medical Sciences' was set up. Thus towards the end of British rule, 

because of the enthusiastic support the system received from national leaders, its revival 

started. Separate schools of Ayurvedic education began springing up, first in several princely 

states and then followed by the state governments of British India. 

In 1946, the conference of Health Ministers recommended strongly for starting of 

schools and colleges for diploma and degree courses. It also recommended for the provision 

of Ayurvedic post-graduate courses for the graduates of western medicine. 

Another landmark in the education field was reached, when m 1946 'Chopra 

Committee' directed the educational process towards reaching the goal of achieving 

integration with western medical education system. Later, in 1949 'Pandit Committee' further 

strengthened this recommendation. The Chopra Committee stated " ... We have envisaged a 

scheme of education by which the teaching of Indian medicine should include the essentials 

" of western medicine, particularly in those branches where Indian medicine is deficient and as 

such bilateral instructions should be given till such time as our ultimate object of integration 

leading to synthesis is achieved." 

With a view to streamline education and to evolve uniform standards for the Indian 

Systems of Medicine, the Government of India set up the Central Council of Indian Medicine 

through an Act of Parliament - the Indian Medicine Central Council Act, 1970. The 

Education Committee of this Central Council deals with all matters pertaining to education of 

Ayurveda. It has evolved detailed curriculum for Ayurvedic degree course with the aim of 
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providing graduates of profound scholarship who would be fully competent to serve as 

physicians and surgeons in the medical and health services of the country. The council has 

also developed the curriculum contents of the post-graduate course and minimum standards 

of infrastructure and manpower required for U.G. & P.G teaching institutions. 

At present, more than 196 undergraduate Ayurveda colleges in India offer a 

curriculum for a Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery (BAMS) degree. This 

programme takes 5l!2 years to complete and runs according to the standards of the Central 

Council of Indian Medicine (CCIM). 

Post-graduation education is available in over 30 research institutes and offer 

specialization in 16 clinical and preclinical Ayurvedic special areas such as medicine, surgery, 

paediatrics, pharmacology, pathology, pharmacy and rasa-vijiiiina. Besides the mainstream 

institutes, the 'National Academy of Ayurveda ', run by the Government of India, was 

established to impart intensives training in different specialities for graduates and 

postgraduates of Ayurveda under the guidance of eminent scholars. 

Now, Gujarat Ayurvedic University is the only university exclusively devoted to 

Ayurveda and allied sciences in India. Its constituent institutes include:-

• The Institute for Postgraduate Training and Research in Ayurveda financed by the 

Government oflndia was established in 1956-57. 

• Shri Gulabkunverba Mahavidyalaya funded by the Gujarat State 

• Institute of Ayurvedic Pharmaceuticals Sciences 

• Institute of Ayurvedic Medicinal Plant Sciences 

• International Centre for Ayurvedic Studies 

• Mahrishi Pataiijali Institute for Yoga and Naturopathy Education and Research. 

The 'Gujarat Ayurvedic University' has signed the Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) with 9 Ayurvedic institutions functioning in Japan, Australia, the Netherlands, Italy, 

Argentina and Germany to coordinate and facilitate the globalization of Ayurveda through 

academic collaboration. Earlier, Medical (Ayu) Institute of Russia has signed MOU with the 

Government of India, in which Gujarat Ayurvedic University is also one of the implementing 

authorities. 
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The Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, U .P also has the same programme. 'Post 

Graduate Institute of Ayurveda' was established here in 1963-64. It is collaborating in 

international research programmes and attracting graduates for training and research in 

_Ayurveda, conducting basic research and publishing in international journals. 

National Institute of Ayurveda; Jaipur, Rajasthan was established in 1972-73. It also has 

excellent research facility and similar training programmes and collaborations. 

National Academy of Ayurveda (Rashtriya Ayurveda Vidyapeeth) was established in 1989. 

Research and Development: 

There are research councils and institutes functioning through the country on the different 

aspect of Ayurveda. In 1971, the Government of India established a research council, the 

Central Council for Research in Indian Medicine, Homoeopathy (CCRIMH) that was 

subsequently developed in four independent councils in 1978. The Central Council for 

Research in Ayurveda and Siddha (CCRAS) is an apex body for the formation, coordination, 

development and promotion of research on scientific lines in Ayurveda and the Siddha system 

of medicine. The Council has 89 field units under it and they have been recognized into 30 

institutes and units including the headquarters office. There are 196 undergraduate and 49 

postgraduate colleges and institutions in India (1 April 1999). 1 

The research activities in various fields can be broadly categorized as follows:-

Clinical Research, encompassing clinical studies and programmes in survey and surveillance, 

community health and tribal health. 

Drug Research, encompassing medico-botanical surveys, cultivation of medicinal plants, 

pharmacognostical studies and photochemical profiling of plants used in Ayun1eda, plant 

tissue culture, pharmacological and toxicological studies and drug standardization. 

Literary Research, encompassing publication of rare and classical manuscripts of Ayurveda 

and Siddha, monographs on the basis of the studies undertaken by the council, scientific 

journals and bulletins, newsletters featuring activities of the council, and pamphlets on 

research findings and preparation of video films on various research achievements. 

1 www.indianmedicine.nac.in 
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Some institutes have done important research work on Ayurvedic herbs. The major 

institutes conducting research on medicinal plants are Seth GS Medical College (Mumbai), 

Central Drug Research Institute (CDRI, Lucknow); Regional Research Laboratory (Jammu), 

National Institute for Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER, Mohali), Tropical 

Botanical Garden and Research Institute (TBGRI, Trivandrum}, Central Institute of 

Medicinal and Aromatic Plants (CIMAP, Lucnkow}, National Botanical Research Institute 

(NBRI, Lucknow), pharmacology departments attached to the Institute of Medical Sciences, 

BHU, KG College (Lucknow), SP ARC (Mumbai), University Department of Pharmaceutical 

Sciences, Punjab University etc. In-house research activity is undertaken by some of the large 

Ayurvedic drug manufacturers like Himalaya Drug Company, Dabur Research Centre, Zandu 

Research Foundation etc. 

Still present research approach needs consideration in this field. As for example 

research protocols are often prepared without giving due consideration to the Ayurvedic 

conceptual base that underlies employing a drug in a particular disease or clinical condition. 

The tendency is to treat medicinal plants used in Ayurvedic therapeutics as a source material 

for drug prospecting for a single herb or chemical constituent and not for drug formulation. 

Ayurveda has a very well-developed disciplines of Ayurvedic pharmacy and drug 

formulation called Bhai~ajya Kalpanii which deals in great detail with different methods of 

drug preparations, maintaining ideal conditions, collecting and processing drugs in a 

particular season at a particular stage and site, and others. There is urgent need to study the 

impact of changes made in drug formulation and manufacturing processes on the expression 

ofbiological activity and therapeutic efficacy. 

Though tremendous progress had been made in the treatment' of many dreaded 

diseases, remedies are yet to be found for treating diseases like tuberculosis, cancer, 

rheumatoid arthritis, AIDS etc. Traditional System of Medicine's drugs and procedures may 

have beneficial effects. Intensive research efforts are required to explore these possibilities. 
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Related Acts and Provisions: 

A.yurveda is covered by the following acts:-

• Drugs and Cosmetic Act (1940) and Rules (1945) : 

The manufacturers are expected to comply with the rules delineated under this act. In 1960, 

chapter IV and other related chapters were added. Chapter IV deals with the manufacture, 

sale and distribution of drugs and cosmetics; Chapter IV- A which was subsequently added, 

deals with provisions related to A.yurvedic, Siddha and Unani drugs. All the drug 

manufacturing and dispensing activity in the country is covered under this act. 

According to clause 3(a) of this act, the definition of A.yurvedic drugs includes all 

medicines intended for internal and external use for or in the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation 

or prevention of diseases or disorder in human beings or animals and manufactured 

exclusively in accordance with the formulae prescribed in the authoritative texts of A.yurveda 

(which have been specified in the First Schedule of the Act). Clause 3(h) describes patent and 

proprietary medicines. This refers to formulations prepared utilizing the drugs listed in the 

formulae mentioned in the authoritative texts and mentioned under schedule I. 

Manufacturing of Ayurvedic drugs, except in accordance with the prescribed 

standards, is prohibited. It is essential to obtain a license from licensing authority to 

manufacture Ayurvedic drugs. On 23rd June 2000, an amendment was made in the above act 

for Ayurveda, Siddha and Unani drugs. Notice was made to ensure that (1) raw materials 

used in manufacture of drugs are authentic, of prescribed quality and free from 

contamination; (2) drugs are manufactured according to standard conditions; (3) adequate 

quality control measures are adopted; and (4) the manufactured preparations released to the 

marketplace are of acceptable quality. 

For the implementation of Drugs and Cosmetics Act (1940) and Rules (1945), it is 

necessary to evolve pharmacopoeia standards. At present, pharmacopoeial standards are 

available for 258 drugs, and 654 formulations have been published in the "Ayurvedic 

Formulary of India." The Department of Indian System of Medicine is developing 

pharmacopoeial standards through pharmacopoeial committees. Three volumes of Part - I of 
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the pharmacopoeia, called Ayurvedic Pharmacopoeia, have been published containing 258 

monographs. The target is to cover 600 single drugs. 

At present, there are more than 800 licensed pharmacies in the country manufacturing 

Ayurvedic drugs. There is the Mumbai-based 'Ayurvedic Drug Manufacturer's Association', • 

which deals with the issues related to Ayurvedic drug manufacturing. 

• The Pharmacy Act, 1948 : 

The Pharmacy Act was passed in 1948 and was amended in 1959, 1976 and 1984. The aim of 

this law is to regulate the profession of pharmacy in India. 

• The Drugs and Magic Remedies (Objectionable Advertisement) Act, 1954 : 

This act is meant to control the objectionable advertisements regarding drugs; it prohibits the 

advertising of remedies alleged to possess magic qualities and to provide for matters 

connected therewith. 

• The Medicinal and Toilet Preparations (Excise Duties) Act, 1956: 

The Medicinal and Toilet Preparations (Excise Duties) Act, 1956, provides for the levy and 

collection of duty on medicinal and toilet preparations containing alcohol, opium or other 

narcotic drugs or narcotics. 

• The Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985: 

This is an act to consolidate and amend the law relating to narcotic drugs, to make stringent 

provisions for the control and regulation of operations relating to narcotic drugs and 

psychotropic substances and for matters connected therewith. 

• The Drugs (Prices Control) Order 1995 (under the Essential Commodities Act) : 

The Drugs Price Control Order (DPCO), 1995 is an order issued by the Government of India 

under Section 3 of the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 to regulate the prices of drugs. The 

order inter alia provides the list of price-controlled drugs, procedures for fixation of prices of 

drugs, method of implementation of prices fixed by government and penalties for 

contravention of provisions among other things. · 
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There are some other laws, which have a bearing on pharmaceutical manufacture, distribution 

and sale in India. The important ones being: 

1. Factories Act, 1948 : 

The Factories Act is a social legislation, which has been enacted for occupational safety, 

health and welfare of workers at work places. This legislation is being enforced by technical 

officers i.e. Inspectors of Factories, Dy. chief inspectors of factories who work under the 

control of the chief inspector of factories and overall control of the Labour Commissioner, 

Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi. 

2. The Industries (Development and ~egulation) Act, 1951 : 

The Industries (Development and Regulation) Act. provides the conceptual and legal 

framework for industrial development and industries in India. It is briefly known as the IDR 

Act. Th~ act was enacted in 1951 and a number of amendments have been made in the act. 

3. . The Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958 : 

An act to provide for the registration and better protection of trademarks and for the 

prevention of the use of fraudulent marks on merchandise. 

4. The Indian Patent and Design Act, 1970 : 

In particular, Indian Patent Acts, 1970 prohibited product patents for any invention intended 

for use or capable of being used as a food, medicine, or drug or relating to substances 

prepared or produced by chemical processes. This enabled the Indian companies to produce 

knock-off versions of the drugs patented in other countries by using a patented process. Years 

of the process patent regime helped the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry flourish. 

Government Committees: 

• Bhore Committee: 

This committee, known as the Health Survey & Development Committee, was appointed in 

1943 with Sir Joseph Bhore as its Chairman. It gave its report in 1946. It laid emphasis on 

integration of curative and preventive medicine at all levels. It made comprehensive 
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recommendations for remodelling of health services in India. It recognised past services of 

indigenous medicines but failed to recommend for its further development. Basically its 

report dealt ~nly with modern medicine and support for Indian Medicine had been steadily 

increasing and therefore Bhore committee report was widely criticised.The committee was 

instrumental in bringing about the public health reforms related to peripheral health centres in 

India. 

• Chopra Committee: 

Because of the Swadeshi agitation, the National Planning Committee (NPC) set up by the 

Indian National Congress in 1938 took a decision to absorb practitioners of Ayurveda and 

Unani systems into the formal health set up of independent India. In 1946, the Health 

Ministers' Conference adopted the NPC proposals and resolved to make appropriate financial 

allocations for: 

(a) Research, based on the application of scientific methods, in Ayurveda and Unani; 

(b) The establishment of colleges and schools for training in diploma and degree courses in 

indigenous systems 

(c) The establishment of postgraduate courses in Indian medicine for graduates in Western 

Medicine 

(d) The absorption of vaidyas and hakimas as doctors, health workers etc, after scientific 

training where necessary; and 

(e) The inclusion of departments and practitioners of Indian medicine on official boards and 

councils. 

Because of the conference resolutions, the government' set up the Chopra Committee on 

the Indigenous Systems of Medicine to work out guidelines for the implementation of the 

above proposals. The Chopra Committee eventually came out in support of a synthesis of the 

Indian and Western systems through integrated teaching and research. It recommended that 

the curriculum be designed to strengthen and supplement one system with the other, with 
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each making up for the other's deficiencies, while research should be concentrated on 

removing useless accretions to Ayurveda and making it intelligible to modem minds since a 

large portion of the texts were in Sanskrit. The ultimate objective of the research ought to be 

a synthesis of Indian and Western medicine, which was suited to Indian conditions. 

• Pandit Committee: 

Pandit Committee was established to give an executive form to the recommendations of 

Chopra Committee. Its recommendations were:-

1. A research institute must be set up in Jamnagar, Gujarat. 

2. Same course line for correspondence course of Ayurveda 

3. A need to increase the admission level inAyurveda colleges 

4. Improvement of Ayurveda colleges for integrated education 

• Dave Committee: 

In 1954, the Dave Committee was constituted by the government to study the question of 

establishing standards in respect of education and regulation of practice. The Committee 

formulated a model syllabus for the integrated course of 5112 years duration, including one 

year of internship. It recommended the establishment of faculties for Ayurveda in 

universities, and the upgrading of existing colleges by providing indoor hospital facilities and 

post-graduates courses. 

• Pharmaceutical Enquiry Committee: 

It was set up in 1953 and headed by Dr. Bhatia, for intensive research in indigenous drugs of 

Ayurveda. 

• Udupa Committee: 

Following the Chopra Committee, several other committees produced reports on the 

appropriate direction of indigenous medicine. In 1958, Government of India appointed 

another committee with Dr. K. N. Udupa as its chairman mainly to evaluate Ayurvedic 

research in India. It also dealt in detail with the Ayurvedic education, practice and also the 

standardisation of drugs used in practice. The Udupa Committee again pleaded for the 
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integration of Ayurveda and modern medicine up to post-graduation level. One key 

recommendation in this report was that while the principle of Ayurveda could be taught in 

lecture, "modem medicine" should be taught in hospitals. 

A short-term training programme mostly dealing with principles of Ayurvedic practice 

was also suggested to meet the sentiments of certain sections of Ayurvedic physicians. This 

committee also recommended the establishment of three more postgraduate and research 

centres in the country to hasten the scientific research in Ayurveda on modem lines. 

Further, in order to supervise and regularise education and research in Ayurveda, this 

committee suggested the establishment of two central councils namely the Central Council of 

Indian Medicine and the Central Council of Ayurvedic Research. In addition, a central 

committee to standardise the manufacture and sale of Ayurvedic medicines in the country was 

also recommended. 

Globalization of Ayurveda: 

Globalization of Ayurveda has gained momentum. Many active groups have been formed in 

many parts of the world, including developed countries, to spread the concept and practice of 

Ayurveda. This is due primarily to the following three reasons: - {1) the holistic approach 

advocated by Ayun,eda in therapeutic practice (2) it has one of the most extensive and 

profound conceptual bases among the traditional medical systems of the world (3) its survival 

for more than two millennium as a vibrant medical system. It is believed that Ayurveda has 

the potential to develop into a global health-care system. 

The first requirement is to undertake globalization of Ayurveda education to generate 

high quality, competent manpower with the requisite communication skills to teach the 

principles and practice of the system. There is a requirement to start introductory short and 

long-term courses as per the local requirement and situation in different parts of the world. It 

is also necessary to start similar types of courses in the premier Ayun,edic institutes in India. 

Another important requirement is to translate important Ayun,edic literature to major 

international languages. 

The second requirement is to globalize Ayurvedic practice and marketing of 

Ayurvedic drugs. There are many obstacles to achieve this, especially in the developed 
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countries. The laws regulating these aspects are quite rigid and a lot of time, effort and 

finance will be required to comply with them. They do not take into consideration on the 

conceptual uniqueness of Ayurveda. 

A two-pronged strategy is required to overcome this problem. The first one is to 

undertake multicentre collaborative studies on internationally acceptable guidelines to prove 

therapeutic utility and safety of Ayurvedic drugs and practices. The second one is to establish 

Ayurvedic clinics and hospitals in countries where there is no such barrier. Standardization of 

Ayurvedic drugs and formulations should be given top priority, as without this it would not be 

possible to promote the utilization of Ayurvedic drugs at global level. 

Facilities have been established in many countries to impart short and long-term 

training in Ayurveda. Such facilities are available in the U.S, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 

New Zealand, South Africa, Czech Republic, Greece, Italy, Hungary, the Netherlands, 

Russia, U.K, Israel, Japan, Nepal and Sri-Lanka. 

Recent Efforts of Indian Govt. in the Area of Development and Globalisation of 

Ayurveda: 

Following efforts were made by the Indian Govt. in the area of development and 

globalisation of Ayurveda: 

1. The Department of Indian Systems of Medicine and Homoeopathy was set up by the 

Government of India as an independent department in March 1995 under the Ministry 

of Health and Family Welfare and renamed as 'Department of Ayurveda, Yoga & 

Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (AYUSH)' in November 2003. The 

main objective of the department is to provide focused attention for the proper 

development and propagation of Ayurveda, .Siddha, Unani, Homoeopathy, Yoga and 

Naturopathy and to fully utilize the potentials of these systems. 

2. Experts were deputed to attend symposia & seminars held in foreign countries to 

project Indian experiences & initiatives in the field ofTraditional Medicine. 

3. A delegation led by Joint Secretary, Department of Indian Systems of Medicine & 

Homoeopathy and consisting of Ayurveda experts, scientists and industry 

representatives presented scientific basis of Ayurveda and the extensive research work 

done before a sub committee on alternative medicine set up by the House of Lords of 
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the U.K. Parliament resulting into moving the Ayurvedic single herbal medicines from 

category - III to category - I. This presentation led to dispel doubts about the efficacy 

validity and scientific basis of Ayurveda, which was in fact acknowlooged by Lord 

Walton in the U.K. Parliament. 

4. A seminar cum exhibition mainly of Ayurveda was arranged in Geneva on the 

occasion ofthe World Health Assembly with a view to sensitize the participants of the 

assembly about the infrastructure, strengths, scientific validity & basis of Ayurveda 

and efficacious role of Paficakarma in treatment of chronic diseases. The event was 

well received and succeeded to generate interest for Ayurveda products and literature. 

5. Two seminars and a presentation of Indian Systems of Medicine & Homoeopathy 

were organised in the 'Made in India' show at Johannesburg, South Africa during 18-

21 July, 2001. Yoga demonstrations and literatures on the practice of Ayurveda, use of 

medicinal plants in the treatment of common ailments, were arranged during the 

semmar. 

Getting convinced with the strength and scientific basis of Ayurveda, South Africa has 

decided to enact a regulation which will oversee in import of Traditional Medicines 

particularly Ayurveda & Unani. Indian delegation under the leadership of Minister of 

State for Health & Family Welfare also visited the Nelson Mandela School of 

Medicine, which is a part ofthe University ofDehradun where, it has been decided to 

introduce a course on Ayurveda. 

6. An Indian team comprising Joint Secretary of the 'Department of Indian Systems of 

Medicine & Homeopathy and Ayurveda' experts from premier institutes participated 

in a seminar on Indian Systems of Medicine held in Berlin, Germany. Infrastructure 

related details, policy support; research work of Ayurveda was highlighted through an 

audio-visual presentation. 

7. A five member delegation led by the Secretary of Indian Systems of Medicine & 

Homeopathy visited Moscow and St. Petersburg in Russia to assess the development 

made on the implementation of the MOU signed between India and Russia for 

undertaking collaborative & co-operative activities in the field of Ayurveda. A series 

of meetings were held during the· visit with Deputy Health Minister of Russian 

Federation, Academic Council of Doctors of St. Petersburg. Moscow institute of 

Medico - Social Rehabilitation, Russian State Medical University, Academician G. I. 
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Marchuk - Director of the Russian Academy of Sciences and representatives of 

Russian companies interested in importing Ayurvedic medicines and other products. 

The main issues discussed were related to deputation of Ayurveda teachers & experts, 

establishment of Ayurveda Research Centre in Russia, import of Ayurveda medicines, 

translation of Ayurveda books & research papers in Russian language and above all 

recognition of Ayurveda as a medical and health care system in Russia. All these 

issues are actively followed up for fruitful implementation of the MOU for 

propagation of Ayurveda in Russia in right perspective. 

8. Secretary of the Department along with Adviser - Ayurveda visited USA in 

November 2001 to discuss Ayurveda education programme with the officers of the 

National Centre for Alternate & Complementary Medicine, which is under the 

National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Washington; for evolving plans to facilitate the 

introduction oftraining modules onAyurveda in US medical schools. 

A clear strategy for overall development and propagation of Ayurveda in USA has 

been laid down and capsule courses of Ayurveda will be introduced in US medical 

schools. It was decided that a team of 15 medical experts would visit India for 

interaction with Indian experts for exploring possibility of research collaboration in 

the field of Ayurveda. University of Maryland's Medical School was found to be very 

receptive to introducing Ayurveda sessions in the university and to start short-term 

teaching programme for students. 

9. An Ayurveda officer from the department of Indian Systems of Medicine & 

Homeopathy participated in a W.H.O. Regional meeting on 'Integration ofTraditional 

Medicine in the National Health Systems' held in November 2001 at Harare, 

Zimbabwe. 

10. A Memorandum of Understanding is being signed with the Government of Hungary 

• 
for development of Ayurveda in that country. Hungarian Government has recognized 

Ayurveda and 40 of its products are being sold there. 

11. A 'National Ayurveda College' will be set up in the capital on the lines of the All 

India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) to carry out research in the field of the 

traditional system of medicine. Health Minister Anbumani Ramadoss announced this 

on 27 August 2007. 
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Thrust Areas for 1Oth Plan Period (2002 - 2007) 

Following thrust areas have been iclentified for strengthening the base for sustained 

. propagation of Ayurveda and other Indian Systems of Medicine: 

1. Massive research and development efforts for establishing efficacy and safety of 

drugs of Indian Systems of Medicine has been planned to be launched through 

intramural and extramural research programmes of the department. 

ii. Augmenting availability and quality of raw materials used in Ayurveda, Unani, and 

Siddha & Homeopathy medicines. 

111. Strengthening of the Medicinal Plants Board with a view to make it pro-active in 

helping cultivation of medicinal plants keeping in mind the internal and external 

demands. It is aimed to give authority and powers to the board under the act of the 

parliament during 1oth plan period. 

tv. Strengthening of pharmacopoeial laboratories and committees will be done so that 

pharmacopoeial standards of all the drugs used in Ayurveda, Unani, Siddha and 

Homeopathy systems of medicine are made available at the earliest possible. 

v. Quality control measures will be attempted to have enforced maintenance of quality 

standards of Ayurveda, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy drugs at all levels. 

v1. Regulatory mechanism for manufacture, quality control and marketing of 

nutraceuticals/food supplements and corresponding legislation have been identified as 

important thrust areas to be dealt on priority basis. 

vu. Encouragement for internal patenting and sensitization will be introduced to 

manufacturers and researchers dealing in the medicinal uses of plant based drugs. 

vm. Medical tourism will be propagated by establishing facilities specialized treatment 

therapies of Ayurveda like paiicakarma & Yoga in tourist hotels and resorts to attract 

domestic and foreign tourists who, particularly travel to various places for seeking 

treatment facilities of traditional medicine. These therapies mainly play a significant 

role in providing rejuvenation and psychophysical relaxation. Such centres will be 

established at tourist places so that tourist may have dual benefit of site seeing and 

availing health promotive procedures at the same time and same place. The objective 

is to exploit the popularity of Ayurveda and Yoga for propagating tourism. 

IX. Development of National Centres of excellence of Ayurveda, Unani, Siddha and 

Homeopathy has been thought of to create high-class education and research facilities 
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meeting the requirements of modem era of tremendous medical advancements and for 

imparting training to medical scholars from foreign countries. 

x. Establishment of specialized treatment facilities of Indian Systems of Medicine like 

paficakarma, lcyarsutra therapy etc. as an adjunct to conventional allopathic treatment 

for widening the choice of the patients in assessing the health care services. 

xt. Other thrust areas : 

a. Collection, cataloguing and preservation of manuscripts relating to Indian 

Systems of Medicine. 

b. Publication of self-contained textbooks of Ayurveda, Unani, Siddha and Yoga 

disciplines containing essence of traditional literature and results of research 

findings. 

c. ·Implementation of continuing medical education for ISM & H personnel; 

d. Human Resource Development Programme; 

e. Effective information, education & communication measures for propagation 

ofiSM&H; 

f. Use of modem technology & bio-technology; 

g. Absorption of results of operational research studies & clinical trials in the 

National Health Programme; 

h. Revitalization of household health traditions and folklore remedies. 

1. Integration ofiSM&H with conventional medical facilities. 

11th Plan (2007-2012): 

• The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs gave its approval for implementation of 

the scheme of "Development of the A YUSH Institutions" with a plan outlay of 

Rs.550 crore in the 11th Plan. The financial assistance under various components for 

Government and Government-aided A YUSH colleges will be scaled up from Rs.62 

lakh to Rs.2 crore for under graduate colleges; from Rs. 2 crore to 3 crore for post 

graduate colleges and from Rs.3 crore to Rs.5 crore for model colleges and shall be 

based on college-specific upgradation plans. 

It will benefit in upgrading the infrastructure of A YUSH teaching institutions for 

ensuring minimum standards laid down by statutory councils and raising the quality 

of A YUSH education in the country. 
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• The Union Cabinet approved the setting up of an 'All India Institute of Ayurveda' on 

the lines of the All India Institute of Medical Sciences. 

It will focus on fundamental research, drug safety evaluation, standardisation, quality 

control, and scientific validation of Ayurvedic medicines. Prime Minister Manmohan 

Singh chaired the meeting. 

The institute will offer post-graduate and doctoral teaching and have a 200-bed 

research and referral hospital to facilitate clinical research. It would be initially set up 

as an autonomous registered body of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, with 

the objective of raising it to the status of deemed university in 10 years. The project is 

scheduled to be completed within the 11th plan period. The hospital will be 

operational within three years. Research and development activities and academic 

programmes would be developed later. 

Thus, Ayurveda 's growth graph in the past decade has been impressive. Middle and upper 

class people who had shifted their allegiance completely to allopathy, are again trying out 

Ayurveda and other therapies, after bad experiences with allopathy. The Indian Government, 

with an eye on nationalistic legitimacy, is also promoting Ayurveda. The Ayurvedic system of 

medicine is now passing through an active phase of revival and development. With the 

establishment of autonomous government bodies to control research and education of 

Ayurveda many newer steps are being taken to develop Ayurveda as a scientific discipline for 

the care of health and disease in this country. It is hoped that Ayurveda will be contributing a 

great deal in the development of a comprehensive national system of medicine. 
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Chapter-II 

Relation betweenAyurveda and Nyiiya-VaiSqika from the Metaphysical 

Point of View 

A philosophy is a comprehensive system of ideas about human nature and the nature of the 

reality we live in. It is a guide for living, because the issues it addresses are basic and 

pervasive, determining the course we take in life and how we treat other people. In Greek, 

"philosophy" is consists of philo and Sophia. Philo means love and Sophia means wisdom, so 

it means "love of wisdom." Philosophy is based on rational argument and appeal to facts. 

Therefore, it is an investigation of the nature, causes or principles of reality, knowledge, 

values, based on logical reasoning rather than empirical methods. The topics that philosophy 

addresses fall into several distinct fields. Among those of fundamental concern are: 

• Metaphysics (the theory of reality) 

• Epistemology (the theory of knowledge) 

• Ethics (the theory of moral values) 

• Logic (study of right reasoning) 

• Aesthetics (the theory of the natUre of art) 

1. Metaphysics: 

Metaphysics is the branch of philosophy responsible for the study of existence or reality. It is 

the foundation of a worldview. It answers the question "What is?" It encompasses everything 

that exists, as well as the nature of existence itself. It says whether the world is real, or merely 

an illusion. It is a fundamental view of the world around us. More specifically, the study of 

existence or reality is beyond the scientific or mathematical realms. The term "metaphysics" 

itself literally means "beyond the physical." The metaphysical issues most discussed are the 

existence of God, the world, the soul, and the afterlife. 

2. Epistemology: 

Epistemology is the study of our method of acquiring knowledge. It is conc~med with such 

questions as, is knowledge of anything really possible, is our knowledge certain, how do we 
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get our knowledge, what things can we have knowledge about, what exactly is knowledge, 

etc. 

3. Ethics: 

Ethics is the study of moral value, right and wrong. Ethics is involved with placing value to 

personal actions, decisions, and relations. 

4. Logic: 

Logic is the study of right reasoning. It is the tool, philosophers use to study other 

philosophical categories. It is an attempt to codify the rules of rational thought. Logicians 

explore the structure of arguments that preserve truth or allow the optimal extraction of 

knowledge from evidence. 

5. Aesthetics: 

Aesthetics is philosophy of art and beauty. It is concerned with questions like why do we find 

certain things beautiful, what makes things great art, so on. It includes what art consists of, as 

well as the purpose behind it. 

Western Philosophy has remained more or less true to the etymological meaning of 

'philosophy', in being essentially an intellectual quest for truth. Indian philosophy has been, 

however, intensely spiritual and has always emphasised the need of practical realization of 

truth. As philosophy aims at knowledge of truth, it is termed in Indian literature, 'darsana '. 

The word 'darsana' is derived by adding the suffix lyuf to the root drs, (drs+lyuf). The suffix 

lyuf, being in the instrumental, darsana means the instrument by which something is seen 

(Drsyate anena iti darsanam ). 

Philosophical questions arise in almost every discipline. This is why philosophy also 

encompasses all areas as: philosophy of law, philosophy of history, philosophy of language, 

philosophy of religion, philosophy of literature, philosophy of science etc. Similarly, 

Ayurveda is not a system of medicine but a dynamic philosophy of life by which one can 
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attain healthy individual and social life so to perform the functions efficiently and fulfil social 

obligations fully, at the end to attain perfect bliss ofliberation. 

Ayurveda is also a philosophical system. S.D.S. mentions sixteen philosophical 

systems viz. Ciirviika, Bauddha, Arhat, Riimiinuja, Pun;aprajfia, Nakulfsa-Piisupata, Saiva, 

Pratyayabhijfiii, Rasesvara, Aulukya, Al0apiida, Jaimini, Piil}ini, Siimkhya, Piitafijala and 

Samkara. Rasesvara darsana is one of them which is a developed branch of Ayurveda. 

P.V.Sharma also accepts Ayurveda as a philosophical system using the word 'darsana' in his 

own composition named 'Ayurveda Darsanam' in wider connotation comprising 

metaphysical aspect, basic concepts and philosophy of approach to health and medicine. 

The schools and systems of Indian philosophy are divided into two broad classes, 

namely, orthodox (iistika) and heterodox (niistika). To the first group belong the six chief 

philosophical systems (popularly known as ~at;l-darsana), namely, Mfmiimsii, Vedanta, 

Siitikhya, Yoga, Nyiiya and Vaise~ika. These are regarded as orthodox as they accept the 

authority of vedas. Ciirviikas, Bauddhas and the Jains are regarded as heterodox (niistika) 

because they do not accept the authority ofvedas. 

Every prominent school of Indian philosophy has dealt with the metaphysics and 

Ayurveda was also influenced by it. Ayurveda, being an applied science, aims to understand 

the individual and cosmos as well. An individual is an epitome of the universe as all the 

material, spiritual phenomena of the universe are present in the individual, and all those 

present in the individual are also contained in the universe. As per dictum of Ayurveda -

'yathii loke tathii pil}r;ie' it congregates the tools to understand the body-structure, proper 

functioning of its part, observation of the causative factors of diseases and ultimately to 

evolve methodology to cure the diseases through medicines and body-purificatory process. 

Thus metaphysical and philosophical discussions are there because the aim of 

Ayurveda was to cure•a person not only of his mental and bodily ailments but, also to relieve 

him of his bondage from the material world and to show him the path of true salvation or 

mol0a just alike Indian philosophy. 

The foundation of Indian philosophy and Ayurveda is laid on certain sound and 

common objectives. Darsanas are the base of foundation and applied principles of Ayurveda. 

It is, therefore, that the conceptual base of structural, functional, metaphysical, 
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pharmacological, psychological and even art of treatment stands on the well-established 

doctrines of Indian philosophy. Ayurveda is synthesis of Indian philosophy. Ayurveda has 

adopted the principles of ·~at} darsanas ' according to the suitability of subject matter and to 

their utility in medical science. The darsanika principles have become more applied and 

massive in Ayurveda, although their metaphysical essence has been cautiously preserved in it. 

An intelligent study of Ayurveda requires intimate background of the basic sciences of Indian 

philosophy. 

So according to the suitability of subject matter the Vaise~ika thoughts were 

abundantly utilized in Ayurveda. Ayurveda accepts the Vaise#ka position with regard to 

padarthas or categories in general way, but adopts the padarthas or categories with its own 

practical framework. The person remains healthy until the equilibrium in all factors is 

maintained. It means that padartha is responsible for both the condition of health and disease 

of the person. Susruta does not refer to VaiSe~ika background, whereas Caraka begins his 

work with enumeration of padarthas or categories:-

"Mahar~ayaste dadr§uryathavajjii.anaca~u~a I 

Samanyam ca vise~am ca gu~an dravya~i karma ca 11"1 

"Samavayam ca tajjii.atva tantroktam vidhimasthital}. 1"2 

Whereas Vaise~ika darsana begins like this:-

"Dravyagu~akarmmasamanyavi.Se~asamavayanam ~a~l}aril padarthanam ..... 1"3 

"Dravya-gu~a-karma-samanya-vi.Se~a-samavaya-abhaval}. sapta padarthal}. 11"4 

Thus Caraka's enumeration of padarthas or categories begins with samanya and vise~a and 

goes on to the gw:w, dravya, karman and samavaya. Neither the usual Vaise~ika order of 

categories is followed, nor are the usual explanations for categories given in the Vaise~ika 

texts reproduced in Caraka Samhita. Its account bears a distinct stamp of its own, although 

generally following the Vaise~ika outlook. 

1 C.S.Su. -1128 
2 ibid- 1/29 
3 Athoddesapadarthanirupa!)am- P.P.B. 
4 T.S.- 2 
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• Siimiinya and ViSe~a according toAyurveda and VaiS~ika 

These two categories are very much useful, especially in Ayurvedic medicine. These two 

categories are seen to be of immense value in the applied aspect of treatment and also for 

maintaining health. The object of Ayurveda has been said to be of maintaining the 

homeostasis to the level of physiological equilibrium:-

''Dhatusamyakriya cokta tantrasyasya prayojanam I" 1 

These two are dynamic forces, which keep this normal condition of the body.Here the basic 

principle is that the physician's task is to increase what has become diminished and to 

diminish what has become excessive among the body-elements. The only way open before 

him to try both the procedures is to prescribe certain substances as diet or drug. From the 

standpoint of their effects on the body-elements, therefore, the substances prescribed may 

also be viewed as having two fold effects. 

Certain substances have the inherent nature of increasing some particular body

element, just as certain other substances have the inherent nature of decreasing some 

particular body-element. In relation to their effects on body-elements, the substances are thus 

to be classified under two heads, namely "increasers" of body-elements and "decreasers" of 

body-elements. This way of looking at the substances leads the physicians to develop two key 

concepts. They call these siimiinya and vise~a. 

The Caraka Smilhitii introduces the concept as follows:-

"Sarvada sarvabhavanaril samanyaril vrddhikaral}am I 

Hrasa-hetul}. vise~al}. ca, pravrttil}. ubhayasya tu 11"2 

Siimiinya is the cause of increase of all the things at all times, and vise.Ja is the cause of their 

decrease. The body elements attain increase by the repeated use of dietary modes that either 

wholly consists of or preponderates in, like qualities, while they suffer diminution the 

repeated use of dietary modes that either wholly consists of or preponderates in unlike 

1 C.S.Su. - 1/53 
2 ibid- 1/44 
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qualities.1 Thus a substance having the characteristics of viita and decrease sle~man, which is 

dissimilar to it, and so on. 

If a particular tissue is to be increased and the homologous dietary articles can not be 

taken because of there non-availability or even if available, they can not be used because of 

unsuitability, hateful disposition or any other cause, then food preparations of different nature 

but having the predominance of the attributes of the dhiitus to be promoted should be used. 

For example Caraka says that when there is deficiency of semen, and its direct use is not 

possible, with a view to promote it, milk, ghee and such other substances known to be sweat, 

unctuous and cold should be administrated. 2 

Cakrapiil)i, commentator of Caraka Sarhhitii, accepts siimiinya as genenc 

concomitance or a state of generality or similarity. Siimiinya or the generic concomitance is 

not in itself an augmenting factor. The generic concomitance is an augmenting factor only 

when it is related to the two objects having common characteristics. If the generic 

concomitance alone were an augmenting factor, the quality of flesh being already present in 

the muscular tissue elements of the body would in itself cause augmentation in the flesh of 

body even of the vegetarians. The quality of edible flesh as present outside of the body is 

almost identical with the one present in the muscular tissues of the body. Even then, it does 

not cause augmentation in the muscular tissue elements of the body unless the former is taken 

in. Thus, the generic concomitance or identical property alone is not responsible for 

augmentation. It is so only when it is taken in. 

The fact that generic concomitance is an augmenting factor should not be taken to 

mean ~hat augmentation is included in the very definition of generic concomitance. 

Augmentation on the other hand is the effect of generic concomitance taken with special 

reference to Ayurveda. It is not that generic concomitance will always cause augmentation; it 

will do so only in the absence of inhibiting factors. 

1 C.S.Sa.- 6/10 
2 ibid- 6/11 
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Cakrapiil}i again says that in Ayurveda vise~a implies a variant factor relating to the 

qualities of objects. Therefore, the variant factors in general cause diminution of all beings. 

Vise~a here means inhibiting variant factor. 1 

Beside this definition, Caraka gives two more definitions of siirniinya and vise~a:-

"Samanyamekatvakararit, viS~astu pfthaktvakrt I 

Tulyarthata hi samanyarit, viS~astu viparyayal} 11"2 

Siirniinya brings about the sense of oneness or unity while visesa about the sense of 

separation or diversity. Again, siirniinya carries a sense of similitude whereas viSe~a of 

dissimilitude. 

Here Cakrapiil)i says that the generic concomitance consists of two factors viz. the 

sense of oneness and similitude while the variant factor a sense of separation and 

dissimilitude. The semantic aspect of the word "cow" always remains the same. This shows 

that there is something, which does not change despite other exterior changes. Thus, siirniinya 

or generic concomitance brings about the sense of oneness. It is directly or indirectly related 

to action and quality. Same designations and same actions also bring about the sense of 

oneness. The variant factor vise~ a brings about the relative sense of separation. The quality of 

cow possesses generic concomitance with all the other cows, still brings about the sense of 

separation in relation to the class ofhorse. 

Again Cakrapiil}i explains the previous and the present verse and while explaining the 

verses he talks about three types of siirniinya as well as vise~a as they are related to (i) matter 

(dravya), (ii) quality (gul}a) and (iii) action (karman). 3 

1 Ck.Ct on C.S.Su.- 1/44 
2 C.S.Su.- 1/45 
3 Ck.Ct on ibid 
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Types of Siimiinya: 

• Dravya (matter)Siimiinya: 

The similarity visualizes in substances represents this type. Increasement in muscle tissues by 

eaten flesh is the example of this type and is used in treatment.1 The generic concomitance, 

which always has ·been a cause of the augmentation or increasement, focuses this type of 
- - 2 samanya. 

• Gul)a (quality) Siimiinya: 

This type of siimiinya produces oneness. The generic concomitance carries a sense of 

similitude.3 For example milk and semen are from two different groups and are dissimilar but 

both consist of the madhura rasa etc. some common attributes and the similarity of attributes 

is useful in treatment, as the use of milk increase the quantity of semen. It can be quoted as 

the example of gw:z.a siimiinya. 4 

• Karma (action) Siimiinya: 

Some commentators like Cakrapii1Ji accept that siimiinya or the generic concomitance as an 

augmenting factor relates only to matter and quality and not to action have pointed it out. 

This fact is illustrated by citing the augmenting effect of physical exercise (an action) on 

viita. Here there is no similitude as far as the function of physical exercise and viita are 

concerned; still the former augments the latter. According to their interpretation, even, 

Caraka, while he acknowledges concomitance relating to matter and quality, is silent about 

the generic concomitance relating to action. 

Cakrapii~zi accepts 'tulyiirthatii of siimiinya '5 as karma siimiinya6
. The illustration 

cited by the commentators does in itself prove that actions do possess generic concomitance. 

A body actively engaged in physical exercise, causes augmentation in the active vtita and 

conversely the same body devoid of action in the form of physical exercise causes diminution 

1 Mansamapyayyate mansena 1- C.S.Sa.- 6/10 
2 Sarvada sarvabhavanaril samanyaril vrddhikaraiJam 1 - C.S.Su. - l/44 
3 

Samanyamekatvakararil, vise~astu pfthaktvalqt I 
Tulyarthata hi samanyaril, vise~astu viparyaya~ II - ibid- l/45 

4 Paya~ sukrayo~ bhinnajatiyayorapi madhuratvadi samanyaril tatraikataril karoti 11- Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- l/45 
5 Tulyarthata hi samanyaml- C.S.Su- 1/45 · 
6 Tulyarthatetyadina tu karmmasamanyaril nigadyate 1- Ck.Ct. on ibid 
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in the viita that is active. Continuous sitting does not belong to kapha group but kapha do~a is 

increased by these activities. 1 Again, sleep is an action, which augments kapha as it inhibits 

the movements of the body, which could have augmented otherwise lessened. 2 This is karma 

siimiinya. 

Types of Viie~a: 

According to Ayurveda vise~a has got the following features:-

• Dravya (matter) ViSe~a: 

Vise~a or variant factor is the cause of diminution of all beings for all the time.3 For example 

in the conditions of increased tissues and flesh in body, the use of medicines and diet having 

contrary qualities (hard or ru/qa) will be beneficial. Different type of bone tissues (sankha, 

sukti, karpada etc. in the form of bhasma), grains like barley (yava) and millet (biijarii) can 

be prescribed. 4 

• Gul}a (quality) Vlie~a: 

The vise~ a factor brings about the sense of separation. 5 The use of contrary attributes cure the 

curable diseases when they are used with due regard to the place, dose and time. 6 In the 

condition of aggravated viiyu do~a in body, oil is used to diminish it because viiyu is rough, 

cold and light whereas on the contrary oil is smooth, hot and heavy. So continuous use of oil 

alleviates vayu do~ a. 7 

• Karma (action) viSe~a: 

Some actions also responsible for aggravation as well as decrease of do~a, dhatu and malas. 

For example sedative life or to remain idle in activities augments kapha do~a so here the 

I Asyarupam karmma na sle!?mal_lii samiinamapi tu piiniyiidikaphasamiinadravyartha-kriyiikaritvat 
kaphavardhakarupatayii iisyiipi kaphasamanetyucyate II- Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su- 1/45 
2 Evarh svapnadavapi karmma1_1i boddhavyarh 1- ibid 
3 Hrasa-hetu~ vise!?asca 1- C.S.Su- 1145 
4 v.c.s.- l/45 
5 Vise~astu prthaktvalqt 1- C.S.Su- 1145 
6 Viparlta gu1_1ai~ desamiitriikalopapiiditai~ I 
Bhe~ajai~ vinivartante vikaral:l sadhyasammatii~ II - ibid- l/62 

7 V.C.S. - l/45 
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excessive journey or running is prescribed.1 Therefore, the variant factors are said to carry the 

sense of dissimilitude. 2 

Siimiinya and vise~a have significance quite different from what they have in 

VaiSe#ka siitras. In the Vaise~ika system the word siimiinya represents a class concept, class 

- essence or universal. It is the universal by the possession of which different individual are 

referred to as belonging to one class. It is eternal, one and residing in many. Thus, it means 

when we find a property residing in many things, we call it siimiinya.3 Prasastpiida regards 

that siimiinya is eternal one, residing in many things, belonging to the group of substance, 

quality and action. For example, there is the class essence of universal of man, called man

ness or humanity, which inheres in all human beings. According to Vaise#ka system also the 

universals reside or related to substances, qualities and actions. 

In respect of their scope or extent universals or siimiinya may be distinguished into three 
. 4 categones :-

• Para siimiinya : 

It is the highest and all pervading. 'Being hood' is the highest universal, since all other 

universals come under it. 

• Apara siimiinya : 

It is the lowest one. Jar-ness or ghafatva, the universal present in all jars or ghafa is apara or 

the lowest, since it has the most limited or the narrow extent. 

• Pariipara siimiinya : 

'Substantiality or thing hood or dravyatva' as another universal is pariipara or intennediate 

between the highest and the lowest. It is para or wider in relation to substances like earth, 

water, etc. and apara or narrower in relation to the universal 'being hood' which belongs to 

substance, quality and action. 

I Adhanastu yojanasatamadhikam va gacchet I Khanet vii kiipam II- S.S.Ci.- 1/8 
2 Dhatusamyakriya cokta tantrasyasya prayojanam 11- C.S.Su. - 1/53 
3 Nityamekamanekanugataril samanyam I- T.S.- 64 
4 ibid- 6 
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Vde~a is the extreme opposite of the universal (siimiinya). By vise~a or particularity 

we are to understand the unique individuality of substances which have no parts and are 

therefore eiemal such as space, time, iikiisa, mind, soul, atoms etc. Things, which are made 

up of parts i.e composite wholes, are easily distinguishable by the differences of their parts. 

So we do not require any category like vise~a to explain their distinction. It is only when we 
' 

come to the ultimate differences of the partless eternal substances that we have to admit 

certain original or underived peculiarities called vise~a. It means viSe~a are ultimate speci~c 

properties differentiating one atom from another. It is the peculiarity that distinguishes a 

given atom from all the other atoms. 

• GuiJa according to Ayurveda and Vaise#ka 

Both the systems Ayurveda and Vaise#ka accept gu!la. The word in its etymological sense 

signifies that our attention is forcibly drawn to the substances by the qualities that inhere in 

them (gu!lyate iimantryate iti). The substances and their qualities are related invariably. The 

identification of any substance and its separate experience or knowledge is collected on the 

basic of its attributes and actions. The attributes cannot be separated from substance. 

Definition of Gul}a according to Ayurveda and Vaiie#ka: 

According to Vaise~ika system inhering in substance, not possessing attribute or 

quality, and not an independent cause in conjunction and disjunction is the mark of attribute. 1 

The relation between substance and attribute is a relation between dependence and 

dependent. So the gu!la is called dravyiisrayf. 2 Attributes do not remain in attribute but reside 

in substance. So they are called nirgu!la (attribute less) or devoid of attributes.3 

Describing the substances Ayurveda says that the action and attribute are available in 

it and it is a combinative cause.4 Ayurveda deals with substances for the evolution, 

development and maintenance of body and diet as well as medicines are essentially required 

for this purpose. Which particular item from a group of foods, vegetables and herbs will be 

useful or harmful in a particular condition, is decided by attributes, which it possesses. 

1 (a.) Atha dravyasrita~ jiieya~ nirgu~a~ ni~kriy~ gu~a~ 1- K.V. 
(b.) Dravyasrayyagu~avan sarhyogavibhage~vakara~amanape~a iti gu~a lalcia~am 1- V.Su.- l/l/16 

2 ibid 
3 Nirgu~a ni~kriya~ gu~a~l- K. V. 
4 (a.) Dravyala~a~arh tu kriyagu~avat samavayikiira~amiii 1- S.S.Su.- 40/2 

(b.) Yatrasrita~ karmagu~a~ kar~arh samavayi yatl tad dravyam ........ 11- C.S.Su.- 1/50 
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Caraka says that gu~a possesses inseparable concomitance (samviiyf), and devoid of efforts 

(nisce~tab). 1 

Thus, the quality (gu!la) is defined as without quality and devoid of action. It becomes 

a cause only when associated with substances for producing action. However, the action in 

substances is possible only because of the qualities inherent in substances. In addition, the 

qualities inherent in substances can be inferred only by the actions. The qualities are 

impossible to be perceived as such or in isolation. They become meaningful only when 

considered in the form of substances. 

Enumeration of Attributes or Qualities : 

VaiSe#ka system talks about 24 qualities:-

Rupa-rasa-gandha-spar8al} saritkhya parimal}ani prthaktvarit sarityogavibhagau 

Partvapartve buddhyal} sukhadul}khe icchadve~au pratyanasca gul}al} If 

Ka!tiida, in his Vaise~ika siitras has given a list of seventeen attributes only. In the end of this 

list the word prayatna has been used and the word 'ca' gathers up gurutva (weight), dravatva 

(fluidity), sneha (unctuousness), smhskiira (impression), dharma (merit), adharma (demerit) 

and sabda (sound).3 

~ Samvay1 tu nisce~!a~ karal_1am gu!)a~ 1- C.S.Su.- l/51 
- V.Su. - 1/1/6 
3 Casabdasamuccitastu gurutva-dravatva-sneha-samskara
Dharmadharma-sabdaa~ saptaivetyevam caturvirilsatigu!)a~ II - P .P .B. 
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Thus, Vaise~ika school has narrated the following 24 qualities:-

1. Rupa (Colour) 2. Rasa {Taste) 

3. Gandha (Smell) 4. Sparsa {Touch) 

5. Sabda (Sound) 6. Sarhkhya (Number) 

7. Paril}iima (Measures) 8. Prthaktva (Separateness) 

9. Sarhyoga (conjunction) 10. Vibhiiga (Disjunction) 

11. Partva (Predominance) 12. Aparatva (Subordination) 

13. Buddhi (Knowledge) 14. Sukha (Pleasure) 

15. Dul;.kha (Misery) 16. Icchii (Desire) 

17. Dve~a (A version) 18. Prayatna (Volitions) 

19. Gurutva (Heaviness) 20. Dravatva (Liquidity) 

21. Sneha (Oiliness) 22. Smhskiira (Impression) 

23. Dharma (Merit) 24. Adharma (Demerit) 

K.V. has used the term adr~!a for dharma and adharma. 1 

Caraka Sarhhitii, as per utility of qualities in anatomy, physiology and treatment, ha: 

suggested 41 qualities which have been divided in four groups:-

"Sartha gurvadayo buddhil] prayatnantaJ:t paradayaJ:t 1 gunal] proktal] 11"2 

1 Atha guQa~ riipam raso gandhastata~ parm I 
Spada~ samkhya parimiti~ pJ1haktvari1 ca tata~ param II 
Samyogasca vibhagasca paratvam caparatvakam I 
Buddhi~ sukham du~khamiccha dve~o yatno gurutvakam II 
Dravatvam snehasamskaravadr~!ari1 sabda eva ca II) (adf~!ari1 dharmadhannau)- K.V.- 2/3-5 

2 C.S.Su.- l/49 
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In the present verse, gul}as have been enumerated. The·gul}as are of four types:-

1. Quality of Sensory Objects: 

The qualities of the sensory objects (siirthii) which constitute one group are:-

(a.) Word (sabda) as the Object of Audition: 

According to Vaise#ka philosophy sabda or word is sentence spoken by an authority. 

Authority is a person who speaks truth. Word is a thing having power of conveying 

meaning. 1 It is special attribute of iikiisa and object of ear (srotrendriya). The organ of 

apprehension for word is ear.2 It is not a substance as well as not an action.3 It is produced 

from conjunction, disjunction and from sound also.4 Vaise~ika philosophy describes it as 

momentary. It is of two fold:-( a.) dhvani la/qal}iitmaka- it is prominent oftunes; (b.) varl}a 

la/qal}iitmaka- it is prominent ofwords and syllables. It is produced from throat.5 

In Ayurveda word is supposed to be an aggregate of letters. It is regarded as one of the 

valid means of knowledge and is explained as four fold:-6 

• Dr!jfiirtha: It pertains to observed facts. For example, the three fold reasons for 

aggravation of the do~as, six fold therapeutic measures to bring the do~as to 

normalcy, and the fact that sensations like sound can be apprehended only when the 

auditory apparatus like the ear are present. 

• AdH{iirtha: It doesn't pertain to observed facts such as the possibility of life after 

death and emancipation after mundane bonds. 

• Satya: It pertains to things as they are. These are factual words. Such as the fact that 

curable diseases can be cured by standard medical treatments and the treatments, do 

have their effects. 

• Anrta: It doesn't pertain thing as they are. These are false words viz. contrary to the 

nature of things. 

I Aptavakyaril sabdal) I Aptastu yathiirthavakta II- T.S. - 54 
2 , 

(a.) Srotra graha~o yal) arthai) sa sabdal) 1- V.Su. -2/2/21 
(b.) Srotragrahyo gu~o sabdal) I - T.S. - 33 

3 V.Su. -2/2/23-24 
4 ibid -2/2/31 
5 Sal) dvividhal) dhvanyatmako v~atmakasca I 

Tatra dhvanyatmakal) bheryadau va~atmakal) sarhsiqtabha~adi riipal) 11 - T.S. - 33 
6 C.S.Vi.- 8/38 
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Words are widely used in Ayurveda. In any medical examination, physician asks question 

to patient and patient answers. Both the physician and patient are using words in this process. 

By the abnormal utterance, the defects of the vocal system and some physical disease are 

diagnosed. The number of respirations and heartbeat is experienced through sound only. A 

foetal sound confirms the pregnancy. Sound has been described as one of the eight points to 

be observed in the observation of a patient. 1 Sound is an important factor to be examined to 

determine residual span oflife.2 

In Indriyasthiina, Caraka differentiates between normal and abnormal vmce. 

Moribund patients' voice resembles to that of sheep and is feeble, subdued, indistinct, 

choked, faint, poor and stami:nering. Sudden appearance of the abnormal types of voice, 

presence of various voices or of various types of one voice is regarded as inauspicious and it 

indicates death. 3 In the presence of aggravated kapha do~a, the voice becomes guru while in 

pitta do~a, it becomes apparent. In the aggravation of the viita do~a, the voice of the patient 

remains free from these symptoms. 

(b.) Touch (spars a) as the Object of Cutaneous: 

According to Vaise~ika darsana touch is the special attribute made of viiyu mahiibhuta4 

which is apprehended by tactile sense, situated in the skin of human being. 5 It is of three 

kinds: cool, hot and tepid. 

In Ayurveda, Caraka Samhitii says that coarseness, liquidity, mobility, hotness and 

non-interruption are the specific characters of prthivf, ap, viiyu, tejas and iikiisa respectively. 

All these characters are perceivable by the tactile sense organ because touch along with its 

absence is known by the tactile sense organ. 6 Skin provides covering to whole of the body. It 

protects the body from various harmful conditions. It is a source of knowledge of various 

experiences viz. touch, pressure, cold, hot, pain etc. It is the organ where the faculty or sense 

of touching is established. 

1 Rogakranta sarlrasya sthananya~!au pan~ayet I nagfriJ. mutrariJ. malariJ.jihvariJ. sabdasparsadrgalqt!ll- Y.R. 
2 C.S.ln. - 1/3 
3 ibid- 1115-16,25 
4 Sparsavan vayul) 1- V.Su. - 2/1/4 
5 (a.) Spaciatvagindriya grahyal) 1- GuQ.anirupaQ.a-prakaraQ.a- P.P.B. 

(b.) Tvagindriyamatragrahyo guiJab sparsab 1- T.S. - 22 
6 C.S.Sa. - 1/29-30 
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Susruta describes seven layers of the skin viz. iivabhiisini, /ohitii, svetii, tiimrii, vedinf, 

rohilfi and miimsadharii. 1 Caraka describes six layers of the skin viz. udakadharii, 

tvasrgdharii, sidhma-ki/iisa, the fourth one is the seed of the origin of ring worm and leprosy; 

the fifth one is the seat of the origin of alaji (a type ofboil) and vidradhi (abscess). The sixth 

layer is that which, if cut, causes loss of consciousness and is seat of the origin of boils being 

manifested as blackish red and deep rooted on joints and are hardly curable. These are the six 

layers of skin, which cover the entire body with six parts.2 

Touching sensation ts a very important faculty to diagnosis of the disease and 

examination of the patient.3 Signs and symptoms of imminent death indicated by tactual 

experience guides the physician to take proper decision for the treatment and to avoid the 

problems. The hot and cold condition of skin projects the temperature of body. 

The touching faculty of the physician experiences the temperature and it must be 

neither too cold nor too hot. While palpating the body he should know about the following 

entities as such - loss of pulsati9n in body parts having constant pulsation, presence of 

coldness in those, which are always hot. Similarly hardness of the soft ones, coarseness of the 

smooth ones, absence of existent ones, looseness, dislocation or falling down of joints, loss of 

flesh and blood, hardness, excessive perspiration or stiffness and any other such palpable sign 

having morbidity.4 

The hot touch of body of the pat~ent shows aggravation of pitta do~a, cold touch 

indicates the aggravation of vata and wet touch indicates the aggravation of kapha do~a. 5 

These descriptions clear that the quality of touching is widely used in medical science. 

1 S.S.Sa. - 4/4 
2 C.S.Sa.- 7/4 
3 C.S.ln- 3/3 
4 ibid- 3/4 
5 Pittarogi bhavedU~I:JO vatarogi ca sitala~ I sle~malaJ:l bhavedardraiJ:l sparsatascaivalak~ayet II- Y.R. 
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(c.) Vision (riipa) as the Object of Vision: 

VaiSe#ka philosophy accepts rupa as the special quality, which is cognised by eye alone.1 It 

is the special attribute of tejas mahabhuta. 2 It is divided in seven colours viz. sukla, nfla, 

pfta, rakta, harita, kapisa and citra. 

The rupa or colour attribute has medical utility also. The physician must observe the 

normal or physiological colour and complexion of the body carefully. Such of signs and 

symptoms, which can be directly observed by visual faculty and any abnormal change, 

should be marked immediately, as it may be helpful in the diagnosis arid treatment of patient. 

Describing this Caraka says in lndriyasthiina that in these case skin, eyes, nails, tongue 

should be examined.3 There are four normal shades of complexion of body i.e. black, sky

like, sky like fair and fair.4 Blue, blackish, coppery, and green and white - these types of 

complexion are abnormal in comparison of normal ones. 5 

Normal complexion in one half and abnormal one in other half of the body 

demarcated clearly as left and right, front and back, upper and lower or internal and external 

should be known as ari~fa (fatal sign) of the patient. Such demarcation of complexion in face 

and other parts too indicate death of the person. 6 Appearance of any of abnormal 

complexions in nail, eyes, face, urine, faeces, hands, feet, lips etc. particularly in patients with 

diminished strength, complexion and sense indicates the loss of life. 7 Such other abnormal 

complexion too which appear suddenly for the first time without any apparent cause in the 

patient going down constantly are the signs of death.8 

The different abnormal colours of body parts have been collected in C.S. The visual 

faculty is the most important and most sensitive faculty of experience on which the human 

being depends most. The most sensitive experience, acquired by visual faculty is very useful 

in medical science. This is why observation (to see) has been accepted one of the most 

important factor useful for diagnosis. 

1 Cak~urmatragrahyo guiJo rupam 1- T.S.- 19 
2 C.S.Sa. - 1/27 
3 C.S.In. - 1/3 
4 ibid- 1/8 
5 ibid- 1/9 
6 ibid- 1110 
7 ibid- 1/13 
8 ibid- 1/14 
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(d.) Taste (rasa) as the Object of Gustation: 

According to Vaise~ika darsana rasa or taste is the most important quality apprehended by 

tongue only. It is of six kinds: madhura (sweet), am/a (sour), lavarza (saline), kafu (pungent), 

ka~iiya (astringent) and tilcta (bitter). It resides in earth and water. 1 

Ayurveda says that rasa or taste is the object of gustatory sense organ. Ap and prthivf 

constitute the substratum for the manifestation of taste. As, to specific qualities of taste the 

remaining three iikiisa, vliyu and tejas are responsible? Ayurveda also accepts these six types 

of tastes. 3 These six tastes when employed properly, maintain the body and their incorrect 

utilization results in vitiation of do~as.4 The six tastes are as following5
:-

I. Madhura Rasa (Sweet): 

It is the taste found in sugar, honey, sugarcane, milk, water etc. and abounds in the qualities 

of water element. 6 It promotes all dhiitus, ojas, semen and sukra; is conducive to life-span, 

beneficial for eyes, hair and complexion; promotes strength and union, normalizes blood and 

rasa; wholesome for children, old people and patients; pacifies thirst, fainting and burning 

sensation, pleases six indriyas (five sense-organs and mind) and increases kapha. 

If it is used regularly alone and in excess, it produces cough, dyspnoea, vomiting, 

sweetness in mouth, goitre, tumour, sliminess in urinary bladder and rectum, conjunctivitis; 

causes loss ofvoice, lassitude, over-sleeping, heaviness etc.7 

II. Am/a Rasa (Sour): 

It is prime taste of lemon, raw mango, amlavetas etc. It abounds in qualities of agni and 

prthivf mahiibhiitas. 8 Sour is digestive for food as well as do~a. lima or inflammation; 

1 (a.) Ruparasagandhaspar5avatl pfthivii-V.Su.- 2/l/1 
(b.) Raso rasanagrahyaJ:i pfthivyudakavrttiJ:i 1- Gul)anirupal)a-prakaral)a- P.P.B. 

2 
(c.) Rasanagrahyo gul)o rasaJ:i I sa ca madhura-amla-laval)a-ka!U-ka~aya-tikta bhedat !?a~vidhaJ:i I T.S.- 20 
C.S.Su. -1164 

3 C.S.Vi.- 1/4 
4 Te samyagupayujyamanaJ:i sarlrarh yapayanti, 

Mithyopayujyamanastu khalu do~aprakopayopakalpante II - ibid- 1/4 
5 C.S.Su.- 1/65 
6 ibid - 26/40 
7 (a.) ibid- 26/42 - i 

(b.) S.S.Su.- 42/12 
8 C.S.Su. - 26/40 
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stimulates digestive fire, pacifies viita, is carminative, producing burning in bowels, is 

externally cold, moistening and mostly relishing; promotes the bulk of the body and gives 

energy to it, makes the sense-organs firm, salivates mouth and is light, hot and unctuous. 

If used singly and excessively, sensitizes teeth, causes thirst, blinking of eyes, liquefies 

kapha, aggravates pitta, affects blood morbidity, causes suppuration in wound, injuries, burn, 

bites, fractures, swelling, contamination with urination and also produces burning in throat, 

chest and cardiac region due t~ igneous nature. 1 

III.Lava{la Rasa (Saline): 

Saindhava (rock salt) etc. are the example of saline taste. Jala and agni elements predominate 

it. It is evacuating, digestive, separating, moistening, loosening, appetizer, oozing, vii/a

alleviating, hot, overcomes all tastes, cleanses channels, softens all parts ofbody and removes 

stiffuess, binding, and compactness. 

If used regularly alone and in excess, it produces itching, allergic manifestation, 

abnormality of complexion, impotence, disorders of sense-organs, inflammation m eyes, 

intrinsic haemorrhage, hyperacidity; vitiates pitta, aggravates rakta etc. 2 

IV.Ka{u Rasa (Pungent): 

Black pepper and red chillies etc. are the example of pungent taste. It is produced with the 

predominance of viiyu and agni mahiibhuta. 3 Pungent taste stimulates digestive fire, is 

digestive, relishing, cleansing, alleviating obesity, lassitude, kapha, worms, poison, ku~Jha 

and itching; breaks compactness of joints, causes depression and decreases breast-milk, 

semen and fat; makes the sense-organs clean, alleviates swelling, channel-blocking, sweating 

and is hot, light and rough. 

This, though having so many properties, if used singly and excessively, produces 

narcosis, dryness of throat, palate and lips; burning sensation, pyrexia, debility, trembling, 

1 (a.) C.S.Su. - 26/42- (ii) 
(b.) S.S.Su.- 42/13 

2 (a.) C.S.Su. - 26/42 -(iii) 
(b.) S.S.Su.- 42/14 

3 C.S.Su. - 26140 
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pricking and breaking pain and also pain due to viita in hands, feet, sides, back etc., damages 

sexual potency, causes mental confusion, malaise, depression, fainting etc.1 

V. Tikta Rasa (Bitter): 

Bitter gourd (karelii), ciretta (cirtiyatti) etc. are the examples of bitter taste. Vtiyu and akiisa 

are the predominating elements of bitter taste. 2 Tilcta rasa, is relishing, stimulates digestive 

fire, cleanses; pacifies itching, allergic manifestation, thirst, burning sensation, leprosy, 

fainting and fever; provides firmness to skin and muscles, dries faeces, urine, moisture, fat, 

pitta, kapha, muscle-fat and pus and it is rough, cold and light. 

In spite of such qualities if used for long alone and in excess, it causes stiffness in 

body, torticollis, convulsions, facial paralysis, headache, giddiness, pains, abnormal taste in 

mouth; dries up all dhtitus, takes away strength etc.3 

VI.K~iiya Rasa (Astringent): 

It is produced by vtiyu and prthivf.4 It is pacifying, astringent, union-promoting, compressing, 

healing, absorbing, checking pacifies kapha, rakta and pitta; utilises the body fluid and it is 

rough, cold and slightly light. 

In spite of such qualities if used for long alone and in excess, it causes cardiac pain, 

dryness of mouth, flatulence, loss of speech, torticollis, heart-ache, impotency, gas formation 

during digestion, tingling sensation, contraction, convulsion etc. 5 

1 (a.) C.S.Su.- 26/42- (iv) 
(b.) S.S.Su.- 42115 

2 C.S.Su. - 26/40 
3 (a.) ibid- 26/42- (v) 

(b.) S.S.Su.- 42116 
4 C.S.Su. - 26/40 
5 (a.) ibid- 26/42- (vi) 

(b.) S.S.Su.- 42/17 
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Tastes have an important role in Ayurveda. Various tastes can either alleviate or 

aggravate do~ as and do~ as are the controlling factor of the life as their balance is essentially 

required for health1
:-

Effect on Dosas 

Sweet, Sour and Salt Decreases viita do~a and increases kapha do~a 

Bitter, Pungent and Astringent Decreases kapha do~a and increases viita do~a 

Astringent, Bitter and Sweet Decreases pitta do~a 

Sour, Salt and Pungent Increases pitta do~a 

Practically the signs and symptoms of the increase or decrease of any do~ a, helps the 

physician to diagnose the disease and drugs and diets possessing the required attributes are 

prescribed to solve the problem. A physician well acquainted with the classification of rasas 

can decide the responsible factors for causation of the disease. Similarly, acquaintance with 

the classification of do~as helps in knowledge of symptoms of the disease. Thus, the 

knowledge of tastes helps a physician to treat the patient. 2 

All these rasas properly used in proper dose bring about happiness to all living 

beings. Otherwise, they are equally harmful to all.3 The properties·of drugs etc. are generally 

described on the base of the taste. Any substance, which is not pleasant in taste, may be 

treated as unwholesome to health. A physician can easily prescribe medicines on the basis of 

taste. 

(e.) Smell (gandha) as the Object of Olfaction: 

Gandha or smell or odour is the quality apprehended by the nose. It is fragrant or non

fragrant. As gandha is the specific quality of prthivl, it exists in prthivf mahiibhiita.4 It is 

1 C.S.Su- 1165-66 
2 ibid- 26127 
3 ibid- 26/44 
4 (a.) Gandho ghraQagrahya~ I pfthivi vrtti~ I ghraQasahakan I sa dvividha~ surabhirasurabhisca II- P.P.B. 

(b.) GhraQagrahyo guQogandha~ I sa ca dvividha~ surabhirasurabhisca 1 prthivimatravrtti~ 1-T.S.- 21 
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understood that the gandha available in jala and any other bhiita are due to prthivf only. 

Ayurveda also talks about two types of smell:- sugandha and durgandha. 1 

It plays an important role in Ayurveda in perception of substances or drugs, which 

have smell. In Ayurvedic pharmacopeia, there are several drugs, which are named according 

to its peculiar smell such as asvagandha, ajagandha, 2 amragandha haridra etc. Several other 

drugs for example, karpiira (camphor), eucalyptus, peppermint, candana etc. are recognized 

by their particular odour. Stool and urine have a peculiar odour in normal stages. The 

abnormal odour helps to diagnose some condition. 

In C.S. while describing the symptoms and signs of imminent death, the utility of 

smell attribute in this field has been discussed. The person, whose body emits constant 

pleasant or unpleasant fragrance without any apparent cause, cannot survive more than one 

year. 3 One who perceives the goodness or badness of smell contrarily or does not perceive the 

smell entirely, he should be known as devoid oflife.4 

The drugs having good odours eradicate nausea and anorexia and provide happiness 

while the bad odour on the contrary produces nausea and anorexia.5 Use of fragrance and 

garlands is aphrodisiac, produces good smell, longevity, charm, nourishment and strength, 

pleasing manners and destroys inauspiciousness. 6 These references prove that the attribute of 

smell has got its specific utility in the field of medicine. 

These special qualities constitute the distinctive features of five basic elements viz. 

akiisa, vayu, agni, ap and prthivf respectively. Each of these is attached with a special 

(vise~a) sense and element. So they are called vise~a gulJa. 7 

2. Physico-pharmacological (gurviidz) Qualities: 

This group of qualities begins with guru (heaviness) word. So this group is called gurvadi. 

Qualities collected in this group are 20 in number and they are viz. heaviness (guru), 

1 S.S.Su. - 46/528 
2 ibid- 37 
3 C.S.In.- 2/8-16 
4 ibid- 4/21 
5 S.S.Su. - 46/528 
6 C.S.Su. - 5/96 
7 (a.) Artha sabdiidayo jfieyiil_l gocarii vi~ayii gul)a~ II- C.S.Sa. - l/31 

(b.) Paficendriyiirthal_l sabdasparsaruparasagandhiil_lll- C.S.Su. - 8/11 
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lightness {laghu), coldness (sfta), heat (u~!la), unctuousness (snigdha), roughness (ru/cya), 

dullness (manda), sharpness (tf!cy!la), immobility (sthira), mobility (sara), softness (mrdu), 

hardness (kafhina), non-sliminess (viSada), sliminess (picchila), smoothness (sla/cy!la), 

coarseness (khara), grossness (sthala), subtlety (sulcyma), density (sandra) and liquidity 

(drava)! 

They are samanya gu!las as they are generally available in all elements but vise~a 

gu!ZQs are not general to all elements. They are called sarfra gu!las or bodily qualities by 

Kaviraja Gaflgiidhara as they are most useful in the treatment. Twenty qualities, that C.S 

listed under physico-pharmacological, are common to articles of food and drugs. They are 

also the qualities that are to be found in the bodily constitution ofliving beings.2 The qualities 

are significant as determinants of characteristic. 3 Each quality represents a primary action

mode. 

i-ii. Guru and Laghu Gul)a (Heaviness and Lightness): 

According to Vaise~ika darsana, guru.is the non-intimate cause of the first downward motion 

in a falling substance:-

"Adyapatana asamavayikaral}aril gurutvam 1 prthivijalavrttil} 11"4 

Gurutva is the cause for the falling of a fruit from a tree. Whereas in Ayurveda, various 

actions and changes occur in the body due to guru gu!la. Both of the attributes are contrary 

and relative to each other. One substance may be heavier than other may and the same may 

be lighter to the second one. The light food articles as well as drugs are predominant in the 

qualities of air and fire (viiyu and agni) elements and heavy one in earth and water (prthivf 

and ap) elements. 5 According to modem dietetics, the pulse of kidney bean (mudga) and 

I (a.) Gurumandahimasnigdha, sla~I)asandraii1fdusthira~ I 
GUI)ai) sa su~mavisada virhsatii) saviparyayai) 11- A.S.Su.- l/18 

(b.) Gurvadayastu guru-laghu-sltO~I)a -snigdha-ruk~a manda-t!k~I)a sthira-sara II1fdu-ka!hina visada-picchila
s1~Qa-khara-sthiila-sii~ma sandra-dravai) virhsatil) I ete ca samanya gul)ii~ prthivyadlnam samanyat 11-

CkCt on C.S. Su. - 1149 
2 C.S.Su. - 25/36 
3 KarmaQya-gul)a 11- RVS -3/111 
4 T.S.- 30 
5 Laghiini hi dravyli.I)i vayvagqi gul)abahu1ani bhavanti, prthvisomagul)abahularutaral)i II - C.S.Su. - 516 
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horse bean (mii~a) are equally rich in protein but practically mudga bears laghu gu!la1 while 

mii~a bears guru one. 2 

According to Bhiivamisra, the substance bearing the attributes of heaviness decreases 

viita do~a and increases kapha do~a, nourishes tissues and is delayed digested. On the other 

hand lightness decreases kapha do~a and is easily digested and is thought to be highly 

regimen diets.3 Guru (heavy) causes malaise, sliminess and strength, promotes weight while 

laghu (light) is opposite to it, and causes bulk-reduction and wound healing.4 A person, after 

having taken food, should never eat heavy preparations of flour, rice and flattened rice. 5 

Thus, guru and laghu attributes have their significant value in Ayurvedic medicine. 

iii-iv. Sita and Up;za Gu!la (Cold and Hot) : 

These are the attributes experienced by touching sensation and are contrary to each another. 

Cold attributes are inhibited in air (viiyu) and water Uala) elements and sweet, bitter and 

astringent tastes. Hot attribute is available in agni and sour, salt and pungent tastes. The 

articles that reduce the body temperature are called sfta (cold). The articles having quality of 

coldness produce delightness, checks diarrhoea etc. and overcome fainting, thirst, sweat and 

burning sensation. Stambhana means the quality, which helps to stop the flow of substances 

like blood when they are flowing out ofbody.6 

Heat (u~!la) is its opposite quality, composed predominantly of the fire element, and 

its main function is producing heat (i.e. sweating) and cooking (i.e. ripening of wounds etc., 

piicana).1 It helps the formationofpus etc., which can be eliminated from the body. Its effect 

is on all three do~as.8 

1 Svabhavallaghavo mudgah .... 1- C.S.Su.- 27/336 , . 
- Svabhavadguravo m~a ... 1- ibid 
3 Guruvatahara P~!isle~malqt cirapaki ca llaghupathyaih paraih proktaih kaphaghnaih slghrapaki ca II- B.P.- I 
4 S.S.Su. - 46/525-526 
5 C.S.Su. - 5/9 
6 HHidana~ stambhana~ slto murcchatnsvedadahajit I - S.S.Su. - 46/522 
7 U~I:!astadvipanta~ syat pacanasca vise~ata~ 1- S.S.Su- 46/522 
8 E.LM 
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v-vi. Snigdha and Riilcya (Unctuous and Dry): 

Unctuous or viscidity is the quality, which is the special and instrumental cause of the 

agglutination of powders and resides in water only:-1 

"Ciirl}adi-piQ<Jibhava-heturgul}al} snehal) I jalamatravrttil.t 11"2 

Ayurveda also talks about this feature. By which, quality of the drugs or diets increases and 

produces the softness and soothingness in the body is known as snigdha. These articles 

promote and nourish tissues, alleviate viita do~a and aggravate kapha do~a. Ghrta and oils 

can be quoted as the examples. Contrary to this, items produce and increase roughness, 

dryness and hardness in the body tissues due to rii~a gu!la. The rii~a articles alleviate kapha 

do~a and aggravate viita do~a. Barley can be quoted as example.3 

vii-viii. Manda and Ti/cyl)a Gul)a (Dullness and Sharpness): 

Drugs and diets, which produce depression in the body, consist of quality of mandata or 

dullness. The dullness is predominated by prthivf and jala mahiibhiita. It alleviates pitt a and 

aggravates kapha do~a. Its major function is to slow down the errant constituent forces from 

the body and help to preserve the health.4 Contrary to it, tf~!la is predominantly composed of 

fire element. These articles produce and increase burning sensation, suppuration and 

discharges (sweats and discharge from ulcers etc.)5 Its main function is to sharpen the 

substances and help throw out the malefic influence of the errant do~as. 

ix-x. Sthira and Sara Gul)a (Immobility and Mobility): 

Sthira means stable or immovable. Due to that quality any drug or diet stables viita and flatus 

and faeces and checks it to be passed through anus, is called sthira.6 Contrary to it, sara helps 

1 Snehal) aparn vise~agul).a~l sarhgrahamrjadi hetu~ 1- P.P.B 
2 T.S.- 32 
3 (a.) Snigdharh vatahararh sle~makari Vf~yarh balavaham I 

Ru~arh sanliral).akararh pararh kaphahararh matam II- B.P.- I 
(b.) Snehamiirdavalqt snigdho balavafl).akarastatha 1 

Ru~astadviparita~ syad vise~at stambhanal:t kharal:t II- S.S.Su. - 46/ 523 
4 (a.) Mando yatrakaral:t smrtal:t 1-ibid- 46/522 

(b.) Yatriikara~ iti srirasthayitvat yatravartanarh karoti 1- Ct. ofQalh31).a on S.S. Su.- 46/522 
5 Dahapakakarast~l).aQ straval).o 1- ibid- 46/525 
6 Yasyadharal).e sakti~ sa~ sthira~ 1- B.P. -I 
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elimination of flatus and faeces. 1 Sthira attribute provides immovability and stability to 

tissues. It is found in sweet, bitter and astringent and predominantly consists of earth element 

· whereas sara is predominated by agni mahiibhiita and remains in drugs and other articles 

having sour, salt and pungent tastes. 

xi-xii. Mrdu and Kafhina (Softness and Hardness): 

Mrdu is a quality which is composed of the water and iikiisa elements and acts on kapha. Its 

function is to loosen stiffness and prevent oozing out of liquids from the body? Contrary to it, 

kafhina is composed of earth element and its action is principally on viita.3 It hardens the 

particular part of the body or the whole body.4 

xiii-xiv. Picchila and Vdada GutJa (Clarity and Sliminess): 

Picchila is essentially water element and acts upon kapha. Its main action is to anoint 

(lepanii) and lubricate the inner structures. It is vitalizer, strengthening. It joins the fractured 

bones and makes for the continuance of the life principle. Vis ada is contrary to it. It absorbs 

the moisture ofbody and acts as a wound healer. It is made up of prthvf(earth), agni (fire), 

viiyu (air) and iikiisa elements. Its function is to cleanse the inner organs and constituents of 

body.5 

xv-xvi. Slalcya~za and Khara Gu1Ja (Smoothness and Coarseness): 

Caraka has used 'khara' in the pair with sla/qJJa but Susruta has used the term 'karkasa' in 

this pair.6 Smooth and comfortable touch without oil and even hard is called sla/qJJa. 7 It is 

similar to picchila. 8 The only difference is that picchila substance possesses oil and sla/qJJa 

1 Sara~ anulomana~ prokto I - S.S.Su. - 46/529 
2 E.I.M 
3 ibid 
4 Yasya dravyasya slathane karmaJ)i sakti~ sa~ mrdu~, drcjhane ka!hina~ II- Ct. ofHemadri on A.H.Su- 1118 
5 (a.) Picchilo jivano balya~ sandhana~ sle~malo guru~ I 

Visado viparita~ asmat kledacu~ai:Ia ropai:Ia~ 11- S.S.Su.- 46/524 
(b.) E.I.M. 

6 (a.) C.S.Su. - 25135 
(b.) S.S.Su.- 46/527 

7 Sla~I:Ia~ sneha~ vinapisyat ka!hina~ api hi cikkai:IaJ:t II- B.P.- I 
8 S.S.Su. -46/527 
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does not. It heals the wounds in the body. 1 Coarseness is uncomfortable or rough in touching. 

It scrapes the upper layer of wound, skin etc. 

xvii-xviii. Sthiila and Sii!cyma Gut~a (Bulkiness and Fineness): 

The quality of a drug or diet, which obstructs the channels (srotas), is called sthiila or 

bulkiness. This attribute is utilized in nourishing therapy or brarhha1Ja.2 The quality through 

which a drug can penetrate through the minutest channels of the body is known as siilqma. 

Therefore, it is defined as the fineness of a substance.3 It is made up of agni (fire), vayu (air) 

and aklisa elements mainly and acts upon vata. 4 This attribute is used in ian ghana or 

lightening therapy,5 svedana or fomentation therapy 6and stambhana or astringent therapy.7 

The bulkiness and minuteness attributes of a drug affect the circulatory channels of the body. 

xix-xx. Drava and Sandra (Liquidity and Density): 

According to Vaise#ka philosophy drava or liquidity is the non-intimate cause of the first 

flow of a liquid substance. 8 It is of two fold: - natural (sansiddhika) and artificial (naimittika ). 

Natural fluidity is special attribute of water while the artificial fluidity results with the 

conjunction of heat with grta, gold etc. and melts them. 

In Ayurveda the quality which induces wetness in the body and tendency to spread 

over the body is considered as drava. It produces moisture in the body and acts as a vehicle, 

carries the objects from one place to another place in the body. On the contrary, drugs and 

diets which decrease the wetness of the body and produce dryness are supposed to have the 

quality called sandrata or density.9 

Thus, it is clear that the curable diseases are cured by medicines possessing the 

opposite qualities and the knowledge of guru etc. attributes is very useful and helpful in 

medicine. 

I E.I.M. 
2 C.S.Su.- 22/10 
3 Sii~mastu sau~myat siik~me~u strotai)svanusarai) smrtai) 1 - S.S.Su. - 46/531 
4E.I.M 
5 C.S.Su. - 22/12-13 
6 ibid - 22/16 
7 ibid - 22/17 
8 a. V.Su. - 5/2/4 

b. GuQ.aniriipal)a prakaraQ.a- P.P.B. 
9 Dravai) prakledanai), sandra!) sthiilai) syad bandhakarakai) 1- S.S.Su. - 46/527 
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3. Psychological (buddhil:z prayatniintiiJ:z) Quality: 

The list of psychological qualities enumerates:- buddhi (intellect), icchii (desire), dve~a 

(aversion), sukha (happiness), du!Jkha (misery) and prayatna (effort).' 

These are styled subjective qualities (iitma-gw;ii!J) in the sense that they are not to be 

found either in the physical objects or in the physiological process. They are strictly details of 

the individual's own experience. Adhyiitma gu!las are named so because they can be felt only 

by a living body. 

• Buddhi (Intellect): 

According to Vaise#ka philosophy buddhi or intellect is the instrumental cause of all 

communication or intercourse, and it is knowledge. 2 The attribute of intellect or cognition is 

of two types:- smrti (remembrance) and anubhava (apprehension). Ayurveda also talks about 

buddhi or intellect. The intellect produces decisive knowledge by which one proceeds to 

speak or to do something with full knowledge. 3 Buddhi or knowledge includes intelligence 

(dh{), persistence (dhrti), memory (smrti) and ego (aharilkiira).4 

a. Smrti: 

Vaise~ika darsana says that the reminiscences or recollections (memory) result from a 

particular conjunction between the soul and mind and also from impression or latency. 5 

Reminiscence is the act by which we endeavour to recall and re-unite former states of 

consciousness, and is kind of reasoning by which we ascend from a present consciousness to 

a former one. 

1 (a.) Iccha dve~aJ:i sukharh duJ:ikharh prayatnascetana dh[tiJ:i 1 

Buddhi smrtiraharhkiiro liilgani paramatmanaJ:i II- C.S.Sa.- 1172 
(b.) S.S.Sa. - 1/22 

2 T.S.- 31 
3 Jayate vi~aye tatra ya buddhimiscayatmika I 

Vyavasyati taya vakturh kartturh vii buddhipiirvakam II- C.S.Sa.- 1123 
4 Ck.Ct. on C.S. Su. - 1/49 
5 V.Su- 9/2/6 
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According to Caraka, memory is nothing but the remembrance of things directly 

perceived, heard or experienced earlier. 1 Caraka has indicated eight factors, which help in 

emergence ofmemory:-2 

1. Knowledge of cause (of a thing or event etc.) 

u. Knowledge of form 

iii. Knowledge of similarity 

iv. Knowledge of contrast 

v. Concentration of mind 

v1. Practice 

vii. Constant thinking 

viii. Repeated hearing 

b. Anubhava (Apprehension): 

Vaise~ika darsana defines anubhava or apprehension as 'all knowledge other than 

remembrance' i.e. all cognitions, which are newly acquired and are not repetitions of former 

ones. It is of two types:-

i. Pramii (Right Apprehension): 

Right apprehension is the knowledge of an object, as it really exists. The cognition of 

silvemess, in a thing, which is silver, is pramfi or right apprehension.3 

ii. Apramii (False Apprehension): 

The false apprehension is the apprehension of a thing not having an attribute as possessing 

that attribute, e.g. knowledge of silver in a conch-shell. False knowledge arises from 

imperfection of the senses and from imperfection of impressions.4 

1 Dr~tsrutanubhutanaril smaral)iit smrtirucyate 1- C.S.Sa.- 1/149 
2 ibid- l/148-149 
3 Tadvati tatprakaraka~ anubhava~ yathartha~ 11-T.S.- 34 
4 (a.) V.Su. -9/2/10 

(b.) Tadabhavavati tatprakarakaJ:I anubhava~ ayathartha~ 11- T.S.- 34 
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It is also of three folds 1
:-

• Samsaya (Doubt): Doubt is the apprehension of various contrary properties in one 

object and the same object, e.g. is it a post or a man?2 

• Viparyaya (Error): A wrong and erroneous experience is known as viparyaya. For 

example to accept a shell as silver. 

• Tarka (Argument): In the condition of unknown fact, the argumentation based on 

useful logic to achieve the knowledge of particular subject is considered as tarka. It 

signifies the imposition of a more extensive thing through the assumption of the less. 3 

Ayurveda also talks about the buddhi or intellect. Consciousness, memory, patience, retaining 

of knowledge and ego are included in intellect. Caraka says that wrong understanding by the 

intellect and wrong actions should be known as intellectual error, which is committed by 

mind.4 The unwholesome action performed by one whose intellect, restraint and memory are 

deranged is known as intellectual error and it causes aggravation of all do~as which affects 

body physically and mentally. 5 

Adherence to wrong discrimination between eternal and non-eternal as well as 

wholesome and unwholesome is known as derangement of intellect as by nature the intellect 

sees rightly.6 Derangement of intellect, restraint, and memory; advent of time and action and 

contact with unsuitable sense objects should be known as the causes of misery. 7 The 

impairment of patience and memory also lead towards diseases. 8 Describing the utility of real 

knowledge Caraka says that as soon as one knows it, he gets rid off all miseries.9 

Thus, the intellect attribute is one of the most useful factors in field of medicine. Without 

proper intellect, neither a physician will be able neither to diagnose a disease nor to prescribe 

the proper treatment to the patient. 

I T.S. -57 
2 ibid 
3 ibid 
4 C.S.Sa.- 1/109 
5 ibid - 11102-108 
6 ibid- 1199 
7 ibid- 1198 
8 ibid- 1/100-101 
9 ibid- 1/153 
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• Sukha (Pleasure) - Dul)kha (Sorrow): 

What all with agreeable feelings experience is sukha or pleasure. Whatever an individual 

likes is pleasure attribute. 1 Vaisesika darsana also accepts it in the same form. Again, in 

Ayurveda it is described that all the human activities are meant for the happiness of all the 

living being, such pleasure is based on dharma; hence, every person should adopt and follow 

righteousness and normal conduct anyways.2 Dharma is to perform one's duties in right way. 

To achieve happiness Caraka says that one should adopt only such of the means of livelihood 

as do not clash dharma. One should follow the path of peace and engage himself in studies. 

This is how one can attain happiness. 3 

What is experienced by all with disagreeable feelings or whatever disliked by an 

individual is duf:zkha or sorrow or pain.4 Pride, jealousy, enmity, anger, unhappiness, sorrow 

etc. are the different forms of the miseries. Desires are the root cause of all miseries and 

elimination of desires leads to the eradication of all sorrows. It is VaiSe~ika philosophy's 

view. 

Both sukha and du(zkha got an important role in Indian medicine. Ayurveda accepts, 

the happiness as the basic and essential factor for health. Ayurvedic literature deals with 

sukha and du?1kha iiyu and practical aspects. 5 As the body and mind constitute the substrata of 

disease, in the same way, balanced utilization (of the time, mental faculties, objects of the 

sense-organs) provides happiness or positive health.6 With reference to medical science, the 

health should be understood as sukha (happiness) and disease should be understood as 

du?zkha. 

According to S.S., diseases are termed due to conjunction of misery. 7 The discomfort 

of body, speech and mind is called disease and it can be divided in three types: - iidhyiitmika, 

iidhibhautika, iidhidaivika.8 Virtuous actions bring forth happiness while the contrary ones 

1 (a.) Anugrahalak!?al).arh sukham 1- Gul).aniriipal).a-prakaral).a- P.P.B. 
(b.) Sarve~amanukiilavedamyam sukham I -T.S. - 59 

2 AH.Su. - 2/20 
3 C.S.Su.- 5/104 
4 Upaghatala~al).am du~kham II- Gul).aniriipal).a-prakaral).a- P.P.B. 
5 C.S.Su. - 1141 
6 Sarlrarh satvasarhjfiarh ca vyadhinamasrayo mata~ I 

Tatha sukhanam, yogastu sukhanam karal).am sama~ 11- ibid- 1/55 
7 Tad dul)kha sarhyogad vyadhaya~ ucyante II- S.S.Su.- l/31 
8 Taddu~kharh trividham adhyatmikam, adhibhautikam, adhidaivikamiti II- ibid - 24/4 
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lead to sorrow. 1 Caraka has described the happy useful life in detail. According to him, all 

psychosomatic diseases are caused by the ignorance of the individuals where as 

understanding of things leads to complete happiness of the body as well as mind. Therefore, 

who wants to be happy in life, must be careful for true knowledge, as it will make the person 

free from the sorrows and miseries. 

• Icchii (Desire): 

Everybody tries to achieve pleasure and to eradicate pain. In Vaise~ika philosophy it is 

described as requisition of whatever is not available with us is icchii or desire.2 Kaf}iida says 

that origin of disease which being a fault, is accessory to adharma and· desire and aversion 

produce dharma and adharma respectively. 

The desire attribute is very important in day-to-day life as well as in medicine too. As 

other spheres of personal life, desire has a very important place in field ofhealth and diseases 

or to say in the field of medicine too. When the desires are not completed, they produce 

passion, anger or sorrow fear etc. 3 and these emotions may aggravate viita etc. do~ as which 

produce so many psychosomatic disease.4 Thus, desire plays an important role in health as 

well as disease. A man with strong will-power can remain free from so many diseases and 

can lead a healthy life while a weak will-power can lead him to misery and depression etc. 

and other psychosomatic disease. 

• Dve~a (A version): 

Dve~a or aversion is accepted as an attribute by philosophers.5 The pravrtti or inclination in a 

prescribed action is due to the link of desire and in a prohibited action is due to link of 

aversion.6 The quality due to which a person feels like irritation is known as dve~a. It can 

also be defined as disliking to the unpleasant and undesirable emotions and materials. 7 

1 C.S.Sa.- 2/41 
2 Sviirtharil pariirtharh va aprapta prarthaneccha 1 - GuQ.aniriipaQ.a-prakaraQ.a- P .P .B 
3 Kamasokabhayadvayu~ krodhatpittam II- C.S.Ci. - 3/115 
4 ibid- 3/114 
5 Icchadve~au prayatniisca gul)ii~ II- V.Su. -1/1/6 
6 ibid- 6/2/14 
7 GUQ.aniriipaQ.a-prakaraQ.a- P.P.B 
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Krodha (anger), droha(hatred), amar~a. manyu(anger), alcyamii (intolerance), fr~yii 

(jealousy), asuya (envy), miitsarya (envy) etc. are the divisions of the aversion, which are 

generally based on the subject of aversion. 1 Generally in all these conditions the anger 

persists. 

A version has its specific role in medicine as it affects mind or some special centre in 

the brain. Aversion affects the digestive system. Even wholesome food, taken in even proper 

quantity is not properly digested when the individual is afflicted with grief, fear, sorrow, 

anger, excessive sleep and excessive vigil? The intake of food and drinks, when the 

individual is afflicted with anger, helps to produces iima do~a. 3 The emotion of aversion, 

anger and jealousy are the causes leading towards down fall of man, so they should be very 

carefully restrained mentally, orally and physically. 

• Prayatna (Effort): 

An attempt, exertion, endeavour, trial etc. are synonyms. Any individual inclines or engages 

himself in any action due to willingness or aversion. Prasastapiida says that the enthusiasm 

or zeal, which provokes a person to act, should be known as prayatna:-

"Prayatna samrambhal} utsaha iti paryayalf'4 

Prayatna or effort is not the actual act, but rather the readiness of the mind coupled with an 

attempt towards performing that act, as when a dying person makes an effort to speak, but 

can not do so owing to a failure of his powers. 

In Ayurveda according to Caraka Sarhhitii, pravrtti is the effort for the action. It is 

also known as kriyii, karma, yatna and kiiryasamiirambha[l :-

"Pravrttistu khalu ce~ta karyarthal} saiva 

Kriya, karma, yatnal} karyasamarambhasca 11"5 

1 Gul)aniriipal)a-prakaral)a - P .P .B 
2 C.S. Vi. - 219 
3 ibid- 2/8 
4 Gul)aniriipal).a-prakaraJ)a.- P.P.B 
5 C.S.Vi.- 8177 
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In medical science, it is initiation of therapy. It represents the combined action of the 

physician, drug, patient and attendant in treatment. Efforts have been divided in three types:-

• Pravrtti: The effort based on desire or liking. In medical system, an indication of a 

particular therapy is known as pravrtti. 1 

• Nivrtti: The effort based on hatred or disliking. In medical system, the contradictions 

of any therapy are included in it. 2 

• Jlvana yoni prayatna: The efforts which are essential in life have been included such 

as respiration etc. 

4. Para-pharmacological (pariidi) Qualities: 

These are 10 in numbers viz. predominance/excellence/superiority (para), subordination/non

excellence/inferiority (apara), propriety or rational approach (yukti), number (sarhkhyii), 

conjunction (sarhyoga), disjunction (vibhiiga), separation (prthaktava), measurement 

(parimiil}a), transformation (sarhskiira) and repetition (abhyiisa).3 

These are general attributes of drugs used in processing and prescribing drugs. 

Without knowing these attributes a physician cannot do well in treatment.4 

i-ii. Paratva and Aparatva (Superiority and Inferiority): 

Paratva means superiority or predominance and aparatva means inferiority or subordination. 

According to Vaise.Jika darsana, there are two types ofparatva and aparatva viz. dik (space) 

and kiila (time) factors. 5 The posteriority caused by space is in the remote and priority so 

caused in the near. Posteriority caused by time is in the elder, and priority so caused is in 

younger. 

I C.S.Vi.- 8/133 
2 ibid 
3 Paraparatve yuktisca samkhya samyoga eva ca I 
Vibhagasca prthaktvam ca parima~amathapi ca II 
Sarnskara~ abhyasa ityete gu~a~ jfiey~ paradaya!) 1 

Siddhayupayascikitsa lak~a~aistan pracak~mahe II- C.S.Su. - 26/29-30 
4 Cikitsayairaviditairna yathavat pravartate - ibid -26/35 
5 (a.) Gu~aniriipa~a-prakara~a- P.P.B. 
(b.) T.S. - 27 
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In Ayurveda paratva and aparatva are used in relation to place, time, age, measure, 

vipiika, vfrya, rasa etc. 1 Here the former is superior and latter is inferior when considered in 

relation to above mentioned factors and other details pertaining the drugs. Then these two 

will be useful for treatment. For example, the desert is superior to marshy land. Similarly, 

certain type of constitutions and bodily strength are superior to other ones. 

If the terms paratva and aparatva are taken in Vaise~ika sense, then a place, which is 

far off, will be regarded as para, the neared one would be apara. On the same principles, old 

age would be para in relation to young age. 

iii. Yukti (Propriety): 

Defining yukti Caraka says that the intellect, which percetves things as outcome of 

combination of multiple causative factors, valid for the past, present and future, is known as 

yukti (reasoning). This is useful in the fulfilment of three objects of human life, that is virtue 

(dharma), wealth (artha) and desire (kiima). 2 Caraka has described it in both senses i.e. as a 

source of knowledge and as well as, attribute too. The rational approach (yukti) involved in 

the preparation of medicine, which must take into account the do~iis. 

Preparations lacking this approach will prove futile or disastrous, though they are 

medicines. Propriety implies selection of proper therapy with due regards to the nature of 

do~iis vitiated. 3 The inappropriate selection of therapy is no selection indeed, as the son who 

is not virtuous at all is really no son and the parents of the virtueless son say that it was better 

to remain issueless.4 Therapeutically propriety depends upon the dose of therapy and time of 

the administration. Success of treatment depends upon the observation of the propriety. A 

· physician, proficient in the principles or propriety (proper application) is always superior to 

those who are acquainted with the drugs only. 5 Therapeutics and propriety or proper 

applications are deeply correlated so Caraka has accepted yukti as separate attribute and 

source of knowledge. 

1 Desaka1avayomanapakaviryarasadi~u I paraparatve ... 11- C.S.Su.- 26/31 
2 Buddhi~ pasyati ya bhavan bahukaral)ayogajan I 

Yuktistrikala sajneya trivarga~ siidhyate yay II- ibid- 11/25 
3 Yuktisca yojana ya tu yujyate I ibid- 26/31 
4 Ayougiki tu kalpana api sati yuktinocyate putr~ aputravat I 

Kim tasya kriyate dhenvii yii na siite na dugdhada II- Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 11/25 
5 Yuktiyuktiicatu~piida saJ!1padvyiidhi nivarhaQI II C.S.Su.- 11/24 
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iv. Sarhkhyii (Number): 

The attribute, which provides accurate knowledge and known by one, two, three etc. words, 

is number or saritkhyii object. 1 Being different from colour, taste, smell, and touch, it is a 

different attribute. It remains in all nine substances and the knowledge regarding number is 

acquired by seeing and by touching. It is used for numbering and counting. 2 

Enumeration (sarhkhyii.) of ingredients, etc. is to achieve precision and effect and to 

avoid duplication and waste. The number attribute plays a very important role in medical 

sciences as well as in Ayurveda as Caraka says. 3 The age of an individual is counted in days, 

months and years and specified by different numbers. Different numbers also recognize the 

measurements ofthe body. Discription of six angiis, 56 prtyangii.s ofthe body4
, three hundred 

sixty bones, 5 six layer of the skin, 6 five sense-organs, 7 nine major orifices of the bodl, ten 

resorts of life9 etc. are the examples of the usefulness of sarhkhyii attribute. The counting of 

do~ii.s (trido~a viz. vii.ta,pitta and kapha) and its subdivisions (each in five), seven dhii.tus and 

types of disease, eight types of fevers, five types of sviisa and pafica karma etc. are also very 

useful and frequently used in Ayurveda. The doses and potency of the medicines are 

measured in number too. Thus the smhkhyii. gut}a is used frequently in philosophy and in 

medical science too. 

v. Salizyoga (Conjunction): 

Smhyoga or conjunction is the cause of common usage of calling two things united. 10 

Through conjunction, substances become efficient or conditional cause. 

1 Riiparasagandha spar5avyatirekadardhantaramekatvam 1- V.Su.- 7/211 
2 (a.) Ekadivyavaharahetu~ sarilkhya 1- Gurpniriipal)a-prakaral).a- P.P.B. 

(b.) T.S. - 22 
3 Sarhkhya syat gal)itam I - C.S.Su. - 26/32 
4 C.S.Sa. - 7 Ill 
5 ibid- 7/6 
6 ibid- 7/4 
7 ibid- 7/8 
8 Nava mahanti chidrfu:ii-sapta sirasi-dve cadha~ 1- ibid -7/12 
9 Dasai vayatananyahul) priil)a~ ye~u prati~~hita~ I 

Sarhkhou marmatrayarh kal)~ho raktarh sukrojasigudamll- C.S.Su. - 29/3 
10 (a.) Sarhyogal) sarhyuktapratyayanimittam II- Gul)aniriipal)a-prakaral).a- P.P.B 

(b.) Sarhyuktavyavaharasadharal)ohetu~ sarhyogal) II- T.S.- 25 
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It is divided in two types:-

a. Karmaja sam yoga: It is born of action such as contact of the hand with the book. 

b. Samyogaja samyoga: It is produced by another conjunction. Such as the contact of 

the hand with the book produces another conjunction, namely that of the body with 

the book, which is therefore sarhyogaja. 

In Ayurveda, sarhyoga or conjunction of ingredients which by themselves are different and 

discrete, so that their combined effect is desirable. 1 Thus, sarhyoga is aggregation of two or 

more substances. This exhibits peculiarities, which are not seen in case of individual 

substances. Such as combination of honey and ghee, and that ofhoney, fish and milk.2 Three 

types of conjunctions are recognized3
:-

a. Dvandva-karmaja: conjunction arising out of two interacting ingredients. 

b. Eka-karmaja: conjunction, where only one ingredient is active. 

c. Sarva-karmaja: conjunction of all the ingredients, which are already active and 

organized.4 

The sarhyoga (combination) attribute is very useful in medicinal and other day-to-day life. 

The knowledge of wholesome and unwholesome combination is essential for everybody and 

especially for a physician, as physical and chemical compounds affect the health and are 

useful in treatment. 

. In the formation of pharmacological formulation, the sarhyoga (combination) attribute is 

practically used in day-to-day life. It is the most important factor in preparation of different 

type of medical formulations that which substance in which dose and for what duration, 

should be kept together, will provide the most usefulness for health. For example in triphala 

the ingredients should be combined equally. Thus positive (what should be combined) and 

negative (what should not be combined) both aspects of smhyoga are useful in field of 

treatment. 

1 YogaJ:t saha sarilyoga ucyate 1- C.S.Su. - 26/32 
2 C.S.Vi. - 1/2 (iii) 
3 DravyaQaril. dvandvasarvaikakarmajaJ:t anitya eva ca II - C.S.Su. - 26/32 
4 E.I.M. 
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iv. Vibhiiga (Disjunction): 

The attribute, which destroys the combination, is known as vibhiiga or disjunction. According 

to Vaise#ka darsana, the absence of combining factors and is contrary to sarhyoga gw:za. 1 It 

is perishable and could destroy by combination. Like conjunction or combination, disjunction 

is also produced by action of either of two things, hy action ofboth and by disjunction? 

a. Karmaja vibhiigaja: It is born of action such as if an individual puts off his hand 

from the book, this action will destroy the conjunction. 

b. Vibhiigaja vibhiiga: It is produced by another disjunction. Such as if an individual 

puts offhis hand from the book, the body of the person will also be disjunctioned. It is 

also known as disjunction due to disjunction. 

In Ayurveda, the disjunction attribute is somehow used as to recognize the separate entity of a 

particular substance. The measurement or weight of each separate substance in a formulation 

is decided by vibhiiga attribute. The separate division of diet such as protein, carbohydrate, 

minerals etc. is essential and it could be considered as vibhiiga attribute. Caraka divides it in 

three parts:- vibhakti (excision), viyoga (disjoining) and bhiigaso graham (division).3 

vii. Prthaktva (Separation): 

Prthaktva or separation is the cause of our practice of separating one thing from another. 

Vaise~ika darsana also accepts this opinion as Prasastaptida says:-

"Prthaktvamapoddharavyavaharakaral}am"4 

Thus, separation means definite apprehension or grasp, having regards to certain limits. 

Ayurveda also accepts this attribute and talks about it. 

1 Vibhago vibhakta pratyaya nimittam 1- Gu~aniriipa~a-prakara~a- P.P.B. 
2 (a.) Anyatara karmaja ubhayakarmaja samyogaja5ca saiilyogaJ:i II- V.Su.- 7/2/9 

(b.) Sa ca trividhal_l anyatarakarmajal_l ubhayakarmajo vibhagajasca vibhaga iti II - Gul).aniriipaQ.a-prakara~a

P.P.B. 
3 Vibhagastu vibhakti syad viyogo bhaga5al_l grahal_lll- C.S.Su.- 26/33 
4 Gul).aniriipa~a-prakara~a- P.P.B. 
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Caraka mentions three types of prthaktva or separation:-

"Prthaktvam syadasamyogo vaila~ar.tamanekata"1 

a. Asamyoga (Non-combination): isolation of objects which never combine or come 

under a common concept. 

b. Vaila/cya1Jaya (Class separatness): isolation of things which have dissimilar 

characteristics, although they can come together. 

c. Anektii (Individual separatness): isolation of individual things, belonging to the 

same class. 

The attribute of separation (prthaktva) is very useful in establishing entity of different 

articles. While examining the patient as well as the disease, the recognition of particular 

disease, is established through differential diagnosis. One medicine is also differentiated from 

other by the separation attribute, thus it is very useful attribute for medical field. 

viii. Parimii1Ja (Measurement) 

Parimiil:za is the cause of the common usage of measurement. Vaise#ka philosophy also cites 

the same thing:-

"Parimar.taril manavyavaharakarar.tam"2 

It is of four folds3
:-

1. A~Ju:- minute, light or atom 

n. Mahat:- large, heavy or great 

iii. Hrasvarh:- short, small or little 

iv. Dfrgha:- large in length 

1 C.S.Su. - 26/33 
2 Gul)aniriipal)a-prakaral).a - P .P .B. 
3 Taccaturvidham al)u mahat hrasvarh dirghaiiceti 1- T.S.- 23 
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In medical science, this attribute has a special utility. Parimiirta attribute is used frequently in 

medical system as Caraka says:-

"ParimaJJ.aril punarmanaril" 1 

Thus, the proper measurements of medicines2 and diet prove good health. 

ix. Samskiira: 

According to Vaise~ika school, action is produced by sarhskiira. When an arrow is thrown by 

bowstring, the first action is due to impulse; the next action is from resultant energy produced 

by the first action, similarly the next and the nexe and in the absence of propulsive energy 

generated by action, the arrow falls down due to gravity. 4 

Vaise~ika darsana talks about three types of sarizskiira:-5 

a. Vega (velocity): It is said to reside in the five corporeal substances only, namely, 

prthivf, jala, tejas, viiyu and manas. The reason is obvious that there can be no 

velocity or motion unless the thing has limited dimension. 

b. Bhiivanii (impression): It is defined as that impression which is born of knowledge 

and becomes the cause of remembrance. 

c. .Sthitisthiipaka (elasticity): It is the power or force that brings a thing back to its 

normal shape or condition whenever it is distorted. 

AyunJeda describes smhskiira as karal)a or transformation of quality:-

"Sarilskaral} karaJJ.aril matam"6 

Kararta means processing of the substances. Processing results in the transformation of the 

inherent qualities of the substances. 7 It is affected by dilution in water, application of heat, 

cleansing, churning, storing, maturing, flavouring, preservation, etc. Both philosophy and 

1 C.S.Su. - 26/34 
2 Vyadhyadi~u tu madhye~u kvathasyaiijaliri~yate 1 vi<;lalapadakarh ciirl)a~ deya~ kalka~ ak~a sammita~ - S.S.Su. 
- 39/14 
3 V .Su. - 5/1/17 
4 ibid - 5/1/18 
5 Sarhskarastrividho vego bhavana sthitisthlipakasceti II - Gu~aniriipa~a-prakara~a - P .P .B. 
6 C.S.Su. - 36/34 
7 Kara~arh puna~ svabbiivikan~rh dravya~ambhisamskara~ 1 sarhskarohi gu~antaradhana-mucya te II - C. S. Vi. -
1/21 (ii) 
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Ayurveda have the same meaning but Ayurveda has emphasised on such factor, which can 

bring about required and useful changes in the properties of drugs, diets etc. 

The drugs and diets having the qualities, but are processed to make them palatable 

and pleasant for use. The pearl has cardiac quality but it is to be processed in the form of 

bhasma etc. for use. It includes sarhskiira. Among the eight factors determining the utility of 

food processing, sarhskiira or karat:ta have been described very carefully and perfectly. Thus 

it is clear that attributes of a substance undergo change during processing and sarhskiira 

attribute is definitely too much useful in Ayurvedic medicine. 

x. Abhyiisa (repetition): 

Caraka has included abhyiisa in pariidi attributes but it has not been included in twenty four 

Vaise~ika gw;as. He says that abhyiisa is regular use of substance, habituation and practice:-

"Bhavabhyasanamabhyasal}. silanaril satatakriya"1 

It is an important and useful attribute in hygiene as well as treatment. The repeated use of 

useful diet and medicine is required for its complete advantage. One should regularly take 

such articles, which are conductive to the maintenance of good health and are capable of 

preventing the attacks of disease.2 Thus, abhyiisa attribute has got very important role in 

treatment. 

Thus, knowledge of pariidi gu~Jas is very useful as without knowing them a physician 

cannot do well in treatment. 3 

Cakrapiit:tidutta suggests a three-fold classification: -specific sensory qualities (which 

are siirtha group of C.S.), general qualities (siimiinya, comprehending gurviidi and pariidi 

groups of C.S) and psychological and symbolic qualities (iitma-gu~Ja, which is same as in 

C.S.)4 

1 C.S.Su. - 26/34 
2 ibid- 5/13 
3 Cikitsa yairaviditairna yathavat pravartate II - ibid - 26/35 
4 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su. - l/49 
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• Dravya according to Ayurveda and Vaiseyika 

Dravya is one of the six categories accepted by Vaise~ika and Ayurveda philosophies. Dravya 

generally means 'substance' but in Ayurveda it is specifically used in the sense of drug, a 

substance employed as medicine. The assumption in Indian medicine is that there is no 

substance in the world, which cannot be employed as a medicine. 1 

Dravya is defined as the foundation for the qualities (gu~a) and action (karman) and 

as the combinative cause (samviiyi-kiira~a) wherein qualities and actions exist? The relation 

between substances and qualities is inherent, inseparable and perpetual. There can be no 

substance; quality, therefore, is the associate cause of both substance and action. 

Conceptually it is similar to Vaise~ika system's dravya. 3 

Cakrapii~i says that by definition, dravya happens to be the substratum of qualities 

and actions and it is also the concomitance cause of another substance and qualities as well as 

action. The capacity to produce something out of its own rests only in the substance. Neither 

the qualities nor action can produce something out of their own. Therefore, the substance and 

not the qualities or action can constitute concomitance cause. Thus, the one that is possessed 

of qualities and which is capable of being a concomitance cause is a matter.4 

Classification of Dravya 

There are two types of dravya:-

• Ktirm;a dravya 

• Ktirya dravya 

1 Niinau~adhibhiitarh jagati kiiicid dravyamupalabhyate II- C.S.Su. - 26/12 
2 (a.) Yatriisritii~J karmagut:ta~ karat:tarh samvayi yat I taddravyam 11- ibid- 1/51 

(b.) Dravya Ia~at:taril tu kriya gut:tavat samvayi karat:tamiti 11- S.S.Su. - 40/3 
(c.) Sre~~ham dravyamato jneyam se~a bhavastadasraya~ 11- ibid- 40/21 

3 KriyaguQavat samavayikarat:tamiti dravya la~at:tam 1- V.Su.- 1/1115 
4 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 1150 
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~ KiiraiJa Dravya 

These are nine in number as accepted by Vaise~ika, 1 and Caraka, 2 which are described as 

causal substance and they are:-

1. Akiisa 

2. Vayu 

3. Tejas 

4. Ap 

5. Prthivf 

6. Atman 

7. Manas 

8. Kala 

9. Dik 

1 V.Su.- 111115 
2 Khadlnyatma mana~ kalo disasca dravyasamgraha II- C.S.Su. - 1/48 
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i. Akiiia: 

In philosophy, the attributes of iikiisa etc. are described on its physical basis but in Ayurveda, 

its applied aspects are described in the contex~ of its result in body. Akiisa means, which is 

extensively occupied or occupying. 1 The sky, atmosphere, ether, heaven and free space are 

the terms used as synonyms to iikiisa.2 

Vaise~ika philosophy describes it as a substance where sabda gu!la remains permanently 

(inherently). It is one in number and all pervading (eternal) and extensive.3 Sabda is that 

object of which the organ of apprehension is the ear.4 Kal)iida establishes egress and ingress 

as the mark of iikiisa or ether as without space movement is not possible for anything. 5 

Similarly in Ayurveda sound, the sense of audition, passages/pores/holes, and 

separateness/distinctness/space are the features of iikiisa.6 The qualities of materials having 

iikiisfya nature are recognised as soft, light, subtle and smooth qualities. They exert actions of 

softening, hollowness and lightness in the body. 7 In the development of the body sound, 

auditory organ, lightness, subtlety and distinction are derived from iikiisa. 8 

The trido~as viz. viita, pitta and kapha are originated as well as developed by these five 

primary kiira!la dravya. In this serial viita is a force conceptually made up of the elements 

iikiisa (ether) and viiyu (air).9 The proportions of iikiisa (ether) and viiyu (air) determine how 

active viita is. In the body, viita is movement [a dynamism of the combination between iikiisa 

(ether) and viiyu], and manifests itself in living things as the movement of nerve impulses, air, 

blood, food, waste and thoughts. 

1 Asamantat vyaptamiti akasam II - A.S. 
2 S.E.D.A 
3 Sabda gui)akamakasam 1 taccaikam vibhu nityam ca II- T.S.- 14 
4 ' Srotra grahaQ.o ya~ artha~ sa sabda~ 1- V.Su.- 2/2/21 
5 Ni~kramai)ariJ. pravesanamityakasasya lingam 1- ibid- 2/1/20 
6 Sabda~ srotrendriyam vii api chidrai)i ca viviktata 1 

Viyata~ kathita ete gui)iigul)aviciiribhi~ II -B.P. - 2122 
7 (a.) Mrdu-laghu-su~ma-sla}q;I)a-sabdaguQabahulanyakasatmakani, 

Tani mardava-sa~irya-laghavakariil)i II -C.S.Su. - 26111 
(b.) Antari~~ tu- sabda~ sabdendriyam sarvachidrasamuho viviktata ca II- S.S.Sa.- 1/26 

8 Tatrasyakasatmakam sabd~ srotramlaghavam sau~myam vivekasca II- C.S.Sa.- 4/12 
9 Vayvakasadhatubhyam vayu~, agneyam pittam, ambha~ prthivibhyam sle~ma 11 - AS. - 20/3 
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ii. Vayu: 

In general, air, wind, breeze etc. are the synonyms used for vayu. Ka1Jiida, talking about vayu 

says that the only touching sensation is the symbol of vayu. 1 Touch is the special quality of 

vayu. 2 According to T.S., the substance, which cannot be seen but can be experienced by 

touch, is called vayu. 3 It is of two sorts, eternal and non-eternal. Eternal is atomic, non-eternal 

is product. It is again three folds, body, organ and object. Body is in the aerial world, organ is 

the sense of touch and object in the form of the wind that blows and shakes trees etc.4 Air 

circulating within the body is priliJa, though one, it acquires different names such as priliJa, 

apana etc. according to different parts of body it travels and the different functions it 

perfarms.5 

Similarly, m Ayurveda touch, organ of tactile sensation - skin, levity, throbbing, 

pulsation, movements of body, all activities of the body are the accepted features ofvayu. 6 

Vayu is told to have dryness (rulqa), lightness (laghu), coldness (sfta), coarseness (khara), 

motion (cala) and subtle (sulqma) attributes.7 Ayurveda being the applied science as well as 

applied philosophy accepts these five kiira~Ja dravyas as the indispensable elements for the 

health as well as for the disease. Vayu and akiisa are represented in the body as vayu do~a are 

supposed to be the source of motion in the body. 

In C.S it is described that vayu, when unvitiated, upholds the constituents of the body 

(such as blood, flesh, marrow, fat, etc.) and their courses through the body. It exists in the 

five-fold forms of priiiJa, udana, samana, vyana and apana. It initiates upward and 

downward movements, restrains the mind (from all undesirable objects) and concentrates it 

(on objects that are desirable), causes all the (ten) senses (of knowledge and action) to 

1 Sparsavan vliyul:t 11- V.Su- 2/114 
2 SparSaca vliyul:t II- ibid- 2/1/9 
3 (a.) RuparahitasparSavlin vliyul:t II - T.S. - 13 

(b.) Na ca dr~~anarh sparSa ityadmliilgal:t vliyul:t II- V.Su.- 211/10 
4 (a.) Dravya Prakaral).a- T.S.- 13 

(b.) Dravyanirupa!)a-prakaral).a- P.P.B. 
5 (a.) Prlil).al:t antai:t sarlre rasamaladhlitiinlirh preral).lidiheturekal:t 

San kriyabhedadaplinadi sarhjiiarh labhate II- Dravyanirupal).a-prakaral).a- P.P.B 
(b.) Dravya PrakaraJ)a- T.S- 13 

6 (a.) Spar5atvagindriyaiiciipi laghutii spandanalh tanoi:t I 
Ce~~ii sarvasanrasya vayorete gul).iil:t smrta II- B.P.- 2/23 

(b.) Vayavyastu- spar5al:t sparSendriyam sarvace~~iisamuhal:t 
Sarvasanraspandanarh laghuta ca II- S.S.Sa.- 1126 

7 C.S.Sa.- 4/12 
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perform their functions, bears all the objects of the senses (after contact with the senses) to 

the mind, holds together all the elements of the body. 

It assists the cohesion of the particles of the body. It causes speech. It is the prime cause 

of touch and sound, and the root of audition and touch. It is the origin of joy and 

cheerfulness. It stimulates agni (digestion), absorbs do~ as, throws out all impurities, makes 

the gross and fine channels. It gives form to the embryo in the womb. It furnishes evidence 

of the existence oflife. The wind, when unexcited, achieves all these functions. 1 

When it is vitiated in body, it afflicts with various disorders and thereby affects strength, 

complexion, happiness and life-span; agitates mind, affects all the sense organ, destroys, 

deforms and detains the embryo for long, produces fear, grief, confusion, anxiety and 

excessive delirium and at the end stops the vital breath.2 

In fact, vayu is one only but according to the location, activity, the symptoms of diseases 

produced by vayu vikiiras the division of vayu takes place. 3 

There are five types of vata do~ a:-

a. Priil)a viiyu: 

Pril!Ja vayu is located in the head, nose, tongue and the chest. Its most important functions 

are to control the mind, spitting, sneezing, belching, digestion and the respiratory activity. 4 

b. Udiina viiyu: 

Udana vayu is situated in umbilical region, chest and neck. Vocal functions, effort, energy, 

strength, complexion are its actions or functions. 5 Vitiated udana vayu causes the disease of 

the supra clavicular region belonging to eye, ear, nose, throat, mouth etc. 6 

1 C.S.Su. - 12/8 
2 ibid- 12/8 
3 S.S.Ni. - 1111-12 
4 (a.) Sthanam priil)asya miidhorrai)kru:t~hajivhasyanasikai) 1 

$~hlviina~avathiidgiirasvasahariidi karma ca 11- C.S.Ci: -28/6 
(b.) S.S.Sa.- 1/13 

5 (a.)Udanasya p\lnai) sthanam nabhyurai) kal)tha eva ca I 
ViikpravrttiJ:i prayatnawjobalavafl)iidi karma ca II - C.S.Ci. -28/7 

(b.) S.S.Ni.- 1114 
6 ibid -1/15 
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c. Samiina viiyu: 

It is situated in the stomach and duodenum or large intestine and it is responsible for the 

digestion of food material and separation of waste products. The aggravated samiina viiyu 

produces diarrhoea etc. diseases. 1 The regulation of body temperature, cOmposition of body 

fluids and movement of kapha and pitta are also its important functions. This is a subdo~a or 

type of viita which governs the absorption of nutrients into the body. Assuming they were 

broken down properly, samiina viiyu can guide their absorption. It is responsible for inward 

movement of energy as in the contraction of limbs and venous flow of blood. It facilitates 

breaking down and digestion of food. Samiina viiyu has special correspondence to fat tissue. 

d. Vyiina viiyu: 

Vyiina viiyu is mainly situated in the heart and pervades all over the body. It regulates the 

circulation of blood and also the movement of the body. It also performs extension, 

contraction, blinking etc? Pyrexia, diarrhoea, tuberculosis etc. diseases effecting to whole 

body phenomenon are produced when vyiina viiyu is aggravated. 3 

e. Aplin a viiyu: 

Apiina viiyu is mainly situated in the intestines, rectum, naval, thighs, and the unnary 

bladder.4 Its main functions are secretion and evacuation of urine, semen, regulation of 

menstrual flow and expulsion of foetus and faeces. The aggravated apCina viiyu produces 

stone in bladder, diabetes, problems of semen, piles, fistula and prolapses of anus etc. 

diseases. 5 Thus, if a physician does not comprehend the viiyu which excels in· strength, 

roughness, quickness and destructive poWer, how would he be able to protect further 

aggravation of suddenly vitiated viiyu, inspite of best efforts, or prior to this to prevent the 

emergency.6 Thus, the viiyu has a very important role in medicinal system. 

1 (a.) Svedado~ambuvilini strotarhsi samadhi~!hitai) I 
Antaragnesca pacivasthai) samanai) agnibalapradai) 11- C.S.Ci.- 28/8 

(b.) S.S.Ni.- 1115-16 
2 Deharh vyapnoti sarve tu vyanai) Slghragatilllfl).am I 

Gatiprasliral)iilq;epanime~adikriyai) sada II- C.S.Ci. - 28/9 
3 S.S.Ni. -l/17-18 
4 Vr~a.t:~au bastime<;Ihamca nabhyiirii varh~al)au gudam I 

Apiinasthanamantrasthai) sukramiitrasalqnti ca II- C.S.Ci.- 28/10 s . . 
S.S.Nt.- 1/19-20 

6 C.S.Su.- 12/10 
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iii. Tejas: 

In general fire, heat, agni etc. are its synonyms. According to Vaise~ika philosophy the 

substance, containing rupa (colour) and sparsa (touch) attributes is called tejas or fire. 1 Heat 

is the characteristic of fire.2 There are different kinds of tejas due to its manifold influences, 

which occurs in two aspects: -

(1.) Permanent (nitya) as ultimate, extremely minute partless units of matter (paramiil:zu), 

beyond the range of sensory apprehension. 

(2.) Transient (anitya) aggregates of the former as phenomenal effects (kiiryas). 

It is again three fold: - body, organ and mass; body is well known in the solar region, organ is 

the sight which perceives colour and resides in the forepart of the black pupil of the eye; mass 

is fourfold:- (a)earthy (bhauma), in the shape of common fire and the light of glow worm; (b) 

heavenly (divya), in the shape of lightning which is fed by the fuel of water, as well as sun 

light, moon-light; (c) gastric (audarya) which is instrumental in digesting the eaten food; (d) 

mineral (iikaraja) such as gold and other metals.3 

The tejas, in this system of thought, has characteristics such as enabling things to have 

form, colour, visibility (rupa), enabling things to be touched (sparsa), enabling things to be 

enumerated (satikhya), to have dimensions (parimiil}a), to be separable (prthaktva), to 

combine (sarhyoga), to separate (vibhiiga), to be prior and to be posterior (pariiparatva), to 

flow (dravatva) and producing the sensation of heat (u~1Ja).4 

Ayurveda accepts paiica mahiibhutas as the nodal point of body and treatment and tejas is 

one of them. According to Ayurveda substances predominant in properties of hot, sharp, 

minute, light, rough, non-slimy and vision etc. are iigneya (constituted predominantly by 

tejas). They promote combustion, metabolism or digestion, lustre, light and complexion.5 

1 Tejo riipasparsavat II- V.Su. - 2/1/3 
2 a. Tejas U~I)ata II- V.Su. - 2/2/4 

b. U~l)aspar5avatteja~ II - T.S. - 12 
3 (a.) T.S. -12 
(b.) Dravyajala-pral<aral)a- P.P.B. 

4 ibid 
5 C.S.Su. - 26/11 
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Thus, sight, the visual organ-eye, exhaustion, colour/complexion, lustre, anger, bravery etc. 

are the features oftejas. 1 

One of the three do~as involved in the constitution of the living organisms, pitta 

corresponds to fire or tejas as the elemental principle. The word pitta is derived from the root 

'tap santiipe', which means. to bum or to agitate. It is so called because it is responsible for 

the generation of heat in the system and it bums up the food that is ingested. It is thus 

figuratively described as the 'fire' in the bodi for though not occurring in the form of the 

physical fire, it discharges the functions of fire, viz. combustion (dahana, burning) and 

cooking (piicana, chemical actions)3
• There is no 'fire' in the body apart from pitta. It is 

called 'internal fire' the presence of which is suggested by pitta and body warmth.4 

According to C.S. and S.S. the inherent natural qualities of pitta are heat, sharpness, 

liquidity, slight, unctuous, all colours except white and red, fishy smell, acrid (normally) or 

sour (in improper digestion) in taste, and fluidity. Natural actions of pitta are production of 

burning sensation, heat in the body, suppuration, sweat, putrefaction, itching, discharge, 

redness and manifestation of its smell, taste and colour. 5 These characteristics are aids in 

diagnosis. 

Among the symptoms due to abnormalities of pitta are burning sensations in body, 

cracking pain in body, acid eructation, high temperature, excessive sweating, foetid odour of 

the body, cracking of skin, tendency to bleed, red spots on the skin, blue moles, herpes, bitter 

taste in the mouth, abnormal thirst, inflammation of the penis, fainting spells, conjunctivitis, 

jaundice, urticaria, etc. 6 These points prove the importance of tejas in Ayurveda. 

1 (a.) B.P. - 2/24 
(b.) C.S.Sa. -4112 

2 C.S.Su. -12/ll 
3 ibid- 2119 
4 Ck.Ct on C.S.Su. - 12111 
5 (a.) C.S.Su.- 20115 
(b.) S.S.Su.- 21/11 

6 C.S.Su.- 20/l4 
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iv. Jala: 

Substance or dravya has been defined as, which possesses attributes and action permanently 

is called dravya! Rasa (taste) is the special property ofjala and pi!l4f kara!la with the help 

of sneha gu!la are its special actions. 2 Thus, it is a substance. 

According to Vaise~ika philosophy jala or water is a substance having cold touch. It is 

of two sorts, eternal and non-eternal. Eternal is atomic, non-eternal is product. It is again 

three fold, body, organ and object. Body is in the region of Varu!la, organ is the sense of taste 

located at the tip of tongue and the mass comprehends rivers, oceans etc.3 Prasastapiida tells 

that jala contains fourteen qualities viz. rupa, rasa, sneha, sparsa, satikhyii, parimii!la, 

prthaktva, sarhyoga, vibhiiga, para tva, aparatva, gurutva, dravatva and sarhskiira. 4 

Human body is composed of five mahiibhutas, the characteristics of the body showing 

the presence of aqueous substance are liquid, unctuous, cold, dull, soft, slimy and tasty in 

properties and moistering, binding, oozing, softening and pleasing are the actions. 5 It has a 

very important place in medical sphere. Sense organ related to it is responsible for taste. 6 

Taste (rasa) is of six types7
:-

1. Madhur or sweet 

2. Am/a or sour 

3. Laval}a or saline 

4. Tikta or pungent 

5. Kafu or bitter 

6. Ka~iiya or astringent 

The rasas when employed properly maintain the body and their incorrect utilization result 

vitiation of do~as. Paiica mahiibhuta are presented in the body by trido~as viz. viita, pitta, 

kapha. Jala or water is the main constituent of kapha, and this bodily water is responsible 

physiologically for biological strength and natural tissue resistance in the body. During their 

1 C.S.Su. - 1150 
2 Clifi:liidi piJ:t\fThhava hetu~ gm:_1a~ sneha~ I ja1a matra vrtti~JI- T.S. - 32 
3 Dravya-prakara1:_1a - T.S. - 11 
4 Dravyapadiirthaniriipa1:_1a-prakara1:_1a- P .P .B. 
5 (a.) C.S.Sa. -4/12, (b.) C.S.Su.- 26/11, (c.) B.P.- 2/25 
6 Rasaniirtho rasastasya dravyamlipa~ ~itistatha 1- C.S.Su . .:... 1/64 
7 ibid -1/65 
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normal state, they sustain the body and when vitiated, they afflict the body with the various 

types of diseases. The vitiation and alleviation ofthe do~as can be described as:-

Aggravating Tastes Alleviating Tastes 

ViitaDo~a Kafu (pungent) Madhura (sweet) 

Tikta (bitter) Am/a (sour) 

Ka~iiya (astringent) Lava~J-a (saline) 

PittaDo~a Kafu Madhura 

Am/a Tikta 

Laval)a Ka~iiya 

KaphaDo~a Madhura Kafu 

Am/a Tikta 

Laval)a Ka~iiya 

Each rasa presents special paiica mahiibhuta. Two mahiibhutas predominantly combine to 

produce each rasa as follows:-

Name of the taste Predominating mahiihhiitas 

Madhura (sweet) Prthivf andJala 

Am/a (sour) Jala and Tejas 

Laval)a (saline) Prthivf and Tejas 

Kafu (pungent) Viiyu and Tejas 

Tikta (bitter) Viiyu and Akiisa 

Ka~iiya (astringent) Viiyu 'and Prthivf 
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Thus continuous use of diet or drugs containing a particular taste or a group of tastes will 

aggravate a do~a. For example if madhura rasa is being used for a long time, due to 

predominance of p[thivf and jala tattva it will help to increase kapha do~a, being of the same 

group. This is why Ayurveda neglects and condemns the use of single rasa and establishes it 

as the adverse diet and advocates the use of all tastes as the best health prompter. The ~at;l 

rasa diet of Indian dietics is the practical aspect of this theory. 

In the case of diarrhoea and dehydration, immediate liquid transfusion is thought to be 

only remedy to correct and maintain the electrolyte balance of the body. The equilibrium of 

jala is required for health.1 

While treating diseases, the physician is expected to ascertain the condition of the do~iis 

and select drugs having suitable tastes. During the course of treatment, he must select the 

tastes at the commencement, at a later stage, and at the end, to counteract the errant do~a. In 

diseases that are caused by viita, treatment is commenced with drugs saline in taste, followed 

by drugs sour in taste, and completed by drugs sweet in taste. The order of drugs would 

facilitate progressive pacification of the errant do~a. Even while eating food, the person who 

is interested in maintaining health is advised to begin with eatables that are sweet in taste, 

later eat sour and saline things, and then articles with other tastes. Thus, it is an important 

substance from medicinal point of view. 

v. Prthivl: 

Prthivf or earth is the base of this world and all living creatures are being developed on it. 

According to Vaise~ika aphorism, the substance containing the qualities of riipa (colour), 

rasa (taste), sparsa (touch) and gandha (odour).2 But according to T.S prthivf is that which 

has odour. 3 Odour is mentioned here as the differentiating attribute of earth. Kal}iida also 

cites earth as permanent seat of odour.4 According to Prasastapiida fourteen qualities are 

found in prthivf :-riipa, rasa, gandha, sparsa, smizkhyii, parimiirza, prthaktva, sarhyoga, 

vibhiiga, paratva, aparatva, gurutva, dravatva and smizskiira5
. 

1 C.S.Su. - 26/27 
2 Riiparasaspar$agandhavati prthivi 1- V.Su.- 2/1/l 
3 Tatra gandhavatip[thivi 11- Dravya Prakaral)a- T.S.- 10 
4 Vayavsthita~ pfithivyiirh gandha~ II- V.Su.- 2/2/3 
5 Dravyapadarthaniriipal)a-prakaral)a- P.P.B. 
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According to Vaise~ika darsana it is of two sorts: - eternal and non-eternal. Eternal is 

atomic, non-eternal is product. 1 This non-eternal earth is again three fold, body, organ and 

object? 

The body is of two types:- yonija or embryonic and ayonija or non-embryonic.3 

• Yonija or embryonic: It is also two types4
:-

a. This is developed with the help of jariiyu or placenta for example human beings and 

animals. 

b. Al}rjaja are the creatures born from egg such as birds or reptiles. 

• Ayonija or non-embryonic: 

Insects born of perspiration, plants and semi-divine personages who are self-born owing to 

the influence of dharma possess this kind ofbody.5 

The sense grasping odour is called ghriil}a, remains established in the nose.6 The objective 

form of prthivf is developed by the combination of atoms presented as dvayal}uka and 

trayal}uka etc. It can be divided in three types 7: -

• 

• 

• 

Mrt: Dust, earth or terrain, brick, house, pots etc are included in this part. 8 

Pii!jii~la: All types ~f stones, jewels, pearls and diamonds are included in it. 9 

Sthiivara: The vegetables kingdom including herbs, trees, grass, shrubs etc. 1s 

included in this form. 10 

1 T.S.-10 
2 (a.) Trividharil casya~ karyyam I snrendriyavi~ayasariljnakam II- DravyapadarthaniriipaQa-prakaral)a- P.P.B. 

(b.) Dravya Prakara.Qa- T.S- 10 
3 (a.) V.Su. - 412/5 

(b.) Dravyapadarthaniriipa.Qa-prakaral)a - P .P .B 
4 SukrasoQitasannipatajaril yonijaml tad dvividham jarayujama~:~<;Iajancall - ibid 
5 ibid 
6 (a.) ibid 

(b.) Indriyaril gandhagrahakaril gra~:~anasagravarti 11- Dravya PrakaraQ.a- T.S.- 10 
7 Vi$ayastu dvaY.QukadikrameQ.lirabdhastrividho mrtpa~li.Qasthavarala~aQa~ II - Dravyapadarthaniriipa.Qa
prakara.Qa- P.P.B. 
8 ibid 
9 ibid 
10 ibid 
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According to Ayurveda properties related to p!fhivf are heaviness, roughness, hardness, 

dullness, immobility, non-sliminess, solidity, gross form and odorous. 1 Smell, the sense of 

smell, heaviness, steadiness arid hardness are derived from prthivf.2 Prthivf mahiibhutas has 

an important role in the formation, giving a particular shape and growth of the body. Earth, 

minerals and vegetable kingdom etc. the objective forms of the prthivf mahiibhutas, play an 

important role in medical science. Minerals and vegetables are used in medicines. 

In the trido~as, kapha is the conceptual equilibrium of water and earth. Kapha is structure 

and lubrication- it draws on the conceptual characteristics of the elements of earth and water. 

At one level, kapha is the cells, which make up our organs and the fluids, which nourish and 

protect them. Therefore, prthivf or earth has an important stand in medicine. 

vi. Atman 

Self, soul etc. are the synonyms, which are commonly used for iitman. Indian philosophy, 

Indian culture and Indian medicine are common in accepting the existence of iitman. 

Vaise~ika darsana says that the iitman is the substratum of knowledge. It is of two folds: -

jfviitman and parmlitman. Parmiitman is all powerful, omniscient God, devoid of pleasures 

and pains whereasjlviitman is different in each body, and is all-pervading.3 The difference 

between parmiitman and jlviitman is that pqrmiitman is the seat of eternal knowledge where 

as jlviitman is seat of all activities, pain pleasures etc. 4 

Even though the description of iitman is elaborately carried out both in Ayurveda and 

darsana, there is a difference between their aims. According to darsanas, iitman was 

discriminated to attain mukti or mo~a or liberation. To liberate the litman from karma 

bandhanas, the real form of iitman was substantiated in darsanas. Whereas in Ayurveda the 

iitma tattva was described keeping in view of the main aim of Ayurveda i.e. protection of 

health of a healthy individual and alleviation of the do~as or diseases of a patient. The body 

accompanied by iitman, manas and indriyas is essential to fulfil the above aim. Such type 

1 (a.) Gurukharaka~hinamandasthiravisadasandrasthiilagandhagul)abahulani parthivani II- C.S.Su.- 26/11 
(b.) C.S.Sa. - 4/12 

2 S.S.Sa. - 1126 
3 Jfianadhikaral)amatma I sa dvividha~ paramatmajivasca l tatra ISvara sarvajna~ parmatma eka eva l 
nvastu pratisarlraril bbinno vibhurnitya5ca II T.S. -17 

4 (a.) Parmatmano la~amaha-tatretil nityajnaniidhikaral)atvamiSvaratvam l 
nvasya la~al)amaha- sukhadyasrayatvaril j1vala~al)am II - T.D. on ibid 

(b.) V.Su. - 3/2/4 
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body is the only subject matter of diseases as well as treatment. 1 A body having life can be 

given treatment. Treatment cannot be given to only body in which iitman does not prevail. 

Keeping the above reasons in view, the one, which contains iitman was described as puru~a 

in Ayurveda. ('Puri sarfre sete vasati iti puru~a/:t') Three types of iitman or puru~a have been 

described inAyurveda viz.:-

• Parmiitman or parama puru~a (Absolute self or soul) 

• Ativiihika pu~a or su/qma sarfra (Self responsible for transmigration) 

• Sthala cetana sarfra or karma puru~a (Empirical self) 

• Parmiitman or Parama Puru~a (Absolute Self or Soul): 

The supreme self is devoid of abnormalities, is the cause of consciousness with the 

conjunction of mind, properties of basic elements viz. prthivf, ap, tejas, viiyu and iikiisa; 

sense-organs. It is eternal and seer who sees all the actions.2 Self, who alone is knower of all 

things, witnesses all the entities of all the living beings. 3 Unconscious objects like stone 

cannot witness things. Soul is beginning less,4 ever lasting,5 omnipresent, all pervasive and 

great.6 

The absolute self is one only and cannot be perceived by signs or symptoms. 7 He is 

unmanifest because the eternal is imperceptible to caused entity, as the same cannot grasp the 

eternality. That is why one, which cannot be grasped, is said as unmanifest. The self, which is 

the knower of the body, eternal, omnipresent and indestructible, is the unmanifest. 8 

Parmiitman,9 brahman, 10 parame§vara etc. are the synonyms used in Ayurveda for supreme 

self. As Ayurveda stands for the treatment of the living being or body the absolute, 

consciousness does not appear to its sphere. 11 

1 C.S.Su.- I/46-47 
2 Nirvikara!) parastvatma sattvabhiitagul)endriyai!) I 

Caitanye karal)affi nityo dra~!ii pasyati hi kriya!) II - ibid- 1156 
3 JfiaJ:l sa~Ityucyate najfiaJ:l sak~I tvatma yataJ:l Slllfta!) II - C.S.Sa.- 1/83 
4 a. Adimastyatmana!) 1- ibid- 1/82 

b. AnadiJ:l puru~o nityo I - ibid- 1159 
5 Sadakaral)avannityarh .. I - ibid- 1159 
6 Vibhutvamata evasya yasmat sarvagato mahan 1- ibid- 1180 
7 ibid- I/84 
8 ibid - I/60-61 
9 ibid- 1153 
10 ibid- 5/4 
11 Bhiitebhyo hi pararil yasmannasti cinta cikitsite 1- S.S.Sa.- 1/17 
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• Ativiihika Pur~qa or Sii/cyma Sanra (Self Responsible for Transmigration): 

The concept of self with the subtle body called as iitiviihika puru~a has been accepted in 

Ayurveda and it is responsible for transmigration of jfva from one body to another. The self 

along with four subtle bhutas viz. prthivf, ap, tejas, viiyu and with speed like that of mind 

transmigrates from one body to another according to past deeds. 1 As iikiisa is inactive, it 

does not enter in the foetus. As it is all pervasive and having the attributes of avakiisa 

pradhiina, it exists in the uterus from the beginning. He is omnivagant, sustains all bodies, 

performs all actions and takes all forms. 2 

The association of subtle body with the sperm and ovum is conditioned by the actions 

of the past life. The characteristic features of the gross body resemble those of the subtle 

body. Not only the physique but also the mental faculties of the individual resemble those of 

the subtle body. According to past deeds, form arises from the past form and mind from the 

past mind. Whatever difference is observed in physique and psyche is caused by rajas and 

tamas as well as past deeds. 

Here one question arises that when iitman is omnipresent and free from all obstacles, 

why and how it is attached with the past? Actually, mind is constantly associated with rajas 

and tamas; all defects are caused by ignorance. The cause of transmigration and inclination is 

due to defective mind and potent past deeds. 3 

• Sthiila Cetana Sanra or Karma Puru~a (Empirical SeiO: 

The soul that is relevant to the medicinal framework is an empirical one, namely, a.S an agent 

of cognition when associated with mind (manas), intellect (buddhi), sense-organs, and motor

organs.4 The soul that is devoid of the association with these factors is of no interest to the 

Ayurvedic physician. Although it is conceded that, the soul by its nature is free from 

modifications and eternal, he becomes the cause of consciousness when associated with the 

mind, specific properties of the primary forms of matter and the sense-faculties.5 

1 Bhiitaiscaturbhii:I sahitai:I susiilq;mairmanojavo dehamupaiti dehat 1 

Karmatmakatvanna tu tasya drsyam divyam vina da..Sanamasti rupam II- C.S.Sa. - 2/31 
2 ibid -2/32 
3 ibid- 2/37-38 
4 ibid- 1154-55 
5 ibid - 1/56-57 
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Consciousness is a quality that the material aggregates altogether lack. Aggregates are 

collectively called corpus or field, 'lqetra' namely, all that is excluded from unmanifest, 

'avyakta' and this is the significance of self as the principle of consciousness that lights up 

this corpus hence 'lqetrajiia' and is therefore, the cause of all actions. 1 The main purpose of 

Ayurveda is to treat the patient. Treatment can be given to the living body only, but not to the 

dead body. Treatment is given to such gross body only and this gross body is capable of 

getting treatment. In Ayurveda it is called with various names, viz. riisi puru~a. samyogaja 

puru~a. jfviitman, karma puru~a. cikitsiidhikrta puru~a. etc. The qualities defined by these 

terms are-

• Cikitsiidhik[ta Puru~a or Karma Puru~a: 

Along with the body (sarfra) and mind (sattva), the self (iitman) constitutes the tripod of life 

(trida!Jfja), sustaining the phenomenal world. This indeed is the sentient puru~a, the subject 

matter of medicine. Being the subject matter of cikitsii, the body is called cikitsti puru~a. 2 

All the actions are performed by this and even all the actions are performed ·for the 

sake of this, so it is called karma puru~a. The action, the fruit of action, knowledge, 

ignorance, happiness, misery, life and owner-ship are established here.3 All the sources of 

knowledge including scriptural which serve as instrument for knowledge of various kinds 

establish the causality of puru~a.4 

1 C.S.Sa.- 1165, 76 
2 Satvamatma sarlrarh ca trayametattridal)~avat I 
Loka~ ti~!hati sarhyogat tatra sarvam prati~!hitam II 
Sa pumarhscetanarh taccha taccadhikaral)arh smrtam 1 

Vedasyasya tadarthe hi veda~ ayam samprakasita~ 11- C.S.Su.- l/46-47 
3 Atra karma phalam catra jiianarh ca atra prati~!hitaml 

Atra moha~ sukharh du~kharh jivitarh maraQarh svata 11- C.S.Sa.- l/37 
4 Sa eva karmapuru~ascikitsa adhilqta~ II- S.S.Sa.- l/21 
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• $a! Dhatuka Puru~a: 

Five gross elements and the self together make a human being:-

"Khadayascetana~~tha dhataval} puru~al} smrtal} 1 

Cetanadhaturapyekal} smrtal} puru~asaritjiiakal} 11"1 

While Caraka adopted this ~acJ dhiituka puru~a. Susruta substantiates with the following 

statement:-

"Asmina sastre paiicamahabhiita sarira samavayal} puru~a iti ucyate"2 

Thus, puru~a is nothing but the combination of the six dhiitus viz. prthivf, jala, tejas, viiyu, 

iikiisa and unmanifest self i.e. Brahman. Ayurveda principally proposes to deal with the gross 

elements. It is therefore appropriate that it defined human beings as consisting of gross 

elements and soul. 

• Sathyogaja Puru~a: 

The puru~a is like a tripod, consists of mind, self and body, so it is called sarhyogaja puru~a} 

The sensations do not constitute of attribute of self as such. They in fact arise out of the 

contacts ofthe·sense-organs with their objects.4 

• Riisi Puru~a or Empirical Self: 

Riisi means group. A group of conglomeration or combination of the 24 elements is called 

riisi puru~a. Caraka enumerated the riisi puru~a as follows:-

1 C.S.Sa.- 1/16 
2 S.S.Sa. - 1/21 
3 C.S.Su.- 1/46 
4 C.S.Sa. - 1/85 
5 ibid- 1117 

"Punasca dhatubhedena caturviritsatikal} smrtal}l 

Mano dasendriyal}.yarthal} prakrtiSca a~tadhatuki 11"5 
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As per the classification, puru~a comprises 24 dhiitus viz. mind, ten indriyas, five objects / 

of sense-organs and prakrti consisting of eight dhiitus, viz. five tanmiitras, ahamkiira (ego), 

mahat(intellect) and avyakta (primordial unmanifest element). The avyakta (the primordial 

unmanifest) holds the conjunction of the intellect, sense-organs, mind and sense-objects. The 

aggregate of 24 entities is known as puru~a. 1 

The above is called cikitsii puru~a. karma puru~a, riisi puru~a. samyogaja puru~a. 

jfviitman but all are identical. Difference is in nomenclature. According to the context, he is 

uttered with various names. Though he is with various names, he is one only. 

vii. Manas: 

The supremacy of the man remains in his quality to work after thinking. There is not a single 

system of Indian philosophy, which does not deal with the concept of manas (mind). The 

word manas is used for the mind, heart, understanding, perception and intelligence. 2 Citta, 

cetas, hrt, hrd. miinas and sattva are also the synonyms of manas.3 According to Vaise~ika 

darsana the appearance or non-appearance of knowledge on contact of the soul with the 

senses and their objects, are the marks of the existence of the mind.4 It is a substance and is 

eternal. 5 Mind is also accepted as an organ which is instrument of the cognition of pleasure 

etc.6 

Ayurveda also accepts it as one of the nine substances. Caraka accepts the marks and 

definition of manas as per description of Vaise~ika darsana. It is accepted by Ayurveda that 

the sense faculties are capable of perceiving their respective objects only when they are 

motivated by manas.1 Mind is defined as the entity which, even on contact with s~lf, sense

organs and sense objects, is responsible for production of knowledge otherwise it doesn't 

produce.8 It is also known as the supporter of the sense-organs.9 

1 C.S.Sa. - 1135 
2 S.E.D.A. 
3 A.K. 
4 Atmendriyarthasannikar~e jiianasya bhava~ abhavasca manaso lingam 11- V.Su.- 3/2/1 
5 ibid - 3/2/2 
6 T.S.-18 
7 Mana~ purassarlii).Indriyal_lyarthagrahal_la samarthani bhavanti 11- C.S.Su.- 817 
8 La~al).arh manaso jiianasyabhavo bhava eva ca I 

Sati hyatmendriyarthanaril sannika~e na vartate II 
Vaivrttyanmanaso jiianam sannidhyattacca vartate 1- C.S.Sa. -1117-18 

9 Yadindriyal).amabhigrahakaril ca 'mana' ityabhidhlyate- ibid- 3/13 
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Caraka has called it atfndriya, meaning it is beyond the cognizance of the senses or 

super sensual. Mind transcends the sense-organs, it is known as sattva while some call it as 

cetas. Its action are dependent on its contact with its objects and the self and at the same time, 

it is responsible for the actions of sense-organs. 1 Susruta has described manas as 

ubhayiitmaka2
, declares that it possesses the qualities of five jiiiinenedriyas (senses) as well 

as five karmendriyas (motor-organs). Indriyas are the instrument of knowledge and action. 

Manas is the most important factor and without its presence, the knowledge cannot be 

perceived. 3 Thus, perseverance or non-preservance of knowledge is the symptom of manas .4 

Alike to motor-organs, it also helps to perform actions. 5 

Attributes of Manas: 

Describing the substance, it has been established that each of the substance must have 

attributes and action. Manas being a substance possesses two attributes within it. They are 

'al}utvam (atomicity)' and 'ekatvam (oneness).' 6 If the qualities of manas i.e. oneness and 

atomicity are not accepted, all kind of perceptions would occur at the same time. Mind, in 

person, seems to be more than one because of variations in its own objects, sense objects and 

its analytical activity and due to conjunction with the qualities of rajas, tamas and sattva; but, 

in fact, there is no numerousness. Therefore, it does not motivate more than one sense faculty 

at a time, and that is why not all the sense-organs can act simultaneously. 7 Vaise#ka darsana 

also accepts the same view.8 

Objects of Manas: 

The objects of sense are of three types viz. siitvika, rajas and tiimas. The mind dominated by 

any one of the above-mentioned attributes in one's life follows in subsequent life as well. 

When the individual is endowed with the siittvika type of mind from his previous life, then he 

recalls the events of his past life also.9 Thinking constitutes the object of mind. 10 The 

1 C.S.Su. - 8/4 
2 Ubhayatmakarh mana~ I - S.S.Sa. - l/6 
3 C.S.Su.- 8/7 
4 C.S.Sa.- 1/17 
5 ibid- 1/21 
6 Al)utvamatha caikatvarh dvau gu~au manasa~ smrtau II ibid- 1/19 
7 C.S.Su. - 8/5 
8 T.S.- 18 
9 C.S.Sa.- 3/13 
10 Manastu cintyamartha~- C.S.Su.- 8/16 
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balanced, excessive, negative and perverted conjunctions are the causes of normalcy and 

abnormality of mind and its sense perception. 1 

Caraka has described clearly the objects of mind. The objects of the mind include 

thinking (cintya), considering (viciirya), imagining (iihya), attention (dhyeya) and 

determination (samkalpya). Apart from the above, whatever can be known by means of the 

mind is regarded as objects of manas:-

"Cintyarit vicaryamiihyarit ca dhyeyarit saritkalpyameva ca I 

Y atkiritcinmanaso jfi.eyarit tat sarve hyarthasaritjfi.akam 11"2 

Actions of Manas : 

"lndriyabhigrahal}. karma manasal}. svasya nigrahal}.l 

Uho vicara.Sca, tatal}. pararit buddhil}. pravartate 11"3 

Control of senses organs (indriyiibhigraha), self-restraint (manasab svasya nigraha?z), 

reasoning (aha) and analysing (viciira). Beyond that is the jurisdiction of buddhi (intellect). 

Finally the intellect acts and determine about what to do or what not to do, what should be 

left and what should be held. 

Mind is always associated with rajas and tamas and the association of impure manas 

makes the soul to enter into the worldly bondage.4 

Utility of Manas in Medicine: 

Manas has got a specific place in treatment. In Ayurveda, diseases are classified into two 

categories viz. physical and mental. For the physical the body is considered to be the abode of 

diseases and for latter the mind. Both mind and body are the locations of disorders as well as 

1 C.S.Su. - 8/l6 
2 C.S.Sa. - 1120 
3 ibid- 1121 
4 ibid- 2/38 
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pleasures. 1 There are three types of therapy - spiritual, rational and psychological. 

Psychological therapy is restraint of mind from the unwholesome objects.2 

Pathogenic factors in the body are vayu, pitla and kapha but rajas and lamas are mental 

humours. 3 It is noteworthy that manas has got three gul}as viz. saltva, rajas and lamas, and 

only latter two cause vitiation of the mind, and the saltva gul}a is not pathogenic. These can 

be treated with the spiritual knowledge, specific scriptural knowledge, restraint, memory and 

concentration. 4 

One who is endowed with excellent intellect, speech and action leading to happy 

consequence, submissive mind, clear understanding, knowledge, penance and continued 

effort in yoga, does not fall a victim of diseases. 5 Intellect consists of thinking, restrain and 

memory. When intellect consisting of these three works well, the person remains healthy 

otherwise intellectual error occurs which gave rise to aggravation of do~as and consequent 

disorders. 6 It is mentioned as the cause innate and exogenous diseases, mental disorders and 

epidemics. Actually wrong understanding by the intellect and wrong actions (accordingly) 

should be known as intellectual error, which is commited, by mind. 7 

Thus, it is established fact that manas has got very important role in the medical science 

and an efficient physician requires a good knowledge of psychology. Examination of saltva 

(mental faculty) has an importance while examining the patient. Individuals having the 

excellence of mental faculties are characterized by good memory, devotion, gratefulness, 

wisdom, purity, excessive enthusiasm, skill, courage, valour in fighting, absence of sorrow, 

proper gait, and depth of wisdom and sincerity in action and virtuous acts.8 Here sattva is 

known as mind depending upon its strength, which is of three types viz. superior, mediocre, 

and inferior. 9 

Generally speaking all those facts which can be demonstrated through the physio

chemical methods and which can be seen and measured through the physical instruments are 

1 C.S.Su.- l/55 
2 ibid- 11/54 
3 C.S.Sa. - l/57 
4 C.S.Su.- l/58 
5 C.S.Sa.- 2/47 
6 ibid- III 02 
7 ibid- Ill 09 
8 C.S.Vi.- 8/110 
9 ibid- 8/119 
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treated as scientific methods. The study of manas is some how different, as it is difficult to 

measure them through physical laboratory methods. Thus, it is clear that manas has got an 

important place in our daily life and affects the health and disease as well as diet and actions 

of every body. 

viii. Kiila (Time): 

Kala is accepted as one of the nine dravyas by Vaise~ika philosophy as well as Ayurveda. 

While annotating dravya it has been expressed that it possess action (karman) and attribute 

(gu~a). To describe past, present and future are the actions while to be one in number is the 

attribute of the kala. 1 It is one in number but has been divided in so many degrees for 

practical purpose, such as seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and so on? According 

Vaise~ika siitra, if we say that it is prior in respect of which is posterior and it is 

simultaneous, it is slow or fast etc., it is the time which makes us to behave like this.3 

Ayurveda also talks about kiila. S.S tells that kala is all-powerful, self-emerged and 

without beginning, middle and end.4 It is kiila, as it does not stop for even minute fraction; or 

seizes or leads living being to death. 5 Car aka says that kiila is nothing but a process of 

transformation into seasons, solstices etc.6 Caraka has stated that kiila is eternally moving 

(nityaga) as well as conditional (tivasthika). 7 The conditional one is related to disorder while 

the eternally moving one to seasonal suitability. Thus, kiila or time connotes two meanings 

viz. eternally moving (nityaga) or the year (sarilvatsara) and conditional (iivasthika) or the 

state of disease in the patient (titurtivastha).8 

1. Sarhvatsara or Nityaga : 

The year is divided into two, three, twelve or even more parts according to nature of action to 

be taken. Hemanta (early winter), grf~ma (summer) and var~ti (rainy season) these are the 

three seasons characterised by cold, heat and rains. In between them there are three seasons 

1 Atitadi-vyavaharahetu~ kala~ 1 sa caiko vibhurnityasca II- T.S. -15 
2 N.M.- 45 
3 Aparsminnaparalh yugapat ciralh ~ipramiti kala lingani 11- V.Su.- 2/2/6 
4 Kalo hi nama svayambhiiranadimadhyanidhana~ 11- S.S.Su. - 6/3 
5 Sa sii~mamapi kalamna liyata iti kala~, sarhkalayati kalayati vii bhiitl'initi kala~ 11- ibid 
6 Kala puna~ pariQ.iima~ 1- C.S.Vi. - 8/76 
7 Kalo hi nityagascavasthikasca~ tatravasthiko vikaramapek~ate, nityagastu rtusatmyapek~a~ 1- ibid- 1121 (vi) 
8 Kala punaJ:l samvatsarascaturavastha ca 1- ibid- 8/125 
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having common characteristics such as priivrf (early rains), sarad (autumn) and vasanta 

(spring). 

Evacuative therapy such as emests etc. is applied in seasons having common 

characteristics and is stopped in others. The seasons having common characters are the most 

convenient ones and unharmful to body and drugs because of moderate cold, heat and rains, 

while others, due to excessive cold, heat and rains are inconvenient ones and harmful to body 

and drugs. 1 

2. Aturiivasthii or Avasthika : 

The status of patient is also called as timely or untimely in relation to the act being performed 

or not such as, in a certain condition one drug is untimely and the other is timely. This is also 

due to specific condition, hence the nomenclature of kiila and akiila is given to the conditions 

of the patient. This is examined like this that the physician should observe all the conditions 

of the patient repeatedly in order to administer the correct therapy. The therapy administered 

after or before the opportune time is not effective because time determines the sufficiency of 

the administration of therapy. 2 

One's diet leads to promotion of strength and complexion only if he knows the 

wholesomeness according to different seasons dependent on behaviour and diet. 3 The time is 

one of the three etiological factors of the disease.4 Even though the persons differ in 

dissimilar entities like constitution etc., there are other common factors due to derangement 

of which the diseases having similar period and symptoms arise and destroy the community. 

These common factors in communities are - air, water, place and time. 5 Caraka ·says that 

time caused diseases should be treated before they arise with due consideration of their 

strength and time. By the succession of time, natural disorders caused by old age and 

approaching death occur because nature cannot be counteracted.6 

I C.S.Vi. -8/125-126 
2 ibid- 8/128 
3 C.S.Su.- 6/3 
4 Tri~yiiyatananiti- arthanam karma~a~ kalasya catiyogayogamithyayoga~ 11- ibid- 11/37 
5 C.S.Vi.- 3/6 
6 C.S.Sa.- 1/115 
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Susruta says that derangement and excellence of rasa (nourishing sap) and also life 

and death of men depend upon kala. 1 He also divided time as different uses of time shows 

the division of time is required for practical use2
:-

• Alqinime~a(blinking of eyes) 

• 15 alqinime~a 

• 30 Kii~fhii 

• 20 Kiila 

• 30Muhurta 

• 15 Ahoriitra 

• 2 Palqa 

• 2Miisa 

• 31Jtu 

• 2Ayana or 12 miisa 

• 5 Samvatsara 

= Time taken in pronunciation of a short letter 

= 1 Kii~fhii 

= 1 Kiila 

= 1 Muhurta 

= 1 Ahoriitra i.e. 1 day and night (24 hours) 

= 1 Palqa (fortnight) 

= 1 Miisa (Month) 

= l!Jtu 

= 1 Ayana (Uttriiyaf}a and dak;\'if}iiyaf}a) 

= 1 Sarhvatsara 

= 1 Yuga 

The timings of the use of the medicine have been described in Ayurvedic literature as 

au~adha kala. According to A.H. medicine should be administrated3
-

• When there is no food in the stomach 

• At the commencement of meal 

• At the middle of meal 

• At the end of meal 

• In between morsels 

• With each morsel 

• After each morsel 

• Mixed with food 

• Both-before and after food 

• At night 

1 Anna rasavyapatsarilpatti jivitamaral)e ca man~yal)amayatte II- S.S.Su. - 6/3 
2 ibid- 6/4-9 . 
3 A.H.Su. - 13/37 
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Susruta has described kiila-bala-pravrtta or seasonal diseases in the seven fold categories 

of diseases. They are also of two types - caused by abnormal seasons and those caused in 

normal seasons. 1 Susruta has distinctly subdivided the entire process of the development of 

the pathogenesis of the diseases in six stages and termed it as kriyii kiila, which means time of 

the action. These stages have practical significance for the treatment.2 

Drugs and diets are useful for health but if they are at variance with time or kiila 

viruddha, they are unwholesome. Such as if, one takes rough, cold etc. in the winter and 

pungent, hot etc. in the summer, it is antagonistic in terms of time.3 IJ.tucaryii is very 

important aspect of Ayurveda, which shows the practical use of time factor in our daily life.4 

Thus in medical science kiila has an important place. 

ix. Dik: 

Dik means a place in general and desa or disa are the synonyms. It has been accepted as a 

substance by Vaise#ka philosophy. 5 When anything is cognated near or remote to the 

particular point, the substance responsible for this knowledge is dik or space. According to 

Vaise~ika system, dik gives rise to such cognition and usage as 'this is remote or near from 

this'.6 

It is a substance because it possesses attributes and action. To establish the location 

and the direction of a padiirtha are the actions while to be eternal and one in number are the 

attributes. 7 Moreover, even being one in number, due to external conditions, it is divided into 

priicf(east),partfcf(west) and so on.8 

Ayurveda also accepts dik as one of the nine substances. All the events take place in a 

particular time and location. Dik, being one in number has been divided in many forms 

relative and comparative to the relation of sun and earth. The different astrological and 

geographical conditions play an important role in health matter. 

1 S.S.Su. -24/5, 7 
2 ibid- 21118-34 
3 C.S.Su. - 26/89 
4 S.S.Su.- 6 
5 Prthivyapastejo vayurakasam kalo digatma mana iti dravyaQi 11- V.Su.- 111/5 
6 ibid - 2/2/10 
7 ibid -2/2/11-12 
8 Pracyadi vyavaharaheturdik 1 sa caika nityavibhvi ca 11- T.S. -16 
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Three types of desa viz. iinupa (marshy or wet),jiingala (arid) and siidhiiral}a (medium) 

have been described in iiyurvedic texts. 1 In iinupa areas, diseases caused kapha and viita are 

mostly found? Jiingala areas are responsible for the diseases caused by viita and pitta.3 

People in siidhiiral}a areas enjoy the equilibrium of do~as as there are cold, heat, rains and 

wind moderate in the medium place. 4 

Caraka while describing the examination of diseases used the term de§a in both 

references viz. land as well as patient. Land is examined for the knowledge about the patient 

or drug. For the knowledge about the patient these things are considered such as in what type 

of land the patient is born, grown or diseased; in what type of land, the people mostly have 

such diet, behaviour, conduct, strength, mind, suitability pathology, liking, disorders, 

wholesomeness and unwholesomeness. 5 

Describing vi~amajvara (malarial fevers), Kasyapa has set four types viz. satata javara 

with iigneya or south east direction, dvitfyaka with viiyavya or west-north direction, trtfyaka 

with vaisvadeva or south-west direction and caturthaka related with aisiina or north-east 

direction. 6 

This description shows how the dik substance is useful in treatment as well as in daily 

routine life. 

>- Kiirya Dravya : 

It owes its origin to kiiral}a dravyas as it is instituted by the appropriate combination of 

kiiral}a dravyas. This type of dravya is destructible and has a short span to function. After it 

is destroyed, kiirya dravya merges into its kiiral}a dravya. The entire world of objects is 

described as an emergent or as effect (kiirya) of the nine kiiral}a dravyas. They manifest in 

different phases so the basic changes take place in kiiral}a dravyas only. All the visible and 

invisible substances of this universe are constituted from kiira~w dravyas and known as kiirya 

dravyas. 

1 (a.) S.S.Su.- 35/49 
(b.) C.S.Kl.- l/8 

2 Kaphavatarogabhuyi~!hascaniipa~ .... j- S.S.Su.- 35/49 
3 Vatapittarogabhuyi~!hasca jail gala~ 1- ibid- 35/50 
4 ibid- 35/51 
5 C.S.Vi:- 8/92-93 
6 K.S.Kh. -1145 
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These substances again further divided as shown in the figure:-

Types of Kiirya Dravyas : 

These dravyas are classified in two groups: - cetana dravya (sentient, organic) and acetana 

dravya (inorganic). 1 Cetana dravyas are equipped with sense-organs while acetana dravyas 

do not have this facility. The presence of consciousness is what explains the capability of 

sensations among the living beings. In the case of non-living substance, consciousness being 

absent, sensations are impossible. Although it is the soul or iitman, which is sentient, not the 

mind or body still the sentient aspect of soul manifests itself only when it is combined with 

mind and the body. 

Cetana or sentient dravyas are further classified2
:-

• Antascetana or Sthiivara 

• Bahirantascetana or Jaligama 

1 Sendriyaril cetanaril dravyaril, nirindriyamacetanam II - C.S.Su - l/48 
2 Tastu dvividhal:t sthavaral:t jailgamasca 1- S.S.Su. -l/28 
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• Antaicetana or Sthiivara: 

These types of substances have no external consciOusness. Here in these types of beings 

consciousness is only latent. They have been divided in four groups 1:-

1. Vanaspati: 

Those, which have no visible flowers but have fruits, are known as vanaspatP such as p/a!qa, 

udumbara. 

2. Vrlcya: 

Those having both flowers and fruits are termed as vr!cya3 such as amra, jambu etc. Caraka 

calls it 'vtinaspatya '. 4 

3. Virudha: 

That having extensive (creeping or climbing) branches and also hedgy form is vfrudha5 such 

as vidarf, vtirtihf etc. 

4. Au~adha: 

Those, which perish on maturing of fruits, are au~adha6 such as wheat paddy etc. 

• Bahirantaicetana or Jmigama: 

In these types of beings, consciousness is both latent and explicit. It is felt on external as well 

as internal leveL These type of substances are known as jmigama due to their mobile 

property.7 

1 Tasaril sthavarascaturvidha~- vanaspatayo, vrk~a, vlrudha, o~adhaya iti II- S.S.Su.- 1129 
2 (a.)Apu~pa~ phalavanto vanaspataya~ 1- ibid- 1/29 

(b.) Phalairvanaspati~ 1- C.S.Su. - 1173 
3 Pu~paphalavanto vrk~a~ I- S.S.Su. - 1129 
4 Pu~pairvanaspataya~ phalairpi 1- C.S.Su. - 1173 
5 (a.) Pratanavatya~ stambinyasca vlrudha~ 1- S.S.Su- 1/29 
(b.) Pratanairvirudha~ smrta~ I- C.S.Su. - 1173 

6 (a.) Phalapakani~~ha au~adhaya iti 1- S.S.Su. - 1129 
(b.) Au~dhyal) phalapakanta~ 1- C.S.Su. - 1173 

7 Jangama 'gacchatlti jangamatasya bhava~ jangamam'll - V.C.S on 1/69 
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They are regrouped in four divisions1
:-

1. Jariiyuja: 

Jariiyu is the amniotic membrane enveloping the foetus in the uterus, thus jariiyuja are the 

animals, which are produced in this way only. Where the reproduction is meant by placenta 

and the living beings born out of wombs, the group is known as jariiyuja such as animals, 

human beings etc. 2 

2. ArpJaja: 

The living beings born out of eggs are known as m:uJaja such as birds, reptiles. 3 

3. Svedaja: 

Those which are generated by sweat and slime or where sweat or water, heat are the 

reproductive factors such as lqmi (worms), yukii, pipflikii (ants), insects etc.4 

4. Udbhijja: 

Those which come out of from earth are known as udbhijja such as frogs, fireflies etc. 5 

Caraka accepts all vegetables in this group. 

In Ayurveda dravyas have been classified from different aspects in different contexts. 

Classification of Dravyas according to their Origin: 

Caraka's classification is based on how substances originate. Therefore, there are three types 

of substances: - jiiligama, audbhida and piirthiva6
. 

1 Jailgama~ khalvapi caturvidha~- jarayujal)<;lajasvedajodbhijja~ II - S.S.Su. - l/30 
2 Tatra pasumanu~yavyaladayo jarayuja~ 1- ibid 
3 KhagasarpasarisfPaprabh[tay~ aQ~aja~ I - ibid 
4 Kpniki!apipnikaprabhftaya~ I - ibid 
5 Indragopamal)~iikaprabhftaya udbhijja~ I - ibid 
6 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 1/69 
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1. Jiingama : 

Substances which are derived from jangama or mobile living beings are known as jiingama 

such as milk, butter, honey, skin, bone, flesh, blood, bone-marrow, flesh marrow, urine, 

horns, hoofs, nail, hair, and excretions etc. 1 Here Caraka doesn't give any other further 

classification of these substances but Susruta gives as mentioned above. 

2. Audbhida: 

This is similar to antascetana as described in S.S. 

3. Piirthiva: 

Substances derived from sources other than the two aforementioned, that is, those obtained 

directly from the earth like metals, salts, sand, precious stones etc. 2 

Classification of Dravya according to Action and Effect on the Body: 

The three fold classification of dravyas or substances in terms of their effects:) 

1. Do~a praiamana dravya: Some substances help in eliminating or reducing the 

malefic influences of the three do~as. These substances pacify I alleviate the do~as. 

They rectify the discordance of body elements.4 

2. Dhiitu pradii~a!la dravya: Some substances serve to excite or derange the do~as and 

bring out disorder in the normal function of seven body constituents or dhiitu. 

3. Svasthavrttakara dravya: These substances are favourable to the maintenance of 

health. They help to maintain normalcy. 

1 Maduni gorasaJ:l pittam vasa majja asrgami~amll vil)miitracarmaretal) asthisnayuspiganakhal) khural) 
jarigamebhyal) prayujyante kesa lomani rocanal) II- C.S.Su. - l/69 
2 ibid- l/71 
3 ibid- 1167 
4 S.S.Su.- 461144 
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Classification of Dravya according to Rasa or Taste: 

Some substances are also classified in terms of rasa. It is also an important factor of dravyas 

and from rasa bheda dravyas are classified into 63 permutations. 1 

Classification of Dravya according to Mahiibhiitas 

All the substances used as drugs and diets are classified as piirthiva, iipya, iigneya, viiyavya 

and iikiisfya according to the predominance of one on the mahiibhiitas. 2 

Thus, there are so many classifications of dravyas presented in Ayurveda. 

• Karman according to Ayurveda and Vaiie#ka System: 

Among the six substances accepted by Ayurveda dravyas are the nodal points as gu~J-a and 

karman are located in dravyas. Karman or action may have so many forms but it is also a fact 

that all the businesses of this universe are controlled by action only. In Ayurveda, both 

aspects of the karman, the philosophical and practically useful in treatment, have been 

accepted. Philosophically action is substratum of all activities and in Ayurveda, the actions of 

drugs in body are known as karman. 

While describing karman Ayurveda says:-

"Sarityoge ca vibhage ca karal}arit dravyamasritam 1 

Karttavyasya kriya karma, karma nanyadape~ate11"3 

As residing in the substance, that which serves as the real cause of conjunction and 

disjunction (of the body elements) is action or karman. Karman is action relating to 

something to be achieved (like the action of drugs). It does not require any other factor for its 

action. Karman can be classified into two types:- iidhyiitmika and laukika. 

1 C.S.Su.- 26114-22 
2 ibid- 26/11 
3 ibid- 1/52 
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Adhyatmika: 

It refers to spirituality. Good social conduct and sadvrtta is related to the spiritual life and 

vice-versa. 

Laukika: 

This is a reference to the daily activities, which is otherwise our routine work. There are 

different types of routine work or karman like sitting, going, running etc. 

The qualities or gu~Jas of a substance can give us the clue to its matter-composition and 

therefore also to its actions. This identification of the nature of a substance by its qualities is 

just a mean to an end for the physician. The end is to know and therefore to regulate - the 

action or karman of the substances on our bodies. The inseparable quality of a substance is 

only a passive pointer to the nature of the substance. But the medical effect of a substance is 

due to the action or function it has because of its inherent matter-composition. 

Thus, karman is the function of a substance inherent in it. It has two forms, called 

conjunction and disjunction which mean the addition and diminution of some particular form 

of body-matter. Making it practical Caraka says that action in the form of curative effort is 

known as karman:-

"Prayatnadi karma ce~titamucyatell" 1 

Besides, of physical and physiological actions, the term is karman is also used in Ayurveda 

for pharmacological actions. The actions of the particular drug are inferred by its actions. 2 

Ayurveda also talks about paficakarma. Paficakarma is the cornerstone to Ayurvedic 

management of disease. Paficakarma is the process which gets to the root cause of the 

problem and corrects the essential balance of' trido~a' in body. Paficakarma is not only good 

for alleviating disease but is also a useful tool in maintaining excellent health. 

1 C.S.Su-1/49 
1 Karmabhistvanumiyante nanadravyasraya~ gu~a~ II- S.S.Su.- 46/514 
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Paiicakarma includes three parts namely:-

1. Piirva Karma (Preparatory Methods): 

It includes: -

• Piicana (Digestion) 

• Snehan (Internal and external oleation) 

• Svedana (Fomentation) 

2. Pradhiina Karma (Main methods): 

It includes: -

• Vamana (Induced Vomiting)1
: 

Vamana is a medicated emesis therapy, which removes kapha toxins collected in the body 

and the respiratory tract. This is given to people with high kapha imbalance. Daily treatment 

involves loosening and mobilizing the toxins in an effort to finally eliminate them. Vamana is 

the procedure to eliminate the waste product (vitiated do~a) through the upper gastro

intestinal track. 

Since vamana is an emesis therapy through which internal oral medicines are 

administered to induce vomiting. This process of purification is done from the roots, i.e. total 

removal of vitiated do~a, so chances of reoccurrence of the disease become remote. This 

treatment is used when there is congestion in the lungs causing repeated attacks of bronchitis, 

cough, cold or asthma. 

• Virecana (Induced Purgation)2 
: 

Virecana is medicated purgation therapy, which removes pitta toxins from the body that are 

accumulated in the liver and gallbladder; it completely cleanses the gastro-intestinal tract. It 

is a safe procedure without side effects. Virecana helps to root out chronic fever, diabetes, 

asthma, skin disorders such as herpes, paraplegia, hemiplegic joint disorders, digestive 

I S.S.Ci.- 33/4-18 
2 ibid- 33/19-42 
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disorders, constipation, hyperacidity, psoriasis, headaches, elephantiasis and gynaecological 

disorders. This karman mainly aims to eliminate do~as that cannot be removed by vamana 

karma such as the kidneys, lungs and sweat glands. 1 

• Basti (Medicated Enema): 

Basti karma is the most powerful of the five main procedures of paficakarma. The literal 

meaning of basti is bladder. Medicated enemas are used for various specific reasons. In 

general, basti treatment is used to promote elimination of the loosened vat a do~ a out through 

the rectum. There are many specific enemas listed in Ayurveda. 

Basti involves introducing medicinal substances such as herbalized oils and other 

herbal decoctions in a liquid medium into the rectum. Basti is especially good for viita 

disorders. It alleviates constipation, distension, chronic fever, the common cold, sexual 

disorders, kidney stones, heart pain, vomiting, backache, neck pain and hyperacidity.2 

• Nasya (Nasal Medicine) : 

It is one of the paficakarmas mentioned in Ayurveda. It is a process by which drug is 

administered through the nostrils. Nose is the gateway of the head. Therefore, systematically 

performed nasya karma cures almost all the diseases of the head easily. It cleanses aJ!d opens 

the channels of the head and improves the oxygenation (priil}a), which has a direct and highly 

beneficial influence on brain functioning. If it is done properly and regularly, it will keep the 

person's eye, nose and ear unimpaired. 

It also prevents the early graying of hair and beard. Nasya karma will prevent the 

falling of hair. This treatment involves the administration of herbalized oils and liquid into 

the nostrils. It is useful for treatment of kapha-oriented problems, of ear, eyes, and nose and 

throat disorders such as migraine, sinusitis, catarrh, and bronchitis. It will ensure growth of 

hair and alleviate diseases like cervical spondilitis, headache, facial paralysis, hemiplegia, 

diseases of nose, frozen shoulder, hemi crania, sinusitis, mental disorders parkinsonism and 

skin complaints. 3 

I C.S.Si. - I 
2 (a.) S.S.Ci.- 35/3-6 

(b.) C.S.Si.- 1/27-28 
3 S.S.Ci. -40/21-57 
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• Rakta Mo~aiJa (Artificial blood-letting): 1 

Blood letting is used to eliminate toxins that are absorbed into the bloodstream through the 

gastrointestinal tract. This process purifies the blood. It is used for disorders such as repeated 

attacks of skin disorders such as rash, eczema, acne, scabies, leucoderma, chronic itching and 

hives. It is also often effective for enlarged liver and spleen, hemochromatosis, and for gout. 

If administered properly, it stimulates the antitoxic substances in the blood stream, thus 

developing the .immune mechanism in the blood system. It is not advisable to administer 

blood letting in cases of anaemia and weakness or to aged and very young persons. Rakta

mo~a is the traditional Ayurvedic method for purification and cleansing ofthe blood. 

3.Pasciita Karma (Post- Therapeutic Measures): 

Pasciita karma is a third and concluding phase of paficakarma. It involves re-establishment 

of the digestive enzymes and the replenishment of the body tissues that have been detoxified. 

If this process is followed by pradhiina karma, the patient experiences an amplified energy 

level, strengthened immune system and increased longevity. Pasciita Karma is further 

divided into two procedures:-

• Sarhsarjana Karma (Specific Dietetics)2
:-

After the treatment patient loses some weight and the digestive power becomes feeble. In 

such conditions, he is advised to follow a special diet and life style about two weeks. 

• Rasiiyana:-

This implies rejuvenating therapy. This process yields excellent results if followed after the 

paiicakarmas. If rejuvenation therapy or rasiiyana is taken without cleaning the body, we 

may not get best results because the effect of the rasiiyana is reduced due to the presence of 

toxins or wastes in the body. 

1 C.S.Su.- 26/18-23 
2 S.S.Ci. - 39/3-20 
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Benefits of rasiiyana therapy: 

Improves physical, mental and moral qualities. 

Prevents old age, restores youthfulness. 

Improves complexion, voice, strengthen, vigour-vitality. 

Increases immunity & longevity. 

Strengthens memory & intelligence. 

Gives happiness to oneself and a life beneficial to others. 

Definition of karman as accepted by Ayurveda is the same as it has been promulgated by 

Vaise~ika philosophy. 1 The Vaise#ka distinguishes five kinds of action.2 

1. UtlcyepalJa (upward movement): 

The action produced by the upward conjunction of the body organs (arm etc.) and disjunction 

from the down-ward objects is called ut!qepm;a. 3 Throwing upwards is the joint production 

of gravity, volition (effort) and conjunction.4 

2.Apak~epa~za (downward movements): 

It is contrary to upward movement or utlqepm;a conjunction with lower level and separation 

from upward level is called aplqepa~J-a. 5 

1 Ekdravyamagul)arh sarhyoga vibhage~vanape~akaral)amiti ca karma la~al)am II- V.Su.- 111117 
2 Utk~epaJ]amaakunchanarh prasaraJ]am gamanamitikarmaJ]i II- ibid 1/l/7 
3 Urdhvadesasarhyogaheturutk~epaJ]am I -T.S. - 63 
4 Gurutvaprayatnasarhyoganamutk~epaJ]a II- V.Su.- 111129 
5 Adhode~asarhyogaheturapak~epal)am I - ibid 
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3.Akuiicana (flexion or abduction): 

The activity that produces centralized or nearer to body, this type of action means activity or 

contraction. 1 For example - When the extended hand is brought toward the body and making 

of the fist is the example of contraction of the finger. 

4.Prasiiral}a (expansion or extention)2
: 

It is contrary to iikuficana karma, the hand of a person is extended towards the distinct place 

from the body. The opening of the fist by expansion of the fingers is the example of this type 

of action. 

5. Gamana (locomation)3
: 

· Where the place and direction of the conjunction and disjunction is not certain is known as 

gamana (going or motion) such as circulation of blood etc. 

Samaviiya according to Ayurveda and Vaiie!jika: 

The procedure of judging a substance from the qualities cannot be at all dependable if the 

relation between the two is accidental, transitory or detachable. Their relation is not always 

so. There are cases in which the relation between the qualities and substances is peculiarly 

inseparable or undetachable. A relation like this is called samviiya. Samviiya or inseparable 

eternal relation is called 'inherence'. It is different from conjunction or samyoga which is a · 

separable and transient relation and is a quality (gu~a). Samaviiya is an independent category 

(padiirtha). 

Ka~iida calls it the relation between cause and effect:-

"Ihedamiti yatal} karyakaral)ayol} sa samavayal}"4 

Prasastapiida defines it as 'the relationship subsisting among things that are inseparable, 

standing to one another in the relation of the container and the contained, and being the basis 

1 Sarirasya sannikf~!asarhyoga heturakuiicanam 1- T.S. - 63 
2 Viprakfa~~sarhyoga hetu prasarai)am I ibid 
3 Anyatsarvarh gamanam - ibid 
4 V.Su.- 7/2/25 
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of the idea, "this is in that". 1 The things related by samaviiya are inseparably connected 

(ayutsiddha). It is 'inseparable relationship'. It is eternal because its production would 

involve infinite regress. It is imperceptible and inferred from the inseparable relation of two 

things. 

The things that are inseparably connected are these: the part and the whole, the quality 

and the substance, the action and the substance, the particular and the universal, the vise~a 

and the eternal substance.2 Samviiya is found in these: - the whole inheres in the parts; a 

quality inheres in its substance; an action inheres in its substance; the universal inheres in the 

individual members of the same class; the particularity (vise~a) inheres in its eternal 

substance. Samaviiya is one and eternal relationship subsisting between two things 

inseparably connected. 

Similarly, Ayurveda says:-

"Samavayal}. aprthagbhaval}. bhiimyadinaril gul}.airmatal}. 1 

Sa nityal}. yatra hi dravyaril na tatraniyato gul}.al}. 11"3 

Thus samaviiya is the inseparable concomitance of substance like prthivf etc., with their 

qualities. This is eternal because where there is matter or substance, its distinctive quality is 

always there. 

This relation is inseparable in character. For example, a whole cannot exist without its 

parts so inseparable concomitance or the relationship which can never be absent. from the 

items related to each other is known as samviiya. 

This relation, inseparableness or samviiya is therefore exceedingly important from 

medical point of view. When such a relation exists between a quality and a substance, the 

former is an unmistakable pointer to the latter. Thus, for example, all sorts of qualities may 

be found associated with a substance. But the physician has got to determine which of these 

are just accidentally associated with the substance and which of these are so inseparably 

Ayutasiddhiiniim iidharyiidhiirabhiitiim ya~ sambandha ihapratyayahetu~ sa samavaya~ 
Samviiyapadiirthaniriipal)a- P.P.B 
2 Yayo~ dyayo~ madhye ekam avinasyad apariisritameviivati~thate tiivayutasiddhau-

- avayaviivayavinau, gul)agul)inau, kriyakriyantau, jativyaktl, vise~anityadravye ceti II- T.S. - 66 
3 C.S.Su. - 1150 
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related to the substance that these are inconceivable without the substance: wherever the 

substance is, there must be these qualities or any case of the presence of these qualities 

without the substance is inconceivable. 

Physician while prescribing the medicines to the patient, keeps in the mind that which 

qualities, permanantly and inseparably will remain in the particular drug, which is being used, 

and what will be the reaction of that drug based on its inseparable qualities. Thus, knowledge 

of samaviiya or permanent relations of drug and their qualities play very important role in 

treatment. 

The knowledge of samavliya also establishes the fact that there are some inseparable 

factors of the body and it is must to preserve them by all means, as the existence of life will 

not be possible in absence of these factors. Such as do~a, dhiitu and mala exist in the body 

inseparably as the life and health can't be imagined without these factors and the absence of 

any of these factors will mean the absence oflife and body. 

The disease and life are temporary conjoined. Some causes create misbalance in 

equilibrium of do~a, dhiitu and mala and when the equilibrium is again established, the 

disease is destroyed. A physician, having the knowledge of samyoga and samaviiya, tries well 

to remove the diseases. 

Abhava according to Ayurveda and Vaise#ka: 

In Vaise~ika and Nytiya philosophy the latter tictiryas included and described abhtiva as the 

seventh padtirtha. 1 

Though Ayurveda did not accept abhtiva as a padtirtha. It accepted only six categories 

and as existence is the primary essentiality of a category, so non-existence cannot be accepted 

as a padtirtha. Besides this, the methods and senses responsible for existing materials are also 

applied for the knowledge of non-existing materials, so the separate category of non

existence is not required and has not been accepted. 

However, being an applied and practical science Ayun:eda has accepted deficiency or 

lack of any element as a cause of disease. There is one another reason that the development of 

I T.S.- 1 
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the body and life depends upon the existing material. The lack of existing material produces 

some disease but again the treatment is done by using existing materials. As for example the 

excessive use of food may produce some disease and these can be cured by upavtisa (by non

taking food etc.) but in both the conditions bhtiva materials are prominent so Caraka has not 

accepted abhtiva as a category. 

We can also find some elements of Nytiya philosophy in Ayurveda. Nytiya is a system 

of logical realism. It is allied to the Vaise~ika philosophy, which is regarded as samtinatantra 

or similar philosophy. VaiSe~ika develops metaphysics; Nytiya develops logic and 

epoistemology. Both accept life as full of sufferings and sorrow and as bondage of soul. Both 

systems accept that bondage is due to ignorance of reality and the liberation is due to right 

knowledge of reality. 

Vaise~ika philosophy takes up the exposition of reality and Nytiya takes up the 

exposition of right knowledge of reality. Nytiya mostly accepts the Vaise~ika metaphysics. 

However, Vaise~ika recognizes seven categories and classifies all reals under them, the 

Nytiya recognizes sixteen categories and includes all these seven categories in one of them 

called prameya. Those sixteen categories are-

"Pramii!za-prameya-smizsaya-prayojana-dr~fiinta-siddhiinta-avayava-tarka-ltir1Jaya-viida 

-jalpa-vita~uJii-hetviibhiisa-chala-jiiti-nigrahasthiiltiiniitiz 

adhigama~z II"~ 

>-Pramii~la 

tattvajtiiiniit nil)seyasa-

Successful activity results when the object is cognised by the 'instrument of valid knowledge' 

(pramtilJa). Knowledge (jiitina), cognition (buddhi), understanding (upalabdhi) and 

apprehension (pratyaya) do not denote different entities.2 All knowledge is revelation or 

manifestation of objects.3 It is in brief, of two kinds - anubhava (experience) and smrti 

(recollection). Experience is also of two folds- ythtirtha anubhava (valid) and ayathtirtha 

anubhava (invalid). Valid experience is that which conforms to the real nature of the object 

1 N.S.- 111/1 
2 (a.) Buddhi~ upalabdhi~ jfianam iti anarthantaram 1- ibid- 111/15 

(h.) Buddhirupalabdhiijiianam pratyaya ityiidibhi~ paryayasabdairyadabhidhlyate sa buddhi~ II- T.B.- 120 (a) 
3 Arthaprakiiso vii buddhi~ 1 - ibid 
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apprehended and valid instruments of cognition such as perception cause it. 1 Invalid 

perception is that which does not conform to the real knowledge of the object apprehended 

and invalid instruments of cognition cause it.2 It is also of three kinds: - doubt (sarhiaya), 

ratiocination (tarka) and misapprehension (viparyya). 

This valid knowledge is called pramii i.e. an apprehension that accords with the true 

character of the object or thing apprehended. 3 The word ythiirtha was used to avoid all those 

invalid experiences such as sarhsaya (doubt), viparyaya (misapprehension) and tarka 

(hypothetical apprehension). The word anubhava or experience is used to exclude smrti or 

remembrance. Remembrance is also invalid knowledge, as it is not presentative but 

representative. The word pramii'l}a is derived by adding the suffix lyuf in the instrumental 

(kara'l}a) to the root mii, with prefix pra (pra+mii+lyuf). The root mii, with prefix pra i.e. 

pramii means to know rightly. The suffix lyuf, being in the instrumental, pramii'l}a means the 

instrument by which something is rightly known.4 Nyiiya talks about four types of pramii i.e. 

pratyalqa, anumiti, upamiti and siibda. Therefore, there are four types of pramli1Ja5
: -

pratyalqa, anumiina, upamiina and sabda. 

Similarly, Ayurveda talks about buddhi (intellect). The intellect produces decisive 

knowledge by which one proceeds to speak or to do something with full knowledge.6 

Perceptive faculty of living beings shapes itself depending upon contact, it has with the 

various sense faculties. Intellect consists of thinking, restrain and memory. When intellect 

consisting of these three works well, the person remains healthy otherwise intellectual error 

occurs which gave rise to aggravation of do~as and consequent disorders. 7 According to 

Caraka memory is nothing but the remembrance of things directly perceived, ~heard or 

experienced earlier.8 Caraka describes eight factors to bring about a good memory.9 

1 Tatra yathartha~ avisamvadi 1 sa ca pratya~adibhi~ pramiiQ.aiijanyate II - T.B.- 120 (b) 
2 Ayathiirtha arthavyabhican, apramaQ.ajanya 1- ibid- 120 (c) 
3 Yatharthanubhavai) prama I - ibid - 5 
4 Pramiyate anena 1- N.S.B. on N.S.- 1/113 

PramakaraQ.aril pramaQ.am 1- T.B.- 4 
5(a.) N.S. - 11113 

(b) Pratyak~anumanopamanasabd~ pramiiQ.ani iti 1- T.B. -19 
6 Jayate vi~aye tatra ya buddhirniscayatmika 1 

Vyavasyati taya vaktum karttmh vii buddhipiirvakam.l!- C.S.Sa. -.1/23 
7 ibid- 11102 
8 Dr~!srutanubhiitanam smaraQ.iit smrtirucyate 1- ibid- 11149 
9 ibid- 1/148-149 
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In Ayurveda alike to Nyiiya darsana pramiiiJa is used for acquiring pramii (right 

knowledge). According to Cakrapii1Ji parilcyii word is used for pramiil}a and it has the simiar 

meaning as pramii1Ja. 1 Parilcyii means which, examines the nature of an object or determines 

the nature of an object. According to GaTigiidhara, the famous commentator of Caraka, 

uplabdhi, jfiiina, siidhana, parf/cyii, pramiiiJa etc. are synonyms? 

Knowledge of the symptoms of disease is possible through the pramiil}as only as 

treatment is given according to the symptoms of the diseases. The object of parf/cyii or 

examination is pratipatti i.e. to decide the course of action. 'Pratipatti' is the knowledge of 

treatment with which the disorder is to be affected.3 Thus, first a physician should examine 

the symptoms of a patient and then give the treatment. After examining the entire situation 

from all aspects as far as possible, one should make effort to ascertain the nature of the 

disorder and thereafter for management of the case.4 

For this purpose, Ayurveda accepts the means of examination. However, there are so • 

many views about the number of the means and their nature. Caraka accepts three means of 

examination in C.S. 's vimiinasthiina5 but in sutrasthiina he talks about four means accepting 

yukti as fourth one.6 Somewhere he accepts upamiina (analogy) as fourth one.7 Susruta also 

accepts four means. 8 

Pratyak~ a Pramii1Ja 

Nyiiya darsana described the characteristic features ofpratyalcya as follows:-

"Indriya-artha-sannikar~a-utpannam jfianam avyapadesam 

A vyabhicari vyavasayatmakam pratya~am"9 

1 Pan~yate vyavasthapyate vastusvariipamanayeti pan~apramfu).ani 11- Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 11/17 
2 Upa1abdhisiidhanam jiianam pan~apramiil)amityanarthantararil samiikhyanirvacanasamarthyat 1 
Pan~yate yatha buddhaya sa pan~asadhanam pan~a II Gd.Ct. on C.S.Su. - 11/17 

3 Pan~ayastu khalu prayojanaril pratipattijiianam I Pratipattirnama yo 
Vikaro yatha pratipattavyastasya tatha anu~!hiinajiianam 11- C.S.Vi.- 8/132 

4 ibid- 4/10 
5 Trividham khalu rogavise~avijiianaril bhavati tadyatha aptopadesa~ pratya~amanumanaiiceti II- ibid - 4/3 
6 Caturvidha pan1<~a aptopadeS~ pratya~amanumanaril yuktisceti II- C.S.Su.- 11/17 
7 C.S.Vi.- 8/33 
8 Tasyailgavaramadya pratyak~agamanumanopamanairaviruddhamucyamanamupadharaya II- S.S.Su.- 1/24 
9 N.S.- 1/1/4 
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Perception is the knowledge resulting from the contact of sense-object, which is non

defective, invariably relat.ed to the object and determinative. It results when the self comes in 

contact wtth mind, the mind with the sense-organs and the sense-organs with the object. l 

Thus, the instrument, which gives direct valid cognition, is called perception. The direct valid 

cognition arises through the sense-organs.2 

Ayurveda also gives its definition :-

"Atmendriyamanal]. arthanaril sannikar~at pravartate I 

Vyakta tadatve ya buddhil]. pratya~arii sa nirucyate 11"3 

The knowledge, which arises by the contact of self, sense-organs, mind and sense-objects, is 

explicit and only limited to the present is known as perception. Perception is that which is 

acquired with the sense-organs and mind directly.4 Thus, perception is the knowledge, which 

is directly received by the self and the sense-organs. Self-perceived are pleasure, pain, desire, 

aversion etc., while sound etc. are perceived by the sense-organs. 5 If these instruments of 

perception either are absent or impeded, there will be no perception. Their contact with the 

empirical self results in action, sensation and understanding.6 This Ayurvedic concept ts 

similar to Nyaya doctrine. 

Nyiiya classifies it in two types i.e. determinate and indeterminate. Indeterminate 

knowledge is the knowledge which, visualizes the object as 'this is something' without any 

idea of its any quality making the object definite. After indeterminate knowledge, determinate 

knowledge arises and it visualizes the object observed as something with some definite 

qualities. 7 

According to Ayurveda there are two types of perception i.e. iibhyiintara (internal) and 

biihya (external). Pleasure, pain, desire, aversion etc. are perceived by mind and it is internal 

perception whereas sound etc. are perceived by the sense-organs and it is external 

1 N.S.B. on N.S. - 1/1/4 
2 Sa~atkari pramiikaraQaril pratyak~aril 1 siik~iitkiiriQI ca prama saivocyate yendriyaja II- T.B. - 20 
3 C.S.Su.- 11/20 
4 Pratya~aril tu khalu tadyat svayamindriyairmanasii copalabhyate.ll- C.S.Vi.- 4/4 
5 ibid -8/39 
6 C.S.Sa. - 1/54-57 
7 T.B.- 20 
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perception. 1 Caraka again divides the external perception in five types i.e. calqurbuddhi 

(visual), sparsana buddhi (tactile), srotaja buddhi (auditory), rasanaja buddhi (gustatory) 

and ghriit;aja buddhi (olfactory). 2 

According to C.S., the sense-organs are developed from pafica-mahiibhutas and they 

are accepted to be bhautika for the practical reasons being useful in treatment. 3 This approach 

is similar to Nyiiya darsana.4 There are three types of sense-organs:-

a. Five sense-organs {jfiiinendriya) 

b. Five motor-organs (karmendriya) 

c. One ubhayendriya i.e. manas 

• Five Sense-organs: The sense-organs are five in number viz. calqurindriya (visual), 

srotrendriya (auditory), gharii!Jendriya (olfactory), rasanendriya (gustatory) and 

sparsanendriya (tactile).5 Sense faculties cannot be perceived through indriyas but 

they are inferred through their actions6 as each faculty resides at a special place in the 

body. Eyes, ears, nostrils, tongue and skin are the locations of the sense-organs. 7 Such 

as visual faculty resides at two eyes and perceives rupa. These are composed of 

pafica mahiibhutas i.e. iikiisa, viiyu, tejas, ap, prthivf. 8 Sound, touch, vision, taste and 

smell are the five sense objects.9 Nyiiya darsana also accepts these sense-organs. 10 

• Five Motor-organs: They are also five in number viz. hasta (hands), piida (legs), 

payu (anus), upastha (genital organs) and viik (speech). 11 

I C.S.Vi.- 8/39 
2 Paficendriya buddhaya~ ca~urbuddhylidikli~ .... 1- C.S.Su.- 8112 
3 (a.) C.S.Sa.- 1124, 66 
4 Indriylil_li bhiitebhya~- N.S.- 111112 
5 (a.) S.S.Sa.- 116 

(b.) C.S.Su.- 8/8 
6 (a.) C.S.Sa.- 1/24 

(b.) C.S.Su.- 8/14 
7 ibid- 8/10 
8 ibid- 8/9, 14 
9 ibid- 8/11 
10 T. B.- 80 (b) 
11 (a.) C.S.Sa.- 1/25-26 
(b.) S.S.Sa.- 1/6 
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• Ubhayendriya - Dual (Sensory and Motor) Organ: Manas is known as 

ubhayendriya when it associates withjfiiinendriyas, it perceives knowledge. When it 

associates with karmendriyas, it helps to perform their respective activities. 1 

However, Ayurveda accepts various types of the methods of knowledge, the superiority of 

pratya!cya remains unchallenged. Caraka provides a list of various items which can be known 

directly by application of pratya!cya pramii1Ja.2 Signs and symptoms regarding normal and 

abnormal complexion, voice, smell, taste, touch are perceived by it only. It is the most 

· important method of observation in medical field. Thus, the organs, objects of organs are 

prameyas for Ayurveda as without knowing them a physician cannot give right treatment to a 

patient. 

Anumiina Pramiil:za: 

The second type of knowledge is anumiti or inferential or rational and its mean is called 

anumiina or inference. It is mediate or indirect knowledge and arises through a 'mark', the 

'middle term' (lbiga or hetu) which is invariably connected with the 'major term' (siidhya). It 

is knowledge (mana) which arises after (anu) other knowledge. Invariable concomitance 

(vyiipti or aviniibhiivaniyama) is the nerve of inference. The invariable association of middle 

term with the major term is called vyiipti. Liliga or hetu involves relating a subject under 

consideration (palcya or minor term) with the major term, through the relation of invariable 

concomitance ( vyiipti). The presence of the middle term in the minor term is called 

palcyadharmatii. The knowledge of palcyadharmatii as qualified by vyiipti is called 

pariimarsa. And inference is defined as knowledge arising through pariimarsa i.e. knowledge 

of the presence of the major in the minor through the middle which resides in the minor and 

is invariably associated with the major.3 

1 C.S.Su.- 8/7 
2 C.S.Vi.- 417 
3 LiilgapariimarSa~ anumiinam I yena hyanumiyate tadanumanain II - T.B. - 34 
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Inference is used extensively in Ayurveda. Caraka1 and Susruta2 have accepted 

inference as the method of knowledge. Caraka describes that inference is always preceded by 

perception. 3 It is based on argument accompanied by reasoning. 4 Such as one can infer agni 

(digestive power) from the power of digestion, strength from the capacity to perform· and 

auditory sense-organs etc., from the perception of sound etc. 

Inference is of two kinds according to Nyiiya; sviirtha (for one's own self) and pariirtha 

(for the sake of another).5 The former is that which convinces one in his own mind. When 

someone, after inferring for him, puts forth a five membered syllogism to carry conviction to 

another, that inference is called pariirtha. The five members are-6 

• Proposition (Pratijfiii) - the mountain is firey. 

• Ascription of reason (Hetu) -because of smoke. 

• An illustrative instance to represent a universal proposition (UdiiharalJa) - such as 

kitchen. 

• Application to the issue on hand (Upanaya)- the mountain has smoke as distinguished 

by invariable concomitance with fire. 

• Conclusion (Nigamana)- the mountain is firey because of smokiness . 

. Ayurveda also talks about these five membered syllogism but as debate terms:-

• Pratijfiii: It is the statement of what is to be proved.7 

• Hetu: It is the cause ofknowledge.8 

• Dr~fiinta: It arouses understanding.9 

• Upanaya: It is correlation. 10 

1 (a.) C.S.Vi.- 4/4 
(b.) C.S.Su.- 11/21-22 

2 S.S.Su. - 1124 
3 Pratyak~apiirve trividharh trikalarh canumiyate 11- C.S.Su.- 11/21 
4 Anumanarh nama tarko yuktyapek~ya~, yatha agnil) jararyasktya, balarh vyayama saktya, srotradini 
sabdadigraharyenetyevamiti II- C.S.Vi.- 4/4 
5 T.B.- 40 
6 ibid- 41 
7 Atha pratijfia- pratijfia nama sadhyavacanaml- C.S.Vi.- 8/30 
8 Hetumamopa1abdhikaral)am I - ibid- 8/33 
9 ibid- 8/34 
10 ibid- 8/31,35 
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• Nigamana: It is conclusion.1 

Three further divisions were made in latter by Nyiiya system2
!-

a. Purva-vat i.e. reasoning from cause to effect 

b.Se~a-vat i.e. reasoning from effect to cause 

c. Siimiinyato-dHfa i.e. reasoning based on common characteristics that are observed 

Ayurveda also divides it in three folds3
:-

• From present effect to past cause: It refers to past time action for example 

deducing sexual congress from the fact of pregnancy. 

• From the present cause to future effect: For example deducing from the seed 

with facilitating factors the fruit, which is yet to appear. 

• From a seen effect to the unseen cause: For example deducing from smoke the 

concealed fire. 

This bears some correspondence with the three fold inference given in the standard Nyiiya

texts : pilrva-vat, se~a-vat and siimiinyato-dr~fa. 

Inference plays an important role in medicine. Caraka emphasizes that the scope of 

perception is limited while that of the imperceptible is large which is known by scriptures, 

inference and reasoning. Moreover, the sense-organs, which are instruments of perception, 

are themselves imperceptible.4 Even existing forms cannot be known by perception due to 

various factors such as excessive nearness, too much distance, covering, inability of sense

organs, instability of mind, mixing up with similar objects, over-shadowing and excessive 

minuteness.5 Caraka provides a list of various factors to be observed by inference.6 

I C.S.Vi.- 8/31,35 
2 N.S.- 111/5 
3 Pratyalq;apiirve trividham trikalam canumlyate I 

Vahninirgii<;lho dhiimena garbhadar$anat II 
Evarn vyavasyantyatltam bijat phalamanagatam 1 

Dr~!va bljat phalam jatamihaiva sadrsam budha~ II- C.S.Su.- 11/21-22 
4 ibid- 11/7 
5 ibid- 11/8 
6 C.S.Vi.- 4/8 
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Thus, inference is very important in Ayurveda to diagnose and to start a treatment based 

on it. This is means of knowledge as well as object ofknowledge as without knowing about it 

a physician cannot work as perception has some limitations. 

Sabda PramiiQa (Verbal Testimony): 

Though all the other philosophical systems gave first place to pratya~a pramii!la, Ayurveda 

has given place to sabda pramii!la or iiptopadesa as it plays an important role than other 

pramii!las. Ayurveda establishes that first of all the disease should be examined and 

diagnosed with the help of the three types of means of knowledge to attain the determinate 

and undefective knowledge. Among these collective means, first of all one should attain the 

scriptural knowledge by iiptopadesa and later on examine the patients and disease with 

perception and inference. 1 A disease can be diagnosed correctly only by a person who is well 

equipped with the knowledge of the signs and symptoms of that particular disease, described 

in scriptures. 2 

According to Nyiiya, verbal testimony is a communication from a trustworthy person. 3 

Tarka-bhii~ii also accepts that the utterance of a trust worthy person constitutes verbal 

testimony.4 Apta is one who speaks about a thing as it really is and viikya is a collection of 

words, which have three characteristics at the same time: iikiin~ii (verbal expectancy), 

yogyatii (congruity) and sannidhi (proximity). 

According to Ayurveda, also iiptopadesa is the statement of iipta. Aptas are those who 

possess knowledge devoid of any doubt, indirect and partial acquisition, attachment and 

aversion. The statement of persons endowed with such merits is testimony.5 Describing the 

iipta or authoritative persons, Caraka emphasizes, those who are free from rajas and tamas 

and endowed with strength of penance and knowledge, and whose knowledge is defectless, 

always uncontradicted and true universally in past, present and future, are known as iiptas 

(who has acquired all the knowledge). These persons are known as si~!a (expert in the 

I C.S.Vi. -4/5 
2 ibid- 4/6 
3 Apta-upadesa~ sabda~ 1- N.S.- 111/7 
4 Aptavakyarh sabdaJ:ll - T.B. -59 
5 Tatra aptopadeso namaptavacanam I 

Apta hyavitarkasmrtivibhiigavido ni~prityupatiipa darsinasca 1 

Te~amevarh gu~ayogadyavacanarh tat prama~am 11- C.S.Vi.- 4/4 
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discipline) and vibuddha (enlightened). Their words are free from doubt and are true because 

being devoid of rajas and tamas they always speak truth. 1 

• Types of Aptopadesa: 

It is of two kinds2
:-

a.Alaukika or Vaidika (Divine): 

Authoriative scripture is veda. 3 

b.Laukika: 

Any other scriptural material in agreement with the vedas which is enunciated by the experts, 

approved by gentlemen and initiated with a view to bring the happiness to the humankind.4 

Caraka defines Sabda as the combination of van:zas (syllables or letters). They are of four 

types5
:-

• Dr~!iirtha: It pertains to observed facts. For example, the three fold reasons for 

aggravation of the do~as, six fold therapeutic measures to bring the do~as to 

normalcy, and the fact that sensations like sound can be apprehended only when the 

auditory apparatus like the ear are present. 

• AdHfiirtha: It doesn't pertain to observed facts such as the possibility of life after 

death and emancipation after mundane bonds. 

• Satya: It pertains to things as they are. These are factual words. Such as the- fact that 

curable diseases can be cured by standard medical treatments and the treatments, do 

have their effects. 

• Anrta: It does not pertain thing as they are. These are false words viz. contrary to the 

nature of things. 

1 C.S.Su.- 11/18-19 
2 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 11/27 
3 Tatraptagamastavadveda~ II - C.S.Su. - 11/27 
4 ibid- 11127 
5 Sadbo nama vall)a smamnaya~. sa caturvidha~-

DpHiirthasca, adr~!iirthasca, satyasca, anrtasceti 1- C.S.Vi.- 8/38 
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Different Aspects of the Examination through Aptopadesa1 

1. Aggravating factors like unctuous substance. 

2. Involvement of source of do~as 

3. Mode of manifestation of disease 

4. Nature of disease like seriousness and acuteness of the disease 

5.Location etc. ofthe organs ofthe body and mind 

6.Pain 

?.Symptoms 

8. Complication 

9.Association with sense-objects 

10. Association with aggravation, maintenance and abatement 

11. Prognosis 

12. Names 

13. Accompanying factors 

14. Prescription and prohibition in the treatment 

Thus, it plays a very important role in the development of scientific knowledge and probably 

due to this important factor, aptopadeia has been described on the first place, in the list when 

the resources of the valid knowledge are described. Therefore, the scriptural knowledge is 

prameya as without this knowledge, a physician will not be able to ascertain the nature of 

disease and without ascertaining it, he will not be able t~ give treatment according the 

disease. 

Upamiina Pramii~za 

Knowledge through comparison is that which is gained by the similarity of one thing to a 

known thing. For example an urban man who does not know what the word 'gavaya' 

denotes, hears from a forester that it is an animal similar to cow. If he sees some animal 

similar to cow, he recollects the words of the forester and gains the knowledge that the 

animal is called gavaya which is similar to cow. This knowledge is mean of cognition called 

1 C.S.Vi. -4/6 
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upamiti, which is the grasp of the relation between the word 'gavaya' and the thing denoted 

by it. This mean of knowledge is called upamiina. 1 

Caraka, though not describes it in the list of various source of knowledge, it accepts it 

as an important factor for debaters.2 Exposition based on the similarity of one with the other 

is aupamya or analogy, for example the disease 'dm;u;laka' (a disease characterized by the 

rigidity of the muscles of the body) is explained as similar to darpja. In this analogy, a stick is 

well known to people, so when it is explained that the disease 'dmpjaka' is similar to staff in 

symptoms, even a nonprofessional would be able to identify the disease, when anybody 

suffers from it. In the same process the disease 'dhanul:zstambha (tetanus)' is recognized with 

its similarity to dhanu~a and a good physician to a successful archer. 3 

In diagnosis, it plays an important role. Some of the names of the diseases are based on 

some special features and they are recognized with a comparative phenomenon. To get the 

knowledge through comparison one should know upamiina, so it is prameya also for 

Ayurveda. 

Yukti Pramiil)a 

Recognition of yukti as a source of valid knowledge is the peculiarity of Ayurveda as only 

C.S. has described it as the source of the examination of true or untrue.4 Yukti is uncommon 

in other scriptures. Caraka has used this term in a wide reference and has described that 

wisdom which perceives objects as the result of the combination of multiple causative factors 

is called yukti. Through yukti, a person can attain the valid knowledge of the objects in past, 
-· 

present and future. Yukti helps in the fulfilment of the three puru~iirtha of human life, i.e. 

dharma, artha and kiima. 5 

Yukti helps in determining an event or effect related to vanous causative factors 

responsible thereof. Caraka further clarified the yukti as pramiif}a by giving an example. If 

the land is properly irrigated, ploughed and seeded, in proper season, crops are grown. Crops 

1 (a.) N.S. -1/1/6 
(b.) T.B. -58 

2 C.S.Vi.- 8/42 
3 (a.) ibid 

(b.) C.S.Su.- 10/5 
4 ibid- 11117 
5 Buddhi~ pasyati yii bhaviin bahukiirai:~ayogajiin 
yukti~ trikiilii sa jneyii trivarga~ siidhyate yayii 11- ibid 11/24 
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cannot grow in the absence of any of the above factors. Crops grow only in combination of 

the above four factors. Basing on this, one can imagine or think reasonably. The crop grows 

with the combination of the above said factors, similarly garbha (embryo) is formed with the 

combination of six dhlitus viz. pafica-mahabhutas and litman. Keeping this in view it is 

imagined or thought reasonably, that the multiple factors like four fold type of treatment 

would alleviate the diseases. This is based on yukti pramlil}a. 1 

Various commentators of C.S. especially Cakraplil}idutta, Yogindranath Sen 

(Carakopaskiira) and Aclirya Gaiigadhara are of the view, that yukti pramlil}a is not an 

independent source of knowledge, it is only a helping material of inference. They have 

quoted C.S.Vi. in their support and concluded as 'yukti' is not an independent source of 

knowledge.2 

The means use for the positive health as well as for the treatment of the diseases are 

examined throughyukti (reasoning) and if they are found advantageous, then only used. Yukti 

is also prameya for Ayurveda as to have knowledge through yukti one should know the 

causative factors. 

~ Prameya 

Nyliya accepts twelve objects of valid cognition3
:-

a. litman = the self or soul b. sarfra = body 

c. indriya = sense-organs d. artha = objects 

e. buddhi = knowledge f. manas = mind 

g. pravrtti = action h. do~a = defect 

1 Jalakr~aQabijartusaihyogat sasyasambhava~ I 
Yukti~ ~a<;JdhatusarilyogadgarbhiiQiiril sarilbhavastathii II 
Mathyamanthanamanthanasarilyogadagnisarilbhava~ 1 

Yuktiyukta catu~padasarilpadvyadhinibarhaQI 11- C.S.Su.- 11/23-24 
2 (a.) Vastutastu yuktima pramlil)antaram I 

Vyaptiliipa hi sa anumanaril karoti II Ct. by Y.N.Sen on C.S.Su.- 11/25 
(b.) Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 11125 

3 (a.) N.S. 1/1/9 
(b.) T.B. - 77 
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i. pretya-bhiiva = re-birth j. phala =result 

k. dt!l;kha = misery 1. apavarga =salvation 

a.Atman: 

Atman or soul, according to Nyliya, is that which possesses soulness. It is distinct from body, 

sense-organs etc; also different in each body, eternal and omnipresent. It is the object of 

perception by mind. 1 It can be inferred by the presence of special qualities as knowledge etc. 

N.S. mentions the probantia for the inference of self viz. desire (icchii), aversion (dve~a), 

motivation (prayatna), pleasure (sukha), suffering (dul}kha) and knowledge (jfiiina)? 

Knowledge etc. are verily qualities, because they are capable of being cognised by a 

single sense organ only, like colour. These are not the qualities of five elements (earth, water 

etc.) as these qualities are perceived by mind. They are also not the qualities subsisting in 

space/ location, time and mind due to being special qualities. Therefore, some substance other 

than these eight (earth etc.) should be postulated as the substratum ofknowledge etc. and that 

is self. It is the knower of everything (i.e. knowledge, pain, pleasure, etc.), the enjoyer of 

everything, omniscient and the perceiver. 3 

Ayurveda also accepts self and it is already discussed in this chapter. 

b. Sanra (Body) : 

According to Nyiiya, the receptacle situated within which the self enjoys its experiences, is 

the body:-

"Tasya bhogayatanaril sariram"4 

Here bhoga means experience of pleasure or pain etc. The self enjoys such experiences only 

when it is limited by some receptacle and that is body or body can be defined as the 

substratum of action. Action here is not mere motion, but means such activity that is 

1 Tatratmatvasamanyavanatma 1 sa ca dehendriyadivyatirikta}:l II - T.B.- 78 (a) 
2 Iccha-dve~a-prayatna-sukha-du}:lkha-jiianani atmano liilgam- N.S.- 1/1/10 
3 N.S.B.- 111/9 
4 T.B.- 79 
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conducive to gain the desirable and to discard the undesirable. Body is the substratum of 

ce~!ii (action), indriya (senses), artha (pleasure and suffering). 1 

In Ayurveda body is described from medical p'oint of view. The body is foundation for 

consciousness, the abode of experience for the self and a conglomeration of the five primary 

forms of matter and their modifications? The commingling of semen . and ovum in the 

mother's womb is regarded as the efficient cause for the human body. It is in the womb that 

the eight fold pra/q"ti and the sixteen modifications are 'possessed', ridden or made 

interdependent by the self. The five primary forms of matter help the foetus grow: 'iikiisa' 

provides space for change and grow, 'air' helps the structuring of the physical mass into 

·parts; 'fire' helps metabolism; 'water' helps to moistening the mass and 'earth' stabilizes the 

organization and provides firmness and form to the mass. 

When the foetus, in this manner, develops all its organs, limbs, constituents and 

byproducts, it is called the 'human body (sarfra)'. It has six main parts (atiga), four 

extremities (siikhiis, 2 upper arms and lower two legs), the middle portion (madhya) and the 

head (sira). The different members of the body or limbs are called 'pratya~igas', like the 

head, the belly, the back, the naval, the forehead, the nose, nerves, arteries, bones, musceles, 

tissues, ligaments and so on.3 It is the location of disorders as well as pleasures.4 

c. Indriya (Sense-organ): 

That which forms part of the body, which is instrument of cognition and which is not 

perceptible by sense-organs, constitutes indriya or sense organ. 5 These are six in numbers viz. 

olfactory, the gustatory, the visual, the cutaneous and the auditory and mind.6 

According to N.S., they are five in numbers. It does not count mind here as a sense 

organ.7 The general rule is that the sense organ apprehends any quality out of the five, colour, 

taste, smell, touch and sound, is possessed of that quality. Such as visual organ apprehends 

I N.S.- 111/11 
2 Sanrarh nama cetanadhi~!hiinabhiitaril paficamahabhiitavikarasamudayatmakaril samayogavahi 1- C.S.Sa.- 6/4 
3 (a.) S.S.Sa.- 5/3 

(b.) C.S.Sa. -7 
4 C.S.Su. - 1155 
5 Sartrasarhyuktarh jfianakarai:lamatindriyarh 'indriyam' 11- T.B.- 80 (a) 
6 Tani cendriyai:ll ~a! ghrai:la rasana ca~u~ tvak sotra manaihsiti 11- ibid- 80 (b) 
7 N.S.- 111112 
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colour and so possesses colour. Ayurveda also accepts indriya. It has been discussed earlier in 

the same chapter. 

d. Artha (Object): 

Objects are six categories; dravya (substance), gu~a (quality), karman (action), siimiinya 

(generality), vise~a (speciality) and samaviiya (inherence). 1 Their notion is similar to 

Vaise~ika system as both are sister-systems. Similarly, Ayurveda accepts these six categories 

and it has been already discussed in this chapter. All these six categories are very useful in 

Ayurveda from medicinal point of view. 

e. Buddhi (Knowledge): 

It has been narrated from Nyiiya system's point of view as well as Ayurveda's point of view 

while discussingpramii~w in the same chapter. 

f. Manas (Mind): 

Mind is the substance, which has the generality mind-ness. It is atomic (in size) and is always 

connected with the self. It is an internal sense-organ and is the instrument for the cognition of 

pleasure, pain etc., also eternal. Through the contact with it, the sense-organs produce the 

cognition of objects and therefore mind is general cause for all cognitions. It is not 

perceptible but only inferrable.2 The absence of the occurrence of simultaneous cognitions is 

a probans for the inference of mind.3 Ayurveda also talks about manas, which has been 

discussed while discussing dravyas from Ayurveda's point of view. 

g. Pravrtti (Activity): 

Nyaya system tells that pravrtti or activity constitutes the basis for all things going on in the 

world. Activity consists in performing such as sacrifices etc., which ultimately lead to merit 

or demerit.4 It is the conation, which is through speech, mind and body.5 

I T.B.- 81 
2 T.B. - 80 (g), 95 
3 Yugapatjiiiinanupatti!) manasa!) lingam 1- N.S.- 111116 
4 Pravrttirdharmadharmamayf yagadikriya 1 tasyajagadvyavaharasadhakatvat 11- T.B.- 122 
5 Pravrtti!) vak-buddhi-sarlra-arambha!) 1- N.S. 1/1/17 
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Ayurveda also admits this element. According to it, pravrtti is the effort for the action. 

This is also known as kriyii, karma, yatna, kiiryasamiirambha. 1 

h. Do~a (Defects): 

According to Nyiiya system defects are attachment, aversiOn and ignorance. Attachment 

constitUtes desire, aversion, anger and ignorance false apprehension. 2 Whereas, according to 

Ayurveda, viita, pitta and kapha these three elements become do~a when they lose their 

equilibrium in the body. These three are bodily do~as whereas rajas and tamas are the mental 

ones.3 

1. Pretyabhiiva (Rebirth): 

Nyiiya says that it means being born again. It is having a fresh origin and consists in the soul 

getting into another body after leaving the present one.4 Ayurveda also talks about rebirth but 

it says that it is doubtful whether there is rebirth or not?5 

j. Phala (Result): 

According to Nyiiya result is the object produced by motivation and evil. Result means 

enjoyment, i.e. experience of pleasure and pain. Action leads to either pleasure or pain. 6 

Ayurveda accepts kiiryaphala and it also admits it alike to Nyiiya i.e. result of the act is 

attainment of happiness. 7 

1 
Pravrttistu khalu ce~!a karyarthal:I saiva kriya karma yatnal:I karyasamarambhasca 11- C.S. Vi. - 8177 

2 Do~a ragadve~amohal:I II- T.B. -123 
3 

Vayul:I pittarh kaphascoktal:I sanro do~asarhgrahal:I I manasai:I punarudi~!O rajasca tama eva ca II - C.S.Su. - l/57 
4 

(a.) Punarutpattil:I pretyabhavai:I I sa catmanal:I piirvadehanivrttau apiirvadehasamghatallibhal:I 1- T.B.- 124 
(b.) N.S. l/1/19 

5 C.S.Su.- 11/6-7 
6 (a.) Pravrtti-do~a-janital:l arthal:I phalam II- N.S.- 1/1/20 

(b.) Phalarh bhogal:l, sukhadul:lkhanubhaval:l 1- T.B.- 125 
7 Karyaphalarh sukhavaptil) 1- C.S.Vi.- 8/90 
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k. Dul.zkha (Pain): 

Nyiiya says that pain is suffering and it is undesirable for a11. 1 According to S.S., diseases are 

termed due to conjunction of duJ:zkha or pain or misery? The discomfort of body, speech and 

mind is called disease and it can be divided in three types: -iidhyiitmika, iidhibhautika, 

iidhidaivika. 3 

1. Apavarga (Liberation or Salvation): 

Liberation, which is absolute deliverance from sufferings and therefore from taking birth.4 

Ayurveda emphasizes on the means of elimination of physical, mental, superhuman and 

extrinsic pains to maintain the health. Health is a mean; it is not the end or goal. Health is the 

supreme foundation of dharma, artha, klima and molqa5 Ayurveda regards it as 'molqe 

nivrttirniSe~iil:z' means all sensation as pain, pleasure etc. cease to exist in the state of mo/qa. 6 

Nyiiya system admits these twelve as prameyas or objects of knowledge. Ayurveda also 

talks about these objects. Body, self, mind, sense-organs, objects are very important for 

Ayurveda. As mind, self and body- these three make a tripod of life, sustaining the 

phenomenal world. This indeed is sentient puru~a, the subject matter of medicine. 7 This body 

is abode of all types of activities, defects, pain, pleasure, result etc. 8 Thus, these objects are 

also significant for Ayurveda as its entire theory is based on the above-mentioned concept. 

Therefore, these objects are of great magnitude for Ayurveda from metaphysical point of 

view. 

~ Sa~hsaya (Doubt) 

According to Nyiiya system doubt is the contradictory apprehension about the same object9 or 

when in the same object there arises the apprehension of two or more conflicting notions, that 

1 (a.) PI<;Ia duJ:ikharil sarvatmanaril pratikiilavedaniyam 11- T.B.- Ill (c) 
(b.) N.S.- 1/1/21 

2 Tad duJ:ikha sarilyogad vyadhayaJ:i ucyante 1- S.S.Su- 1/31 
3 TadduJ:ikham trividham adhyatmikam, adhibhautikam, adhidaivikamiti I- ibid - 24/4 
4 (a.) N.S.- 1/1/22 

(b.) N.S.B. on ibid 
5 C.S.Su.- 1/15 
6 C.S.Sa.- 11137 
7 C.S.Su.- 1/46-47 
8 ibid- l/55 
9 N.S.- 1/1/23 
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becomes doubt, 1 which depends upon the remembrance of the unique characteristic of each. 

Such as, it is a pillar or man. 

Ayurveda also talks about doubt when it discusses the means of learning for medical 

science. There are. three means of learning:-method of study, method of teaching and 

seminars & symposia of experts. In seminars, debates are also held and there are 44 terms for 

debate. These terms are worth knowing for acquaintance of the course of discussion among 

physicians.2 Sarhsaya is also one of these terms and it means the state of indecision about the 

concerned entity. 3 Thus, for a physician it is important that he should have clear knowledge 

about any entity or subject. 

~ Prayojana 

Nyiiya says that prayojana is that for which the actions are initiated.4 It is s1m1ar to 

Ayurveda's doctrine.5 In Ayurveda, it is also one of the debate terms. 

~ Dr~!iinta (Instance) 

Instance, according to Nyiiya system, is an object in respect of which the notions of the 

layman as well as experts are not in conflict.6 Similarly, in Ayun,eda this term of debate 

arouses understanding in the fools and the learned alike. 7 

~ Siddhiinta (Doctrine) 

According to Nyiiya philosophy proved doctrine means an established and . accepted 

conclusion on any topic. It is either established on the basis of a branch oflearning (§astra) or 

establishment on the basis of another proved thesis or establishment on the basis of a 
. . 8 tentative assumption. 

1 T.B.- 128 (a) 
2 C.S.Vi.- 8/27 
3 ibid- 8/43 
4 (a.) N.S. - 1/1124 

(b.) T.B. - 129 
5 C.S.Vi.- 8/44 
6 (a.) N.S.- l/l/25 

(b.) T.B. - 130 
7 C.S.Vi.- 8/34 
8 (~.) N.S.- 1/1/26, (b.) T.B. - 131 
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According to Ayurveda, it is the conclusion, which is established by scientists after 

testing in several ways and on proving it with reasoning. It is of four types: - sarvatantra 

siddhiinta (universal theory), pratitantra siddhiinta (held by only one school), adhikaral}a 

siddhiinta (implied theory) and abhyupiigama siddhiinta (hypothetical theory). 1 It is also a 

debate term. 

~ Viida (Debate or Discussion) 

Viida (discussion), according to Nyiiya, is argument between two parties or persons desirous 

of arriving at the truth. It is of two type: jalpa and vital}t;lii. Jalpa (disputation) is also . 

argument but with the desire of winning over the opponent. Vital'J4ii (wrangling) is 

destructive argument, which does not establish one's position, but it is directed to find faults 

with the opponent's position.2 It is similar to Ayurveda's doctrine.3 

~ Chala (Purposive Distortion) 

It is the rebuttal of the words of the opponent by the way of inventing a meaning 

contradictory to the meaning intended.4 It is same in Ayurveda also.5 It is also a debate term. 

~ Nigrahasthiina (Reason of Defeat) 

According to Nyaya as well as Ayurveda it is that by which one is defeated.6 

Sarhsaya, prayojana, dr:Jtiinta, siddhanta, vada, jalpa, vita7J,t;lii, chala and nigrahasthana, 

these terms are accepted as categories in Nytiya but not in Ayurveda. Here these are the 

debate terms only, which help a physician to acquire right knowledge about the diseases, its 

symptoms, drugs etc. as to be a good physician it is essential to have right knowledge. 

Therefore, these terms are also objects of knowledge. 

I C.S.Vi.- 8/37 
z (a.) N.S.- 11211-3 
(b.) T.B.- 135 (a), (b), (c) 

3 C.S.Vi.- 8/28 
4 (a.)N.S.- 1/2110 

(b.) T.B.- 145 
5 C.S. Vi. - 8/56 
6 (a.) N.S.- 1/2/19 

(b.) T.B.- 147 
(c.) C.S.Sa.- 65 
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Here in this chapter the affiliation of Indian medicine to Nyiiya-Vaise#ka is marked 

out. Both the systems were essentially rational in approach. They sought to understand man 

as a detail in the natural world, as a product of evolution and as sharing with all other living 

beings the mechanism of life as well as the quality of consciousness. With its scientific and 

applied background, the Vaise~ika as well as Nyiiya thoughts were abundantly utilized in 

Ayurveda, in formulating its applied concepts. Its account bears a distinct stamp of its own, 

although generally following the Vaise~ika and Nyiiya outlook. 
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Chapter- III 

Relation between Ayurveda and Siimkhya-Yoga Philosophy from 

Metaphysical Point of View 

Siirhkhya is undoubtedly one of the oldest systems of Indian philosophy. The word Siirhkhya 

is derived from the word 'sarhkhyii' that means right knowledge as well as number. 1 Siirhkhya 

is philosophy of numbers, because it deals with twenty-five categories namely puru~a, 

prakrti, mahat (buddhi), aharhkiira, manas, pafica-jfiiinendriya (five sense-organs), pafica

karmendriya (five motor-organs), pafica-tanmiitrii (subtle elements) and paiica-mahiibhata 

(gross elements). Sarnkhyii, this word is derived from 'sam + calcyiti dhiitu (root) + khyiifi 

darsane + an (Pratyaya/suffix) + fiip (suffix)' which means the philosophy of right 

knowledge (samyak khyiiti orjfiiina). The word Siirhkhya is further derived from 'siirhkhyii + 

a!l (suffix)'. The system is predominately intellectual and theoretical. 

Right knowledge is the knowledge of the separation of the puru~a from the prakrti.2 

Caritrasi1ilha Ga7Ji, in his gloss on Haribhadra Sari's $af[darsana-samuccaya, gives an 

account of the word Sii1ilkhya. He admits the connection of Kapila with the Siirhkhya, but 

adds that the school has been so named after the first doctor of the school, Sankha or 

Sankha.3 According to Smnkara, sativa, rajas and tamas are the objects to be observed by me 

or puru~a and so being a witness of the business of these three, I am also eternal as well as 

distinctive. This is the introspection and due to affiliation with this type of knowledge, it is 

Siinikhya. 4 

1 (a.) Sarhkhya~ prakurvate caiva pralqtirh ca pracak!?ate II 
Tattvani ca caturvirhsat parisarhkhyaya tattvata~ 1 

Saii1khya~ saha pralqtya tu nistattva~ paiicavirhsaka~ II - M.B. - Xli/306/42-43 
(b.) Paiicavirhsatitattvanarh sarhkhyavicara~ I tamadhilqtya lqto grantha~ sarhkhya iti

-Samkhyapadavyutpatti~ sarhgacchate- Sarhkhyatattvavilasa by Raghunath TarkavagiSa Bhanacarya 
(c.) Kasmat samkhyamiti ucyate 1 samyak kramapurvakarh khyanarh kathanarh yasyarh sa sarhkhya 

-Kramapurva vicara!)a I yat tamadhilqtya lqtarh tasmat sarhkhyamiti ucyate sastram- S.T by 
Devatirthasvami 

2 Saii1khya samyagvivekena atmakathanam I- S.P.B.- Ill 
3 (a.) Sarhkhyamiti kapiladarsanam 1 adipuru~animitteyarh sarhjiial. 

(b.) Sarhkhya iti puru!?animitteyam samjiia 1 sarhkhasya ime samkhya~ 1 !j\ 

Talavyo va sakara~ I Sailkha nama iidipuru!?a~ 1 - Ct. on Sd.D.S. by Catritrasirhha Ga!)i 
4 G.S.B.- 13/24 
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M.B. appears to connect the word Siirhkhya significantly with 'parisarhkhyiinam ', 

which has the sense of 'exhaustive enumeration' .1 Besides this, parisarhkhyiina indicates 

towards a metaphysical approach which paves the way for mankind to the subtlest object and 

finally helps to achieve the goal. In present context knowledge of the separation of the puru~a 

from the prakrti, is the goal of Siirhkhya. 

From all these explanation, ultimately the word Siirhkhya appears . to convey a 

systematic, precise, exhaustive metaphysical inquiry into the nature of prakrti, puru~a and the 

universe. This meaning raises certain queries, which are fully satisfied by this system, called 

Siirhkhya. 

Yoga is the general name for diverse bodily and mental practices. The employment of 

the expression 'Yoga' in RV includes different shades of meaning such as 'yoking', 

'harnessing', 'connecting or linking', 'achievement that is positive and productive' and 

'magical power'. Piil}ini crystallizes the meaning by deriving the word from 'yuj -

samiidhau', which means to focus or concentration and alternately from 'yujir - yoge ', which 

means to yoke or connect. 2 

Pataiijali, whose 'Yoga-siltra' is the most influential treatise on yoga, refers only to 

the methods for focusing or concentrating, and the idea of 'yoking' has little relevance in the 

framework of his thought. He attempted to construct a system, which was once theoretical 

and pragmatic. He affiliated it to the Siirhkhya complex of thought. Subsequently, Siirhkhya 

and Yoga have come to be regarded as twin-systems. References to the two system~ together 

are to be found even in the upani~ad (for example KaJha and Svetiisvatara). 3 Mahiibhiirata, 

for instance refers to them as the 'enduring two' ( 'saniitane dive'): they are complementary to 

each other as theory and practice, as gnosis and askesis, as philosophy and religion, as 

wisdom and power. 

Yoga means spiritual action and Siilizkhya means knowledge. For all practical 

purposes, Siirhkhya and Yoga may be treated as the theoretical and practical sides of the same 

1 (a.) Siirilkhyajiianaih prava~yami parisamkhyiinadar$anam 11- M.B.- XII/306/26 
(b.) Siirilkhyadar$anametiivat parisaihkhyanadar$anam -11- M.B.- Xll/306/42 

2 E.I.M 
3 ibid 
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systems. Yoga mostly accepts the metaphysics and the epistemology of Siirhkhya. Yoga 

believes in God as the highest self. Hence it is sometimes called 'Sesvara Siirhkhya' or 

'Theistic Siimkhya' as distinct from the classical Siirhkhya which is nirfsvara or atheistic. 

Siirhkhya held. that the necessary precondition for liberation was the discriminatory wisdom 

i.e. viveka-jfiiina and Yoga sought to teach the method to attain it. As the counterpart of 

Siirhkhya, it means action or practice and tells how the theoretical metaphysical teachings of 

Siirhkhya might be realized in actual practice. Thus Siimkhya-Yoga forms one complete 

system, the former being the theoretical while the latter being the practical aspect of the same 

teaching. In fact, 'Siirhkhya Pravacana' is an alternative title of Yoga-sutra, which means 

"enunciation of Siirhkhya." 

There are three Siirhkhya viewpoints about the enumeration of tattvas and out of 

which two have been listed in the epic M.B. (XII/306/42-43): one that postulated 24 

principles, which was obviously an earlier version and it is accepted by Paiicasikha. Second 

one enumerated 25 principles, which is classical Siirhkhya, explained by !Svara Kr~f.la and 

still another which worked with 26 categories as presented by Yoga. Yoga believes in God as 

the highest self. Hence it is sometimes called 'Sesvara Sii1hkhya' or 'Theistic Sii1nkhya' as 

distinct from the classical Sii1hkhya which is nirfSvara or atheistic. The principles included 

the elements out of which the stuff of the universe is constituted as well as the organs and 

objects that emerged during the course of evolutionary change (pari~ziima). 

Mainly Siilizkhya believes in duality. According to this system, prakrti and puru~a are 

the basic elements of this universe. Puru~a is cetana (conscious) but does nothing whereas 

prakrti is acetana (without consciousness) but has a quality to do. It is called avyakta. 

Separately both factors are disqualified to create anything but being associated they prove 

qualified. The association of the two, as of lame man and a blind man, is for exhibition of 

prakrti to puru~a or self and for the liberation of puru~a from prakrti. Creation proceeds from 

this particular union. 1 Twenty-five elements of the universe has been described in this system 

namely: ( 1) puru~a (2) prakrti (3) mahat (budd hi) ( 4) aharhkiira ( 5) manas ( 6-1 0) paiica

jfiiinendriya (five sense-organs) (11-15) paiica-karmendriya (five motor-organs) (16-20) 

paiica-tanmiitrii (subtle elements) (21-25) paiica-mahiibhiitas. 

1 Puru~asya dar5anarthe kaivalyarthe tatha pradhanasya I 
Pmi.gvandhavadubhayorapi sarhyogastatlqtaJ:! sargaJ:! II - S.K. 21 
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Prakrti issues mahat (intellect). From mahat, ahamkiira or ego is produced. From 

that, ahamkiira group of sixteen forms is produced. This group is panca-jniinendriya (five 

sense-organs), panca-karmendriya (five motor-organs), manas (mind) and panca-tanmiitrii 

(five subtle elements). Among these sixteen, the five subtle elements produce panca

mahiibhutas (five gross elements)! Prakrti is avyakta (unmanifest) and mahat, ahamkiira, 

panca-jfliinendriya, panca-karmendriya, manas, panca-tanmiitrii and panca-mahiibhutas are 

vyakta (manifest).2 

In Siimkhya darsana these twenty-five elements were classified into four categories3
:-

• Prakrti or Miila Prakrti- Primordial Nature: The original pra/crti, the root of all is 

not a product. It causes for the manifestation of other elements. 

• Prakrti and Vikrti - Productive and Production: Mahat, ahamkiira and panca

tanmlitriis are both productions as well as productive. These are created by other 

element so they are vi/crti (production) and as they are capable to create other 

elements so they are called prakrti (productive). 

• Vikrti- Product : Paiica-jniinendriya (five sense-organs), paiica-karmendriya (five 

motor-organs), paiica-mahiibhutas (five gross elements) and manas (mind) are 

created by some other element but are not capable to create any other element. So 

they are vikrti. 

• Nii Prakrti-Nii Vikrti- Neither Productive nor Production : The puru~a, is neither 

a productive nor a production. It cannot create any element and itself is not by any 

other element. 

Ayun,eda also classifies these elements in the same manner. Sr.D.S. has accepted this 

classification. According to it, mahat, aharizktira and paiica-tanmiitriis are both vikrti 

1 Pralqtermahan tata~ ahamkar~ tasmadga~asca ~o<:Jasaka~ 1 

Tasmadapi ~o<:Jasakat pancabhya~ panca bhutani 11 - S.K. - 22 
2 Vyaktam mahadadibuddhirahamkiira~ pancatanmatra~I ekadasendriya~i pancamahabhiltiini, 

Avyaktam pradhanam, jna~ puru~a~, evametani pancavimsatitattvani vyaktavyaktajna~ kathyante 1- G.P.B.- 2 
3 Millapralqtiravilqtirmahadadya~ pralqtivilqtaya~ sapta I 
~o<:Jasakastu vikaro na pralqtima vilqti~ puru~a~ II - ibid - 3 
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(productions) as well as prakrti (productive).' Pafica-jfiiinendriya (five sense-organs), pafica

karmendriya (five motor-organs),pafica-mahiibhutas (five gross elements) and manas (mind) 

are called the vikrti or vikiira. 2 Pure prakrti is only one.3 They don't count puru~a in any 

category. 

The evolution according Siirhkhya can be presented in following manner:-

Prak~ti 

I 
Mahat (Intellect) 

I 
Almitkara (Ego) 

I 
I I I 

&'ith"ika R.ijasika Timasika 
Ah:uitkara Ahatilkara Ahatilkara 

I I I I I 

Pai\ca- P:ul.ca· 

Jiiaueudriya {Five 
K.1rmendriya Manas (mind) 

Paiic.1tanm.'itra 
{Fh·e motor (Subtle clements) seu,;e <)rgaus) 

Of,?:lll:>) 

I 
Patka·11Iab.1bhfita 
(Gro;;s clements) 

Fig. 1 - Evolution Process according to Siilitkhya 

1 Mahanahaillqti~ pai1catanmatral).i p[thakprthak I 
Prak[tirvilqtiscaiva saptaitani budha jagu~ 11- Sr.D.S.- 1/5/68 

2 Dasendriyal).i cittaril ca mahabhiitani paiica ca I 
Vikara~ ~o<;tasa jneya~ sarvam vyapya jagatsthita~ 11- ibid- 115/69 

3 Pradhanam pralqtil~ saktirnitya cavilqtistatha I- ibid- 1/5/67 
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Ayurveda accepts generally the Siimkhya view of evolution with minute changes. 

Caraka accepts 24 elements whereas Susruta accepts the classical Siimkhya view with 25 

elements. 1 Susruta accepts the evolution process alike to Siimkhya system. Caraka accepts 

this evolution process with some differences. The first chapter of sarfrasthiina of C.S. opens 

with an interpretation of different kinds of puru~a. Consciousness, as such, is no doubt 

regarded as puru~a in some siistras but such puru~a finds no place in medical science. 

Pleasure, pain, disease, death, old age etc. can happen to a consciousness - mind-body 
2 . 

complex and not only a transcendental puru~a. Therefore, by puru~a, Caraka refers to 

conglomerations of ingredients or elements. 

Under 24 categories of which human organisms are formed; Caraka includes eight 

prakrtis and sixteen vikiiras.3 Eight prakrtis are: avyakta (unmanifest), mahat (buddhi or 

intellect), ahamkiira (ego) andpaficatanmiitrii (five subtle elements). Sixteen vikiiras, on the 

other hand, refer to pafica-jfiiinendriya (five sense-organs), pafica-karmendriya (five motor

organs}, manas and pafica-mahiibhutas (five gross elements).4 The classical Siimkhya 

principle puru~a has not been included in this enumeration, as the indifferent puru~a, is like 

pralq-ti, unmanifest and therefore, ground under prakrti; further distinction in this matter is of 

little profit.5 So both are treated as avyakta. 

1 S.S.Sa. - 117, 11 
2 C.S.Su.- 1155 
3 C.S.Sa.- 1117 
4 (a.) Khadayascetana~a~~ha dhatava~ puru~a~ smrta~ I 

Cetanadhaturapyeka~ smrtai:t puru~asariljiiaka~ 11- ibid- 1116 
5 TathapTha pralqtivyatiriktaiicdasinaril puru~avyaktatvasadharmmyat
-Avyktayaril pralqtaveva prak~ipya avyaktasabdenaiva grlu)ati 1 

Udaslnasya hi siik~masya bhedapratipadanamihanatiprayojanamiti na kftam 1- Ck.Ct. on C.S.Sa- 1117 
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The evolution process according to Caraka is like this:-

Prak~ti 

I 
Mahat (Intellect) 

I 
Ahaailkara (Ego) 

I 
Panca-Tanmiitra 

(Five Subtle 
Elements) 

I 
I - .. r ·-- -··-- I I 

Pai\ca- Panca- Paika-
K<1rmendriya Manas (Mind) Jiianendriya M<1h:\bhlita 

(Motor Organs) (Sense Organs) (Gross Elements) 

Fig 2. Evolution Process according to Caraka 

);> Prakrti (Primordial Nature) 

According to Stililkhya, prakrti is the root-cause of the world of objects. 1 As the first principle 

and main cause of this universe and it is called pradhiina. 2 As the unmanifested state of all 

effects (vyakta), it is known as avikrti or avyakta. 3 Vyakta or the products are caused, non

eternal, non-pervasive, mobile, manifold, dependent, mergent, conjunct and governed. The 

1 (a.) Prakarai)iit pralqti~ prasavadhannakatvatsa pralqti~ 1- M.V.- 3 
(b.) Prakaroti iti pralqti~ 1- S.T.K.- 14 

2 (a.) ibid 
(b.) MUlapralqti pradhanam 1- G.P.B. on S.K.- 3 

3 Na vilqtiravilqtiranyasmadanutpatte~ 1- M.V.- 3 
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unmanifest, prakrti is uncaused, eternal, all-pervasive, inactive, one, independent, non

inergent, part-less, being beyond production and destruction.' The entire world is implicit in 

the bosom of prakrti. Evolution is the explicit manifestation of this world of objects. 

Vyakta are composed of three gu~Jas or trigu~Jam (the constituents), is aviveki 

(discriminative), vi~aya (objective), siimiinya (common), acetana (non-intelligent) and 

prasavadharmi (productive). Pra/q"ti is alike to it.2 Pra/q"ti is said to be the unity of the three 

gu~Jas held in equilibrium. The three gu~Jas are sattva, rajas and tamas. They are the 

constituents of prakrti and through it of the worldly objects. 3 Being subtle and imperceptible 

their existence is inferred from their effects- pleasure, pain and indifferent respectively.4 

They make up pra/q"ti, which is nothing apart from them. They are not the qualities 

which prakrti, the substance, possesses; on the other hand, they themselves constitute prakrti. 

They are the factors or constituents or the elements of pra/q"ti. Among these three sattva 

literally means real or existent and is responsible for the manifestation of objects in 

consciousness. It produces pleasure. Luminosity of light, power of reflection, upward 

movement, pleasure, happiness, contentment, bliss are all due to it. It is buoyant, light and 

alleviating. Rajas, which literally means foulness, is the principle of motion. It produces pain. 

It is mobile, versatile, exciting and stimulating. It is adapted to activate. Tamas, which 

literally means darkness, is the principle of inertia. It is essence of delusion. It is adapted to 

restrain. It is heavy, obstructive or enveloping. Tamas produces confusion, infidelity, fear, 

dishonesty, passivity, negativity etc. 5 

They conflict yet co-operate with one another and are always found intermingled. 

They act as a lamp, which is composed of the opposites, a wick, oil and flame, illumines 

objects.6 Again, they mutually suppress, support, produce, consort and exist. 

1 Hetumadanityamavyapi sakriyamanekamasritaril. lingam I 
Siivayavam paratantraril. vyaktaril. viparltamavyaktam II - S.K. - 10 

2 Trigui:tamaviveki vi~ayal_l siimanyamacetanaril. prasavadharmi I 
vyaktarh tatha pradhanam II- ibid- 11 

3 Sattvarajastamasiim samyavastha pralqtil_ll- Sk.Su.- 1126 
. 

4 Prltyaprltivi~adatmakiil_ll- S.K.- 12 
5 (a.) Prltyaprltivi~adatmakiil_l prakasapravrttiniyamarthal_ll- ibid- 12 

(b.) Sattvarh laghu prakasakami~!amu~tambhakaril. calaril. ca rajal_ll 
Guru varai:takameva tarnal) ...... I - ibid- 13 

6 Pradfpavaccarthato vrttil_ll - ibid 
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Mutually suppressive means overcoming one another and becoming manifest with the 

characteristics of pleasure, pain etc. just as when the sattva dominates, then at that time 

dominating over, suppressing the rajas and tamas, with its characteristics, it manifests itself 

as pleasure and illumination. When rajas dominate the sattva and tamas, it does so with its 

characteristics of pain and activity. When tamas dominates the sattva and rajas, then it does 

so through its characteristics of delusion and fixture. 1 

When these gu7Jas are held in a state of equilibrium, that state is called pradhiina. 

Evolution of worldly objects does not take place at this state. These gu7Jas are called ever

changing. Change is said to be of two kinds: - homogeneous or sarupa pari1Jiima and 

heterogeneous or virupa pariiJiima. During the state of dissolution of the world, the guiJas 

change homogeneously, i.e. sattva changes in sattva, rajas into rajas and tamas into tamas. 

Evolution starts when there is heterogeneous change in gu7Jas and one predominates over the 

other two and brings about terrific commotion in the bosom of pra/q"ti. 

Indiscriminativeness and the rest of the properties of the manifest (vyakta) are proved 

on account of the influence of the three gu7Jas and non-existence of these three gu7Jas in 

puru~a on account of the absence of indiscriminativeness etc. The unmanifest avyakta prakrti 

also is proved to be so, since the effect always possesses the properties of the cause.Z 

Sii1izkhya gives five proofs for the existence ofprakrti, which are as follow3
:-

a. All objects of this world are limited, dependent and finite. The finite carmot be cause 

of the universe. Therefore, it is 'this infinite, unlimited, eternal and all-pervading 

prakrti, which is the source of this universe (bhediiniim parimii1Jiit). 

b. All worldly things possess certain common characteristics by which they are capable 

of producing pleasure, pain and indifference. Hence, there must be a common source 

composed of three gu7Jas, from which all worldly things arise (samanvayiit). 

Yada sattvamutka!aril bhavati tada rajastamasi abhibhiiya svagui)ena prltiprakasatmakenavati~!hate yada 
rajastada sattvatamasi aprltipravrttyatmana dharmei_la, yada tamastada sattvarajasi vi~adasthityatmakena iti 11 -

G.P.B.- 12 
2 A vivekyadi~ siddha~ traigui_lyattadviparyayabhavat 1 

Karai_lagui_latmakatvat karyasyavyaktamapi siddham II- S.K. -14 
3 Bhedanam parimal)at samanvayat saktita~ pravrtesca 1 , 

Karai_lakaryavibhagadavibhagadvaisvariipasya II ibid- 15 
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c. All effects arise from the activity of potent cause. The activity, which generates 

evolution, must be inherent in the world cause. And this cause is prak[ti (kiiryata/;l 

pravrttesca ). 

d. The effect differs from the cause. The effect is the explicit and the cause is the 

implicit state of the same process. Emergence and resolution of effects from the cause 

are like the process of tortoise extending and retracting its limbs. Creation is not of 

something entirely new but it is the manifestation of something already existent 

(kiiral)a-kiiryavibhiigiit). 

e. The unity or dissolution or merging of this manifold universe points to a single cause. 

The objects of the universe merge into that cause. From such merging, reunion, of the 

manifest and the unmanifest, there does exist the unmanifest. as the cause 

( avibhiigatvaisvarupasya ). 

Such is the conception of prakrti in Siirhkhya system. 

Ayurveda also accepts prakrti as the root cause of this universe. 1 It also calls it 

avyakta, as it is unmanifest. It is the causative factor for the creation of all sentient beings and 

non-causative factor for itself. Sattva, rajas and tamas are its constituents.2 It is of eight fold 

(avyakta, mahat, aharhkiira and paiica-tanmiitriis). 3 As prakrti and puru~a both described as 

avyakta (unmanifested) entities have some similarities and some dissimilarities.4 While 

describing these similarities and dissimilarities, Susruta says that prakrti is beginning less, 

infinite, formless, eternal, pervasive and first principle of this universe.5 It is one, inanimate6
, 

root- cause of the universe, productive and possesses trigul)as-sattva, rajas and tamas.7 Since 

1 Sr.D.S.- 1/5/57 
2 (a.) Sarvabhiitanarh karaQ.amakaral).arh sattvarajastamo1alq;al).ama~!an1pamakhilasya 

jagata~ sambhavaheturavayaktarh nama I - S.S.Sa. - 1/3 
(b.) B.P.- 112/4 

3 (a.) ~!an1pamakhilasya jagata~ sambhavaheturavayaktarh nama- S.S.Sa.- 1/3 
(b.) Pralqtisca~!dhatuki 1- C.S.Sa.- 1117 
(C.) A~!adhatuki khadipaiicakabuddhayavyaktahailkaran1pa 1- Ck.Ct. on C.S.Sa.- 1/17 

4 TathapTha pralqtivyatiriktaiicdasinarh puru~avyaktatvasadharmmyat-avyktayarh pralqtaveva pralq;ipya 
avyaktasabdenaiva grhQ.ati 1 - ibid 

5 Tadyatha ubhavapyanadi, ubhavapyanantau, ubhavapyaliilgau, ubhavapi nityau, ubhavapyaparau, ubhau ca 
sarvagataviti 1- S.S.Sa.- 1112 

6 (a.) B.P.- 1/2/4 
(b.) Sr.D.S.- 1/5/56 

7 Eka tu pralqtiracetana trigul).o bijadharmii).I prasavadharmiQyamadhyasthadharmiQ.I ceti 1 - ibid - 13 
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pra/q"ti has no cause for its birth, it is considered as prakrti (unborn, itself the cause). 1 Sakti, 

pradhtina, nitya, and avi/q"ti are pra/q"ti 's synonyms. 2 

Thus, Stimkhya 's pra/q"ti and Ayurveda 's pra/q"ti are altriost identical. Both accept it in 

same manner but according to Stimkhya, avyakta means only pra/q"ti whereas when Ayurveda 

uses the word 'avyakta', it means both prakrti as well as puru~a. 

);;;> Puru~a 

Stimkhya calls it 'jiia' .3 One who is pure conscious and knower of vykata and avyakta, is 

called 'jiia' and that is puru~a. It is pure and transcendental consciousness as it is beyond all 

worldly pains or pleasures.4 Therefore, it is silent witness, neutral seer. It is the ultimate 

knower, which is the foundation of all knowledge. It is pure subject and can never be an 

object of knowledge. Prakrti is inert so cannot be seer. 5 One who resides in subtle body is 

also called puru~a. 6 Besides this, prakrti presents itself or unites with puru~a for its 

exhibition and provides the objects of senses like sound etc. and rest. Puru~a experiences 

prakrti and apprehends the objects, so it is witness.7 

Sa1itkhya gives the following five proofs for the existence of puru~a8 :-

a. Salighiitapariirthatviit : All composite objects are meant for the use of puru~a 

because they are unconscious and non-intelligent like a bed. A bed is meant to serve 

others and not of its o;n.9 Similarly, this body, a composite of five gross elements is 

I Pralqte~ karal)ii.yoganmatii pralqtireva sa II- B.P. - 1/2/28 
2 (a.) Pradhiinaril pralqtil) saktimitya ciivilqtistathii I- Sr.D.S.- 1/5/67 

(b.) B.P.- l/2/5 
3 Jfia p~a~ I- G.P.B. - 2 
4 (a.) Puru~astu sukhadyananusailgi cetanal) 1- S.T.K- 5 

(b.) Cetanasaktirtipatvaccitraril gul)avrttam janatiti jfial) 1- Y.D. - 2 
5 Cetano hi dr~~ii bhavati nacetanal), siik~I ca dar5itavi~ayo bhavati 1- S.T.K.- 19 
6 Puri liilge seta iti puru~a~ I - ibid - 55 
7 Yasmai pradar5yate vi~ayal) sa s~i, yathii hi loke arthipratyarthinau viviidavi~ayaril siik~il)e dar5ayata evam 

pralqtirapi svacaritaril vi~ayaril puru~iiya dar5ayatiti puru~a~ sa~i II - ibid 
8 Sanghiitapariirthatviit trigunadiviparyayiidadhi~~haniit I 
Puru~al_l asti bhoktfbhiiviit kaivalyartharil pravrtesca II - S.K. -17 

9 Yal) ayam mahadiidisanghiital_l sa pu~iirthal_l ityanurniyate, acetanatvat paryaJikavat 1- G.P.B.- 17 
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meant for another. There is this puru~a for whom this body, to be enjoyed, is 

produced. 1 

b. · Triguniidiviparyayiit : All objects are composed of three gw;as and therefore, 

logically presuppose the existence of puru~a who is the witness of these gul)as and is 

himself beyond of them. Thus it is reverse of that which has three attributes and which 

is non-discriminated and objective.2 

c. Adh#!hiiniit : On the account of superintendence, control we can infer its existence. 

Just as a chariot, yoked with hor-Ses capable of leaping, galloping and running, 

functions when controlled by a charioteer, so does the body function when controlled 

by the self, puru~a. 

d. Bhokt[bhiiviit : Non-intelligent prakrti can not experience its product. So there must 

be an intelligent principle to experience the worldly products of prakrti. Prakrti is the 

enjoyed (bhogya) and puru~a is the enjoyer (bhoktii). The characteristics of the 

objects such as pain, pleasure etc. only mean when there is a conscious principle to 

experience them. Hence, the existence of puru~a is proved. 

e. Kaivalyiirtha1h pravrtesca : For everybody, learned and ignorant, wishes for the 

cessation of the succession of the worldly existence. The desire for liberation and 

emancipation implies the existence of an entity who can try to obtain it. Kaivalya is 

nothing but the complete absence of all types of miseries. 3 Puru~a is beyond from all 

m1senes. 

Silrhkhya gives the following three arguments for proving the plurality of the puru~a4 :-

a. Jananamara{zakara{Ziiniiliz pratiniyamiit : Because of the several apportionment of 

death, birth and the organs, the plurality of self (puru~a) is established. Had there 

I Tatpariirthamidarh sariram paiicanam mahabhiitanam samghato vartate I asti puru~o yasyedam bhogyam 
sariram bhogyamahadadisamghatariipam samutpannamiti 11- G.P.B.- 17 

2 Yaduktam piirvasyamaryayam 'triguryamaviveki vi~aya' ityadi, tasmad viparyayat 1 yenoktam 
'tadviparitastatha ca puman' - ibid 

3 Atyantiko du~khatrayabhava~ kaivalyam- S.T.K.- 17 
4 JananamaraQakaraQanaril pratiniyamadayugapatpravrttesca 1 

Puru~abahutvam siddharh traigul)yaviparyayaccaiva II - S.K. - 18 
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been only one puru~a. the birth or death one should have meant the birth and death of 

all and any particular experience of pleasure, pain and indifference by one should 

have been equally shared by all. Hence, the self must be plural. 1 

b. Ayugapatpravrttesca : As there is no activity at one and same time, the plurality of 

self (puru~a) is established. If the puru~a were one, the activity of one should have 

made all other persons active. 

c. Traigul)yaviparyayii : The three attributes affect variously. By the different 

modification of the three attributes, the plurality of puru~a is proved; for instance in 

some bound self or puru~a sattva predominates, while in others rajas and in still 

others tamas. 

Moreover, from this contrast it follows that puru~a, the self, is a witness, free from misery, 

neutral, spectator and passive.2 

Siirhkhya 's puru~a and other Indian philosophical systems' iitman, both are almost 

identical. In Ayurveda the puru~a was described keeping in view of the main aim of Ayurveda 

i.e. protection of health of a healthy individual and alleviation of the do~as or diseases of a 

patient. The body accompanied by iitman, manas and indriyas is essential to fulfil the above 

aim. Such type body is the only subject matter of diseases as well as treatment.3 A body 

having life can be given treatment. Treatment cannot be given to only body in which iitman 

does not prevail. Keeping the above reasons in view, the one, which contains iitman was 

described as puru~a in Ayurveda. ('Puri sarfre sete vasati iti puru~a!z') Three types of atman 

or puru~a have been described in Ayurveda viz.:-

• Parmiitman or parama puru~a (Absolute self or soul) 

• Ativahika puru~a or su~ma sarfra (Self responsible for transmigration) 

• Sthala cetana sarfra or karma puru~a (Empirical self) 

I G.P.B. -17 
2 Tasmacca viparyasat siddharh sa~itvamasya puru~asya I 

Kaivalyarh madhyasthyaril. dra~!rtvamakartrbhavasca II --S.k. - 19 
3 C.S.Su.- 1/46-47 
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• Parmiitman or Parama Puru~a (Absolute Self or Soul) : 

The supreme self is devoid of abnormalities, is the cause of consciousness with the 

conjunction of mind, properties of basic elements viz. prthivf, ap, tejas, vayu and akiisa; 

sense-organs. It is eternal and seer, who sees all the actions. 1 Self, who alone is knower of all 

things, witnesses all the entities of all the living beings.2 Unconscious objects like stone 

cannot witness things. Soul is beginningless,3 ever lasting,4 omnipresent, all pervasive and 

great.5 

The absolute self is one only and cannot be perceived by signs or symptoms.6 He is 

unmanifest because the eternal is imperceptible to caused entity, as the same cannot grasp the 

eternality. That is why one, which cannot be grasped, is said as unmanifest. The self, which is 

the knower of the body, eternal, omnipresent and indestructible, is the unmanifest. 7 

Parmatman,8 brahman, 9 paramesvara etc. are the synonyms used in Ayurveda for supreme 

self. As Ayurveda stands for the treatment of the living being or body, the absolute 

consciousness does not appear to its sphere. 10 

• Ativiihika Puru~a or Siik~ma Sarfra (Self Responsible for Transmigration) : 

The concept of self with the subtle body called as ativahika puru~a has been accepted in 

Ayurveda and it is responsible for transmigration ofjfva from one body to another. The self 

along with subtle four bhritas viz. prthivf, ap, tejas, vayu and with speed like that of mind 

transmigrates from one body to another according to past deeds. 11 As akiisa is inactive, it 

does not enter in the foetus. As it is all pervasive and having the attributes of avakiisa 

pradhana, it exists in the uterus from the beginning. He is omnivagant, sustains all bodies, 

1 Nirvikara~ parastvatma sattvabhiitagu~endriyai~ I 
Caitanye kara~aril nityo dra~!a pasyati hi kriya~ II - C.S.Su. - 1/56 

2 Jna~ sa~Ityucyate najna~ sak~i tvatma yata~ smrta~ 1- C.S.Sa. - 1183 
3 (a.) Adimastyatmana~ 1- ibid- 1/82 

(b.) Anadi~ puru~o nityo 1- ibid- 1159 
4 Sadakara~avannityaril.. 1- ibid- 1159 
5 Vibhutvamata evasya yasmat sarvagato mahan II- ibid- l/80 
6 ibid- l/84 
7 ibid- 1/60-61 
8 ibid- l/53 
9 ibid- 5/4 
10 Bhiitebhyo hi pararil yasmannasti cinta cikitsite 1- S.S.Sa.- 1117 
11 Bhiitaiscaturbhi~ sahitaJ:t susii~mairmanojavo dehamupaiti dehat I 

Karmatmakatvanna tu tasya drsyaril divyaril vina darSanamasti rupam 11- C.S.Sa. - 2/31 
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performs all actions and takes all forms. 1 The association of subtle body with the sperm and 

ovum is conditioned by the actions of the past life. The characteristic features of the gross 

body resemble those of the subtle body. Not only the physique but also the mental faculties of 

the individual resemble those of the subtle body. According to past deeds, form arises from 

the past form and mind from the past mind. Whatever difference is observed in physique and 

psyche is caused by rajas and tamas as well as past deeds. 

Here one question arises that when atman is omnipresent and free from all obstacles, 

why and how it is attached with the past. Actually, mind is constantly associated with rajas 

and tamas; all defects are caused by ignorance. The cause of transmigration and inclination is 

due to defective mind and potent past deeds? 

• Sthiila Cetana Sarfra or Riisi Puru~a (Empirical Self) : 

The soul that is relevant to the medicinal framework is an empirical one, namely, as an agent 

of cognition when associated with mind (manas), intellect (buddhi), sense-organs, and motor

organs. 3 The soul that is devoid of the association with these factors is of no interest to the 

Ayurvedic physician. Although it is conceded that, the soul by its nature is free from 

modifications and eternal, it becomes the cause of consciousness when associated with the 

mind, specific properties of the primary forms of matter and the sense-faculties.4 

Consciousness is a quality that the material aggregates altogether lack. Aggregates are 

collectively called corpus or field, 'lqetra' namely, all that is excluded from unmanifest, 

'avyakta' and this is the significance of self as the principle of consciousness that lights up 

this corpus hence 'lqetrajiia' and is therefore, the cause of all actions. 5 The main purpose of 

Ayurveda is to treat the patient. Treatment can be given to the living body only, but not to the 

dead body. Treatment is given to such gross body only and this gross body is capable of 

getting treatment. After the departure of self from the body, it is converted to a lifeless body. 6 

In Ayurveda it is called with various names, viz. rtisi puru~a. smizyogaja puru~a. jfvtitman, 

karma puru~a, cikitstidhikrta puru~a, etc. 

1 C.S.Sa. - 2/32 
2 ibid- 2/37-38 
3 ibid- 1/54, 55 
4 C.S.Su. - 1156 
5 C.S.Sa.- 1/65, 76 
6 Sanram hi gate tasmin sunyagaramacetanam 1 

Paiicabhiitavase~atvat paiicatvarit gatamucyate II- ibid.- 1/74 
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The qualities defined by these terms are -

• Cikitsiidhilqta Puru~a or Karma Puru~a 

Along with the body (sarfra) and mind (sattva), the self (atman) constitutes the tripod of life 

(trida1J4a), sustaining the phenomenal world. This indeed is the sentient puru~a, the subject 

matter of medicine. Being the subject matter of cikitsa, the body is called cikitsa puru~a. 1 

All the actions are performed by this and even all the actions are performed for the 

sake of this, so it is called karma puru~a. The action, the fruit of action, knowledge, 

ignorance, happiness, misery, life and owner-ship are established here. 2 All the sources of 

knowledge including scriptural which serve as instrument for knowledge of various kinds 

establish the causality of puru~a.3 

• $a! Dhiituka Puru~a : 

Five gross elements and the self together make a human being:-

"Khadayascetana~a~tha dhataval} puru~al} smrtal} 1 

Cetanadhaturapyekal} smrtal} puru~asaritjiiakal} 11"4 

While Caraka adopted this ~ar;f dhatuka puru~a, Susruta substantiates with the following 

statement:-

"Asmina sastre paiicamahabhiita sarira samavayal} puru~a iti ucyate"5 

Thus, puru~a is nothing but the combination of the six dhatus viz. prthivf, jala, tejas, vayu,. 

tikiisa and unmanifest self i.e. Brahman. Ayurveda principally proposes to deal with the gross 

elements. It is therefore appropriate that it defined human beings as consisting of gross 

elements and soul. 

I Satvamatma sarlram ca trayametattridal).~avat I 
Loka~ ti~thati samyogat tatra sarvam prati~!hitam II 
Sa pumamscetanam taccha taccadhikarat:~am sffi!1am 1 
Vedasyasya tadarthe hi veda~ ayam samprakasita~ 11- C.S.Su.- 1/46-47 

2 Atra karma phalam catra jfianam ca atra pratiHhitaml 
Atra moha~ sukham du~kham jivitam maral)aril svata 11- C.S.Sa.- 1/37 

3 Sa eva karmapuru~ascikitsa adhilqta~ 1 - S.S.Sa. - 1/21 
4 C.S.Sa. - 1/16 
5 S.S.Sa. - 1/21 
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• Samyogaja Puru~a : 

The puru~a is like ~ tripod, consists of mind, self and body, so it is called samyogaja puru~a. 1 

The sensations do not constitute of attribute of self as such. They in fact arise out of the 

contacts of the sense-organs with their objects.2 

• Riiii Puru~a or Empirical Self : 

Riisi means group. The same body, consists of six dhiitus, is mainly a group of 

conglomeration or combination of the 24 elements3 is called riisi puru~a. 

Caraka enumerated the riisi puru~a as follows:-

"Puna5ca dhatubhedena caturvirilsatikal}. smrtal}.l 

Mano dasendriyal}yarthal}. prakrtiSca a~tadhatuki 11"4 

As per the classification, puru~a comprises 24 dhatus viz. mind, ten indriyas, five gross 

physical objects and prakrti consisting of eight dhiitus, viz. five tanmiitras, aharizkiira (ego), 

mahat(intellect) and avyakta (primordial unmanifest element). The avyakta (the primordial 

unmanifest) holds the conjunction of the intellect, sense-organs, mind and sense-objects. The 

aggregate of24 entities is known as puru~a.5 

The above is called cikitsii puru~a, karma puru~a, riisi puru~a, sarhyogaja puru~a, 

jfviitman but all are identical. Difference is in nomenclature. According to the context, it is 

uttered with various names. Though it is with various names, it is one only. 

S.S. accepts that puru~a is infinite, sentient, non-procreative, non-productive, neutral, 

discriminate, subject and specific.6 It is beginningless, endless, formless, eternal, superior and 

all pervasive. 7 

1 C.S.Su. - 1146 
2 C.S.Sa. - 1/85 
3 Sr.D.S. - 1/5170 
4 C.S.Sa. - 1/17 
5 ibid- l/35 
6 Bahavastu puru~ascetanavanta~ gu!)ii abijadharmii!)a~ aprasavadharmii!)o rnadhyasthadharmii!)aSceti 1- S.S.Sa. 
- l/13 
7 Tadyatha ubhavapyaniidi, ubhavapyanantau, ubhavapyalingau, ubhavapi nityau, ubhavapyaparau, ubhau ca 
sarvagataviti 1- ibid- l/12 
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Thus, both Stirhkhya as well as Ayurveda accept puru~a and almost in same manner. 

Pure consciousness of Sarhkhya and paratna puru~a of Ayurveda are almost identical. 

According to Slirhkhya its union with prakrti causes the creation. Susruta also following 

Stirhkhya says that puru~a is twenty-fifth element and it is conscious. All other 24 elements 

are unconscious and become conscious because of this conscious element 'puru~a' .1 

Caraka has some different view. First, he talks about ·~afl dhlituka puru~a' which is 

made of six elements: unmanifest conscious self and five gross elements viz. prthivf, jala, 

tejas, vtiyu and akiisa. 2 This is the gross form of our body but mainly it consists of twenty 

four elements viz. mind, five sense-organs, five motor-organs, five gross elements and pralq-ti 

consisting of eight dhtitus, viz. five tanmlitras, aharhkiira (ego), mahat(intellect) and avyakta 

{primordial unmanifest element).3 Avyakta is used both for prakrti as well as puru~a. So 

unmanifest self or puru~a is also present there as consciousness but Caraka does not 

enumerate it as a separate element or as a twenty-fifth element. But it is present there in the 

body as without it body is converted to lifeless body and is said to have reached the 'fiveness' 

because of only five mahabhutas remaining there.4 Treatment can be given to only living 

gross body and this living gross body is the subject matter of medicine. 

This is the conception of puru~a according to .Ayurveda. 

);> Vyakta 

Vyakta includes twenty-three elements:- mahat (buddhi or intellect), aharhkiira (ego),paiica

tanmtitrti (five subtle element), paiica-jiitinendriya (five sense-organs), paiica-karmendriya 

(five motor-organs), manas (mind) andpaiica-mahtibhuta (five gross element).5 

1 Paficavirhsatitama~ karyakarai:lasarhyuktascetayita bhavati 11- S.S.Sa.- 1111 
2 C.S.Sa.- l/16 
3 ibid- 1/17 
4 ibid- 1174 
5 Tatra vyaktarh mahadadi- buddiraharhkara~ paiica tanmatriii:ti ekadasendriyiil)i, paii.ca mahabhiHani 1- G.P.B.-2 
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~ Mahat 

Mahat is buddhi or intellect. 1 Determination, ascertainment is the definition of intellect? 

Such as in the seed the future germinating sprout is contained, so in the intellect is the 

ascertainment contained. It is the definite cognition, which arises when one determines: this 

is a jar or cloth. That mahat has eight parts because of the different forms, siittvika and 

tiimas. 3 

"Adhyavasayo buddhirdharmo jiianaril viraga esvaryam I 

Sattvikametadruparil tamasamasmadviparyastam 11"4 

The siittvika form of intellect is of four kinds viz. virtue, knowledge, non-attachment and 

power.5 

Virtue (Dharma) is the cause of worldly pleasures as well as ultimate pleasure 

beyond this world.6 It is of the nature of mercy, charity, the five yamas (restraints) and 

the five niyamas (obligations). Of these, yamas are ahirhsii (non-injury), satya (truth), 

asteya (non-stealing), brahmacarya (celibacy) and aparigraha (non-acceptance of 

gifts). The niyamas are sauca (purity), santo~a (contenment), tapab (austerity), 

sviidhyiiya (study of vedas) and isvaraprm;idhiina (meditation of God). 7 

Knowledge (Jiiiina), light, understanding, manifestation all are identical in meaning. 8 

This is twofold, external and internal. The external knowledge comprises of the vedas 

along with the six branches of pronunciation, ritual, grammar, etymology, prosody 

and astronomy; the purii!Jas, the nyiiya, the mfmiirhsii, and the dharmasiistra. The 

internal knowledge is the knowledge of the prakrti and puru~a. External knowledge 

1 Mahan buddhiJ:t 1- G.P.B.- 22 
2 Adhyavasayo buddhiJ:t I - ibid - 23 
3 Sa ca buddhira~!ailgika sattvikatamasarfipabhedat 1- ibid 
4 S.K.- 23 
5 Tatra buddheJ:t sattvikaril rfiparil caturvidharil bhavati- dharmaJ:t, jila.naril vairagyaril esvarya ceti 1- G.P.B. - 23 
6 DharmaJ:t abhyudayaniJ:tsreyasahetuJ:t 1- S.T.K. - 23 
7 G.P.B.- 23 
8 Jiianaril prakasaJ:t avagamo bhanamiti paryayaJ:t 1- ibid- 23 
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results celebrity and admiration among the people and internal knowledge results 

liberation. 1 

Non-attachment (Vairiigyai is also of two folds, external and internal3
• The external 

non-attachment is the freedom from thirst for the objects of the senses, in one who is 

non-attached to these, realizing the defects of earning, protecting, decreasing, 

attachment and injury.4 The internal non-attachment is that which arises in mind for 

liberation and regards prakrti as a magical illusion. 5 

Power (AiSvarya) is lordliness. It is of eight kinds: at;imii, mahimii, garimii, laghimli, 

priipti, priikiimya, fsitva, vasitva and kiimlivasiiyitva. 6 

These four are the siittvika forms (dispositions) of the intellect. When sattva dominates over 

rajas and tamas, a man acquires these qualities. Further, the tiimas form is the reverse of this. 

In this form tamas dominates. Thus adharma, ajiiiina, avairiigya and anaiSvarya are tiimas 

form of intellect. 

Further, it is discussed that these dispositions (bhava) are regarded to be of three kinds: 

siirizsiddhika (connate), prakrta (natural) and vaikrta (acquired).7 Of these, the cormate 

dispositions are virtue, knowledge, non-attachment and power; these were born along with 

the revered Kapila when he was born at the time of first creation.8 These four dispositions 

virtue etc. for example were produced in Brahman 's four sons at the age of sixteen, which is 

result of their merit performed in previous births. 9 The acquired dispositions are found in 

1 Tacca dvividhaih bahyamabhyantaraih ceti 1- G.P.B.- 23 
2 Viragal). vairagyaih ragabhaval). 11- S.T.K. - 23 
3 Vairagyamapi dvividharil, bahyamabhyantararil ca 11- G.P.B.- 23 
4 Bahyaih dmavi~ayavaitr~Qyaril, arjanar~al).~ayasarilgahirilsado~ada..Sanat viraktasya II - ibid 
5 Abhyantaraih-pradhanamapyatra svapnendrajalasadfsamiti viraktasya mo~epsoryadutpadyate tadabhyantaraih 
vairagyam II - ibid 
6 Esvaryamisvarabhaval). II - ibid 
7 Samsiddhillica bhava priilqtika vaikrtikasca dharmadyal). 1 - S.K. - 43 
8 (a.) Tatra Samsiddhika yatha bhagavatal). kapilasyadisarge utpadyamanasya catvaro bhaval). sahotpannal).

dharma!)., ji'ianaih, vairagyaril, esvaryamiti 1-G.P.B.- 43 
(b.) M.V. - 43 

9 (a.) Prakftiil). kathyante- brahmaQascatvaral). putral). sanakasanandanasanatanasanatkumara babhiivul).l 
Te~amutpannakiiryakaraQanaih saririQaih ~ocjasavar~aQaril ete bhavascatvaral). samutpannal). tasmadete 
priikftal).ll- G.P.B. 43 

(b.) M.V. - 43 
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ordinary human beings, who acquire knowledge through the corporeal form of the teacher. 1 

Virtue, knowledge, non-attachment, power are siittvika dispositions and vice, ignorance, 

attachment and absence of power are tiimasa ones. As buddhi (intellect) is instrument here, so 

all the dispositions abide in intellect.2 The effect is the body and subsisting in that are embryo 

and rest bubble, flesh, muscles etc. 3 

Intellect is also known as pratyaya as it causes knowledge.4 The creation of intellect is 

known as 'pratyayasarga' and it is of four fold: viparyaya (ignorance), asakti (incapacity), 

tu~fi (contentment) and siddhi (attainment).5 Because of the disparity of influence of the 

gw.zas (attributes), the creation of intellect has fifty varities. 

• Viparyaya (ignorance) is doubt.6 Five varities of ignorance are - tamas 

(obscurity), moha (delusion), mahiimoha (extreme delusion), tiimisra (gloom) and 

andhatiimiSra (utter darkness).7 Of these again tamas is seen to be of eight types:

identification of self (puru~a) with one of the eight forms of prakrtis viz. prakrti, 

mahat, ahamkiira and pafica-tanmiitrii.8 Moha also is of eight folds as it is love for 

eight siddhis (power) viz. a!Jimii, mahima, garimii, laghima, prapti, prakiimya, 

Wtva, and vasitva. 9 

Mahiimoha is attachment to the objects of sense. It is often types because there are 

five objects: sabda, rasa, rupa, gandha and sparsa and 'divya-adviya varities make 

1 (a.) Tatha vailqta yatha- acaryamiirti nimittamlqtva asmadadinaril jnanamutpadyate, jfianavairagyaril, 
vairagyaddharma~, dharmadaisvaryamiti I acaryamiirtirapi vilqtiriti tasmadvailqta ete bhava ucyante II -
G.P.B.- 43 

(b.) M.V.- 43 
2 (a.) Buddhi~ karal)aril tadasrayil)a~ 1- G.P.B.- 43 

(b.) KaraQaril buddhim asrayannta iti karaQasrayiQa~ buddhini~tha~ dharmadya a~tau bhava~ 1- S.B.- 43 
3 Karyaril dehastadasraya~ kalaladya~, ye matrja ityukal) 1- G.P.B- 43 
4 (a.) Pratiyate aneneti pratyayo buddhi~, tasya sarga~ 1- S.T.K.- 46 

(b.) Pratyayo buddhirityukta, 'adhyavasayo buddhirdharmo jfianam' ityadi- G.P.B.- 46 
5 E~a pratyayasargo viparyayasaktitu~tisiddhyakhya~ I - S.K. - 46 
6 (a.) Viparyaya~ ajfianam avidya- S.T.K.- 46 

(b.) Tatra sarilsaya~ ajfianaril viparyaya~- G.P.B.- 46 
7 (a.) Pafica viparyayabheda- S.K.- 47 

(b.) Pafica viparyayabheda~- te yatha- tarnal), mohal), mahamohal), tamisra, andhatamisra iti 1- G.P.B.- 47 
8 {a.) A~~asvavyaktamahadaharilkarapaficatanmatre~vanatmabuddhiravidya tarnal) 1 

A~tavidhavi~ayatvattasya~tavidhatvam- S.T.K.- 48 
(b.) G.P.B.- 48 

9 (a.) Deva hya~tavidhamaisvaryamasadyalllftatvabhimaninal) al)imadikamabhiyante 1 

Seyam asmita mohal) a~tavidhaisvaryavi~ayatvada~!avidhal) I - S. T.K. - 48 
(b.) G.B.P. - 48 
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them ten. 1 Tiimisra is aversion (dve~a). It is of eighteen fold because sabda, rasa 

etc. are ten types being divya and adivya and eight types of siddhis. 2 Andhatiimisra 

is fear (abhinive§a). 3 It is also of eighteen types alike to tiimisra but in addition, 

there is constant fear of loss of the objects of sense. Gods are afraid of demons and 

men are in their tum afraid of death.4 

In this manner, the five varities of ignorance viz. tamas (obscurity), moha 

(delusion), mahiimoha (extreme delusion), tiimiSra (gloom) and andhatiimisra 

(utter darkness) are severally subdivided making sixty-two varities. 

• Defects of organs cause a§akti (incapacity). 5 Defects of eleven organs, together 

with the defects of the intellect, are said to constitute incapacity. 

"Ekada8endriyavadhal}. saba buddhivadhai.Saktirudd~tal"6 

There are twenty-eight varities of incapacity due to the defect of organs. The 

injuries of the eleven organs are deafness, blindness, paralysis, and loss of taste, 

loss of smell, dumbness, mutilation, lameness, constipation, impotence and 

insanity.7 These along with those of intellect are described as incapacity. 

Along with the injuries of intellect, the varities of incapacity are twenty-eight. 

These seventeen injuries of intellect result from the inversions of the varities of 

tu~fi (contentment) and siddhi (attainment).8 The varities of contentment are nine 

and those of attainment are eight. 

1 (a.) Sabdadi~u paficasu divyadivyataya dasavidhe?u vi~aye~u rafijaniye?u ragaJ:l asaktiJ:l mahamohaJ:ll - S.T.K.-
48 

(b.) G.P.B.- 48 
2 (a.) A?!avidhamaisvarye dr~!anusravika vi?ayaJ:l dasa, ete~ama?!iidasanaril sampadamanunandanti vipadaril 

nanumodantye?aJ:l a?!adasavidho vikalpastamisra~ 1- S.T.K.- 48 
(b.) G.P.B.- 48 

3 AbhinivesaJ:l andhatamisraJ:ll - S.T.K. - 48 
4 (a.) ibid 

(b.) G.P.B.- 48 
5 Vaikalyadasamarthyam asaktih I- Y.D.- 46 
6 S.K.- 49 . 
7 (a.) Tatra ekadasendriyavadhaJ:l- badhiryam, andhata, prasuptiJ:l, upajihvika, ghriil)apakaJ:l, mukata, kul)itvaril, 

khajyaril, gudavartaJ:l, klaibyam,junmada iti 1- G.P.B. -49 
(b.) S.T.K. - 49 

8 Saptadasa vadha buddherviparyayat tu?!isiddhlnam II - S.K. - 49 
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• In the state of tu~fi (contentment) a person don't have inclination for any type of 

knowledge. 1 Mainly it is of two types: iidhyiitmika (internal) and biihya (external). 

Adhyiitmika (internal) are of four kinds viz. prakrti (nature), upiidiina (means), 

kiila (time), bhiigya (luck) and these are called iidhyiitmika as these reside in the 

self.2 

It is called contentment for here the self is known as not-self and no effort is made 

for securing its release. Prakrti tu~fi is the reliance on the nature to bring about 

release through discriminative knowledge. Upiidiina tu~!i is the reliance on 

renunciation to bring about the release. The third is the kiila tu~fi, the view that the 

time itself will bring about the release in due course, irrespective of nature and 

means. The fourth is the bhiigya tu~fi according to which it is the luck that will 

bring about the release. 3 

External contentment is of five kinds and these arise from the aversion from the 

objects of the senses. A man turns away from the enjoyment of sound, touch, form, 

taste and smell, realizing that there is the evil attached to these, namely, of 

acquisition, protection, waste, attachment and injury.4 

• Siddhi (Attainment) is the mean of all types of desires. 5 Uha (reasoning), sabda 

(oral instruction from teacher), adhyayana (study and analysis), du!zkhatrayaniisa 

(three suppression of three fold misery), suhrtpriipti (intercourse with teacher or 

friends), diina (purity or gift):-

"Uhal}. sabdal}. adhyayanam dul}.khavighatastrayal}. suhrtpraptil}. 1 

Danaril ca siddhayal}. a~tau siddhe piirval}. ailkusastrividhal} 11"6 

1 Ciklr~itadiinena nivrttistu~~itJ 11 - Y.D. - 46 
2 Adhyatmani bhava adhyatmika~, tasca pralqtyupadanakalabhagyakhyatJ 1- G.P.B. -50 
3 (a.) ibid 

(b.) S.T.K.- 50 
4 Biihya vi~ayoparamacca pafica I bahyastu~!ya~ pai'ica vi~ayoparamat I sabdasparsariiparasagandhebhya 

uparatatJ arjanarak~I)a~ayasarhgahirhsadar5anat J- G.P.B.- 50 
5 Yathe~!asya sadhanarh siddhi~ 1- Y.D.- 26 
6 S.K.- 51 
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All these siddhis are of two classes: mukhya (principal) and gaw:zya (subordinate). 

The principal are the threefold suppression of the three type (iidhyiitmika, 

iidhibhautika, iidhidaivika) miseries. These result from the attainment of other 

siddhis viz. adhyayana, sabda, aha, suhrtpriipti and dana which between 

themselves are causally related and so they are gaw:zya (subsidiary or subordinate). 

Adhyayana (study) of the vedas ·and other sacred writings, knowledge of the 

twenty-five principles is acquired and thereby one attains salvation. 1 From the 

knowledge obtained by sabda (oral instruction), by hearing, proceeds knowledge 

of the nature, intellect, egotism, the subtle elements, the senses and the gross 

elements, hence liberation ensues. 2 

Uha 1s knowledge of scriptures secured by independent reasoning. 3 When 

knowledge is attained by discussion with teachers, friends, it is the attainment 

known as suhrtpriipti (intercourse of friends etc.).4 Diina word is derived from 

'daip sodhane' root and therefore, it means purity of discriminative knowledge.5 

This can be attained only ·by reverence for teacher's teachings, continuity and 

practice for a long time. 6 

By the suppression of three type (iidhyiitmika, adhibhautika, adhidaivika) miseries, 

through iihasiddhi, adhyayanasiddhi, and sabdasiddhi, one can attain liberation. 

These are three attainments. 7 

1 Adhyayanad vedadisastradhyayanat pancaviril.satitattvajfianaril. prapya mok~aril. yati itye~a trtiya siddhi~ -
G.P.B.- 51 

2 T atha sabdajfianat pradhanapuru~abuddhayaharil.kiiratanmatrendriyapancamahab hil tavi~ayam j nanatil bhavati, 
tato mok~a itye~a sabdiikhyii siddhi~ II - ibid 

3 Oha~ tarka iigamavirodhinyayenagamarthapan~I)arn 1- S.T.K.- 51 
4 Nyayena svayam pan~itamapyartha.ril. na sraddadhate, na yavad gurusi~yasabrahrnacaribhi~ saha sarilVadyate 
I ata~ suhfdaril. gurusi~yasabrahrnacaril)am samvadakanam prapti~ suhftprapti~ I - ibid 
5 Danam ca suddharvivekajiianasya, 'daip sodhane' ityasmaddhatordanapadavyutpatte~ 1- ibid 
6 Sa ca na vinadaranairantaryadirghakiilasevitabhyasaparipakadbhavatiti danena sa~ api samgrhlta~ I - ibid 
7 Yathii kascidadavabhihitiidhyatmikadidu~khatrayel)iibhibhilta~ asya pratikarasya ilhatil sabdamadhyayanaril. va 

pratipadya jfianamadhigamya mo~aril. yiititi du~khavighiitaya yatrohaditrayamadhikuru te tadapi siddhitrayam 
- M.V.-51 
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Buddhi is superior to the other organs on two counts; it provides both for the enjoyment and 

for the means of salvation; the former through the sense-organs and the latter through the 

inculcation of the difference between puru~a and prakrti. 1 

Ayurveda also admits mahat or buddhi (intellect). Alike to Siirhkhya it is established here 

that from avyakta mahat issues.2 Determination of an object is the activity of mahat. The 

sense-organs associate with iitman and manas perceives the objects. Manas afterwards 

decides merits and demerits of the objects. Then the buddhi acts and determinates. Basing on 

the determinative knowledge, a person performs his duties and speaks as wel1.3 This is called 

adhyavasiiya.4 Thus, both systems admit mahat as an element but Ayurveda does not describe 

as much as Siirhkhya. Siirhkhya has a deep discussion over it. But by nature both accept it in 

the same manner. 

a> Ahamkiira 

Aharhkiira is abhimiina.5 Individuation is the conceit in the ego. Ahmhkiira is of three types: 

a. Siittvika or Vaikrta Altwhkiira : When rajas and tamas are predominated over by 

sattva in the ahmhkiira or ego, it is called siittvika or vaikrta aharizkiira. 6 

b. Tamas or Bhtitiidi Ahwhkiira : When sattva and rajas are predominated over by 

tamas in ego, it is known as tiimas or bhutiidi ahwhkiira.1 

1 Sarvarh pratyupabhogarh yasmiitpuru~asya siidhyati buddhi~ I 
Saiva ca visina~!i puna~ pradhiinapuru~iintararh sli~mam II- S.K.- 37 

2 (a.) Jiiyate buddhiravyaktiid 1- C.S.Sa.- 1/66 
(b.) Tasmiidavyaktiinmahiinutpadyate 1- S.S.Sa.- 1/4 
(c.) B.P.- 112111 
(d.) Sr.D.S.- l/5/57 

3 Indriye~endriyiirtho hi samanaskena grhate I 
Kalpyate manasii turdhve gu~ato do~ata~ athavii II 
Jiiyate vi~aye tatra ya buddhimiscayiitmikii I 
Vyavasyati tayii vakturh kartturh vii buddhipurvakam II C.S.Sa.- l/22-23 

4 Niscayiitmiketi sthirasvarlipii adhyavasiiya rlipetyartha~ I vyavastltyanu~!hiinarh karoti, udyukto 
bhavatityartha~; budhyadhyavasitamartha vakturh karttu vanu~!hatlti yavat I buddhipurvakamityanena yadeva 
buddhipurvakamanu~!hiinarh tadevaivavidharh bhavati, nonmattiinu~!hanamitidarsayati- Ck.Ct on C.S.Sa. -1123 
5 Abhimana~ aharhkara~ I - S.K. - 24 
6 Sattvenabhibhute yada rajastamasi aharhkare bhavatastada sa~ aharhkara~ sattvika~ I tasya ca purviiciiryai~ 
sarhjna kfta vaikfta iti 11- G.P.B.- 25 
7 Tamasa abhibhute sattvarajasi aharhkare yada bhavata~ sal~ aharhkarastamas ucyate 1 tasya purvacaryakffirta 
sarhjna bhutadi~ 11 - ibid 
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c. Rajas or Taijasa Ahamkiira : When sattva and tamas are predominated over by rajas 

in the ego, the ego gets the term rajas or taijasa aharhkiira. 1 

From this aharhkiira two-fold creation tssues forth, the eleven-fold aggregate - [manas 

(mind), five sense-organs and five motor-organs] and pafica-tanmiitrii (five subtle elements). 

"Abhirnanal} aharilkarastasmaddvividhal} pravartate sargal} I 

Ekadasaka8ca gal}astanrnatral} paiicaka8caiva 11"2 

From the vaikrta aharhkiira, the group of eleven organs proceeds. Therefore, the organs are 

siittvika, pure and capable of apprehending their objects.3 From aharhkiira 's bhutiidi form 

proceeds the group of five subtle elements.4 Both these proceed from the taijasa aharhkiira. It 

supplies the energy for other two gul}as to produce their respective objects. 5 

Ayurveda also admits aharnkiira as one of the elements and it is identical to Siirhkhya 's 

aharhkiira. It is the feeling that 'I belong to such and such thing etc.' 6 It is also of three fold 

according to Ayurveda, vaikiirika, taijasa or bhutiidi. 7 Alike to Sarhkhya, in Ayurveda S.S., 

Sr.D.S. and B.P. admit that from the vaikiirika aharnkiira, with the help of taijasa the group 

of eleven organs proceeds. Therefore, the organs are siittvika. 8 With the help of taijasa the 

group of five subtle elements proceeds from aharnkiira 's bhutiidi form. 9 

1 Yada rajasabhibhiite sattvatamasi bhavatastada tasmat sa~ aharhkara~ taijasa iti sarhjfia labhate II - G .P .B. - 25 
2 S.K.- 24 
3 Sattvika ekadasaka!) pravartate 1 - ibid - 25 
4 Vailqtadaharhkarat bhiitadestanmatra~ sa tamasa~ 1- ibid 
5 Taijasadubhayam I - ibid 
6 Tatraivavarhjatiriipavittavrttabuddhisiiavidyabhijanavayoviryaprabhavasarhpanna!) ahamityahankara!)

C.S.Sa. - 5/1 
7 (a.) Sa trividho vaikarikataijaso bhiitadiriti 11- S.S.Sa.- 1/4 

(b.) B.P.- 112112 , 
(c.) Sr.D.S.- l/5/58 

8 (a.) Tatra vaikarikadaharhkarataijasasahayattalak~l)ii.nyevaikadasendriyiiJ)yutpadyante 11- S.S.Sa.- l/5 
(b.) Sr.D.S.- 115159 
(c.) B.P.- 1/2/13 

9 (a.) Bhiitaderapitaijasasahayattalak~l)anyeva pafica tanmatral)yutpadyante 11- S.S.Sa. - l/7 
(b.) B.P.- 112119 
(c.) Sr.D.S. -1/5/61 
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f? lndriya 

The group of eleven organs are the siittvika result of aharhkiira (ego) because they are 

illuminating and buoyant. 1 Although aharhkiira is one but due to predominance or 

suppression of the gw.zas it causes many creations.2 Where siittvika aharhkiira is the material 

cause in manifestation that is called 'indriya'. 3 Manas (mind), pafica-jfiiinendriya (sense

organs) and pafica-karmendriya (motor-organs) do have also another common features in that 

they serve as marks wherewith to infer the percipient subject, the self, who is referred to as 

Indra. The linga or mark or sign of the presence of Indra or puru~a (self), is indriya. 4 

According to its derivational meaning, 'in' represents objects and one, which makes our 

inclination towards these objects, is called indriya. 5 They are individually with different 

names such as eye, ear etc. 6 

a. Paiica-buddhfndriya (five sense-organs): 

Organs of cognition are eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin :-

'Buddhindriyal}.i ca~u)]srotraghral}.arasanasparsanakani'7 

These sense-organs apprehend the five external objects viz. form, sound, smell, taste, touch 

respectively, and transmutes this apprehension to intellect through manas. Therefore, they are 

called buddhlndriya or jiiiinendriya. 8 

1 Prakasalaghavabhyamekadasaka indriyagal)a~ sattviko vailq-ta sattvikadahamkaratpravartate 1- S.T.K.- 25 
2 Yadyapyeka~ aharhkarastathapi gul)abhedodbhavabhibhavabhayarh bhinnarh karyarh karotiti 1- ibid 
3 Sattvikaharhkaropadanakatvam indriyatvam 1 - ibid 
4 Indrasyatmanascihnatvad indriyam ucyate 1- ibid 
5 In iti vi~aya!farh nama, tanina~ vi~ayan prati dravantiti indriyal)i 1- M.V.- 26 
6 Tani ca svasamjiiabhisca~uradibhiruktani 1- S.T.K.- 26 
7 S.K.- 26 
8 Buddherbahyavi~ayapratipattau dvarabhiitatvad buddhlndriyai)Iti 11- Y.D. - 26 
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b. Paiica-karmendriya (five motor-organs): 

Organs of action are voice, hands, feet, the excretory organ and the organ of generation :-

'Vakpal}ipadapayfipasthan karmendriyal}yahul}' 1 

They are called organs of action as they perform action.2 Of these, the speech utters, the 

hands variously act, the feet perform moving from one placed to another, the anus excretes 

and the organ of generation produces pleasure. 3 

c. Manas (mind) : 

As one of the class of organs, mind is treated as a sense organ as well as a motor organ. It 

ponders over the functions of both, the sense-organs and the action organs; so it belongs to 

both. Sense-organs and motor-organs start to work when they associate with manas.4 

Thus, there are varieties of organs and it is due to specific variations in the modifications 

of the constituents, sattva, rajas and lamas. Each gul}a may predominate or be subordinate 

and that in verifying degree. Such differences are at the root of differences in the organs, just 

as they are responsible for the diversity of the external objects. 5 

Ayurveda also accepts these organs:-

• Paiica- jiiiinendriya (Five Sense-organs): The sense-organs are five in number viz. 

calcyurindriya (visual), srotrendriya (auditory), ghrti~zendriya (olfactory), 

rasanendriya (gustatory) and sparsanendriya (tactile).6 Sense faculties cannot be 

1 S.K.- 26 
2 Karma kurvantiti karmendriyfu:!i II- G.P.B.- 26 
3 Vacanadanavihara!)otsarganandasca paiicanam 1- S.K.- 28 
4 (a.) Ubhayatmakamatra mana~ sankalpakamindriyarh ca sadharmyat 1- ibid- 27 

(b.) Ekadasasvindriye~u madhye mana ubhayatmakam, buddhlndriyarh karmendriyaiica, cak~uradinaiil ca 
mana~ adhi~!hitanameva svasvavi~aye~u pravrtte~ II - S.T.K. - 27 

5 Gul).aparil).iimavise~annanatvarh bahyabhedasca II- S.K.- 27 
6 (a.) Tadystha- srotratvakacak~ujivhaghral).a 1- S.S.Sa.- 1/6 

(b.) Tatra ca4u~ srotrarh rasanarh sparSanamiti paiicendriya!)i 1- C.S.Su.- 8/8 
(c.) B.P.- 1/2/13 
(d.) Sr.D.S.- 1/5/59-60 
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perceived through indriyas but they are inferred through their actions 1 as each faculty 

resides at a special place in the body. Eyes, ears, nostrils, tongue and skin are the 

locations of the sense-organs.2 Such as visual faculty resides at two eyes and 

perceives rilpa. 

According to Caraka, they proceed from paiica sil/qmabhutas (tanmiitrii or subtle 

elements) i.e. rilpa tanmiitrii, sabda tanmiitrii, gandha tanmiitrii, rasa tanmiitrii and 

sparsa tanmiitrii. 3 But according to S.S., Sr.D.S. and B.P. they proceed from siittvika 

aharhkiira.4 Sound, touch, vision, taste and smell are the five sense objects.5 

• Paiica-karmendriya (Five Motor-organs): They are also five in number viz. viik 

(speech), hasta (hands), upastha (genital organs), piiyu (anus) and piida (legs).6 The 

functions of motor-organs are speech, grasping, delight and sexual enjoyment, 

excretion and motion respectively.7 

• Ubhayendriya - Dual (Sensory and Motor) Organ: Manas is known as 

ubhayendriya8 when it associates withjiiiinendriyas, it perceives knowledge. When it 

associates with karmendriyas, it helps to perform their respective activities.9 Mind, 

defined as the entity which, even on contact with self, sense-organs and sense objects, 

is responsible for production ofknowledge otherwise it doesn't produce. 10 

1 (a.) C.S.Sa.- 1/24 
(b.) C.S.Su.- 8114 

2 ibid- 8/10 
3 ibid. -8/9, 14 
4 (a.) Tatra vaikarikadaharilkarataijasasahayatta1a~l).ilnyevaikadasendriyal).yutpadyante 1- S.S.Sa.- 1/5 

(b.) Sr.D.S.- 115/59 
(c.) B.P.- 1/2/13 

5 (a.) C.S.Su. - 8/1 
(b.) B.P.- 1/2/17 
(c.) Sr.D.S.- 1/5/65 
(d.) S.S.Sa.- 118 

6 (a.) Hastau padau gudopastllalil vagindriyamathapi ca I karmendriyill).i caiva 1- C.S.Sa.- 1125 
(b.) S.S.Sa.- 1/6 
(c.) B.P.- 112114 
(d.) Sr.D.S.- 1/5/60 

7 (a.) Karmendriyill).ilril yathasarilkhyaril vacanadananandavisargaviharal).ilni II- S.S.Sa.- 118 
(b.) C.S.Sa.- l/25-26 
(c.) B.P. -1/2/18 
(d.) Sr.D.S.- 115166 

8 Ubhayatmakaril ~anal) I - S.S.Sa.- 1/8 
9 C.S.Su. - 817 
10 Lak~aQaril manaso jfianasyabhavo bhava eva ca I sati hyatmendriyarthanaril sannikar~e na vartate II 
Vaivrttyanmanaso jfianaril sannidhyattacca vartate 1- C.S.Sa.- II 17-18 
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It is also known as the supporter of the sense-organs.1 Manas possesses two attributes 

within it. They are 'al)utvam (atomicity)' and 'ekatvam (oneness ).'2 If the qualities of manas 

i.e. oneness and atomicity are not accepted, all kind of perceptions would occur at the same 

time. Mind, in person, seems to be more than one because of variations in its own objects, 

sense objects and its analytical activity and due to conjunction with the qualities of rajas, 

tamas and sattva; but, in fact, there is no numerousness. Therefore, it does not motivate more 

than one sense faculty at a time, and that is why not all the sense-organs can act 

simultaneously. 3 

Caraka has described clearly the objects of mind. The objects of the mind include 

thinking (cintya), considering (viciirya), imagining (iihya), attention (dhyeya) and 

determination (sarizkalpya). Apart from the above, whatever can be known by means of the 

mind is regarded as objects of manas:-

"Cintyaril vicaryamiihyaril ca dhyeyaril sarilkalpyameva ca I 

Yatkirilcinmanaso jiieyaril tat sarve hyarthasariljiiakam 11"4 

Thus, both systems accept these eleven organs and almost in same sense. But a slight 

difference prevails between both system's stand when we consider Car aka's view. Siirizkhya 

admits that from siittvika ahmnkiira these organs proceed but according to Caraka these 

organs proceed from five physical subtle elements. From prakrti issues mahat, thence 

ahmnkiira and from this five subtle elements (tanmiitrai and from these elements, these 

eleven organs and five gross elements proceed. Therefore, according to Caraka these organs 

are physical and physical body is the subject matter of medicine.6 Five sense-organs are 

composed of these physical elements with predominance of one in each. 7 

1 YadindriyaJ:Jamabhigrahakam ca 'mana' ityabhidhlyate 11- C.S.Sa. -3/13 
2 Ar:mtvamatha caikatvam dvau guJ:JaU manasa~ smrtau II ibid- 1/19 
3 C.S.Su. - 8/5 
4 C.S.Sa.- 1/20 
5 Khadini ca su~mii!)i tanmatrariipii!)i jiieyani 1 sthiilabhutani tu khadini tatra vise~ataya su~mariipii!)i ca 

tanmatrii!)i avise~atayoktani I Ck.Ct. on C.S.Sa- 1/29 
6" V.C.S. on C.S.Sa.- 1/24 
7 Ekaikadhikayuktani khiidinamindriyii!)i tu- C.S.Sa.- 1124 
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~ Paiica-tanmiitrii : 

Those paficatanmatra (five subtle elements) which are produced from the tamas aharhkiira; 

namely, the subtle element of sound (sabdatanmatra), the subtle element of touch 

(sparsatanmatra), the subtle element of form (rupatanmatra), the subtle element of taste 

(rasatanmatra) and the subtle element of smell (gandhatanmatra), are called 'non-specific' .1 

These are the objects apprehended by the gods only, and have the characteristic of pleasure 

being devoid of pain and delusion. 2 

Ayurveda 's conception about pafica-tanmatra is alike to Samkhya 's. Caraka doesn't 

use the word 'tanmiitra' for the subtle elements but the commentator Cakrapii!Ji makes it 

clear that when he talks about the eight fold prakrti viz. avyakta, mahat, aharilkiira and five 

elements, he means the subtle elements 'tanmatra', not the gross elements. 3 The five subtle 

elements (paficatanmatra) are sabdatanmatra, sparsatanmatra, rupatanmatra, rasatanmatra 

and gandhatanmatra. 4 

~ Paiica-mahiiblulta : 

According to Siirhkhya from paficatanmiitra (five subtle elements), the five gross elements 

proceed which are known as paficamahabhuta viz. earth, water, fire, air and ether and these 

are called specific (vise~a). 5 From the subtle element of smell (gandhatanmiitra), earth 

(prthivt); from the subtle element of taste (rasatanmtitrii), water (jala); from the subtle 

I (a.) Tamasadahankaradutpannani paficatanmatriil)i sabdadlni tanyavise~a ityucyante 1- M.V. 38 
(b.) Yani pafica tanmatral)i aharhkaradutpadyante tani sabdatanmatrarh, sparsatanmatraril, riipatanmatrarh, 

rasatanmatrarh, gandhatanmatrarh- etani avise~a ucayante II- G.P.B.- 38 
2 Devanamete sukha1ak~al)ii vi~aya du~khamoharahita~ 1 - ibid 
3 Khadlni ca sii~mal)i tanmatrariipal)i jfieyani 1 sthiilabhiitani tu khadlni tatra vise~ataya sii~mariipiil)i ca 

tanmatriil)i avise~atayoktani 1 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Sa- 1/29 
4 (a.) Tadyatha sabdatanmatrarh, sparsatanmatrarh, riipatanmatrarh, rasatanmatrarh gandhatanmatramiti

S.S.Sa.- 117 
(b.) Tanmatrapaiicakarh tasya namanyuktani siiribhi~ I 

Sabdatanmatrakaril sparsatanmatrakarh riipatanmatrakam 1 

Rasatanmatrakarh gandhatanmatrarh ceti tadvidu~- Sr.D.S.- 1/5/62-63 
(c.) Tamasadapyaharhkarattanmatral)i sarajasat 1 

Pafica1pasattvasambandhatta1ingani bhavanti hi II 
Sabdatanmatrakarh spar5atanmatrarh riipatanmatrakam I 
Rasatanmatrakarh gandhatanmatramiti tani tu 11- B.P.- l/2/19-20 

5 (a.) Tanmatriil)yavise~a~ tebhyo bhiitani pafica paficabhya~ I 
Ete smrta~ vise~a~ santa~ ghorasca miic)hasca II- S.K.- 38 

(b.) Tebhya~ paficabhya~ tanmatrebhya~ pafica mahabhiitani, prthivyaptejovayvakasasarhjnani, 
yanyutpadyante, ete smrta vise~a~ 11- G.P.B.- 38 
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element of form (riipatanmiitrii), fire (tejas); from the subtle element of . touch 

(sparsatanmiitrii), air (viiyu); from the subtle element of sound (sabdatanmiitrii), ether 

(iikiisa)- thus these gross elements are produced. 1 

These are specific objects, compose human body and some of these objects are 

tranquil i.e. have the characteristics of pleasure; some are violent i.e. have the characteristics 

of pain, and some are delusive i.e. produce delusion? There are three types of specifics:

subtle body, gross body born of parents and five gross elements. Of these, the subtle are 

lasting and constant while those born of parents perish.3 

The gross body, born of parents is enveloped in six sheathes. It gets hair, blood and 

flesh from mother and nerves, bones and marrow from father. 4 Mahat (buddhi or intellect), 

ahamkiira (ego), pafica-tanmiitrii (subtle element), pafica-jfiiinendriya (sense-organs), pafica

karmendriya (motor-organs) and manas (mind)\ these eighteen elements constitute the subtle 

bodl and it transmigrates from one body to another. 7 

Ayurveda also admits these five gross elements alike to Sii1nkhya. It also establishes 

that the subtle elements produce the five gross elements viz. prthivf, jala, tejas, vayu and 

iikiisa. 8 It also admits that these five gross elements compose the human body. 9 

It also accepts subtle body or sii~ma sarfra. Caraka admits that the self along with 

four subtle bhiitas viz. p[thivf, ap, tejas, viiyu and with speed like that of mind transmigrates 

I GandhatanmatrlH pfthivi, rasatanmatradapal), spaciatanmatradvayuJ:i sabdatanmatradakasam ityevamutpannani 
eta.ni mahabhutani 1- G.P.B.- 38 
2 Ete vise~a manu~al)ariJ. vi~ayal), santa.J:i sula~al)iil), ghora dul)khala~al)al) mii9ha mohajanakaJ:i 1 - ibid 
3 Su~ma matapiqjaJ:i saha prabhutaistridha vise~aJ:i syuJ:i 1 

Suk;;maste~am niyata. matapiqja nivartante 11- S.K. - 39 
4 Su~ma suk~madehal) parikalpita.J:i, matapiqja ~a!kausikal) 1 tatra maqto lomalohitamarhsani, pitrtastu 
snayvasthimajjana iti ~a! kosal) 11- S.T.K.- 39 
5 Paiicakarmendriylil)i, paiicabuddhlndriyal)i, paiicatanmatriil)i manobuddhiraharhkara, evama~!iidasa 
mahadadisu~maparyantam 1- M.V.- 40 
6 E~am samudayaJ:i suk~mam sarlram 1- S.T.K.- 40 
7 Purvotpannamasaktam niyatam mahadadisuk~maparyantam 1 

Samsarati nirupabhogam bhavairadhivasitarh lingam 11- S.K. - 40 
8 (a.) Mahabhutani khariJ. vayuragnirapal) ~itistatha I - C.S.Sa.- l/27 

(b.) Tanmatrebhyo viyadvayurvahnirvari vasundhara 1 
Eta.ni paiicajayante mahabhutani tatkramat 11- B.P.- l/2/21 

(c.) Tebhyo bhiitani vyomaniliinalajalovryaJ:i 1- S.S.Sa.- 117 
(d.) Tanmatrapaficakattasmatsamjatam bhiitapaiicakam II 

Vyomanilanalajala~oi)Iriipam ca tanmatam 1- Sr.D.S.- 115/63-64 
9 C.S.Sa.- 1/16 
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from one body to ~other according to past deeds. 1 As iikiisa is inactive, it does not enter in 

the foetus. As it is all pervasive and having the attributes of avakiisa pradhiina, it exists in the 

uterus from the beginning. He is omnivagant, sustains all bodies, performs all actions and 

takes all forms. 2 

Thus, Siirhkhya 's siilcyma sarfra consists of eighteen elements whereas in Ayurveda 

according to Caraka, sii/cyma sarfra consists of five elements (subtle elements viz. prthivf, 

ap, tejas, viiyu and self) and gross body consists of self and five gross elements. 

S.S. also accepts gross body made of five gross elements and self and this body only 

can be treated. 3 In both systems paficamahiibhuta have their significance. 

Both systems talk about the evolution process of this universe. Sa~hkhya establishes 

that this universe is a conglomeration of twenty-five elements: prakrti, puru~a. mahat, 

aharhkiira, pafica-jiiiinendriya, pafica-karmendriya, manas, pafica-tanmiitrii, pafica

mahiibhiita. In Ayurveda except Caraka, all scholars follow Siitnkhya 's evolution process. 

Caraka does not enumerate puru~a as an element because according to him both puru~a and 

prakrti are unmanifested, so he uses the word 'avyakta' for both and in this form he is present 

in the 24 elements. All elements proceed mainly from prakrti (avyakta) but all are non

intelligent and puru~a makes them conscious.4 

According to Siirhkhya, except prakrti and puru~a all other elements are vikrti or 

vyakta whereas Ayurveda divides all elements in two categories; one is prakrti which is of 

eight fold5 i.e. avyakta, mahat (intellect), aha~izkiira (ego), pafica-tanmatra (subtle elements) 

and other is vikrti which is sixteen-folds viz. manas, paiica-mahiibhuta, paiica-jfianendriya 

and pafica-karmendriya. 

1 Bhutaiscaturbhi~ sahita~ susukl?mairmanojavo dehamupaiti dehat I 
Karmatmakatvanna tu tasya drsyarh divyarh vina dar5anamasti rupam II - C.S.Sa. - 2/31 

2 ibid- 2/32 
3 (a.) Paiicamahabhutasarlrasamavaya~ puru~a iti I sa eva karmapuru~acikitsa adhikpa~ 1- S.S.Sa. -1/21 

(b.) Bhiitebhyo hi pararh yasmannasti cinta cikitsate 11- ibid- 1117 
4 Cetanadharapyeka~ smpa~ purusarhjfiaka~ 1- C.S.Sa.- 1/16 
5 (a.) S.S.Sa.- 1/29 

(b.) C.S.Sa. - 1/17 
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Caraka has a little different v1ew from Stimkhya about the evolution process. 

According to Caraka, from ahamkiira, pafica-tanmtitrti (five subtle elements) proceed and 

from these subtle elements eleven organs and pafica-mahabhata (five gross elements) issue. 

Therefore, the organs are physical and only physical body can be treated. According to C.S. 's 

commentator, Siimkhya 's organs are egotist and formless. Therefore, they cannot be given 

treatment. 1 

Susruta accepts evolution process alike to Samkhya. But he mentions that the organs 

are physical as they have predominance of pafica-mahabhuta (five gross elements - prthivf, 

jala, tejas, viiyu, iikiisa)2 and only physical entity can be subject matter of medicine. Nothing 

other than the physical entity can be its subject matter. 3 

Ayurveda discusses the evolution process to establish the principle that both this 

universe as well as our body is made up of same elements. So, our body is equal to this 

universe. Whatever formed entities are in the universe, the same are in our body and vice

versa.4 The aggregate of six constituents is termed as universe (macrocosm) such as- prthivf, 

jala, tejas, viiyu, iikiisa and unmanifest self- Brahaman (principle of consciousness). These 

very six constituents aggregate are termed as puru~a (person or body). 5 

Ayurveda 1s based on the laws of nature. This theory of 'loka-puru~a siimya' 

(macrocosom-microcosom continuum) is the most important principle of Ayurveda. The 

individual humanbeing is the miniature replica of the universe. The individual and the 

universe both are essentially 'paficabhautika' i.e. made up of five basic physical factors or 

elements namely prthivf (earth), jala (water), tejas (fire/radiant energy), viiyu (air/motion), 

iikiisa (ether/space). 

The individual (puru~a) and the universe (loka) remain in constant interaction with 

each other and also derive and draw materials, from each other in order to maintain their 

1 V.C.S. on C.S.Sa.- 1124 
2 'Tatsambhavadravyasamiiho bhiitadirukta~' bhautikani cendriyal).yiiyurvede vafl).yante tathendriyartha~ 11-
S.S.Sa.- 1118 
3 Tasyopayoga~ abhihitascikitsamprati sarvada I 

Bhiitebhyo hi param yasmannasti cinta cikitsate 11 - ibid- 1/17 
4 'Puru~ai) ayam lokasammitai)' ityuvaca bhagavan punarvasuratreyal) I yavanto hi loke bhavavise~astavantai) 

puru~e yavanta~ puru~e tavanto loke; II - C.S.Sa. - 5/3 
5 Sa~dhatava~ samudita~ 'loka' iti sabdam labhante; tadyatha- p~thivyapastejo vayurakasam brahma 

cavyaktamiti, eta eva ca ~a~dhatava~ samudita~ 'puru~a' iti sabdarillabhante II- ibid- 5/4 
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normalcy and homeostasis. This exchange follows the law of siimiinya and vise~a 

(homologus vs heterologus) on the simple principle that a similarlhomologus matter increase 

the similar while a dissimilar/heterologus matter decreases or depletes the same. The 

interaction and exchange between loka and puru~a continues in a natural way as the man 

breaths air, drinks water and consumes food articles available in the nature. 

So long, this interaction is wholesome and optimum, the man is in optimum health. 

When this harmonious interaction breaks, a disease-state starts. Hence, the main principle of 

treatment of a disease is nothing but to restore hormony between loka and puru~a and to 

restore normal balance of paiicamahiibhutas in the body and mind with due homeostasis. 

In the person prthivf, jala, tejas, viiyu, iikiisa and Brahman are represented by form, 

moisture, heat, vital breath, pores (including vacant spaces) and inner self respectively. 1 As is 

the significance of Brahman in the universe so is that of inner self in the person.2 It is also 

mentioned that some commonness can be inferred such as what is iiditya in universe is the 

action of receiving in human body, rudra is agitation, likewise soma is cheerfulness, viiyu 

happiness, asvins lustre, marut enthusiasm, visvadeva all sense-organs and their objects, 

darkness ignorance, light knowledge; as initial creation in case of the universe so 

impregnation in the person, krtayuga childhood, tretiiyuga youth, dviipara old age, kaliyuga 

as illness and end of creation as death. Thus, by inference commonness of other unmentioned 

entities of the universe and the person may also be known.3 

This body and manas are described as locations of disorders as well as pleasures. 4 

Abnormality or disorder is disequilibrium of body's elements and their equilibrium is 

normalcy or health. Health is happiness while disorder is unhappiness.5 So without knowing 

these elements of body a physician won't be able to diagnose and give treatments according 

to the disease. 

1 
Tasya puru~asya prt}liv1 bhuti~, iipa~ kleda~ teja~ abhisantiipa~, vayu~ pra~a~, viyat su~ira~i, brahrna 

antaratma I - C.S.Sa.- 5/5 
2 Y atha khalu brahmi vibhutirloke tatha puru~e apyantaratmiki vibhuti~ 1 - ibid 
3 ibid 
4 C.S.Su. - 1155 
5 Vikaro dhatuvai~amyam, siimyam pralqtirucyate I 

Sikhasamjnakamarogyarh, vikaro du~khameva ca II - ibid- 9/4 
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The physician, who is possessed of the correct knowledge about the senses, is able to 

know the life and death. 1 Therefore, the expert physician, who is well acquainted with the 

fatal signs, earns the title of 'Ayurvedavid' _2 The physician, who possess knowledge of the 

four aspects - cause, symptoms, cure and prevention of disease, is the best one3 and it is not 

possible without the detailed knowledge of body and universe. 

Detailed knowledge of the human body is necessary for the well-being of the body. 

After getting knowledge about the entities of the body, one is able to know about the factors, 

which are useful to the body. Hence, the detailed knowledge of the body is commenced:-

"Sariravicayal} sariropakarartba~yate 1 jiiatva hi sariratattvam sariropakarakar~u 

bhave~u jfianamutpadyate" 1 tasmacchariravicayaril prasarilsanti kusalal} 11"4 

Thus, body is defined as the seat of consciousness, composed of the aggregate of the products 

of five mahiibhiitas and carrying on in the state of equilibrium. When in the body the dhiitus 

get imbalanced, the body gets subjected to disease or destruction. Getting imbalanced of 

these dhiitus means their increase or decrease partially or wholly. 5 Hence, the properly 

administered therapy brings back the decreased as well as the increased dhiitus to the state of 

equilibrium by reducing the increased ones and in taking of the diminished ones. 

Disease free condition is the best source of virtue (dharma), wealth (artha), 

gratification (klima) and emancipation (mo~a):-

"Dharmarthakamamo~al}amarogyarit miilamuttamam"6 

Ayurveda, also accepting as one of the purposes of describing commonness between universe 

and person says that this type of knowledge gives rise to right knowledge that the self only is 

1 Etadindriyavijiianaril ya~ pasyati yathatatham I 
Maral).aril jivitaril caiva sa bhi~akjiiatumarhati II- C.S.In.- 4/27 

2 ibid -7/32 
3 (a.) Hetau linge prasamane rogiil).ii.mapunarbhave I 

Jiianaril caturvidharil yasya sa rajarho bhi~aktama~ II- C.S.Su.- 9/19 
(b.) Sariraril sarvatha sarve sarvada veda yo bhi~ak 1 

Ayurvedaril sa kartsnyena veda lokasukhapradam 11- C.S.In.- 6/19 
4 C.S.Sa. - 6/3 
5 ibid- 6/4 
6 C.S.Su. -1115 
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the agent of happiness and mtsery. Thus, this knowledge makes a person to arise for 

salvation, which is the ultimate goal, but without being free from diseases, it is also not 

possible. 1 

Hence, evolution process of this umverse and human body has significance in 

Ayurveda as it makes to diagnose as well as treat the disease using the natural elements. 

Moreover, a disease free condition is a requisite to achieve the ultimate goal of life i.e. 

'mo/qa'. 

Besides this, elements of Yoga also can be seen in Ayurveda. Yoga had intimate 

association with the medical sciences from very early times. According to Yoga, every body 

through constant practice of detachment or asceticism can achieve salvation? Ayurveda, a 

comprehensive science of life was developed to ensure iirogya i.e. healthy life in all its 

dimensions which is the best source of virtue (dharma), wealth (artha), gratification (kiima) 

and emancipation (mo/qa). Therefore, Yoga was a part of Ayurveda as it subserved the same 

objectives. Thus, Ayurveda is the life science specifically concerned with psychospiritual 

development of an individual. 

Yoga and Ayurveda are allied disciplines. Both have advocated au~adhi, mantra, japa, 

samiidhi etc. as the means of achieving their objectives.3 Besides spiritual paths, Yoga also 

teaches the use of drugs for citta-suddhi. Similarly, besides au~adhi, anna, vihiira (drugs, diet 

etc.), Ayurveda also teaches the practice of Yoga. Ayurveda accepts this system as an 

important media for health 'and mo/qa, as Caraka emphasises that recurrence of all sensations 

is checked through Yoga and mo/qa. The absolute eradication of sensation is attained through 

mo/qa. The Yoga is a mean to attain mo/qa. 4 Thus, there is similarity in the approach of these 

two human sciences, though the emphasis varies. 

It is profoundly established by eminent scholars that Yoga school accepts the old 

twenty-five principles of Sarnkhya, 'prakrti', etc.; only adding the Supreme Being 'lsvara' as 

1 C.S.Sa. - 517 
2 Abhyasa vairagyabhyaril tannirodha~ 1- Y.S.- 1112 
3 (a.) Janmau~adhimantratapa~ samadhija~ siddhaya~ 1- ibid- 4/1 

(b.) Trividhamau~adhamiti -daivavyapasrayaril, yuktivyapasrayaril satvavajayasca 1- C.S.Su.- 11/54 
4 Y oge mok~e ca sarvasaril vedananamavartanam I 
Mo~e nivrttimise~~a yogo mok~apravartaka~ II - C.S.Sa. - 1/13.7 
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the twenty-sixth element. 1 In S.D.S. Miidhviiciirya classifies these principles into two 

groups2
:-

• isvara 

• Other twenty-five elements 

This can be shown through following diagram:-

Bh.'ivya-vastu 
(Objects) 

I 
I . -~. ··- I 

Tattva-samuha 
lsvara(God) (OtherTwenty-

five Elements} 

I 
I 

. 
I 

J<ll:la-pr<~krti (Inert Aja~l.:~-puru'?"' 
N.:~ture) i Conscious St>lf) 

I 
C itt<l { hltt'llect) 

I 
I - I 

Asmit:i (Ego) 
P <~ii.< a-t.:~nm:i hi 

(Subtle elt>ments) 

I I 
Eka da<ia -indriy .a 

Pat'ic.a-
m.lh~hh(l tas 

(11 Organs) 
{Gross Elements) 

Fig 3. Elements according to Yoga System 

1 Prdhanadlni paficavirilsatitattvani praclnanyeva sammatani I ~a<;lavirhsastu paramesvarai:J 1- S.D.S. pg. 443 
2 Bhavyarh ca dvividham -!Svarastattvani cal- ibid- pg. 474 
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Thus according to S.D.S., there are two groups of elements, one is lsvara (God) and 

another is twenty-five elements, which is again divided in two groups; jat;Ja (unconscious) 

and ajat;Ja (conscious). Ajat;Ja is puru~a and except pu~a other twenty four elements are 

jat;la (unconscious). 1 

Here lsvara is accepted as one of the means of attaining emancipation, which is main 

aim of this system. Restraint of mental operations is requisite for this aim and it is called 

'Yoga' _2 'Yoga' is 'samadhi'. 3 Two significant measures of concentration are 'abhyiisa 

(practice)' and 'vairiigya (detachment)'. 4 

Practice is the effort to stay in the restricted state5 and detachment is the absence of 

greed towards objects seen and heard of.6 These are the means of 'kriyii yoga' or practical 

yoga. 

Besides this, Patafijali also talks about direct mean to attain 'samadhi' and it is called 

'bhakti yoga'. It is 'lsvarapriif}idhiina' which is a special kind of devotion to God. 7 Here 

God accepted as a mean of 'samiidhi' and thus, Yoga system accepts 26 elements. lsvara is 

that special puru~a unaffected by the vehicles of afflictions, action and fruition. 8 Other 

puru~as are also untouched by the afflications but they have attained this state after cutting all 

types of bonds but lsvara neither had nor will have any connection with these bonds. It is all 

time liberated and all times lsvara (lord).9 

There is no other divinity equal to lsvara. Hence, it alone whose divinity is free from 

other equal or superior power, is lsvara and it is the special puru~a. 10 In it there is unexcelled 

the germs of omniscience, for in it is the furthest limit of omniscience, beyond which there is 

nothing. 11 It is all-merciful, and though it has no desires to satisfy, yet for the sake of its 

1 Ja<;lani pralqtimahadaharhkaradTni caturvirhsati 1 aja<;la!) puru~a!) 1- S.D.S.- pg. 474 
2 Yogascittavrtiinirodha!) II- Y.S. - 112 
3 Yoga!) samadhi!) I - ibid - 1/l 
4 Abhyasavairagyabhyarh tannirodha!) II - ibid- 11 12 
5 ibid- 1113 
6 ibid- 1115 
7 (a.) Isvarapral).idhanadva- ibid- 1123 

(b.) Y.B.- 1/23 
8 Klesakarmavipakasayairaparamr?~a!) puru~avise~a ISvara!) 1- Y.S.- 1124 
9 Y.B. 1/24 
10 Tasmadyasya samyatisairvinirmuktamaisvaryarh sa evesvara~ 1 sa ca puru~avise~a iti II - ibid 
11 Tatra niratisayarh sarvajnab!jam II- Y.S.- 1/25 
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deserved devotees it dictates the vedas at each evolution of the world after dissolution.' It is 

also the teacher of the ancient teachers beyond the range of conditioning time. Time cannot 

reach to it as an object of limitation. It is the preceptor even of all the ancient teachers, 

established by the highest authority (veda) in the beginning of this creation, so the same fact 

must be understood concerning the past creations also. 2 

The word denoting it is Om (pra!f-ava). 3 The relation of this denoted with the denoter 

is fixed. But the usage of isvara only reveals the fixed meaning. The mind of the Yogf, who 

repeats the pra!f-ava and reveals its truth, is made one-pointed and fit for Yoga.4 Whatever 

obstacles there are such as sickness etc., they disappear by devotion to isvara. It also obtains 

a perception of its true self.5 

Ayurveda doesn't talk about God as an element but it accepts supreme soul. The 

supreme self, because of being eternal, has no source of origin.6 The supreme self is devoid 

of abnormalities, is the cause of consciousness with the conjunction of mind, properties of 

basic elements viz. p[thivf, ap, tejas, vayu and akiisa; sense-organs. It is eternal and seer, who 

sees all the actions. 7 

Self, who alone is knower of all things, witnesses all the entities of all the living 

beings. 8 Unconscious objects like stone cannot witness things. This supreme soul is 

beginning less,9 ever lasting, 10omnipresent, all pervasive and great. 11 The absolute self is one 

only and cannot be perceived by signs or symptoms. 12 It is unmanifest because the eternal is 

imperceptible to caused entity, as the same cannot grasp the eternality. That is why one, 

1 Tasyatmanugrahabhave api bhutanugrahal:l prayojanam 'jiianadharmopadesena kalpapralayamahapralaye~u 
saril.sariryal:l puru~anuddhari~yamiti' 1- Y.B. - 1125 
2 (a.) Sa e~a piirve~amapi gurul:l kalenanavacchedat II - Y.S.- 1/26 

(b.) Yathasya sargasyadau praka~agatya siddhastathatikrantasargadi~vapi pratyetavyai:lll -Y .B. - 1126 
3 Tasya vacakal:l praryaval:lll - Y.S.- 1/27 
4 Y.B.- 1/28 
5 (a)Tatal:l pratyakcetanadhigamal:l api antarayabhavasca II - Y.S.- 1/29 

(b)Ye tavadantariiya vyadhiprabhftayai:l, te tavad!svarapraryidhananna bhavanti II- Y.B.- 1/29 
6 Prabhavo na hyanaditvadvidyate paramatmanai:ll- C.S.Sa.- 1153 
7 Nirvikaral:l parastvatma sattvabhiitaguryendriyaii:ll 

Caitanye karal)aril nityo dra~!ii pasyati hi kriyai:lll- C.S.Su.- 1/56 
8 Jiial:l sa~Hyucyate najiial:l sak~1 tvatma yatal:l S!llftal:ll - C.S.Sa.- 1183 
9 (a.) Adirnastyatmana~ 1- ibid- 1182 

(b.) Anadil:l puru~o nityo 1- ibid- 1159 
10 Sadakararyavannityaril... 1- ibid- 1159 
11 Vibhutvamata evasya yasmat sarvagato mahan- ibid- 1/80 
12 ibid- 1/84 
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which cannot be grasped, is said as unmanifest. The self, which is the knower of the body, 

eternal, omnipresent and indestructible, is the unmanifest. 1 Parmiitman, 2 Brahman, 3 

Paramesvara etc. are the synonyms used in Ayurveda for supreme. 

Yoga's lsvara and Ayurveda 's supreme self both are similar upto some extent. 

Ayurveda 's supreme self is the source of consciousness of body but in Yoga lsvara is the 

direct source of samiidhi which restrains the modifications of the mind and causes salvation. 

As Yoga says that, we can only infer God but an inference exhausts itself in reaching a 

general conclusion and is not competent to perceive a particular instance. The special 

knowledge of its name and such things are to be sought from the sacred texts.4 

Similarly, according to Ayurveda, supreme self can be only inferred5 but there are so 

many references in Ayurvedic literature, which contain names of some deities such as 

Brahman, 6 Siva, 7 Vi~l}U, 8 Indra9 etc. These special names can be special knowledge of that 

supreme self, alike to Yoga system as it has already mentioned that Brahmii is synonym of 

that absolute self. The main difference is that Yoga enumerates God as an element but 

Ayurveda does not. 

Thus, after this comparison of Sii1izkhya-Yoga and Ayurveda it is clear that these 

systems are inter-connected. Ayurveda accepts the evolution process alike to Sii1izkhya as well 

as Yoga but with some difference. Ayurveda establishes this evolution process to discuss the 

elements of this body which is the subject matter of medicine. Besides this, it is also clear 

that Stilizkhya has an impact on Ayurveda as it is evident from the following verse:-

"Samkhyail] samkhyatasarhkhyeyail] saha asinam punarvasu l 

Jagaddhitartharh papraccha Vahnivesal}. SV3Samsayam jj" 10 

1 C.S.Sa. - 1160-61 
2 ibid -1153 
3 ibid- 5/4 
4 Samanyamatropasarhhare ca lqtopa~ayamanumanarh na vise~apratipattau samarthamiti 1 tasya 
sarhjiiadivise~apratipattiragamata~ paryanve~ya 1 - Y.B. 1/25 
5 C.S.Sa.- 1/60-62 
6 C.S.Su. - 114 
7 C.S.Ci.- 3/311 
8 ibid- 3/312 
9 ibid - 3/313 
1° C.S.Su.- 13/3 
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Chapter- IV 

Relation between Ayurveda and Rasesvf!ra Darsana from Metaphysical 

Point of View 

Sarvadarsana Sarhgraha deals with Rasesvara Darsana (mercurial system). This text 

principally deals with 16 philosophical systems current in 141
h century. The _philosophical 

literature by that time had grown so enormously that for an ordinary man it became quite 

impossible to grasp even a single system from the beginning till end. Hence, Miidhaviiciirya 

presents entire Rasa-Siistra in the form of Rasesvara Darsana in lucid, precise and scholarly 

manner. 

Rasa-Siistra is a most important and popular branch of Ayurveda developed in medieval 

period i.e. gth /9th century A.D. and onwards. Historically though, the drugs of original 

minerals are in use since ancient times in the therapeutics but during that period their 

numbers were very much limited probably on account of non-development of suitable and 

sophisticated pharmaceutical procedures, techniques and processes necessary for their 

conversion to suitable dosage forms. 

There are several opinions about the aims and objectives of Rasa-Siistra but we can narrow 

down the objectives mainly two. One is to convert the base metals into gold and silver, which 

is known as lohavidyii and rasavidyii, commonly recognized as alchemy in modem science. 

Another objective was to achieve the perfect health and lead a long life without being 

afflicted with diseases. This is known as dehavidyii/dehavedha. 

The initial concept of Rasa-Siistra was to transform lower/base metals into noble/higher 

metals (loha vedha) and later on to build strong body tissues and to maintain their healthy 

state (deha vedha) with a view to remove poverty from the world first and then to eliminate 

diseases and death of the man-kind. Thus, to achieve loha vedha (metallic transformations) 

and deha vedha (metabolic transformations of body tissues) Rasa-Siistra was evolved and 

developed in medieval period. 
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There is one more theory about the evolution of Rasa-Stistra. As per Hindu philosophy, 

mo~a or liberation was the ultimate aim of human being. According to this school, whatever 

efforts are put forth for the mo~a. attained after death is futile and worthless. There is no use 

of anything that cannot be enjoyed during the lifetime. Hence, one should enjoy the fruits of 

mo~a during lifetime, not after death. It can be achieved by Yoga only but a strong and 

disease free body and mind only can perform perfect Yoga. Accordingly, such a state can be 

·achieved only by consuming the processed ptirada (mercury). Thus, this theory gradually 

developed as a practical science keeping mercury as a nucleus. 

Rasa-Stistra has emphasised on 'rastiyana' concept of Ayurveda as with this one can 

achieve best quality of body tissues (rastidi seven dhtitus) which are likely to provide positive 

health to the body tissues and prevent diseases and ageing process and as such our body 

always remains in healthy and youthful state. Rastiyana concept was prevalent during 

Samhitti period and several herbal drugs were categorized to possess rastiyana properties still 

during that time it was in developing state only but historically it was the time of Rasa

Stistra, gth;9th century, in which this rastiyana concept was found t? be highly developed and 

reached to its height. 

The use of the drugs of mineral origin as rastiyana drugs became more frequent than 

the use of the drugs of herbal origin which helped to make the rastiyana concept really very 

meaningful for the society and men-kind. During the time of development of Rasa-Stistra 

several pharmaceutical procedures, treatments and techniques necessary for conversion of 

metallic and mineral drugs into suitable dosages form have been evolved. 

Ancient Indian treatises on mercurial operations, mineral medicines and alchemical 

practices have a significant place in the technical literature of India. These treatises contain 

vast technical knowledge, especially about the mineralogy and metallurgy. In ancient time, 

the use of metals as well as minerals as medicines found prevalent but it flourished later on, 

which gave rise to a separate branch of materia medica of metals and minerals, along with 

that of herbs and plants. This science of minerals, metals and mercury is significant as it is 

very useful from medicinal point of view. 
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Rasesvara Darsana insists upon the tenet that the liberation in this life taught in all 

systems depends upon the stability of the bodily frame, and therefore, celebrate the virtues of 

piirada (mercury) as means of strengthening the system. 1 The enjoyments of wealth and body 

are not permanent, so one should strive for the emancipation. And this liberation is possible 

through yathiirtha jiiiina (real knowledge) and this knowledge results from yogiibhyiisa 

(practice of Yoga). Moreover, such a practice of Yoga is possible in a healthy, disease free 

stable body. 2 

Stable body cannot be achieved either by herbal medicines or by metallic medicines 

as rasiiyanas (rejuvenators). These substances are not reliable as they are destroyable by 

nature. They can be destroyed by fire, water or by sunrays. 3 On the contrary, mercury does 

not get affected due to all these conditions and it absorbs all the metals, so it is superior and 

supreme. As the yogis get emancipation by assimilation with Siva, in the same way piirada 

(mercury), which has consumed abhraka (mica) attains the stability by absorbing all the 

metals.4 

The body, which we get after birth, can be destroyed but it may be perdurable if it 

comes in the contact of piirada (mercury) and abhraka (mica), creation of lord Siva and 

Piirvatf. Parada (mercury) is the exudation (rasa) of the body of Siva. 5 It is evolved from 

Mahiideva (Siva).6 Hence, Siva is known Rase§vara and the system also as Rasesvara. Thus, 

it is evident that Rasesvara Darsana 's metaphysics is based on two categories: parada 

(mercury) and abhraka (mica). 

1 PU:t<:Jasthairye sarvabhimata jivanamuktiJ:t setsyatityasthaya, pi!)<;lasthairyopayaril paradadipadavedaruyaril 
rasameva sarilgirante- S.D.S. pg. no.- 322 
2 Iti dhanasarlrabhoganmatva anityan sadaiva yataruyam I 

Muktau sa cajnanattaccabhyasatsa ca sthire dehe 11- R.R:s.- l/39 
3 Tatsthairye na samartharil rasayanaril kimapi miilalohadi I 

Svayamasthirasvabhavaril dahyaril kledyaril ca so~yaril ca II -ibid- l/40 
4 Amrtatvaril hi bhajante haramiirtau yogino yatha ITna:J:t I 

Tadvatkavalitagagane rasaraje hemalohadyaJ:t II - ibid- l/42 
5 SuptaJ:t ayaril matsamo devi ! mama pratyangasambhavaJ:t I 

Mama devaraso yasmadrasastenayamucyate 11- S.D.S. pg no.- 323 
6 Cakasti tatra jagatamadidevo mahesvaraJ:t 1 

Rasatmanajagattratumjato yasmanmaharasaJ:t 11- R.R.S.- l/22 
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~ Origin of Parada (Mercury) 

Mercury is described to be of divine origin as it is related to Lord Siva:-

"Cakasti tatra jagatamadidevo mahe5varaJ}. I 

Rasatmana jagattraturil jata yasmanmaharasal} 11" 1 

In the present verse it is mentioned that Lord Siva dwells on Himiilaya and from him only 

piirada is evolved. It is described as semen of Lord Siva. Out of blemishes of Lord Siva's 

semen, emerged various types of metals, which are capable of making the body stable. 2 It is 

described in Rasa-schools' texts that the intensity of Lord Siva's semen was intolerable. It 

was fierce by nature. 

};> Synonyms of Parada (Mercury) 

It is called piirada (piira+da) because it is means of conveyance beyond the senes of 

transmigratory states3 and rescues man from diseases.4 It is known as rasa also because it 

arises from Lord Siva's internal organs and it is exudation (rasa) of his body.5 As it engulfs 

all the metals like gold etc. and it eradicates senility, diseases and death, therefore also, it is 

known as rasa. 6 It is called rasendra as it is superior among all mahiirasa, uparasa and 

siidhiiraf_la rasa. 7 As it transforms body tissues into new and healthy tissues (dehasiddhi) and 

lower/base metals into higher or noble metals (lohasiddhi), it is termed as siita. 8 The sheen of 

all the metals is found in it in an accumulated form, therefore it is named as misraka. 9 

Rasendra, piirada, siita, siitariija, siitaka, sivateja and rasa are other synonyms of piirada. 10 

I R.R.S.- 1/22 
2 ibid- 1161-66 
3 Rasasya paradatvarh sarhsaraparaprapa1_1ahetutvena I taduktam-

Sarhsarasya pararh pararh datte asau parada~ smrta~ I iti II - S.D.S. - pg no. - 322 
4 Rogapailkabdhimagnanarh paradanacca parada~ 1- R.R.S.- 1/79 
5 Sup~ ayarh matsamo devi ! mama pratyailgasambhava~ I 
Mama devaraso yasmadrasastenayamucyate 11- S.D.S. - pg no. - 323 

6 Rasanat sarvadhatiinam rasa ityabhidhlyate I 
Jararuilmrtyunasaya rasyate va raso mata~ 11- R.R.S.- 1/77 

7 Rasoparasarajatvadrasendra iti kirtita~ 1- ibid- 1/78 
8 Dehalohamayirh siddhirh siite siitastata~ smrta~ II - ibid 
9 Sarvadhatugatarh tejomisritarh yatra ti~!hati I 

Tasmat sa misraka~ prokto nanarupaphalaprada~ II - ibid- 1/79 
10 Rasendra~ parad~ siita~ siitarajaSca siitaka~ I 
Sivatejo ras~ sapta namanyevarh rasasya tu II- R.S,S- 1/7 
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~ Utility of Parada (Mercury) 

As aforementioned that all worldly pleasures are unstable, so one should strive for liberation 

from these worldly pleasures. Liberation results from knowledge, knowledge from practice of 

Yoga and Yoga can be performed by healthy body only. 1 

The body, as a complex of six sheaths (skin, blood, flesh, fat, bone and marrow), is 

dissoluble but if it comes in the contact of ptirada (mercury) and abhraka (mica), creation of 

lord Siva and Ptirvatfrespectively, it becomes stable.2 Parada (mercury) and abhraka (mica) 

are identified with Hara and Gauri.3 

Parada (mercury) absorbs all the metals and such mercury makes the body ageless, 

stable and immorta1.4 Stability of body results from consumption of this mercury and with 

this stable body human being obtains real knowledge by continuous practice of Yoga. Thus, 

human being attains emancipation and gets rid off further birth, death and rebirth. In this way, 

he becomes immortal. 5 

There is nothing superior or nobler than this immortal body which is a seat of all 

kinds of teachings, which is root cause for attaining the four folds of puru~arthas (main 

objects of human life viz. dharma, artha, kama and molqa) and which is ageless and 

immortal. 6 The real knowledge of ultimate reality is not possible without perceiving parada 

(mercury) as it makes our body fit, healthy and diseases free and so immortal. 7 The body, 

afflicted by senility, diseases, weak senses, will not be able to attain the state of.samadhi, 

which is essential to attain liberation. This type of body cannot perform the perfect Yoga. 8 

I R.R.S. - 1/39 
2 ~a~kausikasya sarlrasyanityatve api rasabhrakapadabhilapyaharagaunsmijatasya nityatvopapatte!) I - S.O.S. -
pg.no.-324 
3 Abhrakastava bijarh tu mama bijarh tu parada!) 1 - ibid- pg no. - 325 
4 Paramatmaruva satatarh bhavati layo yatra sarvasattvanam I 

Eka!) asau rasaraja!) sarlramajaramaram kurute II- R.R.S.- 1143 
5 Sthire debe abhyasavasat prapya jiianam gU!)ii~~akopetam I 

Prapnoti brahmapadarh na punarbhavavasajanmadu!)khani II - ibid - 1144 
6 Ayatanam vidyanam mUlam dharmarthakamamo~iit:tam I 

Sreya!) pararh kimanyaccarlramajaramaraih vihayaikam II - ibid- 1/54 
7 Pratya~et:ta pramaQena yo na janati siitakam I 
Adr~~avigraharh devam katham jiiasyati cinmayam 11- ibid- 1/55 

8 Yajjarayajatjarltam kasasvasadidul:Jkhavivasam ca j 
Yogyarh tanna samadhau pratihatabuddhindriyaprasaram II- ibid- 1/56 
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It is not possible to attain real knowledge during childhood and not even in period of 

youth as at that time human being gets involved in worldly pleasures. In old age our 

reasoning power diminishes so again it is not possible to get the real knowledge. 1 If a human 

being does not attain real knowledge or liberation during lifetime, it is not possible to get it 

after death.2 Hence, the yogis, who are very desirous to attain liberation, should achieve 

stable, non-perishable body and it is possible to achieve with the help of piirada (mercury) 

and abhraka (mica):-

"Tasmajjivanmuktiril sanunamanena yogina prathamam 1 

Divya tanurvidheya haragaurisrtisarilyogat 11"3 

It is considered highly auspicious metal. The sins caused due to massacre of teachers, cows, 

Brahmins etc., which cannot be destroyed, can also be diminished by mere perception of 

piirada (mercury) as this is the most pure metal.4 

Its perception makes human being to get virtues (pw;ya) which is quite identical to the 

pw;yas acquired by performing hundred asvamedha yajfia (oblation) or by donating 

thousands of gold coins, crores of cows or dipping in all the holy waters. 5 Who prepare the 

ling a out of piirada and adores it with reverence, will attain the advantage of the adoration of 

Sivaliftga (pictogram of Lord Siva).6 It is said that "eating, touching, giving, meditating 

upon, and adoring of ptirada (mercury) are the five different ways of worshipping it - all of 

which tend to destroy great vices. 7 

1 Bala~ ~o9asav~o vi~ayarasasvadalampa!a~ parata!). I 
Yataviveko vrddho martya~ kathamapnuyanmuktim II- R.R.S.- 1157 

2 Asminneva sarlre ye~arh paramatmano na sarhveda!). I 
Dehatyagadiidhrvarh te~arh tadbrahma diirataram II- ibid- 1158 

3 ibid -1160 
4 (a.) Suragurugodvijahirhsapapakalapodbhavarh kilasadhyam 1 

Tadapic3Samayanatiyasmatk~ anyastasmatpavitratar~ II- R.H.T.- 1/4 
(b.) Suragurugodvijahirhsapapakalapodbhavarh kilasadhyam 1 

Svitrarh tadapi ca samayati yastasmatka~ pavitratara~ siitat 11- R.R.S.- 1/35 
5 Satasvamedhena lqtena pm_1yarh goko!ibhi~ sva~asahasradanat I 

N!11iirh bhavet siitakadacianena yat sarvaurthe~u lqtabhi~ekat II - ibid - 1123 
6 Vidhaya rasaliilgarh yo bhaktiyukta~ samarcayet I 

Jagattritayaliilganarh pujaphalamavapnuyat 11- ibid- 1/24 
7 Bha~aQ.arh spacianarh danarh dhyanairh ca paripujanam 1 

Paiicadha rasapiijokta mahapatakanasini II - ibid- 1125 
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The sins committed in the previous life are also diminished by mere consumption of 

mercury. 1 The physician, who gives mercury to the patients after its purification, attains the 

pul}ya of donation and hundreds of asvamedha yajiia (oblation). Its meditation helps to get 

rid of every type of sin or disease. The man who dies with mercury still in his stomach is 

freed from great sins, and attains liberation (parama pada):- · 

"Udare sarilsthite siite yasyotkramati jivitam I 

Sa mukto du~kftadghoratprayati paramaril padam 11"2 

Thus, it is regarded as highly propitious metal. 

~ Do~as (Impurities) and Purification of Parada (Mercury) 

Human beings started becoming powerful, strong and long lived just as Gods due to the 

power of piirada (mercury) of making the man disease free. Therefore, Lord Indra become 

anxious and prayed to Lord Siva to add some impurities (do~as) to it which will reduce its 

power. Since that time mercury cannot be used without purifications. 3 

There are three types of do~as:-

a. Naisargika Do~ a : These are natural inherent blemishes of piirada. They are three in 

number: - vi~a. vahni, mala. They cause death, burning sensation and coma 

respectively.4 

b. Yogika Do~a: These do~as are mixed in mercury from outside of mines. They are of 

two-folds, niiga and vmiga which cause heaviness, flatulence and skin diseases such 

1 Hanti bha~al)amatrel)a purvajanmaghasambhavam I 
Rogasafighamase~a1_1ari1 nar3.1)3.ri1 natra sarilsaya~ II- R.R.S.- 1126 

2 ibid-1133 
3 Evaril bhutasya sfitasya martyamrtyugadacchida~ I 
Prabhavanmanu~a jata devatulyabalayu~a~ II 
Tan<4'~~va abhyarthito rudra~ sakrel)a tadanantaram I 
Do~aisca kaficukabhisca rasarajo niyojit~ 1 

Tadaprabhrti siita~ asau naiva sidhyatyasarilslqta~ 11.- ibid - l /80-81 
4 Vi~aril vahnirmalasceti do~a naisargikastray~ I 

Rase maral_lasantapamurcchanaril hetava~ kramat II ~ ibid - 11120 
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as leprosy etc. 1 When mercury is contaminated due to lead and tin, these do~as 

generate. 

c. Auphadika Do~a : These are acquired do~as known as aupiidhika do~as. They are 

also called saptakaiicuka do~as. They are, one each of bhumija, khanija, jalaja and 

two each of niiga and vmiga do~as. Therefore, they are seven in numbers.2 

Mercury and other minerals have to go through sodhana (purification) to remove these do~as 

(impurities) before they can be made into medicine. These procedures are called sarhskiiras 

(works or procedures) for purification and assimilation. If impure mercury is used internally, 

it is likely to produce some bad effects or diseases in the body. Therefore, purified mercury's 

use is recommended. 3 

According to rasa system there are total 18/19 sarhskiiras of mercury which are 

advised to be performed to remove its do~as. The first eight are commonly described by 

almost all rasa texts and these are useful for alchemical purpose as well as for maintenance of 

health and for diminishing the diseases; While remaining smizskiiras are mainly advised for 

alchemical purpose only.4 The eighteen sarizskiiras are:- svedana (sweating), mardana 

(rubbing), miircchana (swooning), sthiipana (fixing),piitana (dropping), nirodha (coercion), 

niyamana (restraining), dfpana (kindling), gamana (moving/going), griisapramiil}a (falling 

into globules), jiiral}a (pulversing), pidhiina (covering), garbhadruti (internal flux) 

bahyadruti (external flux), ~iiral}a (burning), samriiga (colouring) siiral}a (pouring) and 

kriima~w-vedha bh~al}a (eating it by parting and piercing). 5 

Among these eighteen sarhskiiras the first eight are the most important and popular. It 

is evident that the later scholars who follow dehavedha aspect mainly gave main importance 

l Yogikau nagavailgau dvau tau ja<;Iyadhmanakughadau II - R.R.S. - 11/21 
2 Aupadhikli!) punasclinye kirtita!) sapta kaiicukli!) 1 

Bhi.imija ginja vaija dve ca dve nagavailgaje II - ibid- 11122 
3 Do~ahlnal) yada siitastada lll[tyujvarapaha!) 1 

Suddha!) ayamamrta!) sli~ad do~a:Yukto raso vi~am 11- R.S.S.- 1113 
4 (a.) ~!iidasaiva sarhskiira unavirhsatika kvacit 1- A.P.- 1/32 

(b.) lty~tau siitasarhsklirli!) samli dravye rasliyane I 
Kiiryliste prathamarh se~li nokta dravyopayogina!) II - R.R.S. - 11159 

5 Svedanamardanamiircchanasthlipanapatananirodhaniyamasca I 
Dipanagamanagriisapramliryamatha jiiraQapidhlinam II 
Garbhadrutibahyadrutik~liral)asarhragasliraryliscaiva I 
Kramaryavedhau bha~aryama~tadasadheti rasakarma II - S.D.S.- pg. no. - 328 
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to first eight sarhskiiras as they help to removing the all types of natural, internal and external 

impurities and also help in the potentiating of mercury in many ways and such have been 

discussed in almost all rasa texts. Mercury processed with first eight samskiiras become less 

toxic, more stable, more potent and effectual. 

These eight sarhskiiras are as following at a glance:-

I. Svedana: 

Svedana is the process in which piirada is boiled in /cyiira (alkalies), am/a (sour substances) 

etc. or in the juice or decoction of any other drugs in doliiyantra (apparatus). This process 

help in loosening the blemishes (malas) present in the piirada. 1 

2. Mardana: 

Grindingpiirada along with various drugs used for mardana process, adding all types of sour 

substances, is called the operation of mardana. This process destroys the external blemishes.2 

3. Miircchana : 

This process involves grinding of parada with the prescribed drugs to bring about a state 

called na~fa pi~!a3 in which the mercury globules are divided into very fine state of 

subdivision till its form gets changed into paste.4 

4. Utthiipana : 

After the process of murcchana, ptirada is brought back to its original state by the help of 

svedana or by keeping under sunrays or by any other procedure. This regaining or retrieval of 

1 K~ariimlairo~adhairva api dolayantre sthitasya hi I 
Pacanaril svedanakhyaril syanmala5aithilyakarakam II- R.R.S.- 8/60 

2 Uditairo~adhai~ sardharil sarvamlai~ kanjikairapi I 
Pe~a!Jaril mardanakhyaril syad bahirmalavinasanam II - ibid- 8/61 

3 Svariipasya vinasena pi~!atvad bandhanaril hi yat I 
Vidvadbhimirjita~ siHo na~rapi~rii:J sa ucyate II - ibid- 8/64 

4·Mardana adi~tbhai~ajyaima~!api~latvakarakam I- ibid- 8/62 
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its original mercury form is known as utthiipana sarhskiira. 1 This process wipes out the 

useless properties attained by mercury during murcchana process. 

5. Piitana: 

The piirada is ground with specific prescribed drugs and it is subjected to piitana 

(sublimation) in upward, downward and oblique direction by heating in appropriate 

apparatus. This procedure is known as piitana. 2 

6. Rodhana: 

This process retrieves the potency of mercury. Saindhava /ava7Ja is taken in solution form in 

an earthen pot with water and piirada is kept in it for three days. This process is called 

rodhana. 3 

7. Niyamana : 

This process restrains over mobility of piirada by svedana. During rodhana process, piirada 

possesses potency but regains mobility. This operation is known as niyamana. 4 

8. Dfpana: 

In this operation piirada is processed by svedana along with metals, minerals and various 

medicinal substances in doliiyantra (an apparatus) for three days. This procedure is called 

dzpana, which augments the power of piirada of consuming the minerals like abhraka etc. 5 

1 Svedatapadiyogena svariipapadanam hi ya yat I 
Tadutthapanamityuktam mfircchavyapattinasanam 11- R.R.S.- 8/63 

2 Uktau~adhairmarditaparadasya yantrasthitasyodhrvamadhasca tiryak I 
Niryatanam patanasamjfiamuktam vailgahisamparkajakaiicukaghnam II - ibid- 8/65 

3 Jalasaindhavayuktasya rasasya divasatrayam I 
Sthitirasthapani kumbhe ya asau rodhanamucyate II- ibid.- 8/66 

4 Rod.hanallabdhav!ryasya capalatvanivrttaye I 
Kriyate parade svedai) proktam niyamanam hi tat 11- ibid- 8/67 

5 Dhatup~iii)amUiadyaii) samyukto gha!amadhyagai) I 
Grasartham tridinam svedo dipanam tanmatam budhail:t II - ibid - 8/68 
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Thus, first five sarilskiiras are done to eliminate various types of do~as of mercury and 

remaining sarilskiiras are done to change in its unwanted properties and to enhance its metal 

consumption power. Purification removes the harmful substances or impurities present in 

minerals or drugs that would cause toxic effects or diseases in the body. 

~ Forms of Parada (Mercury) Suggested for Use 

After the purification through these eight sarilskiiras mercury becomes suitable for internal 

use in the body to maintain health and diminish diseases. Mercury is advised to be used in 

following forms: - murcchita, mrta and baddha.1 The murcchita (swooned) plirada eradicates 

all diseases, baddha plirada is causative factor of liberation and mrta plirada destroys senile 

changes and brings about long-life.2 

• Miircchita Piirada : 

The process of murcchanli of plirada minimizes its toxic effects and its therapeutics effects 

are raised to the great extent. In this process mercury is converted in such a suitable form, 

which could be used internally in the body for curing diseases.3 Murcchita plirada (swooned 

mercury) can eradicate all types of diseases.4 Swooned mercury will be having various 

colours and free from excessive volatility.5 

• Mrta Parada : 

Mrta ptirada does not get affected due to intensive heat fire. Here ptirada is converted into 

bhasma and such a pfirada can impart health and longevity. 6 This process is known as 

mtiraJJa which converts the drugs of mineral origin into fine ash form (bhasma). As it is 

considered suitable for absorption and assimilation bhasma into the biological system of the 

1 S.D.S.- pg. no. - 327 
2 (a.) Miircchitva harati rujam bandhanamanubhiiya muktido bhavati I 

Aman1<aroti hi mrta~ ka~ anya~ karul)iikara~ siitat 11- R.R.S.- 1/34 
(b.) Hato hanti jaravyadhim miircchito vyadhighatak~ 1 

Baddh~ khecaratam dhatte kal)- anya~ siitat lqpakara~ 11- R.S.S.- 1/6 
3 R.R.S. - 8/62 
4 Miircchito vyadhinasana~ 11- ibid- 11/18 
5 Nanavafl)o bhavetsiito vihaya ghanacapalam I 
La~al)aih drsyate yasya miircchitam tam vadanti hi 11-S.D.S.- pg. no.- 327 

6 Ni~kampavegastivragnau ayurarogyado mrta~ II- R;R.S.- 11/19 
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body. Mrta piirada has following marks vtz. wetness, thickness, brightness, heaviness, 

mobility.' 

• Baddha Parada : 

Baddha piirada is the resultant of the process called bandhana by which the properties of 

piirada such as mobility and inability to contain, are conquered. 2 Baddha piirada is causative 

factor of liberation or emancipation. 3 The character of baddha piirada (bound mercury) is 

that is continuous, fluent, luminous, pure, heavy and its part apart under friction.4 

~ Abhraka (Mica) 

As it is aforementioned that the body, as a composite of six sheaths (skin, blood, flesh, fat, 

bone and marrow) is destroyable but it can be made stable by using mercury (piirada) and 

mica (abhraka) as medicine. These two are termed as creation of Lord Siva and Piiravatf.5 

These two metals together are very beneficial for body. The piirada, which has consumed 

abhraka, attains stability by absorbing all the metals.6 

Girijiibfja, amala, iikiisaviicf etc. are the synonyms of abhraka (mica). 7 Abhraka is 

put in the category of mahiirasa. In Rasa system, the useful drugs of mineral origin are 

classified according to their utility towards piirada (mercury) on preference basis and on the 

basis of their own peculiar therapeutic speciality. 

The elements, which are very beneficial with mercury, are grouped as mahiirasa. 

Those, which are less useful with mercury rather than mahiirasa, are categorized as uparasa. 

Those, which are found beneficial in an ordinary manner, are grouped as siidhiiral}a rasa. 

1 Ardratvam ca ghanatvam ca tejo gauravacapalam I 
Yasyaitani na drsyante tam vidyiinmftasiitakam 11- S.D.S.- pg. no.- 327 

2 Y ena yena hi caiicalyam durgrahatvaiica nasyati 1 
Rasarajasya samprokto bandhanartho hi vartikaiJ:tll- R.R.S.- 11161 

3 Bandhanamanubhiiya muktido bhavati ... II - ibid- 1/34 
4 ~atasca Jaghudravi tejasvi nirmalo guru!) I 

Spho!anam punaravrttau baddhasiitasya lak-\)al)am II - S.D.S. - pg. no. - 327 
5 ~atkausikasya sarlrasyanityatve api rasabhrakapadabhilapyaharagaunsr~tijatasya nityatvopapatteJ:ll - ibid -
pg.no.-324 

. 
6 R.R.S.- 1142 
7 Abhrakam girijabijamamalam gaganahvayam 11- R.S.S. - 1/139 
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Siidhiira7Ja rasa are less useful rather than mahiirasa and uparasa. Abhraka is very beneficial 

as it i~ aforementioned, so it is grouped as mahiirasa. 1 

~ Utility of Abhraka (Mica) 

Abhraka is said to be the creation of Piirvatf. It is called its §ukra (essence).2 Abhraka is 

deemed as essence of Piirvatf and is like best ambrosia. It purifies viita, pitta; reduces ~aya; 

strengthens the intellect and diminishes the diseases. It is aphrodisiac, augments life span.3 It 

makes powerful, is alleviator of kapha, and enhances appetite and cold in potency. It has 

capacity to cure all the diseases if it is consumed with various combinations. It is also capable 

of piirada bandhana.4 The abhraka, found from the depth of 1.25 feet (riijahasta), has all 

these qualities and abhraka existing on the surface of earth is lacking these attributes, so 

useless.5 

~ Types ofAbhraka (Mica) 

There are four types of abhraka6
:-

Pfniika Abhraka 

Niiga Abhraka 

Mm:u;fuka Abhraka 

Vajra Abhraka 

1 (a.) Abharavaikrantama~Ikavimaladrijasasyakam I 
Capalo rasakasceti jnatva a~!au sailgrahedrasan II - R.R.S.- 1/1 

(b.) R.S.S.- 1/114-115 . 
2 (a.) Devya...sukram tatha abhrakam II- R.R.S.- 212 

(b.) S.D.S.- pg. no. - 324 
3 Gaurltejal) paramaffi!1ari1. vatapitta~ayaghnam I 

Prajiiabodhi prasamitarujam vr~yamayu~yamagrayam II- R.R.S. - 2/2 
4 Balyam snigdham rucidamakapham dipanam sitaviryam, 

Tattadyogail) sakalagadahrdvyoma siitendrabandhi II - ibid 
5 Rajahastadadhastadyatsamanitam ghanam khanel) 1 

Bhavettaduktaphaladam nil)sattvam ni~phalam param II- ibid. - 2/3 
6 (a.) Pinakanagamai)<;liikavajramityabhrakam matam 1 -ibid- 2/4 

(b.) Pinakam darduram nagam vajraiiceti caturvidham II- R.S.S.- 1/142 
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This classification was made on the basis of the effect when it is put in the fire. 

--+ When pfniika abhraka is placed on fire, its layers get dispersed and it causes severe 

constipation resulting death. 1 

--+ If niiga abhraka is put in fire, makes sound a5 a serpent and causes leprosy etc. skin 

diseases.2 

--+ When mm:ujaka abhraka is placed on heat, it comes out of fire jumping just alike to a 

frog. If it is consumed, it creates stones in the body. 3 

--+ The vajra abhraka does not show any character one it comes in the contact of heat. It 

strengthens the body like iron and eradicates all diseases.4 

Abhraka (mica) is also classified according to colour viz. §veta abhraka, plta abhraka, rakta 

abhraka and kr~IJa abhraka. 5 

--+ The sveta abhraka is used for svetakarma i.e. for converting lower metals into silver 

or to treat §veta ku~fha.6 

--+ The rakta abhraka is used in rakta karma i.e. haematinic.7 

--+ Pfta abhraka is employed for pfta karma i.e. converting the lower metals into gold 

and to cure the diseases which convert body's colour in yellow colour. 8 

1 Pinakam pavakottaptaril vimuiicati da1occayam I 
Tatsevitam ma1am baddhava marayatyeva manavam 11- R.R.S.- 215 

2 Nagabhram nagavatkuryad dhvaniril pavakasamsthita I 
Tadbhuktam kurute ku~tham mal).c)a1akhyam na samsaya~ II - ibid- 2/6 

3 Utp1utyotp1utya mal).c)ukaril dhmataril patati cabhrakam I 
Tatkuryadasmarlrogamasadhyam sastrata~ anyatha II- ibid- 2/7 

4 (a.) Vajrabhraril vahrrisantaptaril ninnuktase~availqtam I 
Deha1ohakararil tacca sarvarogahararil param II - ibid - 2/8 

(b.) Rase rasayane caiva yojyaril vajrabhrakam priye I 
Tasmadvajriibhrakaril grahyaril vyadhivarddhakyalllflyujit II- R.S.S.- 11145 

5 Svetadivarl).abhedena pratyekaril taccaturvidham 11- R.R.S.- 2/4 
6 svetam svetakriyasuktam ... 1- ibid- 219 
7 Raktabharil raktakarrnal).l ... j - ibid 
8 Pitabhamabhrakam yattu sre~tham tatpitakarrnal).i I- ibid- 2/10 
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-+ All types of mica are considered as best rasiiyanas (rejuvenators) but on the top of all 

/q"~l}a abhraka is said to surpass in all qualities, by crores of time, than other types of 

abhraka. 1 

The best abhraka is that which possesses broad layers, black in colour, heavy in weight and 

easily separable layers? 

Parada cannot grasp lustrous abhraka and mal}{liira abhraka, which looks like iron 

oxide. The abhraka, which is grasped by piirada is used for lohakarma (to convert base 

metals into noble metals) and rasiiyana (rejuvenator).3 Lustreless abhraka is used for the 

treatment of diseases otherwise it causes diseases like prameha etc. and reduces digestive 

potential.4 Only purified abhraka is used both for sattvapiitana i.e. to extract metals for mines 

as well as for its use internally. If pure mica is not employed, it causes various kinds of 

disorders. 5 

Thus, Rase§vara darsana is not a mere eulogistic of the metal, it is means to the 

highest end i.e. liberation.6 It is quite true that liberation is subject of self-realisation but 

emancipation will be inaccessible or useless without a healthy body. A body affected by 

senile effects and diseases cannot acquire self-realisation of real knowledge as this type of 

body is not suitable for practice of yoga. 7 A healthy body is the abode of the repository of all 

knowledge, merit, riches, pleasure, liberation etc. 8 

1 Caturvidharh vararh vyoma yadyapyuktarh rasiiyane I 
Tathii api lq~l)avall)iibhrarh kotikotigul)adhikam II - R.R.S. - 2/10 

2 Snigdharil pfthudalarh vafl)asarhyuktarh bhiirataJ:t adhikam I 
Sukhanirmocyapatrarh ca tadabhrarh sastamiritam II - ibid -2111 

3 Sacandrikarh ca kigiibharh vyoma na griisayedrasaJ:t I 
Grasitaiica niyojyarh tat lohe caiva rasiiyane II- ibid- 2/12 

4 Niscandrikarh mrtarh vyoma sevyarh sarvagade~u ca 1 

Sevitarh candrasarhyuktarh meharh mandiinalarh caret II - ibid- 2113 
5 Sattviirtharh sevaniirtharh ca yojayecchodhitabhrakam I 

Anyathii tvagul)amlqtva vikarotyeva niscitam II- ibid- 2/15 
6 Na ca rasasastrarh dhatuvadarthameveti mantavyam I dehavedhadvara muktereva paramaprayojanatviit II -
S.D.S.-pg.no.-329 
7 Yajjarayii jarjaritarh kiisasviisiididuJ:lkhavisadarh ca I 

Yogyaril yanna samiidhau pratihatabuddhlndriyaprasaram II - S.D.S. - pg. no. - 330 
8 Ayatanarh vidyiiniirh miilarh dharmiithakiimamok~iil)iim I 

SreyaJ:t pararh kimanyacchariramajariimararh vihayaikam II - ibid- pg. no. - 332 
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Mercury alone can make the body undecaying and iminortal as it is said:-

"Ekal} asau rasarajal} sariramarajamararit kurute 1"1 

According to Rasesvara Darsana the ancient chemists after classifying mercury as the rasa 

after which this branch has been named, classified the other metals, minerals and gems into 

dhtitu, upadhiitu, ratna, uparatna, mahiirasa, uparasa, siidhiiral}a rasa and sudhii varga. 

Among of these groups also abhraka is the second most useful metal. Thus, mainly 

Rasesvara Darsana accepts these two metals as most useful elements from medicinal point of 

view. These two are considered as creations of Lord Siva and Piirvatfrespectively. 

Basically Rasesvara Darsana is a developed form of Ayurveda 's one of branches, 

named as Rasiiyana. At that time it was in developing state. Mercurial medicine is a 

contribution of Rasesvara Darsana (Mercurial system) to Ayurveda. Rasesvara Darsana is a 

complete system in itself and enjoyed popularity equally with that of herbalism. The use of 

herbal drugs was found to be more common in ancient times than the other type of drugs, 

probably because of their easy availability and easy processing techniques. The use of 

metallic and mineral drugs including rasa (mercury) came into medicinal use at a later period 

of gth;gth century A.D. and o~wards. Rasa is used to denote metal and mineral in general and 

piirada (mercury) in particular. Mercury is considered as panacea. 

The drugs, mentioned in mercurial system, have to be invariably subjected to the 

processes of purification before administering them as medicines failing which ~hey show 

poisonous effect in the body. Rasesvara Darsana is the knowledge of changing the drugs, 

irrespective of their origin, into a form which is identical to rasa like form i.e. highly 

absorbable. 

Rase§vara Darsana mainly talks about the two metals, mercury and mica; and then 

other subsidiary metals. This system only emphasises on medicinal factor and so describes 

about these two metals from medicine point of view. It believes in attaining emancipation in 

the lifetime itself, which is called jfvanamukti, the lively liberation. According to them, one 

has to strive for liberation avoiding the temporary worldly pleasures. Liberation comes 

1 S.D.S. - pg. no. - 333 
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through real knowledge and knowledge comes through the practice of yoga. One can perform 

yoga in this direction when he is healthy otherwise it is not possible to perform perfect yoga 

with a body which is prone to diseases, death and decay. 

In order to posses a healthy and stable body, which can negate death and disease, one 

has to take processed mercury. Other herbs, minerals, metals and drugs of mercurial system, 

which are impermanent, cannot provide permanency to the body. Hence, one should 

invariably take processed mercury to attain stable body. 

On the other hand, entire Ayurveda system has two structures from metaphysical point 

of view; one is the structure of this universe and body and second is chemistry of 

drugs/medicines. Hence, it is aforemeationed that to describe this universe as well as human 

body structure it accepts 25 elements but somewhere 24 elements also. Besides this, it 

establishes six categories viz. siimiinya, vise~a, gw:za, dravya, karman, samaviiya from 

medicinal point of view. Ayurveda also accepts mercury and other metals from medicinal 

point of view but it does not go for a deep discussion over it as it was in developing state at 

that time. Whereas Rasesvara Darsana emerged as developed system and its only emphasis, 

is on rasalpiirada (mercury), abhraka (mica) and other subsidiary metals to attain a stable 

body and through stable body, liberation. 
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Chapter V 

Analysis and Finalization of Metaphysics of Ayurveda Philosophy 

Ayurveda being a system first and practical discipline, contains an elaborate conceptual 

framework, involving numero:us well-connected ideas concerning health and disease. 

Ayurveda, the text and philosophy of Traditional Indian Medicine, remains the most ancient 

yet living tradition. The vedic word Ayurveda has been coined by the conjunction of two 

Sanskrit words, "iiyus" meaning life and "veda" meaning knowledge. Therefore, Ayurveda 

means "the science of life." 

Ayurveda being a complete science of life and life being the combination of body, 

sense-organs, manas and soul, 1 health can not be kept up to physical and mental plain only, 

but must be in touch of the spiritual as well. The well-being of the individual is treated not 

only as a medical issue, but also as a total affair involving the body, the mind and the spirit. 

Further, the medical care emphasises equally preventive and curative aspects. The object of 

Ayurveda is to protect health of the healthy and to alleviate disorders in the diseased. Thus, 

aims and objectives of Ayurveda have been divided into two aspects namell: 

• Svasthasya svasthya ra~al}am (Preventive and Social medicine) 

• Aturasya vikara prasamanam (Therapeutics) 

But health is just means and not the ultimate object of Ayurveda as it is essentiality to obtain 

puru~tirtha catu~Jaya i.e. dharma, artha, klima, molqa and diseases are the destroyers of the 

health and great obstacles.3 

Ayurveda knows many simple, natural preventative measures for keeping the body in 

trim. According to Ayurveda, mental and physical health can be preserved merely by 

attentiveness; attentiveness to how we use our senses, adapt our daily routine to the demands 

of our environment, plan our diet and respond to internal and external rhythms. The object of 

1
. Sarlrendriyasattvatmasarilyogo dhari jivitam I 

Nityagascanubandhasca paryayairayucyate II- C.S.Su.- 1142 
2 Prayojanaril casya svasthasya svasthyara~Qamaturasya vikarapra5amanaril ca II - ibid- 30/26 
3 ibid- l/15 
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Ayurveda is to assist nature. All the means used for cures do no more than support natural 

processes, they do not irritate nor do they suppress nature or substitute what the body can do 

for"itself. 

Ayurveda, the Indian Medicine System, emerged from folk practices; it developed 

within a well-defined philosophical framework. It is, therefore, that Indian Medicine has 

remained a consistent system of thought, besides being an integrated approach to the 

problems of health and disease. Further, it did not develop a philosophy in course of time as 

drugs came into use and cures were affected, but, on the contrary, drugs were administered 

with a resulting cure on the basis of a philosophy that was crystallized at its earliest stage of 

development. It was theory that determined the practice in Ayurveda (Indian Medicine). 

Indian Medicine, Ayurveda did not however adopt any particular philosophical system 

as a mere intellectual exercise. Its alignment with the already stylized system of thought such 

as Nyaya, Vaise~ika, Sarilkhya and Yoga was motivated by the practical considerations 

involved in man's happiness and health here and now. The conceptual context that was 

provided for Ayurveda was thus pragmatic and materialistic. These philosophical principles 

adopted according to their suitability of the subject matter and were even changed according 

to their utility in medical science. 

Actually, the basic philosophical concepts of anatomical, physiological and medicinal 

importance, available in IJ.gveda in the forms of seeds, are found in developed and applied 

form as fruit in C.S., S.S., K.S. and other Ayun7edic texts of later period. Thus, Ayurveda 

adopts philosophical and metaphysical orientations of darsanas according to suitability of its 

subject matter, principally Nyaya, Vaise#ka, Stirhkhya and considerably Yoga. These 

philosophical systems are rational in approach. They sought to understand man, not as a 

creation of ultimate reality, but as a detail in the natural world, as a product of evolution and 

as sharing with all other living beings, as the mechanism of life as well as the quality of 

consciousness. 

The basic assumptions of Ayurveda are the theory of the physical constitution of 

human body (theory of paiica-mahabhuta) and the narration about the human nature while all 

body elements are balanced and when disturbed according to tridoJa doctrine. After a deep 
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consideration of A.yurveda 's philosophy, it is evident that the Nyiiya-Vaise~ika systems may 

be said to have contributed the basic physics and chemistry of drugs while Siimkhya-Yoga 

system provided biology and physiology. A.yurveda achieved an effective integration of these 

contributions. 

But A.yurveda represents a level of systematization that was higher and more 

meaningful than these philosophical systems. The conceptual coordinates of this 

systematization are similar to these philosophical systems but they are free from narrow 

constraints within which the systems worked as mere intellectual discipline. It also applied 

these coordinates in practice. 

Whatever philosophical terms or orientations were used by A.yurveda systems, were 

basically general terms. Moreover, A.yurveda system has applied these terms or concepts in 

solving the riddles of biology and medicine. While philosophical systems developed, their 

own systems particularly emphasising these terms only and therefore these terms are treated 

as philosophical terms. Therefore, Ayurveda does not lean on these systems for its theory as 

the ancient samhitiis of A.yurveda are products of the upani~adika age whereas the above 

philosophical systems were formulated quite later. Obviously, we can compare Ayurveda 

system and these philosophical systems as both have some commonness. 

Therefore, A.yurveda has its own philosophy. It is an independent system. The 

important metaphysical concepts of Ayurveda philosophy are as follows:-

• Evolution of Universe and Body 

• Description of Padiirthas (Categories) 

4 Enumeration of Padiirthas 

4 Siimiinya and Vise~a 

4 Enumeration and Concept of Gw:zas 
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4 Dravya and its Classification 

Kiira!la and Karya Dravya 

o Cetana and Acetana Dravya 

• Antascetana or Sthavara and Bahirantascetana or Jmigama 

Dravyas according to Action and Effect on the B~dy 

o Do~aprasamana 

o Svasthavrttakara 

Dravyas according to Rasa (Taste) 

Dravyas according to their Origin 

Dravyas according to Mahabhiitas 

4 Karman Concept 

• Mahabhiita Theory 

4 Trido~a Theory 

~ Evolution Theory of Universe and Bo~y 

The origin and development of this universe has been the central point of the discussion of 

philosophy. According to Ayurveda, the universe has taken origin from avyakta, which 

literally means unmanifested. Susruta and other Ayurveda texts like Bhtivaprakiisa and 
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Stinigadhara Samhitli accepts that this universe is made up of 25 elements. I But Caraka 

adopts 24 elements. Under 24 categories of which human organisms are formed, Caraka 

includes eight prakrtis and sixteen vikiiras.2 Eight prakrtis are: avyakta (unmanifest), mahat 

(budd hi or intellect), ahamkiira (ego) and paficatanmlitrli (five subtle elements). Sixteen 

vikiiras, on the other hand, refer to pafica-jfilinendriya (five sense-organs), pafica

karmendriya (five motor organs),pafica-mahtibhutas (five gross elements) and manas.3 

Su§ruta accepts these 24 elements and puru~a as twenty-fifth element.4 According to 

Caraka. avyakta is used both for prakrti as well as puru~a. So unmanifest self or puru~a is 

also present there as consciousness but Caraka does not enumerate it as a separate element or 

as a twenty-fifth element. Thus the acceptance of 24 elements and the presence of puru~a is 

the originality of Ayurveda. 

Moreover, Samkhya admits that from slittvika ahamkiira the eleven organs viz. rr.zanas 

(mind), pafica-jfilinendriya (sense-organs) and pafica-karmendriya (motor organs) proceed 

but according to Caraka these organs proceed from five physical subtle elements. From 

prakrti issues mahat, thence aharhkiira and from this five subtle elements (tanmlitrai and 

from these elements, the eleven organs and five gross elements proceed. Therefore, according 

to Caraka, these organs are physical and physical body is the subject matter of medicine.6 

Five sense-organs are composed of these physical elements with predominance of one in 

each. 7 Thus, Samkhya 's organs are egotist and formless. Therefore, they cannot be given 

treatment. 8 

Susruta 's evolution process resembles with Siimkhya 's evolution process. But he also 

mentions that the organs are physical as they have predominance of pafica-mahiibhuta (five 

1 S.S.Sa.- I/7, II 
2 Punasca dhatubhedena caturvirhsatikal) sffi!1al) I 

Mano da$endriyiil)yarthal) pralqtisca~~dhatuki II - C.S.Sa. - 11I7 
3 K.hadaya5cetana~~!hii dhataval) puru~al) sffi!1al) I 

Cetanadhaturapyekal) smrtal) puru~asarhjfiakal) II- ibid- 11I6 
4 Paficavirhsatitamal) karyakliral)asarhyuktascetayita bhavati 11 - S.S.Sa. - 11II 
5 Khadini ca sii~mii1,1i tanmatrariiplil,li jfieyani 1 sthiilabhiitani tu khadini tatra vise~ataya sii~mariipiil)i ca 

tanmatriil)i avise~atayoktani 1 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Sa - 29 
6 V.C.S. on C.S.Sa.- 1124 
7 Ekaikadhikayuktani khadinamindriya1,1i tu 1- C.S.Sa. - -1124 
8 V.C.S. on C.S.Sa.- I/24 
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gross elements - prthivf, jala, tejas, vayu, akiisai and only physical entity can be subject 

matter of medicine. Nothing other than the physical entity can be its subject matter.2 

Being more practical for the purpose of treatment Ayurveda has accepted three types 

of puru~a viz. ekadhatvika param puru~a (pure conscious),3 ativahika puru~a or su/qma 

sarfra (self responsible for transmigration)4 and then '~at} dhiituka puru~a' which is made of 

six elements: unmanifest conscious self and five gross elements viz. prthivf, jala, tejas, vayu 

and akiisa. 5 This is the gross form of our body but mainly it consists of twenty four elements 

viz. mind, five sense-organs, five motor organs, five gross elements and prakrti consisting of 

eight dhatus, viz. five tanmatras, ahamkiira (ego), mahat(intellect) and avyakta (primordial 

unmanifest element).6 Treatment can be given to only living gross body and this living gross 

body is the subject matter of medicine. This classification of three types of puru~a is 

peculiarity of Ayurveda. 

~ Description of Padiirthas 

Ayurveda accepts padarthas or categories in general way which resembles with the Vaise~ika 

position, but adopts the padarthas or categories with its own practical framework. The person 

remains healthy until the equilibrium in all factors is maintained. It means that padartha is 

responsible for both the condition ofhealth and disease of the person. 

1 'Tatsambhavadravyasamuho bhutadirukta~' bhautikani cendriyal)yayurvede vafl)yante tathendriyartha~ 11-
S.S.Sa.- 1/18 
2 Tasyopayoga~ abhihitascikitsamprati sarvada I 

Bhutebhyo hi pararh yasmannasti cinta cikitsate II - ibid- 1117 
3 C.S.Su. - 1156 
4 C.S.Sa. -2/31 
5 ibid- 1116 
6 ibid-1117 
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• Enumeration of Padiirtha : 

Caraka enumerates following six padiirthas or categories:-

"Mahar~ayaste dadrsuryathavajjfianaca~u~a I 

Samanyarit ca viSe§arit ca guJ}an dravyaJ}i karma ca II 

Samvayarit ca tajjfiatva tantroktarit vidhimasthital}. I" 1 

Whereas earlier Vaise~ika darsana enumerates six padiirthas:-

"Dravyag~J}akarmmasamanyaviS~asamavayanarit ~aJ}J}arit padarthanarit ... "2 

But later on the Vaise~ika texts enumerates seven padiirthas:-

"Dravya-guJ}a-karma-samanya-viS~a-samavaya-abhaval}. sapta padarthal}."3 

Thus Ayurveda 's enumeration ofpadarthas or categories begins with samiinya and vise~a and 

goes on to the gu!Ja, dravya, karman and samavliya. Neither the usual Vaise~ika order of 

categories is followed, nor are the usual explanations for categories given in the Vaise~ika 

texts reproduced in Caraka Smnhitii. Its account bears a distinct stamp of its own. 

• Siimiinya and ViSe~a : 

~· 

Siimiinya and vise~a categories are seen to be of immense value in the applied aspect of 

treatment and also for maintaining health. The disturbance of body elements is the cause of 

disease. Getting imbalanced of these elements means their increase or decrease partially or 

wholly.4 To enrich the deficient elements and to lessen the augmented elements of the body 

and in this method keeping the balance of do~as, dhiitus and malas and maintain equilibrium 

is the object of Ayurveda. 5 

1 C.S.Su. -1128-29 
2 Uddesapadarthaniriipal)am- P.P.B. 
3 T.S.- 2 
4 Vai~amyagamanam hi punardhatiinam vrddhihrasagamanamakartsnyena pralqtya ca II- C.S.Sa.- 6/4 
5 Dhatusamya kriya cokta tantrasyasya prayojanam II- C.S.Su.- 1/53 
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Siimiinya and vise~a are considered to be important for this purpose:-

"Sarvada sarvabhavanaril samanyaril vrddhikaral}am I 

Hrasa-hetul} viSe§al} ca, pravftiil} ubhayasya tu 11" 1 

Whereas according to Vaise~ika system, the word siimiinya represents a class concept, class

essence or universal. It is the universal by the possession of which different individual are 

referred to as belonging to one class. It is eternal, one and residing in many. Thus, it means 

when we find a property residing in many things, we call it siimiinya.2 Vise~a is the extreme 

opposite of the universal (siimiinya). By vise~a or particularity we are to understand the 

unique individuality of substances which have no parts and are therefore eternal such as 

space, time, iikiisa, mind, soul, atoms etc. It differentiates one eternal substance from all 

others, and also that of differentiating itself from other vise~ as. 3 

Siimiinya and viSe~a in Vaise~ika system are more fundamental and generalized in 

nature, whereas in Ayurveda the siimiinya and vise~a are defined from the applied aspect of 

maintaining equilibrium of the organism and thus more important for treatment. The 

medicines, regimens, diet etc. are prescribed accordingly to the patient and healthy persons, 

so this theory has got an important role in the field of Ayurvedic treatment. In this sense, 

siimiinya and vise~a are peculiar to Ayurveda. 

• Enumeration of Gu~za : 

Ayurveda says that the action and attribute are available in dravya (substance) and it is a 

combinative cause.4 Ayurveda deals with substances for the evolution, development and 

maintenance of body and diet as well as medicines are essentially required for this purpose. 

Which particular item from a group of foods, vegetables and herbs will be useful or harmful 

in a particular condition, is decided by attributes, which it possesses. Caraka says that gw:za 

1 C.S.Su. - 1144 
2 Nityamekamanekiinugataril samanyam 1- T.S. - 64 
3 (a.) Nityadravyavrttayo vyavartaka vise~a~ 11- ibid- 65 

(b.) T.D. - 65 
4 (a.) Dravyala~al)arh tu kriyagul)avat samavayikaral)amiti 1- S.S.Su.- 40/2 

(b.) Yatrasrita~ karmagul)a~ karal)arh $amavayi yatl tad dravyam ........ 11- C.S.Su.- 1/50 
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possesses inseparable concomitance (samviiyf), and devoid of efforts (niSce~fa/:t). 1 Thus, the 

quality (gu!la) is defined as without quality and devoid of action. It becomes a cause only 

when associated with substances for producing action. 

~ Classification of Gu1Jas : 

As per utility of qualities in anatomy, physiology and treatment, has suggested 41 qualities, 

which have been divided in four groups2
:-

• Siirtha Gu!Ja (Quality of Sensory Objects) 

Five objects of sense-organs viz. sabda (sound), sparsa (touch), riipa (vision), rasa (taste) 

and gandha (smell) are recognized as siirtha gu!la constituting the distinctive features of five 

basic elements viz; iikiisa, viiyu, agni, ap and prthivf respectively. Each of these is attached 

with a special sense and element. So they are called vise~a gu!la. 3 

• Gurviidi Gu~za (Physico-pharmacological Attributes) 

This group of qualities begins with guru (heaviness) word. Therefore, this group is called 

gurviidi. Qualities collected in this group are 20 in number and they are viz. heaviness

lightness (guru -laghu), coldness-heat (sfta-u~!la), unctuousness-roughness (snigdha-rii/qa}, 

dullness-sharpness (manda-tf/q!la), immobility-mobility (sthira-sara), softness-hardness 

(mrdu-kafhina), non-sliminess-sliminess (visiida-picchila), smoothness-coarseness (sla~~w

khara), grossness-subtlety (sthiila-sii~ma) and density-liquidity (siindra-drava). 4 

1 Samvayi tu nisce~!a~ kararyam gurya~l - C.S.Su. - 1151 
2 Siirtha gurvadayo buddhi~ prayatnanta~ paradaya~ 1 guna~ prokt~ 11- ibid. - 1149 
3 (a.) Artha sabdadayo jiieya~ gocara vi~aya gurya~ II C.S.Sa.- 1131 

(b.) Paiicendriyartha~ sabdaspar5aruparasagandha~ II C.S.Su.- 8/11 
4 (a.) Gurumandahimasnigdha, sla~ryasandramrdusth~ I 

Gurya~ sa sii~mavisada virhsati~ saviparyayal) 11- A.S.Su.- 1118 
(b.) Gurvadayastu guru-laghu-sito~rya -snigdha-ru~a manda-fik~rya sthira-sara mrdu-ka!hina visada-picchila

sla~rya-khara-sthiila-sii~ma sandra-draval) virhsatil) I ete ca samanya gurya~ prthivyadinam samanyat -
Ck.Ct on C.S. Su. - 1149 
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• Adhyiitmika GU1Ja (Psychological Quality) 

This group of six attributes includes knowledge (buddhi), desire (icchii), aversion (dve~a), 

happiness (sukha), misery (du/;lkha) and effort (prayatna). They are strictly details of the 

individual's own experience. Adhyiitma gw:zas are named so because they can be felt only by 

a living body. 1 

• Pariidi Gm;za (Para-pharmacological Attributes) 

These are 10 in numbers viz. predominance/excellence/superiority {para),.subordination/non

excellence/inferiority (apara), propriety or rational approach (yukti), number (samkhyii), 

conjunction (samyoga), disjunction (vibhiiga), separation (prthaktava), · measurement 

(parimiiiJa), transformation (samskiira) and repetition (abhyiisa)? 

This can be easily noticed that this classification is a special feature of Ayurveda. 

Vaise~ika darsana also accepts gul}as but 24 gul}as only whereas it enumerates 41 gul}as 

(attributes) and divided them in four parts. Thus, the gw:za theory is quite important for 

Ayurveda from the metaphysical point of view. 

• Dravya and its Classification : 

Dravya is defined as the foundation for the qualities {guiJa) and action (karman) and as the 

combinative cause (samviiyi-kii.raiJa) wherein qualities and actions exist.3 Dravya_generally 

means 'substance' but in Ayurveda it is specifically used in the sense of drug, a substance 

1 (a.) Ck.Ct on C.S. Su. - l/49 
(b.) Iccha dve~a~ sukhariJ. du~kharh prayatnascetana dhfti~ I 

Buddhi smrtirahariJ.karo 1ingani paramatmana~ 11- C.S.Sa.- 1172 
(c.) S.S.Sa.- 1/22 

2 Paraparatve yuktisca sariJ.khya sariJ.yoga eva ca I 
Vibhaga5ca prthaktvariJ. ca parima~amathapi ca 11 

Sarilskar~ abhyasa ityete gu~a~ jiieya~ paradaya~ 1 
Siddhayupayascikitsa lak~a~aistiin pracak~mahe II- C.S.Su- 26/29-30 

3 (a.) Yatrasrit~ kannagu~a~ kara~arh samvayi yat 1 taddravyam II- ibid- 1/50 
(b.) Dravya la~~aril tu kriya gu~avat samvayi kar~amiti 11- S.S.Su. - 40/3 
(c.) Sre~~ham dravyamato jiieyam se~a bhavastadasraya~ II- ibid- 40/21 
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employed as medicine. The assumption in Indian medicine is that there is no substance in the 

world, which cannot be employed as a medicine. 1 

~ Classification of Dravya : 

According to Ayurveda, there are mainly two types of dravya2
:-

• KiiralJa dravya 

• Kiirya dravya 

Kara7Ja dravyas are nine in number as accepted Caraka3
, which are described as causal 

substance and they are:- iikiisa, viiyu, tejas, ap, prthivf, iitman, manas, kiila and dik. It accepts 

akiisa, viiyu, tejas, ap and prthivf alike to other philosophical systems but it describes their 

applied aspects in the context of their result in body. 

Besides this, it accepts three types of Iitman or puru~a viz.: -

• Parmiitman or parama puru~a (Absolute self or soul) 

• Ativiihika puru~a or siilcyma sarfra (Self responsible for transmigration) 

• Sthula cetana sarfra or karma puru~a (Empirical self) 

Parmiitman or parama puru~a (absolute self or soul) is devoid of abnormalities, is the 

cause of consciousness with the conjunction of mind, properties of basic elements viz. 

prthivf, ap, tejas, viiyu and iikiisa; sense-organs. It is eternal and seer, who sees all the 

actions.4 Soul is beginning less/ ever lasting, 6omnipresent, all pervasive and weat. 7 As 

Ayurveda stands for the treatment of the living being or body the absolute, consciousness 

does not appear to its sphere. 8 

1 Nanau~adhibhlltalhjagati kificid dravyamupalabhyate 1- C.S.Su.- 26/12 
2 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 1148 
3 K.hadinyatma mana~ kalo disasca dravyasalhgraha- C.S.Su. - 1/48 
4 Nirvikiira~ parastvatma sattvabhiitagm~endriyai~ I 

Caitanye karai:Iaih nityo dra~~a pasyati hi kriya~ II - ibid - 1156 
5 (a.) Adirnastyatmana~ II- C.S.Sa.- 1/82 

(b.) Anadi~ puru~o nityo II- ibid- l/59 
6 Sadakiirai:Iavannityaih .. II - ibid- l/59 
7 Vibhutvamata evasya yasmat sarvagato mahan II- ibid~ 1780 
8 Bhiitebhyo hi paralh yasmiinnasti cintii cikitsite II- S.S.Sa.- 1/17 
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The concept of self with the subtle body called as iitiviihika pu~a has been accepted in 

Ayurveda and it is responsible for transmigration of jfva from one body to another. The self 

along with subtle four bhutas viz. prthivf, ap, tejas, viiyu and with speed like that of mind 

transmigrates from one body to another according to past deeds. 1 

The soul that is relevant to the medicinal framework is an empirical one. Treatment can 

be given to the living body only, but not to the dead body. Treatment is given to such gross 

body only and this gross body is capable of getting treatment. In Ayurveda it is called with 

various names, viz. riisi puru~a, sarhyogaja puru~a, jfviitman, karma puru~a, cikitsiidhilq-ta 

puru~a, etc. Along with the body (sarfra) and mind (sattva), the self (iitman) constitutes the 

tripod of life (trida1J4a ), sustaining the phenomenal world. This indeed is the sentient puru~a, 

the subject matter of medicine. Being the subject matter of cikitsii, the body is called cikitsii 

puru~a. 2 Five gross elements and the self together make a human being and it is called ~a! 

dhiituka puru~a. 3 The puru~a is like a tripod, consists of mind, self and body, so it is called 

sarhyogaja puru~a. 4 A group of conglomeration or combination of the 24 elements is called 

riisi puru~a. 5 

This type of classification of puru~a is peculiar to Ayurveda. It is originality of this 

system. 

Manas (mind) is defined as the entity which, even on contact with self, sense-organs and 

sense objects, is responsible for production of knowledge otherwise it doesn't produce.6 It is 

also known as the supporter of the sense-organs. 7 Manas has got a specific place in Ayurveda, 

as diseases are classified into two categories viz. physical and mental. For the physical the 

1 Bhiitaiscaturbhil:l sahital:l susii~mainnanojavo dehamupaiti dehiit I 
Kanniitmakatviinna tu tasya drsyarh divyarh vinii darSanamasti rupam II - C.S.Sa. - 2/31 

2 Satvamiitmii sarlrarh ca trayametattridai)Qavat 1 
Lokal:l ti~!hati sarhyogiit tatra sarvam prati~!hitam II 

Sa pumiirhscetanarh taccha tacciidhikaraiJarh smrtam I 
Vedasyiisya tadarthe hi vedal:l ayarh sarhprakiisital:lll- C.S.Su.- l/46-47 

3 Khiidyascetanii~a~!hii dhiitaval:l puru~aQ smrtal:ll 
CetaniidhiitupyekaQ smrtaQ puru~asarhjiiakal:l II- C.S.Sa.- 1/16 

4 C.S.Su. - l/46 
5 Punasca dhiitubhedena caturvirhsatikal:l smrtal:l I 

Mano dasendriyiil)yarthiil:l prakftisca ~!adhiituki 11- C.S.Sa. - l/17 
6 Lak~al)arh manaso jiiiinasyiibhiivo bhiiva eva ca I sati hyiitmendriyiirthiiniirh sannika~e na vartate II 

Vaivrttyiinmanaso jiianarh siinnidhyiittacca vartate I ibid. - 11 18-19 
7 Yadindriyiil)iimabhigriihakarh ca 'mana' ityabhidhiyate- ibid- 3/13 
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body is considered to be the abode of diseases and for latter the mind. 1 Here it can be easily 

noticed that this is its own view about manas. 

Ayurveda adopts kiila. S.S tells that kiila is all-powerful, self-emerged and without 

beginning, middle and end? Caraka says that kiila is nothing but a process of transformation 

into seasons, solstices etc.3 Caraka has stated that kiila is eternally moving (nityaga) as well 

as conditional (avasthika).4 The conditional one is related to disorder while the eternally 

moving one to seasonal suitability. Thus, kiila or time connotes two meanings viz. eternally 

moving (nityaga) or the year (samvatsara) and conditional (avasthika) or the state of disease 

in the patient (aturavastha). 5 

Suiruta also divided time as different uses of time shows the division of time is required 

for practical use6 
:-

• Alqinime:S"a(blinking of eyes) 

• 15 alqinime~a 

• 30 Ka:S"fha 

• 20 Kala 

• 30Muhiirta 

• 15 Ahoratra 

• 2Palqa 

• 2 Mtisa 

• 3 IJ.tu 

• 2Ayana or 12 masa 

• 5 Salizvatsara 

= Time taken in pronunciation of a short letter 

= 1 Ka:S"fha 

= 1 Kala 

= 1 Muhurta 

= 1 Ahoratra i.e. 1 day and night (24 hours) 

= 1 Palqa (fortnight) 

= 1 Masa (Month) 

= l!J.tu 

= 1 Ayana (Uttrtiya!Ja and da/qi!Jtiya!Ja) 

= 1 Sarhvatsara 

= 1 Yuga 

Drugs and diets are useful for health but if they are at variance with time or kala 

viruddha, they are unwholesome. Such as if, one takes rough, cold etc. in the winter and 

pungent, hot etc. in the summer, it is antagonistic in terms of time. 7 IJ.tucaryti is very 

1 C.S.Su. - 1/55 
2 Kalo hi nama svayambhilranadimadhyanidhanaJ:!j- S.S.Su. - 6/3 
3 Kala punaJ:I paril)amaJ:Ij- C.S.Vi.- 8/76 
4 Kalo hi nityagascavasthikascaJ:I tatravasthiko vikaramapek~ate, nityagastu rtusatmyapek~aJ:III - ibid - 1/21 (vi) 
5 Kala punaJ:I samvatsarascaturavastha ca 11- ibid- 8/125 
6 S.S.Su. - 6/4-9 
7 C.S.Su. - 26/89 
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important aspect of Ayurveda, which shows the practical use of time factor in our daily life.1 

This particular concept of kiila and classification of kiila is found only in Ayurveda. 

Ayurveda also accepts dik or desa as one of the nine substances. Three types of dik viz. 

iinupa (marshy or wet), jiiligala (arid) and siidhiira!la (medium) have been described in 

Ayurvedic texts? In iinupa areas, diseases caused kapha and viita are mostly found.3 Jiiligala 

areas are responsible for the diseases caused by viita and pitta.4 People in siidhiira~ areas 

enjoy the equilibrium of do~as as there are cold, heat, rains and wind moderate in the medium 

place.5 

Caraka while describing the examination of diseases used the term dik or desa in both 

references viz. land as well as patient. Land is examined for the knowledge about the patient 

or drug. For the knowledge about the patient these things are considered such as in what type 

of land the patient is born, grown or diseased; in what type of land, the people mostly have 

such diet, behaviour, conduct, strength, mind, suitability pathology, liking, disorders, 

wholesomeness and unwholesomeness. 6 

This observation was specially done by Ayurveda only. Nowhere this type of 

classification of dik from medicinal point of view can be located. 

While kiirya dravya owes its origin to kiira!la dravyas as it is instituted by the appropriate 

combination of kiira!la dravyas. Kiirya dravyas are temporary. The entire world of objects is 

described as an emergent or as effect (kiirya) of the nine kiira!la dravyas. Kiirya dravyas are 

oftwo folds:-

• Cetana dravya (sentient, organic) 

• Acetana dravya (inorganic)7 

1 S.S.Su.- 6 
2 (a.) ibid- 35/49 

(b.) C.S.Kl.- 118 
3 Kaphavatarogabhiiyi~!hascaniipal) .... l- S.S.Su.- 35/49 
4 Vatapittarogabhiiyi~!hasca jan gala!) 1 - ibid- 35150 
5 ibid- 35/51 
6 C.S.Vi.- 8/92-93 
7 Sendriyaril cetanaril dravyaril, nirindriyamacetanam 1- C.S.Su. - 1/48 
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Cetana dravyas are equipped with sense-organs so they are called sendriya dravya while 

acetana dravyas do not have this facility and therefore, they are nirindriya dravya. Cetana 

dravyas can move but acetana dravyas cannot. 

Cetana or sentient dravyas are further classified 1:-

Antascetana or Sthiivara 

Bahirantascetana or Jmigama 

Antascetana or sthiivara dravyas have no external consciousness. Here in these types of 

beings consciousness is only latent. They have been divided in four groups viz. vanaspati, 

vrk§a, viruddha and au~adha. 2 In bahirantascetana or jmigama dravyas consciousness is 

both latent and explicit. It is felt on external as well as internal level. These type of 

substances are known as jaftgama due to their mobile property. 3 They are also of four folds: -

jariiyuja, a7J4aJa, svedaja and udbhijja.4 

• Dravyas according to Action and Effect on the Body 

The three fold classification of dravyas or substances in terms of their effects:_s 

4. Do~a prasamana dravya: - Some substances help in eliminating or reducing the 

malefic influences of the three do~as. These substances pacify I alleviate the do~as. 

They rectify the discordance of body elements.6 

5. Dhiitu pradu~alJa dravya: - Some substances serve to excite or derange the do~as and 

bring out disorder in the normal function of seven body constituents or dhiitu. 

6. Svasthavrttakara dravya: - Thes~ substances are favorable to the maintenance of 

health. They help to maintain normalcy. 

1 Tastu dvividha~ sthavara~jailgamasca 1- S.S.Su.- 1/28 
2 Tiisam sthavarascaturvidhal_l- vanaspatayo, vrk~a. virudha, o~adhaya iti 1- ibid- l/29 
3 Jangama 'gacchatitijailgamatasya bhaval_ljailgamam'l- V.C.S on 1/69 
4 Jailgamal_l khalvapi caturvidha~- jarayujfu:19ajasvedajodbhijjal_lll - S.S.Su - 1/30 
5 C.S.Su.- 1/67 . 
6 S.S.Su.- 46/144 
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• Dravyas according to Rasa (Taste) 

Some substances are also classified in terms of rasa. It is also an important factor of dravyas 

and from rasa bheda dravyas are classified into 63 permutations. 1 

• Dravyas according to their Orgin 

Caraka's classification is based on how substances originate. Therefore, there are three types 

of substances: - jangama, audbhida and parthiva2
• 

• Dravyas according to Mahiibhiitas 

All the substances used as medicines and diets are classified as parthiva, apya, agneya, 

vayavya and akiisfya according to the predominance of one on the mahabhatas. 3 

Thus, this type of classification is very important and a typical feature of Ayurveda, which 

cannot be located elsewhere. 

• Karman Theory : 

As residing in the substance, that which serves as the real cause of conjunction and 

disjunction (of the body elements) is action or karman. Karman is action relating to 

something to be achieved (like the action of drugs).4 The medical effect of a substll!lce is due 

to the action or function it has. 

The actions of the particular drug are inferred by its actions.5 Ayurveda also talks about 

paiicakarma. Paiicakarma is the cornerstone to Ayurvedic management of disease. 

Paiicakarma is the process which gets to the root cause of the problem and corrects the 

1 C.S.Su.- 26/14-22 
2 Ck.Ct. on C.S.Su.- 1/69 
3 C.S.Su. - 26/11 
4 Samyoge ca vibhage ca karaQatil dravyamasritam I 

Karttavyasya kriya karma, karma nanyadapelq;ate II - ibid- 1152 
5 Karmabhistvanumlyante nanadravyasrayaJ:! guQiiJ:I 1- S.S.Su.- 46/514 
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essential balance of 'trido~a' in body. Paiicakarma is not only good for alleviating disease 

but is also a useful tool in maintaining excellent health. 

Paiicakarma includes three parts namely:-

4. Piirva Karma (Preparatory Methods):- It includes piicana (digestion}, snehan 

(internal and external oleation) and svedana (fomentation). 

5. Pradhiina Karma (Main Methods):- It includes vamana (induced vomiting)1
, 

virecana (induced purgation)2
, basti (medicated enema)3

, nasya (nasal medicine)4 and 

rakta mo/qal'}a5 (artificial blood-letting) 

6. Paiciita Karma (Post-Therapeutic Measures):- Pasciita Karma is a third and 

concluding phase of paiicakarma. It involves re-establishment of the digestive 

enzymes and the replenishment of the body tissues that have been detoxified. Pasciita 

Karma is further divided into two procedures viz. sarhsarjana karma (specific 

dietetics)6 and rasiiyana. 

The karman theory is a salient feature of Ayurveda from medicinal point of view. No other 

system elaborates karman theory in such manner. 

~ Mahiibhiita and Trido~a Theory 

Ayurveda sees everything in the universe, including human beings, as composed of five basic 

elements7 (or Paiichamahiibhutas): iikiisa (space), viiyu (air), agni (fire), jala (water) and 

prthivf (earth). Sabda (sound), sparsa (touch), riipa (vision), rasa (taste) and gandha (smell) 

respectively. 8 In view of Ayurvedic treatment these elements are quite important. According 

to Ayurveda all, the dravyas are paiichabhautika. Out of them first only has only one quality 

and there is addition of one more property in each of the latter bhiitas. Thus the former bhiitas 

I S.S.Ci.- 33/4-18 
2 ibid- 33/19-42 
3 (a.) S.S.Ci.- 35/3-6 

(b.) C.S.Si.- 1/27-28 
4 S.S.Ci. - 40/21-57 
5 C.S.Su.- 26/18-23 
6 S.S.Ci.- 39/3-20 
7 Sarve dravyaril paficabhautikamasminnarthe II- C.S.Su.- 26/10 
8 Mahabhiitani kharil vayuragnirapa~ ~itistatha 1 

Sabda~ sparsasca riiparil ca raso gandhasca tadgul)ii.~ II- C.S.Sa.- 1/27 
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along· with its property is associated with the latter one. 1 The ultimate irreducible form of 

matter called tanmiitrii (bare presence), has only these attributes, although in unmanifested 

manner. 2 

Each of five primary elements has characteristics or qualities that characterize it. The 

qualities of materials having iikasfya nature are recognised as soft, light, subtle and smooth 

qualities. They exert actions of softening, hollowness and lightness in the body. 3 Viiyu is told 

to have dryness (rulqa), lightness (laghu), coldness (sfta), coarseness (khara), motion (cala) 

and subtle (su/qma) attributes.4 Substances predominant in properties of hot, sharp, minute, 

light, rough, non-slimy, vision etc. are iigneya (constituted predominantly by tejas). They 

promote combustion, metabolism or digestion, lustre, light and complexion.5 Aqueous 

substance are liquid, unctuous, cold, dull, soft, slimy and tasty in properties and moistening, 

binding, oozing, softening and pleasing are the actions.6 Properties related to prthivf are 

heaviness, roughness, hardness, dullness, immobility, non-sliminess, solidity, gross form and 

odorous.7 

The five primary forms are also associated with the sattva, rajas, and tamas trigul}as 

that make them what they are. Each attribute is predominant in one particular bhuta. Sattva 

gul}a is predominant in iikiisa, while rajas in viiyu, sattva-rajas in tejas bhuta, sattva-tamas 

1 (a.) Te~amekagul)ai) purvo gul)avrddhii) pare pare I 
Purve purvagul).ascaiva kramaso gul)i~u smrtai) II- C.S.Sa.- 1/28 

(b.) Anyai) anyanupravi~tani sarviil)yetani nirdiset 1 
Sve sve dravye tu sarve~am vyaktam la~al)ami~yate 11- S.S.Su.- 1/28 

2 (a.) Tadyatha sabdatanmatram, spaciatanmatram, rupatanmatram, rasatanmatram gandhatanmatramiti
S.S.Sa.- 1/7. 

(b.) Tanmatrapaiicakam tasya namanyuktani suribhii) 1 
Sabdatanmatrakam spaciatanmatrakam rupatanmatrakam 1 
Rasatanmatrakam gandhatanmatram ceti tadvidul) 11 - Sr.D.S. - 115/62-63 

(c.) Tamasadapyahaiilkarattanmatriil)i sarajasat 1 

Paiicalpasattvasambandhattaliilgani bhavanti hi II 
Sabdatanmatrakam spar5atanmatram rupatanmatrakam 1 

Rasatanmatrakam gandhatanmatramiti tani tu 11- B.P.- 1/2/19-20 
3 (a.) Mrdu-laghu-su~ma-sla~l)a-sabdagul)abahulanyakasatmakani, 

Tani mardava-sau~irya-laghavakariil)l II - C.S.Su. - 26/11 
(b.) Antari~ai) tu- sabdal) sabdendriyam sarvachidrasamuho viviktata ca 11- S.S.Sa.- 1/26 

4 (a.) A.S. - 1/28 
(b.) C.S.Sa. - 4/12 

5 C.S.Su. - 26/11 
6 (a.) C.S.Sa. -4/12, 

(b.) C.S.Su. - 26/11, 
(c.) B.P.- 2/25 

7 (a.) Gurukharaka!hinamandasthiravisadasandrasthiilagandhagul).abahulani parthivani 11- C.S.Su-26/11 
(b.) C.S.Sa.- 4/12 
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in jala bhuta and tamas in prthivf. 1 The human body is also made up of these five primary 

elements and is produced by three gur:zas. 

The sense-organs likewise are products of the combinations of the primary forms of 

matter, and each organ of sense represents the predominance of one of the forms: the earth 

element (prthivf) makes for odour in the world, and the olfactory sense in body;2 the water 

element {ja/a) makes for taste and the gustatory sense;3 the fire element (agni) makes for 

colour and the visual sense4
; the air (vayu) element makes for touch and cutaneous sense5

; 

and the akiisa element for sound and auditory sense.6 

The five primary forms, which are manifest, are the bricks out of which the bodily 

constituents as well as the propensities are built. Among the basic body tissues (dhatus), the 

earth element is in the muscle tissues (marhsa); the water element in chyle (rasa) lymph and 

other fluids, fat tissues (medas), bone marrow (majja) and sperm ovum (§ukra-rajas); the fire 

element in red blood corpuscles (rakta); the air element in bone tissue (asthi); and akiisa is 

present throughout the body, especially in the pores inside the body. Thus, the peculiar 

modifications of the five primary forms of matter (paiica mahabhutas) called 'dhiitus' 

cooperate, mutually contribute and supplement the actions of each other, and thus sustain the 

body. When their normal measure is disturbed and their interaction becomes troublesome we 

call that condition 'disease'. 

The tripartite categorization of propensities (trido~a) also is in accordance with the 

paiica mahabhuta: earth (prthivt) and water {jala) predominantly contribute the kC!pha, fire 

(agni) and water {jala) makes for pitta, air (vayu) and akiisa for vata. The waste products of 

the body are called mala, which are principally three fold: urine, faeces and sweat; and which 

need to be eliminated regularly. These are also composed of the paiica mahiibhutas. 

1 Tatra sattvabahulamiikiisam, rajobahulo viiyu~, sattvarajobahula~ agni!), sattvatamobahulii iipa~, tamobahula 
pfthiviti II - S.S.Sa. - 1/27 
2 ibid- 1126 
3 Rasanartho rasastasya dravyamapa~ k?itistathii II- C.S.Su.- 1164 
4 (a.) B.P.- 2/24 

(b.) C.S.Sa. -4/12 
5 (a.) Spar5atvagindriyaficiipi laghutii spandanam tano~ I 

Ce~ta sarvasarirasya vayorete guf.lii~ smrta 11- B.P.- 2/23 
(b.) Vayavyastu- spar5a~ spar5endriyam sarvace~!iisamuha!) 

Sarvasariraspandanam laghuta ca 1- S.S.Sa. - 1/26 
6 SabdaJ:t srotrendriyam vii api chidriif.li ca viviktatii 1 

Viyata~ kathitii ete gui_liigui_lavicaribhiJ:t II - B.f. - 2/22 
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Thus, the balance of these pafica mahiibhiitas as dhiitu, do~a and mala renders the 

body efficient and sustains it against the odds. 1 This theory is special feature of Ayurveda as 

it defines this universe and our body in terms of pafica mahiibhiitas. 

Hence, it is clearly noticeable that there are some common terms both in philosophical 

systems as well as in Ayurveda system. Philosophical systems' theories are based on these 

terms or concepts only, so it seems that these are philosophical terms but it is not so. On the 

other hand, Ayurveda has applied these terms according to its own subject matter and from 

medicinal point of view. 

Ayurveda has its own stamp and so it applied the terms according to its suitability and 

requirements to cure the diseases. Ayurveda 's principles are more applied and massive in 

nature rather than any other philosophical system whether it is the matter of padiirthas or 

mahiibhiita theory or any other principle. Ayurveda has its own theory about these principles, 

which are so called philosophical theories. Every principle has its own identity. Thus, on 

consideration, the clear fact comes before us that the knowledge of philosophy of Ayurveda 

i.e. basic principles of Ayurveda is essential for an Ayurvedist. 

1 C.S.Su. - 1/53 
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Conclusion 

In this dissertation during the analysis of Ayurveda 's metaphysics, the following facts can be 

presented in brief:-

1) Ayurveda literally means "life of science." 

2) According to Ayurvedic texts, "Ayurveda is that which deals with good, bad, happy 

and unhappy life, its promoters and non promoters, measurements and nature." 

3) In medicine the lives and activities of outstanding men like Bhti.radvti.ja, Atreya, 

Caraka, Su§ruta and Vti.gbhaffa and others in India constitute the history of ancient 

medicine in India. 

4) The aims and objectives of Ayurveda have been divided into two types namely: 

(a.) Svasthasya svasthya ra~al}am (Preventive and Social medicine) 

(b.) Aturasya vikara prasamanam (Therapeutics) 

5) .Ayurveda is divided into eight specialized branches: salya, salakya, kiiyacikitsa, 

bhiitavidyti., kaumlirabhrtya, agadatantra, rasti.yana and viijfkara(la. 

6) In the last 50 years of development in the teaching and training, it has de':"eloped into· 

following sixteen specialties: - Ayurveda Siddhiinta; Sarfra, Dravya Gu(la Vijfi.lina, 

Bhai~ajya Kalpanii, Rasa-sti.stra, Roga-vijfiiina, Svastha-vrtta, Mano-roga, Prasiiti 

Tantra, Agadatantra, Kliya Cikitsli, Rasliyana, Salya Tantra, Siiliikya Tantra, 

ViijfkaraJJa and Kaumlira Bhrtya. 

7) Government of India is taking steps for Ayurveda 's development by making policies 

and sanctioning funds. 

8) Globalization of Ayurveda is also taking place. 
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9) Ayurveda enumerates six padiirthas viz. siimiinya, vise~a. gw;za, dravya, karman, 

samaviiya from medicinal point of view. Vaise~ika system also accepts these 

categories but there are differences between both systems' theories. 

1 0) Siimiinya is the cause of increase of all the things at all times, and viSe~ a is the cause 

of their decrease. Namely, they are known as "increasers" of body-elements and 

"decreasers" of body-elements respectively. These two are dynamic forces, which 

keep this normal condition of the body. On the other hand, in the Vaise~ika system 

siimiinya represents a class concept, class-essence or universal. ViSe~a or particularity 

is the unique individuality of substances and ultimate specific property differentiating 

one atom from another. 

11) According to Vaise#ka system and Ayurveda, inhering in substance, not possessing 

attribute or quality, and not an independent cause in conjunction and disjunction is the 

mark of attribute. In addition, Ayurveda says that which particular item from a group 

of foods, vegetables and herbs will be useful or harmful in a particular condition, is 

decided by attributes, which it possesses. 

12) Vaise~ika system accepts 24 gw;zas whereas Ayurveda enumerates 41 gw;zas. Further, 

Ayurveda categorizes in four parts: - five siirtha gw;zas, twenty gurviidi gw;zas, six 

iidhyatmika gw;zas and ten pariidi gw:zas. 

13) Dravya generally means 'substance' but in Ayurveda it is specifically us~d in the 

sense of drug, a substance employed as medicine. Dravya is defined as the foundation 

for the qualities (gu~a) and action (karman) and as the combinative cause (samviiyi

kiira~a) wherein qualities and actions exist. Mainly, there are two types of dravyas: -

kiira~a dravya and kiirya dravya. 

14)Kiira~za dravyas are nine in number: - iikiisa, viiyu, tejas, ap, p[thivf, atman, manas, 

kiila and dik. Vaise~ika system also adopts these nine dravyas but does not put them 

in any category. 
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(a.) Ayurveda establishes three types of pu~a: - parmiitman or parama puru~a 

(absolute self or soul), iitiviihika puru~a or sulqma sarfra (self responsible for 

transmigration) and sthii/a cetana sarfra or karma puru~a (empirical self). This 

karma puru~a is the subject matter of medicine. 

(b.) Diseases are classified into two categories viz. physical and mental in Ayurveda. 

The body is considered to be the abode of physical diseases and for latter the 

manas (mind). 

(c.) Kala is nothing but a process of transformation into seasons, solstices etc. It is 

eternally moving (nityaga) as well as conditional (iivasthika). 

(d.) Three types of dik viz. iiniipa (marshy or wet), jiiliga/a (arid) and siidhiirar;za 

(medium) have been described in Ayurvedic texts from medicinal point of view. 

15) Kiirya dravya are further divided in two parts: - cetana dravya and acetana dravya. 

16) Besides these classifications Ayurveda further divides dravyas according to action and 

effect on the body; rasa (taste); origin; mahiibhutas. 

17) According to Ayurveda, karman is the real cause of conjunction and disjunction (of 

the body elements) and it resides in dravya. Karman can be classified into two types: -

Adhyiitmika and Laukika. Ayurveda also talks about paiicakarma. Vaise~ika_ system's 

karman concept resembles with Ayurveda 's karman but according to it karman can be 

of five folds: - utlqepm_za, aplqepar;za, iikuiicana, prasarar;za and gamana. 

18) According to Ayurveda and Vaise~ika system, samaviiya IS the inseparable 

concomitance of substance with their qualities. But in both systems context changes 

and therefore, according to Ayurveda, physician while prescribing the medicines to 

the patient, keeps in the mind that which qualities, permanently and inseparably will 

remain in the particular drug, which is being used, and what will be the reaction of 

that drug based on its inseparable qualities. 
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19)Ayurveda accepts deficiency ~r lack of any element as a cause of disease but does not 

count abhiiva. 

20) Nyiiya system accepts sixteen categories viz. pramiil}a, prameya, sarhsaya, prayojana, 

dr~fiinta, siddhiinta, avayava, tarka, nirl}aya, viida, jalpa, vital}t}ii. hetviibhiisa, chala, 

jiiti, and nigrahasthiina. Ayurveda accepts some of these categories but in different 

sense. 

21) Nyiiya system accepts four types of pramiil}a viz. pratyalcya, anumiina, upamiina and 

sabda. But Ayurveda accepts three means to diagnose the diseases viz. iiptopadesa 

pratyalcya and anumiina. In some contexts, Ayurveda talks about four means 

accepting yukti as fourth one. 

22)Nyiiya system adopts 12 prameyas: - iitman, sarfra, indriya, artha, buddhi, manas, 

pravrtti, do~a. pretya-bhiiva, phala, du/:tkha, and apavarga. Ayurveda also accepts 

these twelve prameyas but its theories differ from Nyiiya 's. 

23)Ayurveda accepts sarhsaya, prayojana, dr~fiinta, siddhiinta, viida, jalpa, vital}t;fii, 

chala, and nigrahasthiina as debate terms. 

24) There is some commonness between Ayurveda and Siirhkhya-Yoga system. 

25) Siimkhya accepts this universe in 25 elements viz. puru~a. prakrti, mahat _(buddhi), 

aharhkiira, manas, paiica-jiiiinendriya (five sense-organs), paiica-karmendriya (five 

motor-organs), paiica-tanmiitrii (subtle elements), paiica-mahiibhutas (five gross 

elemets). Ayurveda has two theories about it. Caraka does not include puru~a and so 

he enumerates 24 elements. Susruta 'sand other Ayurvedic texts' theory resemble with 

Siirhkhya 's. 

26) According to Siirhkhya the serial of evolution process is: - prakrti 7 mahat 7 

aharhkiira 7 paiica-jiiiinendriya, paiica-karmendriya, manas, paiica-tanmiitrii and 

from, paiica-tanmiitrii 7 pafica-mahiibhatas. Caraka promulgates that from 
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aharhkiira, paflca-su~mabhiitas proceed and these panca-su~mabhiitas issue paflca

jfliinendriya, paflca-karmendriya, manas and pafica-mahiibhuta. 

27) Siirhkhya darsana establishes that the unmanifest, prakrti is uncaused, eternal, all

pervasive, inactive, one, independent, non-mergent, part-less, being beyond 

production and destruction. Puru~a is cetana, pure, silent witness, neutral seer, free 

from misery. Creation proceeds from pralq-ti-puru~a 's union. 

28) Caraka treats both pralq-ti and puru~a as avyakta as both are unmanifested but puru~a 

is consciousness. It establishes three types of puru~a. 

29) Mahat is buddhi or intellect. Determination, ascertainment ts the definition of 

intellect. Both systems have same view about it. 

30)Aharhkiira is abhimiina. According to Siirhkhya from this, aharhkiira two-fold creation 

issues forth, the eleven-fold aggregate - [manas (mind), sense-organs and motor 

organs] and paiica-tanmiitrii (five subtle elements). Caraka accepts that aharhkiira is 

the causative factor of paiica-su~mabhuta. 

31) Sarhkhya postulates that paiica-tanmiitrii issue panca-mahiibhiitas further but 

Caraka 's theory says that pafica-su~mabhiita issue paiica-jiiiinendriya, paiica

karmendriya, manas, pafica-mahabhiitas. Thus, according to Car aka, organs are 

physical and physical body only can be given treatment. 

32) Further, we can notice Yoga elements in Ayurveda. Yoga divides the elements in two 

parts: - one is lsvara (God) and another is twenty-five elements. These 25 elements 

are alike to Sarnkhya. 

33) Yoga accepts that lsvara ts that special puru:ja unaffected by the vehicles of 

afflictions, action and fruition. In Yoga, this is direct means to attain 'samiidhi'. 

Ayurveda does not talk about God as an element but it accepts supreme soul. The 

supreme self, because of being eternal, has no source of origin. 
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34)Ayurveda 's supreme self is the source of consciousness of body but in Yoga lsvara is 

the direct source of samiidhi which restrains the modifications of the mind and causes 

salvation. 

35)Miidhaviiciirya presents entire Rasa-Siistra in the form of Rasesvara Dadana in 

lucid, precise and scholarly manner. Rasa-Siistra is a most important and popular 

branch of Ayurveda developed in medieval period i.e. 8th /9th century A.D. and 

onwards. 

36) Rasa-Siistra was initially developed to achieve lohasiddhi i.e. transformation of lower 

metals into noble or higher metals. But in due course of time this system diverted 

itself towards dehasiddhi with a view to strengthen the perishable body to a strong, 

long living and healthy body and to achieve jfvanamukti means liberation from 

worldly pleasures during the lifetime only. 

3 7) To achieve dehasiddhi this Rasa system emphasises on the use of processed pure 

piirada (mercury). This system also adopts some other metals from medicinal point of 

view but among those metals and minerals, abhraka (mica) is the most important 

metal to be used with mercury. 

38)Ayurveda has its own philosophy about evolution process of universe and human 

beings; padiirtha theory; concept of dravya and its manifold classifications; paiica

mahiibhuta theory and trido~a theory. It is an independent system. 

39) Actually, the basic philosophical concepts of anatomical, physiological and medicinal 

importance, available in J!.-gveda in the forms of seeds, are found in developed and 

applied form as fruit in Ayurvedic texts of later period. 

40) The basic principles of Ayurveda are the theory of the physical constitution of human· 

body (theory of paiica-mahiibhuta) and the narration about the human nature while all 

body elements are balanced and when disturbed according to trido~a doctrine. 
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41) The basic philosophical concepts of anatomical, physiological and medicinal 

importance of Ayurveda resemble mainly two philosophical structures, one is Nyiiya

Vaise~ika and second one is Siimkhya-Yoga. Former represents the physics and 

chemistry of drugs, so it is. important from medicine point of view. Later one 

symbolizes the universe and our body structure as it is important to diagnose the 

diseases and to prescribe right medicine. 
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